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Alicia H. Munnell*

Tax reform would qualify as a worthy conference topic at any time,
but emerged as a particularly important subject in 1985. A Republican
President in his 1984 State of the Union message directed the Secretary
of the Treasury "to simplify the entire tax code" so that all taxpayers
would be "treated more fairly." During the next 10 months the staff of the
Treasury’s Office of Tax Policy labored to fulfill that mandate, and in
November the Secretary presented the President with the Treasury re-
port, entitled Tax Reform for Fairness, Simplicity, and Economic Growth
(hereafter Treasury I).

The main thrust of the Treasury plan was a substantial broadening
of the income tax base combined with reductions in the marginal rates.
Hence, a conservative Administration, fundamentally antagonistic to
taxation and government spending, had embraced an approach es-
poused over several decades by liberals, who generally liked the income
tax and supported government programs. With the emergence of this
coalition, the time seemed ripe for meaningful tax reform.

The Treasury I proposals received wide endorsement from tax ex-
perts, but loud outcries were immediately heard from other quarters. In
response, the Treasury staff went back to work and after six more
months obtained the President’s approval for a somewhat diluted report
entitled The President’s Tax Proposals to the Congress for Fairness, Growth, and
Simplicity (hereafter Treasury II).

To garner support for Treasury II, the President made a television
appeal to Americans to support the transformation of an "un-American"
income tax system into one that is "clear, simple and fair for all." In an
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expression of bipartisan enthusiasm, the Democratic chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee responded immediately after the
President’s address and endorsed the tax principles embodied in the
Administration’s proposals.

In the months following the release of Treasury II and the initial
euphoria, support for broad-based tax reform deteriorated. As the time
approached to enact legislation, concern emerged on many fronts over
the potential adverse economic consequences of including previously
untaxed items in the tax base. Some cited the potential deleterious ef-
fects on individual saving and labor force activity, some the disruptive
effects on financial markets, and some the adverse impact on invest-
ment. Others were concerned about the implications for institutions de-
pendent on charitable contributions and the ramifications for the
revenue-raising capabilities of state and local governments. These al-
leged adverse outcomes contributed to a further watering down of the
already soggy Treasury II proposals.

The purpose of the Boston Fed’s conference was to separate un-
founded allegations from reasonable predictions, through a systematic
and comprehensive analysis of the potential economic impact on the
various sectors of the economy of Treasury I, Treasury II, and some of
the other tax reform proposals. The hope was that clarifying the issues
would improve future debate on tax reform. Second, even if comprehen-
sive tax reform did involve some adverse consequences, the question
was posed whether reform might still be "worth it."

Three major conclusions emerged from the conference. First, most
participants viewed the need to raise more revenues as a much higher
priority than reforming the tax system. Second, the supply-side effects
from major revenue-neutral tax reform were judged, on the whole, to be
relatively small. Third, tax reform of the extent proposed in Treasury I
was judged to be definitely "worth it," but as the reform proposals be-
came increasingly watered down the participants became more
doubtful.

The Rationale for Tax Reform
In the United States, as in other developed countries, a person’s

income generally has been viewed as the best measure of ability to con-
tribute to the cost of government. Although economic theorists have
proposed many definitions of income, most have supported the Haig-
Simons concept. This defines income, as an index of taxpaying capacity,
as consumption plus an increase in net worth during a given period.
Defining income in this broad manner ensures that taxpayers with equal
economic resources are assessed equal amounts of taxes and those with
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different capabilities are assessed different amounts.
Over time, the definition of income in the U.S. income tax has

moved steadily away from the Haig-Simons ideal. Taxation of a given
amount of income now varies widely depending on how it is earned and
how it is used. As a result, much income escapes taxation and higher
marginal rates are required to produce any given amount of revenue.
Moreover, the tax system is highly vulnerable to variations in inflation
and needlessly complex. These characteristics combine to make a tax
system that is not only unfair but also distorts the allocation of economic
resources.

The Treasury Proposals

In the introductory paper, Charles McLure, Jr. stated that the Trea-
sury had four main objectives in its tax reform initiative. The first was
fairness, particularly with respect to the taxation of individuals with the
same total h~come. This notion of horizontal equity requires that all
income be taxed equally regardless of its source or use. With respect to
vertical equity, that is, the relative tax treatment of individuals with
different levels of economic resources, the Treasury generally accepted
the degree of progressivity currently in the system. The only exception
was an effort to eliminate taxes assessed on families below the poverty
level.

The second objective of the tax reform effort was neutrality, or mini-
mizing interference with economic decisions in relatively efficient mar-
kets. Simplification, which was the third objective, consisted of two
parts: simplification of factors that plague taxpayers as they prepare their
returns, such as forms, instructions, and record-keeping, and simplifica-
tion of loophole provisions that encourage tax planning and avoidance
and distort decisionmaking. The fourth objective, economic growth,
was initially thought to emerge naturally as the result of lower rates and
a more neutral system.

To achieve these goals, Treasury I proposed to tax all real economic
income uniformly and consistently at lower rates. Income rather than
consumption was selected as the base primarily because of pragmatic
concerns in the face of severe time and resource constraints. Moreover,
the difficulties of taxing bequests under a consumption or expenditure
tax raised the possibility that individuals might amass large untaxed
estates. The taxation of real income was judged necessary to avoid in-
equities and distortions, such as those created during the 1970s by an
income tax based on nominal income in a world of high and variable
inflation. Furthermore, all real economic income must be taxed in order
to have a fair and neutral tax system. Finally, to reduce the double tax-
ation of corporate income, the Treasury proposed to partially integrate
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the corporate and personal income tax systems by allowing corporations
to deduct from their taxable income 50 percent of dividends paid.

Reform efforts were hampered right from the beginning, since the
President was forced to remove the elimination of the home mortgage
deduction from the list of possible options. This decision had two sig-
nificant implications: first, it precluded access to a major source of rev-
enue; and second, it .made the goal of neutral tax treatment of all
alternative investments unattainable.

Despite this limitation, Treasury I made important strides toward
the objective of taxing all real income uniformly and consistently. The
most significant changes included the taxation of a portion of health
insurance benefits; the elimination of the deduction for state and local
taxes; and limitations on the deductions for charitable giving. To make
the tax system less subject to distortions from inflation, Treasury I also
attempted to improve the measurement of income from capital by pro-
posing explicit inflation adjustment for depreciation allowances, the cost
of goods sold from inventory, capital gains, and interest income and
expense. Under Treasury I, oil and gas and other extractive industries
would also be taxed on the basis of their economic income.

The main change between Treasury I and Treasury II was a move-
ment away from neutrality through the introduction of explicit incen-
tives for growth. Indexing capital income for inflation was replaced by
an accelerated depreciation schedule and more favorable treatment of
capital gains for assets that appreciate dramatically. Treasury II also fell
short of Treasury I in defining income comprehensively, by further limit-
ing the taxation of health insurance benefits and restoring some deduc-
tions for charitable contributions. Despite this backtracking, McLure
maintained that Treasury II still represented fundamental reform
through a reduction of marginal rates, the elimination of deduction for
state and local taxes, the beginning of taxation of health care benefits,
and an increase in the personal exemption.

Discussion

The three discussants of McLure’s paper were unanimous in their
praise of his role as the chief architect of a truly fundamental tax reform
proposal. Henry Aaron supported his distinction between the two kinds
of simplification and noted that sometimes they reinforce one another
but sometimes, such as in the case of the Treasury proposal to index
interest, they are in sharp conflict. He agreed with McLure that the
immunity of mortgage interest to reform efforts was the "Achilles’ heel"
of the proposed changes in the taxation of capital income and echoed
McLure’s dismay at the reversal of the Treasury I’s proposal to repeal
expensing of intangible drilling costs.
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Aaron also questioned McLure’s justification for his elimination of
the deduction of state and local taxes. He acknowledged that deductibil-
ity is a blunt instrument for encouraging socially desirable spending and
that targeted grants-in-aid are superior, but he was reluctant to sacrifice
deductibility in face of the dramatic cutbacks in the grants programs.

John Shoven made two points with respect to the failure to tax
owner-occupied housing. First, he questioned whether treating all cor-
porate investments equally is necessarily desirable if residential real es-
tate escapes taxation altogether. Second, he maintained that the problem
with the treatment of housing is not the deductibility of mortgage inter-
est, but the failure to include the value of imputed rent in taxable in-
come. Disallowing mortgage interest deductions would just create a
new distortion between those who have large mortgages and those who
have large equity positions in their homes.

Shoven also questioned the Administration’s decision to maintain
the existing distribution of tax burden by income class, in that the cur-
rent distribution was in part the result of the many tax shelters and legal
abuses available to the wealthy. He concluded by accusing the Adminis-
tration of false advertising with regard to tax reduction. The only way
that 70 to 80 percent of households could be better off under a revenue-
neutral tax reform package was through the failure to attribute the taxes
paid by corporations to any individuals. Similarly, effective marginal tax
rates are not lowered very much by eliminating the deduction for state
and local taxes, since this is roughly equivalent to changing the level of
government that collects the taxes.

Emil Sunley picked up on the issue of distribution neutrality and
questioned whether the percentage reduction in the tax burden is the
best measure. He suggested that one might also want to look at the
percentage change in after-tax income which shows that the tax program
dramatically favors higher income people. On the other hand, if the
distributional impact of the increase in the corporate income tax were
included, higher income individuals and families do not fare as well.

Sunley then suggested that critics of the Treasury II proposal for
capital gains treatment may be unnecessarily pessimistic. In fact, the
incentive to convert ordinary income into capital gains would be cut by
more than half, since the differential between ordinary rates and capital
gains rates would be narrowed substantially. Finally, Sunley made a plea
for indexing depreciation and capital gains even if the indexing of debt
may prove to be complex. He acknowledged that partial indexing will
allow individuals to profit from inflation by borrowing to buy an asset,
but he maintained that the inequity resulting from partial indexing
would be superior to the ad hoc adjustments under the current system.

Much of the discussion focused on the issue of owner-occupied
housing. Aaron disagreed with Shoven’s statement that eliminating the
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mortgage interest deduction would not necessarily be an improvement.
He argued that since nearly everyone faces liquidity constraints, most
people would not be able to buy homes without the favorable tax con-
cessions. Hence, repealing the mortgage interest deductibility would
prevent the majority of people from taking advantage of the preferential
tax treatment of owner-occupied housing and would reduce the gap
between the effective rate on housing and that on the other two-thirds of
the capital stock.

Patric Hendershott rejected the equity implications of eliminating
the mortgage interest deduction since it would mean that wealthy peo-
ple would continue to get full benefits from investing in housing while
low-income and middle-income people denied the deduction would be
squeezed out of the market. Hendershott also reiterated the assertion
that to achieve a "level playing field," in the absence of a tax on housing,
requires not taxing any other forms of investment.

Towards the end of the session, the discussion moved from housing
to the incidence of the corporate tax and the fact that this tax was not
allocated among individuals in the distributional tables prepared by the
Treasury. Joseph Pechman asserted that if the corporate tax is borne by
stockholders (as was assumed by Treasury for classifying people by in-
come class), then the tax reform proposals would appear much less
favorable to the rich. Shoven disagreed, making the point that a large
share of corporate equities are held by pension funds and the claims to
these assets are distributed much farther down the income scale.

The Effect on Individuals
Joel Slemrod’s paper shifted the discussion from alternative tax re-

form strategies to the economic effect of particular proposals--specifical-
ly, their direct effect on individuals. To do this, Slemrod assessed how
individuals would fare under Treasury II’s stated objectives of fairness,
simplicity, and economic growth.

Fairness

Slemrod explored three alternative measures of fairness--vertical
equity, horizontal equity, and what he called transitional equity. In terms
of vertical equity, Slemrod concluded that it was difficult to dispute the
Administration’s claim of approximate distributional neutrality, even
though no attempt was made to trace out the ultimate incidence of taxes
paid by corporations.

On the subject of horizontal equity, Slemrod noted that preferential
tax treatment in itself need not produce inequities, so long as the tax-
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preferred activity is available to everyone and valued equally by all. But
many of the preferential provisions in the current law do produce in-
equities, since they apply to activities not available to and not valued
equally by all people. The Treasury I proposals to limit deductions for
charitable contributions~ tax a portion of fringe benefits, and repeal the
deductibility of state and local taxes eliminate some horizontal inequities
and move the tax system towards one where taxpayers who are equally
well-off pay equal taxes.

Any tax reform creates transitional equity problems by altering re-
turns on long-term commitments made under former law, leading to
windfall gains and losses for a period of time. Treasury II addresses
these potential inequities by gradually phasing in some provisions,
which allows time for adjustment to new rules and reduces the present
value of gains and losses. In addition, the proposed excess depreciation
recapture rule under Treasury II also serves to limit windfall gains that
would otherwise accrue to previously acquired capital.

Simplicity

Slemrod then turned to the second objective of the Administration’s
tax reform initiative--namely, simplicity. He noted that Treasury II ad-
dresses the problem of complexity directly by eliminating numerous
special provisions. Similarly, reducing marginal tax rates lessens the in-
centive to reduce taxable income. On the other hand, collapsing the
number of tax brackets from 14 to 3, although characterized by the Ad-
ministration as a key element in simplification, actually has an insignifi-
cant effect on the complexity of the system. Once taxable income is
computed, finding tax liability in the tax tables is a trivial operation
which would not be simplified by having fewer brackets. Finally, several
provisions in the Treasury II proposal, such as the attempt to expand the
taxation of fringe benefits received by employees, would actually com-
plicate the filing process. On balance, Slemrod concluded that the Ad-
ministration’s proposal would not significantly reduce the complexity of
the system.

Economic Growth

Slemrod noted that the Administration’s third objective--economic
growth--took a back seat to neutrality in both Treasury I and Treasury II.
Also, in the long run, the growth rate of an economy is determined by
the rate of technological progress and growth of the labor supply and tax
policy was unlikely to have a strong influence on these factors.

In the shorter run, however, growth could be enhanced by increas-
ing the ratio of capital to labor and Treasury II contained several propos-
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als aimed at stimulating saving and investment. Expansion of IRAs and
the reduction in marginal tax rates could both change the marginal after-
tax rate of return to saving. However, IRAs need not create new saving,
since an individual can gain a deduction simply by transferring pre-
viously accumulated assets or by borrowing funds and, moreover, IRAs
will never be effective at the margin for most people since they are
subject to relatively low caps. Slemrod concluded that, based on existing
estimates of interest elasticity, the reduction in marginal rates could be
expected to increase saving by less than 2 percent.

On the investment side, Slemrod argued that the tax incentives to
corporate investment would increase slightly, although this conclusion
was difficult to reconcile with the projected increase in corporate rev-
enues. Overall, Slemrod concluded that the taxation of investment is
probably not changed very much under the Administration proposals,
although the relative burden is shifted from nonresidential to residential
capital and from corporate structures and inventories to equipment.

Increased labor supply is a major factor that could contribute to
growth, but Slemrod’s back-of-the-envelope calculations indicated that
the reduction in marginal rates proposed in Treasury II would be expect-
ed to increase the supply of labor by 3 percent at most. Since true after-
tax wage rates would not rise in proportion to the decline in marginal
federal rates because of the elimination of the deductibility of state and
local taxes, the labor supply response would be even smaller than initial-
ly calculated.

Slemrod’s overall conclusion was that Treasury II, while not as radi-
cal or far-reaching as Treasury I, would represent an improvement over
the current system. It would induce more efficient use of resources, and
thus improve economic performance, increase equity and reduce tax
evasion. On the other hand, Treasury II would not reduce the complex-
ity of the tax system, would not increase incentives to save and invest,
would not increase the supply of labor significantly and would, like any
major tax reform, introduce some transitional inequities.

Discussion

Slemrod’s discussants found themselves in basic agreement with
his conclusions. Alan Blinder began by reinforcing the case presented by
Slemrod for equal tax rates on different sources of income, since he, like
Slemrod, viewed neutrality as the real thrust of Treasury I and II. He
noted that although optimal tax theory does not automatically prescribe
equal tax rates, it does say that it is always optimal to tax different factor
inputs at equal rates. Moreover, if there is equal ignorance about the loss
associated with deviating from the optimal, then equal taxation is the
best policy. Finally, once unequal tax rates are sanctioned, politics will
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ensure that the deviations have more to do with political pressures than
with cross-elasticities of demand.

Blinder argued, however, that fairness cannot be achieved by neu-
trality alone but also requires increasing marginal rates. He applauded
the fact that Treasury II awarded disproportionately larger reductions to
the poor, but he attributed its generosity to the rich to "an excessive
attachment to flatness."

On the simplicity issue, Blinder felt that Slemrod understated the
potential contribution of more equal tax rates on different income
sources to reducing the complexity of the current law. Equalizing tax
rates would reduce significantly the incentive to transform income from
one form to another and thereby dramatically simplify the system.

On the subject of growth, Blinder acknowledged Slemrod’s point
that some short-run growth gains could result from raising the ratio of
capital to labor, but questioned whether increasing the saving rate be-
yond that produced by market forces should be given high priority.
Blinder suggested that such a policy objective would be called for only if
the income tax seriously distorted choices away from saving, but con-
cluded that the evidence suggested such distortions were relatively
small.

Generally, Blinder agreed with Slemrod’s overall conclusion that
Treasur~y II, although not as elegant as Treasury I, would make things
better rather than worse than the current system and economists should
support it enthusiastically.

David Bradford only reluctantly came to the conclusion that Trea-
sury II would represent a clear improvement over the current system.
He was concerned about whether the windfall gains and losses arising
from such massive tax reform were really compensated for by the im-
provement in efficiency and apparent equity of the tax system. He cited
the examples of the large windfall loss that would be experienced by the
owners of timber, which would no longer be treated as an asset eligible
for long-term capital gains treatment, and the windfall gains that would
accrue to those who have large retirement savings, which will be drawn
down at lower tax rates than anticipated. Bradford also questioned the
seriousness of many alleged inequities, since he argued that so long as
taxpayers have the option of choosing each other’s portfolios, differ-
ences in their tax liabilities do not imply unfairness.

Bradford’s conclusion was that current tax reform efforts should be
aimed at replacing the current income tax with consumption-oriented
taxation using cash-flow accounting. This approach would produce
genuine simplicity as well as equity and efficiency. It would also elimi-
nate the need for indexing capital income, without which inflation will
continue to create serious distortions under the current system.

During the general discussion two participants made comments
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about the equity effects of comprehensive tax reform. Alan Auerbach
questioned the ability to measure windfall gains and losses once the role
of expectations is considered. He hypothesized that, with the constant
revisions in the tax code, tax provisions represent just one more uncer-
tainty that people take into account when making their decisions. Law-
rence Summers focused on the relative reduction in burden afforded the
rich under the various tax reform proposals. If the total reduction includ-
ed not only the reduction in taxes they pay, but also the reduction in
efforts to avoid taxes, the gains to the rich would be even greater than
those presented in the official calculations.

The Effect on Capital Formation
Moving from the household to the business sector, Richard Kopcke

undertook the formidable task of measuring the potential influence on
business capital spending of Treasury I, Treasury II and two other reform
plans--Bradley-Gephardt and Kemp-Kasten. All four plans would re-
duce the corporate income tax rate, repeal the investment tax credit, and
repeal the dividend exclusion under the personal income tax. Unlike the
Treasury proposals, however, neither Bradley-Gephardt nor Kemp-Kasten
includes a deduction at the corporate level for dividends paid. The two
congressional plans differ from one another primarily in their treatment
of depreciation, capital gains and the maximum corporate income tax
rate.

Simulations under the Cash-Flow and Neoclassical Models

In analyzing the impact of these four reform proposals, Kopcke
employed two different representations of investment behavior: the
cash-flow and the neoclassical models. The cash-flow model emphasizes
liquidity constraints and uncertainties, while the neoclassical model em-
phasizes the after-tax rate of return on investment over the life of the
project. He simulated the level of investment spending o.ver the period
1981 to 2000 for each of the reform proposals and for the current acceler-
ated cost recovery system (ACRS).

To make the problem tractable, Kopcke made several standardizing
assumptions. First, although ACRS was enacted before the alternative
proposals were conceived, the simulations introduced all of the plans in
1981 to avoid giving ACRS the benefit of a head start. Since under this
scheme businessmen never benefited from the ACRS depreciation
schedules, the recapture provisions of Treasury II were not included in
the study. Second, in all simulations real GNP grew at 3 percent per
year, and inflation, after-tax real interest rates, dividend/price ratios on
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common stock, and the relative prices of investment goods were held
constant after 1984. Corporate profits before taxes and corporate divi-
dend payments increased at the same rate as nominal GNP. Thus, none
of the simulations allowed for feedback or multiplier effects. If one tax
plan produced more investment spending than another, this additional
investment was prevented from stimulating a more rapid expansion of
economic activity by the 3 percent restraint on real GNP growth. Finally,
because of the sensitivity of the results to inflation, the simulations were
presented for three alternative rates of price increase.

The results using the cash-flow model indicate that only Treasury II
would generally increase investment compared to ACRS over the 20-
year period. Its lower corporate income tax rate, indexed depreciation
allowances, and 10 percent dividend exclusion more than compensated
investors for the loss of the investment tax credit and highly accelerated
depreciation allowances. Treasury I depressed capital formation at first,
but eventually produced rapid investment, once the gradual introduc-
tion of the substantial dividend deduction was complete. The Kemp-
Kasten proposal produced a greater rate of capital formation than
Bradley-Gephardt, but neither matched the two Treasury plans. It
should be noted that all reform proposals depressed investment in both
durable equipment and nonresidential structures relative to ACRS for
the first 10 years of the simulation period.

When the simulations were based on the neoclassical model, Trea-
sury I, Treasury II and Kemp-Kasten all outperformed ACRS in terms of
growth in the stock of producer durables and nonresidential structures.
In contrast to the cash-flow model, where the postponement of depreci-
ation allowances initially tended to reduce cash flow and investment
spending commensurately, under the neoclassical model investors re-
sponded immediately to future allowances. Consequently, in the neo-
classical simulation, Kemp-Kasten and the two Treasury plans
supported more capital formation than ACRS throughout the 20-year
period, because investors foresaw from the very beginning the value of
future depreciation allowances and dividend deductions.

Discussion

Kopcke’s three discussants all disagreed with his conclusion that
comprehensive tax reform would stimulate investment; they differed
dramatically, however, in the reasons for their disagreement and the
vehemence of their concerns.

George Hatsopoulos argued that all four tax reform proposals
would, for several years, retard capital formation and accelerate the de-
cline in the U.S. international competitive position. He based his conclu-
sion first on the critical fact that all the proposals increased business
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taxes substantially during the next several years. The reduction in tax
rates on earnings from existing capital would be more than offset by
higher taxes on new capital. Hatsopoulos agreed that eventually three of
the four proposals may reduce business taxes and improve capital alloca-
tion efficiency, but he concluded that the present value of such benefits
was minuscule compared to the short-term damage.

His second line of attack was aimed specifically at Kopcke’s simula-
tions. First, he dismissed the cash-flow model as irrelevant to business
decisionmaking. Second, he faulted Kopcke’s calculation of the cost of
capital, a key variable in the neoclassical model. Kopcke departed from
the traditional approach of discounting by a single after-tax cost of
funds, which combines the cost of equity and the after-tax cost of debt,
and used two different discount rates in his calculation. Kopcke em-
ployed a high discount rate on real economic returns, due to their com-
paratively high degree of risk, and a much lower.discount rate for tax
benefits and interest payments, which he viewed as much more certain.
Noting that a firm cannot acquire tax benefits without simultaneously
taking on an investment, Hatsopoulos concluded that the use of sepa-
rate discount rates does not accurately reflect the alternatives and con-
straints facing business managers. In short, Hatsopoulos implied that by
using too low a user cost-of-capital figure, Kopcke failed to discount
accurately future investment gains.

Hatsopoulos then focused his remarks on the possible impact of tax-
reform-induced changes in capital formation on the ability of the United
States to compete successfully in the world economy. According to Hat-
sopoulos, inadequate incentives in the United States for saving and cap-
ital formation, not unfair trade practices, have allowed nations such as
Japan to surpass the United States in productivity growth. He suggested
that a study which applied the U.S. tax system to the Japanese economy
would predict much lower rates of capital formation for that country.

Auerbach stressed that considerable uncertainty necessarily attends
any simulated responses to major tax revisions. Although the cash-flow
and neoclassical models may have predicted investment better than any
other model, they still do not do very well; these models have signifi-
cantly underpredicted the strength of recent investment spending.

Moreover, Auerbach saw problems in Kopcke’s treatment of some
of the proposed changes in the tax code. For example, Kopcke ignored
the Treasury II windfall tax on excess depreciation, following the logic
that his comparisons began in 1981 before any excess depreciation under
ACRS would have occurred. This omission, however, made the cash
flow under Treasury II look better in the simulations than it does to
actual investors who would lose $56.5 billion by 1989 under this
provision.

Auerbach concluded his discussion by raising the issue of one of the
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costs of transition to a more neutral tax code, namely, the waste of
substantial tax revenue on windfall gains to existing capital assets. He
encouraged tax reform proponents to consider carefully the construction
of suitable transition schemes.

Eisner also raised a number of questions concerning the neoclassical
model. Often variables such as interest rates are taken as exogenous,
the funds available, regardless of the profitability of the project. While
the cash-flow model does predict business investment fairly well, Eisner
noted that the typical positive relation between investment and cash
flow arises largely because both profits and investment are pro-cyclical.

Eisner also raised a number of questions concerning the neoclassical
model. Often variables such as interest rates are taken as exogenous,
causing serious forecasting problems if they are in fact endogenous.
Eisner illustrated this problem with the prediction by many "neoclassical
model devotees" that the introduction of ACRS in 1981 would lower the
user cost of capital and spur business investment; here, interest rates
were apparently taken as exogenous. However, capital costs rose de-
spite the more favorable tax treatment due to higher market interest
rates resulting from monetary and fiscal policy. The absence of an ex-
pected capital gains term in the neoclassical model employed by Kopcke
also troubled Eisner, for without including and specifying such a term,
the effect of corporate tax rate changes on the rental cost of capital is
ambiguous. Eisner also argued that dividend deductibility is not likely to
encourage as much new investment as Kopcke supposed, since capital
gains, not dividends, are the more significant reward to investors pro-
viding equity capital.

Eisner concluded that Treasury I would have little effect on aggre-
gate investment, although it would represent a significant step toward
neutrality in the tax treatment of different types of investment. Treasury
II, on the other hand, would probably eventually be more favorable than
ACRS to business investment, because of the combination of inflation
adjustments and more rapid depreciation than Treasury I. He ques-
tioned, however, whether these new incentives would do much for in-
vestment or simply make businesses and their owners richer.

General discussion initially focused on the worth of staying with
one tax code for a period of, say, five years, as opposed to making
frequent changes. John Makin argued that one reason that capital forma-
tion is not at a higher level is that business leaders are cognizant of the
recent tendency for the tax code to undergo frequent significant revi-
sions, and therefore discount future benefits at a much higher rate than
one might suspect. He went on to propose that a five-year moratorium
on changes, whatever the tax code, would tend to stimulate capital
formation.

Summers then pointed out that the anticipation of tax reform dis-
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torts intertemporal decision-making. If one really expects, say, Treasury
II to be passed in the near future, the present becomes a very attractive
time to invest, as one can take advantage of the investment tax credit
today and of lower corporate tax rates tomorrow.

Summers also referred to the issue of international competition first
raised by Hatsopoulos. He noted that, by the national income account
identity, the trade deficit is the difference between national investment
and national savings. If, as Slemrod claimed, tax reform would not in-
crease national savings, then the effect of reform on investment closely
approximates the impact on the trade deficit. Thus, measures which
stimulate investment also worsen the trade balance.

The Effect on Financial Markets
Patric Hendershott introduced the next topic with an ambitious pa-

per in which he estimated quantitatively the effects of the four major tax
reform proposals--Treasury I, Treasury II, Bradley-Gephardt, and
Kemp-Kasten--on interest rates, asset prices, and capital stocks.

Interest Rates

Hendershott began his analysis of interest rate effects by noting that
rates are determined jointly by the supply of and demand for funds to
finance real capital investments. Changes in some tax reform provisions,
such as cuts in marginal corporate and personal tax rates or interest
indexation, lower interest rates by shifting downward both the supply
and demand curves. Other changes aimed directly at real investment,
such as eliminating investment tax credits and revising depreciation
allowances, lower the demand curve only. The precise decline in interest
rates depends on the amount by which the two curves shift and on the
size of the interest-rate elasticity of investment demand, domestic sav-
ing and net foreign saving.

Hendershott first calculated the shift in the demand curve by esti-
mating the decline in the pre-tax interest rate that would, under each
proposal, hold constant the stocks of real capital desired by individuals
and corporations. Turning to the supply side, he estimated on a disag-
gregated basis the interest rate at which savers would be willing to hold
different types of capital. Quantitatively, Hendershott determined that
the supply curve would shift down by roughly 3 percentage points un-
der Treasury I and about 11/z percentage points under the other three
proposals. For the demand curve, Hendershott estimated that the
downward shifts would be roughly 3 points again for Treasury I, 2 points
for Bradley-Gephardt, 1 point for Treasury II and no change for Kemp-
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Kasten. The larger shifts for Treasury I are attributable to its interest
indexation feature, while the smaller or zero demand shifts for Treasury
II and Kemp-Kasten are the result of more generous depreciation
allowances than under current law. Putting the shifts in the two curves
together and allowing for a dampening effect of net foreign saving, the
net decline in interest rates under each of the four proposals was 21/2
percentage points for Treasury I, 11/2 points for Bradley-Gephardt, 1
point for Treasury II and I/2 point for Kemp-Kasten.

Financial Flows
Hendershott then turned his attention to how tax reform would

affect financial flows. All four proposals would sharply restrict issues of
tax-exempt securities for nongovernmental uses, which have accounted
for roughly 60 percent of long-term tax-exempts, and all the proposals
except Treasury I would modestly reduce home mortgages. The most
dramatic change in financial flows, however, would occur under Trea-
sury I in response to the interest indexation provision. Interest rates
would decline sharply and, because home mortgage interest would still
be fully deductible, the cost of debt financing of owner-occupied hous-
ing would also fall substantially. As a result of more housing and a
higher loan-to-value ratio, home mortgage issues would increase sub-
stantially. In response to this reallocation of real capital towards houses
and to a decline in business loan-to-value ratios, the quantity of other
taxable issues would fall. This fall would be mitigated, however, by a
shift from tax-exempt financing to regular taxable financing for nongov-
ernmental purposes. Finally, the interest indexation provision in Trea-
sury I would favor financial institutions with the greatest excess of
interest income over interest expense.

Hendershott concluded with a brief look at the impact of tax reform
on capital stocks. He found that the cut in the corporate income tax.rate
would raise the after-tax cash flows from existing capital and increase
stock prices by roughly 5 percent under Kemp-Kasten and by 10 percent
under the other three reforms. Under Treasury I, the 50 percent dividend
exclusion would raise stock prices by another 15 percent.

Discussion

James Tobin questioned how one evaluates the welfare effects of the
large shifts among different types of capital, since the existing allocation
and those resulting from the four proposals represent second-best re-
gimes. Treasury I comes closest to eliminating the major sources of inef-
ficiencies, but it is also likely to hinder business investment for many
years. Similarly, both Treasury I and Treasury II improve the allocation
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within the business sector but accentuate the misallocation of saving
between residential and nonresidential investment. How does one bal-
ance one effect against another in order to assess and rank the various
proposals?

Second, Tobin faulted Hendershott and the rest of the participants
for not addressing the effects of tax reform on the risks of capital accu-
mulation. By lowering tax rates, the Treasury assumes a smaller share of
the risk associated with capital investment, as well as a smaller share of
the returns from such investment. Tobin insisted that the welfare effects
of the shift in risk-bearing between investors and the general public are
as relevant as those resulting from changes in expected returns.

Third, Tobin lamented the large windfall gains and losses that arise
from the various tax reform proposals. He noted the contrast between
policymakers in 1962 who tried to stimulate investment through provi-
sions such as the investment tax credit targeted to new investment only
and the current Administration which lowers taxes on the entire existing
stock of capital. Tobin suggested trying to capture some of the windfalls
through a transitional capital gains tax.

Finally, Tobin turned to the prospects for long-run growth. Tax re-
form has the potential for affecting growth by its effect on the nation’s
long-run propensity to save. Since the current proposals for reform
would reduce the wedge between pre-tax marginal productivity of cap-
ital and the after-tax return received by savers, he believed this effect
would be positive. He concluded by expressing concern over the explo-
sive growth of public debt relative to GNP and national wealth, due to
the budget policies of the current Administration. Tobin saw this as a
grave threat to the nation’s propensity to accumulate wealth, and la-
mented the fact that this problem has taken a back seat to the push for
tax reform.

In his discussion, Barry Bosworth applauded the analysis of in-
duced changes in interest rates brought about by tax reform as an inno-
vative alternative to the traditional approach of assuming constant after-
tax rates of return and calculating the wedge between the return earned
on investments and that received by savers. Although he viewed the
two approaches as complementary, Bosworth noted that Hendershott’s
analysis brought out several points not highlighted by the wedge analy-
sis. Bosworth went on to list several issues not addressed in the paper.

First, most analyses of the tax reform plans, including Hender-
shott’s, simply ignore the sensitivity of the tax system to inflation. Trea-
sury I deserves more praise for attempting to make the system relatively
neutral with respect to inflation.

Second, the analysis paid inadequate attention to the methods by
which investment is financed. The impact of inflation on investment, for
example, depends crucially on the extent to which debt finance is used.
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Without a model which incorporated endogenous changes in the finance
method, Bosworth felt one could not determine what would happen to
the tax wedge under different reform plans.

Finally, Bosworth argued that too much emphasis is usually placed
on domestic investment, and too little consideration is given to net for-
eign investment, an alternative productive use of domestic saving. From
a welfare perspective, policymakers should be interested in national sav-
ing, not domestic investment. National saving should then be allocated
between domestic and foreign investment so as to maximize returns to
Americans. While the potential impact of tax policy on saving seems
very limited based on the experience of the last five years, Bosworth
contended that it may be too early to draw conclusions, since higher
after-tax returns have different effects on older cohorts who have pre-
viously accumulated wealth and on younger ones who are just begin-
ning to save.

In the general discussion, Summers suggested that one other possi-
ble explanation for the failure of the private savings rate to respond to
increased savings incentives over the last five years would lie in the
recent institutional developments which have made it easier for people
to borrow. Since borrowing has increased, it is reasonable to suggest that
savings would have fallen even more because of easier consumer credit
but for the effect of the higher real after-tax returns.

The Effect on the Nonprofit Sector:
Educational and Charitable Organizations

In the following session, Charles Clotfelter examined the likely im-
pact of tax reform on charitable giving and thus on the educational and
other nonprofit institutions eligible to receive tax-deductible contribu-
tions. He focused primarily on individual giving since it constitutes 80
percent of the total.

Individual Giving

The most important way in which the four major tax reform propos-
als would affect charitable giving is through the sharp reduction in mar-
ginal rates, which significantly increases the after-tax cost of giving. In
addition, the proposals have some provisions aimed specifically at chari-
table contributions. Treasury ! would repeal the above-the-line charitable
deduction for nonitemizers, limit deductions to contributions in excess
of 2 percent of adjusted gross income, and limit deductions for appred-
ated assets to the lesser of inflated basis or market value. Treasury I
would affect charitable giving indirectly by reducing the number of item-
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izers through the elimination of numerous existing deductions. Treasury
II would also repeal the charitable deduction for nonitemizers and re-
duce the number of taxpayers who itemize. It drops the 2 percent floor,
however, and relegates the constructive realization of appreciated gifts
to the minimum tax. Bradley-Gephardt would allow all taxpayers to
deduct contributions at the basic rate of 14 percent, while Kemp-Kasten
would retain full deduction for all taxpayers, though at significantly
lower marginal rates.

Clotfelter simulated the impact of these four proposals on charitable
giving, using both constant elasticity and variable elasticity assump-
tions. In both cases, Bradley-Gephardt showed the largest decline (23
percent) and Kemp-Kasten the smallest (13 to 15 percent). Clotfelter
then used survey data to calculate the likely impact by type of organiza-
tion. The data showed that wealthy people tend to give to educational
and cultural institutions, while middle and lower income groups favor
religious organizations. Due to the large reduction in top marginal rates,
the proposals generally produce the largest percentage declines in gifts
to higher education and to cultural institutions.

Appreciated Assets

Clotfelter then analyzed the possible effects of the Treasury I and
Treasury II proposals to eliminate or reduce the current favorable treat-
ment for gifts of appreciated assets. Under current law, some capital
gains escape taxation completely, which reduces the progressivity of the
tax code. Furthermore, taxpayers tend to overvalue donated assets,
which creates persistent difficulties for tax administrators.

Treasury I addresses the problem by allowing donors to deduct no
more than the inflation-adjusted basis of appreciated property, which is
equivalent to constructive realization of the capital gain in the Treasury I
environment where only real gains are taxed. Treasury II introduces a
similar provision into the minimum tax, where unrealized gains on such
gifts would be counted as a preference item. This feature offsets the
exclusion of capital gains on such assets for taxpayers with preference
items in excess of $10,000. Clotfelter’s simulation results indicated that
these reforms would significantly raise the price of giving appreciated
assets.

Clotfelter concluded that the impact of tax reform on charitable giv-
ing would be sizable. Reductions in long-run giving of 15 percent and
more were predicted for the four major tax reform plans and even larger
reductions would be likely for institutions that depend on gifts from
high-income taxpayers, such as colleges and universities.
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Discussion

Eugene Steuerle made four cautionary comments. First, he reiterat-
ed Clotfelter’s conclusion that the empirical results in this field should
be interpreted with great care. Research to date explains only a little
about incentives to give; large unexplained variances in giving across
individuals still remain. Moreover, the consensus of elasticities is de-
rived primarily from the results of cross-sectional analysis; time series
data and certain survey questionnaires appear not to support the high
elasticities found in these studies.

Second, even if the numerical results were totally correct, further
analysis would be required to determine what the numbers meant in
terms of social costs and benefits.

Third, Steuerle argued that the existing literature generally failed to
establish efficiency and/or equity targets. This omission made it difficult
to evaluate specific proposals, such as floors on giving or limitations on
gifts of appreciated property. Changes in these provisions were often
accepted with little thought about what they were trying to achieve.

Finally, Steuerle offered the proposition that whereas broad-based,
low-rate tax reform may reduce charitable giving, failure to achieve ma-
jor tax reform would produce a weaker, not a stronger, charitable sector.
Without tax reform, the ongoing erosion of the income tax, in favor of
payroll and excise taxes, would be likely to continue. Since these alterna-
tive taxes contain no incentive to give, charitable contributions would be
hurt significantly.

Gerard Brannon opened the general discussion by suggesting that it
would be possible to avoid the predicted declines in charitable giving
associated with reductions in marginal rates by allowing an augmented
deduction, say $1.15, for each dollar of contribution. In fact, the favor-
able treatment of appreciated property may be an example of this type of
stimulus--albeit extremely inequitable. Brannon argued that the impor-
tant question was not the form the subsidy should take but rather just
how large a subsidy for charitable giving should be incorporated in the
tax code.

Summers tossed out the notion that perhaps the favorable treat-
ment of appreciated property was just the natural response to a tax
system that did not tax unrealized capital gains at death. If people do not
pay tax on capital gains when they leave their assets to their children,
why should they have to pay a tax on these gains when they give their
assets to charity?

Aaron raised the question of just how sensitive people are to rela-
tively small changes in incentives, and wondered if it were realistic to
assume a linear relationship between incentives and behavior. Clotfelter
agreed that responses to small changes in incentives would be negligi-
ble, but contended that the use of a linear function in the simulations
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probably did not distort the results since the aggregate impact came
mainly from the large changes that affected the middle and high income
taxpayers.

Pechman suggested that a variable price elasticity of giving was
probably more realistic than a constant elasticity. He cited as evidence
the underprediction of changes in giving among lower and middle in-
come persons in response to the 1981 tax cut, presented in Clotfelter’s
paper.

The Effect on the Nonprofit Sector:
State and Local Governments

Treasury I, Treasury II and Bradley-Gephardt all include repeal of
the deduction for state and local taxes as one of the main ways to finance
rate reduction in their tax-reform package. Kemp-Kasten proposes re-
peal of the deductibility of sales and income taxes, but retains the prop-
erty tax deduction. All four of these plans also severely restrict the
possibilities for tax-exempt borrowing by state and local entities. The
merit of these proposed changes was one of the more hotly debated
issues at the conference.

Elimination of Tax Deductibility

Dick Netzer began his paper by arguing that if all taxes imposed at
the state and local level were used to buy ordinary private goods or "club
goods," then deductibility would be both horizontally inequitable and
inefficient. On the other hand, if state and local taxes were used solely
for the provision of pure public goods, then equity would require that
individual taxable income be measured net of these involuntary pay-
ments and efficiency considerations would argue for deductibility, since
these goods would be undersupplied in the absence of a subsidy. Ac-
cording to Netzer, about 10 to 20 percent of state and local tax-financed
expenditures produced interstate benefit "spillovers," although these
percentages may be somewhat greater at the margin. Netzer concluded
that the existence of some spillovers suggests the possibility of a partial
deductibility or the deductibility of selective taxes as desirable policy.

Netzer then turned to the question of the effectiveness of deductibil-
ity in encouraging aggregate state and local spending and the potential
impact of eliminating the deduction. Using a price elasticity of -0.5, a
number around which Netzer found an "uneasy" consensus, assuming
that the median voter was an itemizer, and calculating that elimination
of deductibility would raise the price by about 18 percent, Netzer con-
cluded that revenue from taxes currently deductible would decline by 9
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percent. Since deductible taxes account for only 27 percent of total state
and local revenues, the expected decline in total state-local spending
from all sources would be roughly 2 percent. Hence, Netzer concluded
that effects on aggregate revenues do not provide a convincing case for
continued deductibility. Netzer, therefore, surmised that the case for
deductibility must rest on a national interest, if any, in the composition
of state and local taxes or in the disparities among jurisdictions that
would be created by ending deductibility.

Netzer investigated the possible shifts in the composition of rev-
enues that might occur in response to eliminating the deduction. On the
positive side, a substitution of sensibly designed user charges for cur-
rently deductible taxes would probably improve efficiency. On the other
hand, greater reliance on selective excise taxes with narrow revenue
bases would allow greater substitution of nontaxed for taxed services
and thereby create the potential for welfare losses. Similarly, greater use
of corporation income and business sales taxes would most likely impair
efficiency. A reduction in the use of the property tax would slightly
reduce the progressivity of the tax system, while a shift from a tax on
housing to one on business-owned assets would lead to some loss of
efficiency. On balance, composition considerations led Netzer to favor
narrowing, rather than eliminating, deductibility.

Netzer then turned to the effect that ending deductibility would
have on different jurisdictions. Removing the current subsidy for high-
tax states would be desirable social policy if it simply eliminated spend-
ing that produced no interstate benefits. However, Netzer found that
financial crises at the state and local level almost inevitably led to cuts in
the area of public assistance and social services. Based on this evidence,
Netzer feared that the downward pressure on expenditures in higher tax
states caused by the end of deductibility would produce a similar pattern
of spending reductions.

Netzer also argued that the end of deductibility would increase
sharply the differential in tax burdens among jurisdictions. This rise
would be likely to cause some locational shifts over time as individuals
responded to the incentive for the affluent to move to income-segregat-
ed communities. For this reason as well as the likely decrease in redis-
tributive expenditures, Netzer concluded once again that he favored
restricting, rather than eliminating, deductibility.

Elimination of Tax-Exempt Borrowing

On the issue of tax-exempt borrowing, Netzer concluded that while
a convincing case could be made for eliminating tax exemption entirely,
the Treasury I and Treasury II proposals, which eliminate the exemption
only on private purpose and advance refunding borrowing, were poorly
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designed and most likely ineffectual. Netzer opposed the former be-
cause it would be impossible to determine the dividing line between
public and private purpose borrowing and because any restrictions im-
posed would be easily avoided. He noted that some private purpose
projects, such as airports, may be more closely tied to the national in-
terest than public projects such as municipal office buildings. He also
opposed the recommended limits on advance refunding bonds, calling
the proposal a pointless restriction on adept state and local debt
management.

Discussion

Edward Gramlich, in his comments on Netzer’s paper, agreed with
the author’s objectives and most of his technical analysis, but came to
quite different conclusions on both issues. He favored completely doing
away with the deductibility of state and local taxes, and while preferring
the complete elimination of the tax preferences for state and local bor-
rowing, would accept the Treasury reforms as a second best. Gramlich
emphasized the enormous revenue loss associated with the current tax
provisions--S35 billion for deductibility and $20 billion for tax-preferred
borrowing--and argued that revenues of this magnitude were sorely
needed to offset the large budget deficits.

Gramlich noted that deductibility was one of the provisions in the
tax code most favorable to the rich. The fact that many liberals argue for
retaining this deduction must mean that they see indirect benefits accru-
ing to the lower-income population. As Gramlich reviewed Netzer’s
three broad social offsets, however, he came away unpersuaded.

With regard to the aggregate level of state and local spending,
Gramlich agreed with Netzer that a small decrease would occur as a
result of eliminating deductibility. However, Gramlich noted that in low-
income places such as Detroit, where relatively few voters itemize, virtu-
ally no reductions at all would occur.

On the subject of the composition of state and local revenues,
Gramlich also found no significant social offset. He believed that Netzer
overemphasized the potential inefficiencies in any new user charges im-
posed by states and localities and the likelihood in a highly competitive
world that nuisance taxes would be imposed on businesses.

Finally, as far as the effect on interjurisdictional tax disparities,
Gramlich agreed with Netzer’s contention that tax prices are probably
higher for rich people who live in poor areas and these prices would rise
if deductibility were eliminated, creating an incentive for them to move.
Gramlich contended that the incentive was relatively small, however,
since the real quantity of public goods consumed is higher in the rich
areas.
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Unlike Netzer, Gramlich found merit in the Treasury’s proposed
limitation on tax-exempt borrowing. He acknowledged the difficulties in
defining which issues should be classified as private-purpose bonds, but
contended that a partial restriction on borrowing preferences, although
difficult to enforce, would be better than doing nothing.

The general discussion began with Auerbach reiterating Netzer’s
concern that if deductibility were eliminated, many state and local taxes
would be simply reclassified as business taxes so as to maintain deduct-
ibility. Bradford picked up on this point and advocated that the elimina-
tion of deductibility should extend to business taxes as well.

The heart of the discussion, however, was focused on the merits of
deductibility. Aaron argued that the externalities produced by a govern-
ment service will likely have an impact beyond arbitrary divisions such
as city or state borders. Summers added that state and local services
need to be subsidized, since no theory suggests that voting will neces-
sarily produce the optimum amount. He cited the example of education,
where children are the most direct beneficiaries, yet they do not vote.
Moreover, it is unlikely that the preferences of the children are fully
reflected in the voting of their parents, since so many couples are di-
vorced with spouses living in separate jurisdictions.

Gramlich agreed that state and local spending had substantial exter-
nalities and deserved to be subsidized, but argued that deductibility
favored primarily high-income communities and was an inefficient tool
for encouraging desirable public spending. Instead, Gramlich advocated
the use of targeted grants to support these services. Others agreed that
grants-in-aid would be a more efficient approach, but were concerned
about eliminating even a crude tool such as deductibility in an era when
grants programs were being slashed. The practicality of improving the
g~’ants programs turned out to be the main area of difference between
those who supported and those who opposed the elimination of
deductibility.

Richard Musgrave concluded the discussion by suggesting that de-
ductibility might have some merit in its own right as a tool for encourag-
ing state and local spending. He noted that consideration is generally
given to state and local effort, as well as need, when deciding the level of
federal assistance and grants; in a similar fashion, tax deductibility may
be a desirable form of federal assistance based on the fiscal effort of
states and localities.

An Overall Assessment of the Tax Reform Effort
This session brought together Richard Musgrave, Joseph Pechman

and Lawrence Summers, whom moderator Robert Solow characterized
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respectively as "The Silver Fox of Public Finance, The Canny Old Hand
of Taxation, and The Young Flash," to evaluate the current tax reform
efforts.

Key Features of Reform

Musgrave began by commenting on the key features of this tax
reform effort. First, the focus has been on the income tax, which he
found not surprising since this levy has been the mainstay of the federal
tax system ever since World War II. Musgrave noted that the expenditure
tax approach, to which economists have devoted so much time in recent
years, had little influence on the proposals.

Second, with regard to the pattern of tax reform, Musgrave noted
that the key element has been to broaden the tax base and raise the same
level of revenue with lower rates. Musgrave was pleased that, despite
the questions raised by optimal tax theory, broad-based taxation remains
a desirable goal. The other main feature of the pattern of reform has
been to eliminate horizontal inequities in the context of retaining the
existing vertical distribution. While Musgrave acknowledged that this
approach permits progress toward agreement, he suggested that it does
not make much sense to accept as a standard the vertical pattern of tax
liabilities that has resulted from massive horizontal inequities. A final
element to the pattern of the tax reform has been revenue neutrality,
which has separated the reform problem from the need to increase rev-
enues. Musgrave found the need for additional revenues as primary at
this time and wondered whether tax reform was not being used by some
as a purposeful diversion.

The Individual Income Tax

Musgrave then turned his attention to the specifics of the reform
proposals. According to 1985 tax expenditure data, exclusions from the
tax base amount to 78 percent of total revenues. As ambitious as it was,
the base broadening under Treasury I totaled only 13 percent of actual
revenues. The reason that Treasury I fell so far short of full revenue
potential was that it left entirely or largely untouched the mortgage
interest deduction, pension contributions under employer plans, social
security benefits, and employer contributions to health insurance. De-
spite the limited gains in expanding the base, Musgrave acknowledged
that Treasury I made some strides in reducing horizontal inequity.

Similarly, in discussing capital gains, Musgrave characterized Trea-
sury I as being very bold in its attempt to tax realized capital gains in full,
but noted that the proposal failed to even discuss the problem of unrea-
lized gains or the question of what happens to the original base of an
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asset when it is transferred at death. Musgrave lamented that none of
the tax reform proposals even mentioned gift and estate taxes, which he
felt should take on greater importance in a situation where the top mar-
ginal rates of the income tax are being reduced substantially.

On relieving the tax burden on the poor, Musgrave contended that
the Treasury proposals do not signal a drastic change in the appropriate
treatment of low-income people. Rather, the increase in the exemption
and zero bracket amounts merely returns the situation to what it was in
1979.

With regard to marginal rates, Musgrave reiterated the point made
earlier that the reduction from 14 to 3 brackets did little to simplify the
tax code. He thought that the reduction did have substantial strategic
value, however, since it insured that the top bracket, which extends
fairly well down the income scale, cannot be too high. On balance,
Musgrave found little in the way of simplification in any of the major tax
reform proposals. He asserted that the only way to achieve real simplifi-
cation is through a flat rate consumption tax, but felt that this was too
high a price to pay.

The Corporate Income Tax

Turning to the corporate income tax, Musgrave stated that the revi-
sion of the depreciation rules might be the major accomplishment of this
tax reform effort. He also contended that accelerated depreciation in
Treasury II is probably a better mechanism for encouraging investment
than the investment tax credit, which would be repealed under all four
major reform proposals. He acknowledged that the investment tax credit
has the advantage of applying only to new investment and of being very
visible, but felt this approach suffered in its favoring of short-term over
longer-term investment projects.

Musgrave praised the Treasury I proposal for including a 50 percent
dividends paid credit, which moves the tax system toward the tradition-
al goal of integrating the corporate and individual income taxes. At the
same time, he voiced the concern that this proposal might have a detri-
mental effect on the saving rate by reducing the pressure for retention of
earnings as a means for avoiding shareholder taxation.

Summing up, Musgrave concluded that the main gains of a tax
reform along the lines of Treasury I are the improvements in horizontal
equity, which encourage people to feel better about the tax system and
perhaps even about the public sector. With regard to the supply effects,
he concluded that they would probably be small--an increase of less
than 2 percent in the household saving rate, little change in labor force
participation and perhaps a 3 percent increase in the supply of durable
equipment by the end of the decade. The main problem, however, is
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that the tax reform debates divert attention from the much more impor-
tant problem of increasing revenue.

Discussion

Pechman, as the first discussant of Musgrave’s paper, arrived at
only a slightly more positive assessment of the current tax reform efforts.
He admitted the original principles of reform will have been seriously
compromised by the time legislatior~ emerges from Congress, but he
nevertheless concluded that the most likely changes would be positive.
He particularly supported the increase in the personal exemption and
standard deduction to restore tax-free status to persons below the pover-
ty line. He endorsed the redistribution of approximately $25 billion of
taxes from individuals to corporations. He also approved of lowering
rates from 50 percent to 35 percent with the revenue recovered from
eliminating loopholes, but, like Musgrave, found little virtue in the re-
duction of the number of tax brackets from 14 to 3. Finally, he praised
the efforts to improve the equity of the system through limitations on
tax-exempt borrowing, pruning personal deductions, repeal of energy
tax credits and the like.

On the other hand, Pechman pointed out the major areas where
political considerations have already eroded some of the significant im-
provements originally proposed by the Treasury. For example, pressure
from the financial community has resulted in severe retrenchment from
the original Treasury I proposal to tax real capital gains at ordinary in-
come tax rates. Another area of retreat from true broad-based taxation
was the treatment of depreciable assets. Finally, Pechman criticized the
backtracking on personal deductions, such as state and local taxes and
charitable contributions.

On balance, Pechman concluded that although serious reform has
been badly compromised, the public discussion has been educational
and will help some future President and Congress to enact real change.
If pressed, he would support, although somewhat reluctantly, the legis-
lation emerging in Congress.

In contrast, Summers concluded that the current tax reform efforts
were undesirable. Citing the excessive number of tax bills during the last
eight years, Summers made a plea for a 36-month period during which
the tax code would be left untouched. He further argued that proposed
changes do not represent significant improvement over the current
code. Repealing state and local tax deductibility was, in his opinion,
undesirable in view of the growing demand for improved public educa-
tion, the erosion of the nation’s infrastructure and marked declines in
real AFDC benefits. Summers saw little advantage in cutting rates and
broadening the tax base, since often the individual’s tax burden remains
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unchanged by these offsetting adjustments.
Summers viewed proposed reforms in the area of depreciation as

particularly pernicious. The Treasury proposal, argued Summers, re-
duces the burden on old capital by lowering the corporate tax rate and
providing dividend relief and raises the burden on new capital through
the elimination of the investment tax credit and lengthening depreci-
ation schedules. He saw this as both unfair and anti-growth. He also
challenged the claim that the Treasury proposal is a step toward more
neutral treatment of capital, since it was based on the misconception
that current law treats capital-intensive industry preferentially. Sum-
mers also found it difficult to believe that this proposal improves neu-
trality when it does little to change the nearly tax-free status of owner-
occupied housing, while increasing the effective taxation of business
investment.

Summers challenged the notion that the tax system unfairly confers
benefits on certain industries and individuals through preferences. As
long as people get the tax benefits they originally expected to receive
when they purchased an asset whose price and return reflect those tax
benefits, then they are not systematically beating the system or receiving
unfair rewards; only unexpected changes in the tax treatment of assets
create inequities.

Summers summarized his position by calling for another round of
TEFRA-like legislation where substantial revenues are raised by closing
a laundry list of loopholes. These additional revenues should then be
used as part of a sincere effort to attack the budget deficits.

Towards the end of the session, Carl Shoup expressed the view
which seemed to be shared by many participants that while Treasury I
would have been "worth it," the watered down Treasury II proposals and
the even more diluted congressional options would not.

Musgrave then added a few final remarks. He countered Summers’
benign neglect argument by suggesting that the present may still have
been the right time for tax reform as it brought opponents and advocates
of the income tax together. Musgrave disagreed with the suggestion
voiced frequently throughout the conference that free choice renders
horizontal inequity meaningless, claiming that because individual pref-
erences differ, preferential tax treatment may still be inequitable, even in
the presence of identical economic capacity. He concluded by proposing
that economists concern themselves solely with first-best solutions, and
leave the choice between second, third, and fourth-best solutions to
politicians.
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Conclusion
Subsequent events have shown that, despite its initial promise,

1985 was not to be the year for major tax reform. Its demise can probably
be attributed to the fact that the uneasy coalition for reform consisted of
parties with very different motives. Nevertheless, comprehensive re-
structuring of the nation’s tax system reached a level of debate never
before realized and the authors of the Treasury proposals deserve enor-
mous credit for this achievement.

The conference clarified numerous issues surrounding the tax re-
form effort. First, none of the proposals would really simplify the tax
system significantly. Particularly, the reduction in the number of tax
brackets would have no impact on simplification. Second, economists
can say little about neutrality since the existing allocation of resources
and those resulting from the alternative tax proposals are all second-best
regimes. It is particularly difficult to assess proposals that improve the
allocation of resources within the business sector but accentuate the
misallocation between residential and nonresidential investment.

Third, economists have limited tools for assessing vertical equity.
The basic problem is the lack of a clear standard, so that judgments are
necessarily subjective. On the practical side, the uncertainty about the
incidence of the corporate income tax makes it impossible to measure
the distributional burden of a reform that shifts from personal taxes to
corporate taxes. Nevertheless, everyone agreed that relieving the tax
burden on low-income individuals and families was a particularly attrac-
tive feature of all the proposals.

Fourth, no revenue-neutral tax change will affect economic growth
significantly. All four proposals would probably hurt investment initial-
ly, but if the tax code were left untouched the level of capital 20 years
hence would probably be somewhat greater. None of the proposals
would have much of an impact on saving or labor supply decisions.

The main vice of all the proposals is that they entail substantial
transitional costs through the creation of large windfall gains and losses.
Transitional capital gains taxes can reduce some of the inequities but
only at the cost of greater complexity. Moreover, frequent revisions of
the tax code create enormous uncertainty that probably inhibits invest-
ment and growth.

The main virtue of all the plans would be improvement in the actual
and perceived fairness of the system. The closing of obvious tax shelters
and the broadening of the base through the elimination of deductions
would improve horizontal equity. This is not an inconsequential
achievement, since it would reduce evasion, enhance respect for the
public sector, and probably make it easier to raise additional income tax
revenues in the future to finance federal deficits.
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In his 1984 State of the Union message, President Ronald Reagan
gave Secretary of the Treasury Donald Regan the following mandate:

Let us go forward with an historic reform for fairness, simplicity and
incentives for growth. I am asking Secretary Don Regan for a plan for
action to simplify the entire tax code so all taxpayers, big and small, are
treated more fairly.... I have asked that specific recommendations, con-
sistent with those objectives, be presented to me by December 1984.

During the following ten months the Office of Tax Policy at the Treasury
Department worked to fulfill that mandate, and Regan issued its report
to the President, entitled Tax Reform for Fairness, Simplicity, and Economic
Growth (hereafter Treasury I), in late November.

Academic economists and lawyers specializing in the study of tax-
ation, whether liberal or conservative, were virtually unanimous in their
praise of the general contours of the Treasury report; they expressed
little doubt that the reforms proposed would go far in satisfying the
objectives set out by the President and give the country a much im-
proved tax system. But the outcry that arose from other quarters indicat-
ed clearly that the enthusiasm for Treasury I was far from universal. Six
more months elapsed before the new Secretary of the Treasury James
Baker obtained Reagan’s approval of a much watered-down report enti-
tled The President’s Tax Proposals to the Congress for Fairness, Growth, and
Simplicity.

This paper describes the rationale underlying the tax reform propos-
als of Treasury I. The first section outlines the need for tax reform and

*Senior Fellow, The Hoover Institution, Stanford University. The opinions expressed
here are solely the author’s.
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the second the basic structure of the reforms proposed in Treasury I. The
third section comments briefly on options not followed and the fourth
section provides greater detail on the reasoning underlying some of the
major reforms and discusses some of the changes made between Trea-
sury I and the President’s proposals. The final section provides some
concluding observations on the two sets of proposals.

The Need for Tax Reform
Under current law a given amount of income can be taxed very

differently, depending on how it is earned and how it is spent. Most
cash wages are taxed, but most fringe benefits are not. Interest income
on bank accounts is taxed, but that on life insurance policies and state
and local bonds is not. Rental income is taxed, but the imputed income
on owner-occupied homes is not; even so, interest on mortgage interest
is fully deductible by the homeowner. Capital gains are taxed at prefer-
ential rates and only when realized--or not at all, when appreciated
property is transferred at death. The investment tax credit and acceler-
ated depreciation produce ex ante marginal effective tax rates on income
from new investments that vary widely across assets and industries, but
are generally far below statutory rates and even negative for some equip-
ment. On the other hand, one particular form of income, that from
corporate equity investment, is subject to double taxation, first at the
corporate level and again when distributed to shareholders.

Moreover, the U.S. income tax is highly vulnerable to inflation.
Fictitious capital gains are taxed, the real value of depreciation
allowances depends on the rate of inflation, effective tax rates on real
interest income have recently been far above the statutory rate and can
easily exceed 100 percent, and the after-tax cost of borrowing can easily
be negative. Not only does taxation vary across types of investments, it
does so in ways that depend capriciously on the rate of inflation.

These differences in the way various sources and uses of income are
taxed create several undesirable effects. Most obviously, it is simply not
fair that the income tax paid by families with a given amount of income
should vary so greatly, just because of the source and use of the income.
Horizontal equity demands that two families with the same income
should pay roughly the same amount of income tax.

The current tax system also distorts the allocation of economic re-
sources. Fringe benefits--and consumption that can most easily be tak-
en in the form of fringe benefits--are artificially favored over cash
wages. Tax-preferred investment vehicles and investment opportunities
are favored over fully taxed ones, resulting in misallocation of funds
toward the former and away from the latter. Homeownership is favored
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relative to other forms of consumption and investment. The allocation of
capital within the business sector is distorted by various tax preferences.
Tax preferences, the favorable treatment of capital gains, and the deduct-
ibility of interest expense can be combined to create tax shelters that
result in allocation of capital to unproductive investments, as well as
undermining equity and the perception of fairness. Use of the corporate
form--and production that must be undertaken in that form of business
organization--is discouraged. The dependence of effective tax rates on
the rate of inflation creates uncertainty, as well as encouraging borrow-
ing, discouraging saving, and creating distortions in investment
patterns.

Some of the distortions inherent in current law are the result of
explicit policy decisions; others are better characterized as accidental. In
any event, Treasury I was based on a belief that resource allocation will,
by and large, be better if the tax system is neutral in its impact on
economic decisions and is not used to implement social and industrial
policy.

On balance, much more income escapes the tax collector’s net than
is caught twice--or once, where no real income exists. As a result, mar-
ginal tax rates are substantially higher than would be required if all
income were taxed uniformly and consistently. The high rates accentu-
ate any non-neutralities and inequities in the tax system, as well as
discouraging work effort, saving, investment, invention, innovation,
risk-taking, and so forth.

The current tax system is complex and it causes complexity. To some
extent complexity is unavoidable in the income tax law of a complex
economy. But to a large degree the tax system is needlessly complex
because it is used to further so many nonfiscal objectives. Moreover, it is
useful to distinguish between complexity in tax forms, instructions, and
recordkeeping, on the one hand, and a more pernicious form of com-
plexity. Tax preferences create complexity in the form of opportunities
for tax planning and the distortion of business decisions, and these, in
turn, create complexity of the first type. In a world without tax prefer-
ences, business decisions could be based on business considerations,
without regard for tax considerations, there would be little need for tax
planning, and tax compliance and administration could be simpler.

A final concern motivating the proposals of Treasury I was the grow-
ing perception that the tax system is unfair. To some extent, this percep-
tion is based simply on the recognition that tax burdens at given income
levels do vary dramatically and that many high-income individuals are
not paying their fair share of taxes. But this perception seems to be
manifested often in the seemingly puzzling demand for "tax simplifica-
tion," rather than "tax reform." In fact, tax simplification may actually
just be another name for tax reform, if properly understood. Taxpayers
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are not necessarily just saying that their own taxes are too complicated
when they cry for simplification, though that sentiment is widespread.
Rather, they appear to want simplification for others, in order to reduce
the opportunities for others to take advantage of tax-reducing gimmicks.

The perception of unfairness provides an important reason not to
implement social and industrial policy through the tax system, even if
such policy makes good sense. Since the beginning of the republic gov-
ernments have spent money in ways that some have questioned. While
this may have made many think their tax dollars were being wasted, it
did not throw the tax system itself into disrepute. Tax expenditures, the
use of tax breaks to achieve nonfiscal objectives, have quite different and
more pernicious effects, for they create the kind of horizontal inequi-
ties-not to mention vertical ones--that undermine taxpayer morale, a
most precious commodity in a system based on voluntary compliance.

In summary, then, the proposals of Treasury I were based on a
concern for horizontal equity among similarly situated taxpayers, for
neutrality in the allocation of economic resources, for lower tax rates and
greater economic incentives, for simplification, especially where oppor-
tunities for tax planning are concerned, and for the perception that the
tax system is fair. It was expected that a more neutral tax system and
lower marginal rates would be more conducive to economic progress.
The President’s proposals, by comparison, contain a much less compre-
hensive definition of real economic income and more explicitly favor
capital formation and innovation, at some cost in terms of equity, neu-
trality, and simplification.

The Broad Contours of Treasury I
The overriding objective 0f Treasury I was to tax, as nearly as possi-

ble, all real economic income more uniformly and consistently and at low-
er rates. The discussion of the three italicized words, which are key to
the proposals, can be brief, given the discussion of the previous section.

All income must be taxed, if the tax system is to be fair, economical-
ly neutral, and simple, in the sense of avoiding opportunities for tax
planning. But no income should be taxed twice, as corporate equity
income distributed as dividends now is. Nor should fictitious income be
taxed, be it nominal capital gains or the inflation premium in interest
income. Conversely, deduction should not be allowed for the inflation
component of interest expense. Inflation adjustment should also be
made in the calculation of depreciation allowances and the cost of goods
sold from inventory. Without these adjustments, the income tax will not
be based on real income and it will not be fair or neutral.

Finally, economic income should be the basis for taxation that is to
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be fair and neutral. This rule has many ramifications. First, fringe bene-
fits should be taxed, as well as cash compensation. Second, income
should be recognized for tax purposes when earned, rather than merely
when received; if that cannot be fully achieved, the timing of deductions
for expenses should at least match that of the income the expenses pro-
duce. Third, depreciation, depletion, amortization, and other deduc-
tions for expenses associated with wasting assets should, to the extent
possible, track the decline in value of such assets.

A further objective of Treasury I was to increase the tax threshold by
enough to approximate the official poverty level, and thereby eliminate
tax liability on families living in poverty. 1 This was to be done primarily
through an increase in the personal exemption; however, the earned
income tax credit would be indexed and the zero bracket amount (ZBA)
would be increased, especially for heads-of-households, those single
persons who support dependent relatives.

A change in the overall progressivity of the tax system was not an
objective of Treasury I. Raising the tax threshold would, of course, in-
crease the progressivity of the tax system in the very lowest income
brackets. But beyond the point at which this effect phases out, the Trea-
sury I proposals would be distributionally neutral.2 Whereas on average
the reduction in individual income tax would be 8.5 percent, the reduc-
tion for the brackets above $20,000 would lie in the narrow range of 6.4
to 9.3 percent. Of course, within these income brackets there would be
substantial redistribution of tax burdens. For example, in all income
classes above $15,000 per year, more than 60 percent of all families
would experience a tax decrease. But substantial numbers--20 to 36
percent of families in the various income classes--would experience tax
increases. Particularly interesting is the fact that in the two income
classes above $100,000 per year more than 15 percent of taxpayers would
have tax increases in excess of 2 percent of income. By comparison, in
those same two income classes, 27 percent (for the $100,000 to $200,000
class) and 49 percent (for those with incomes above $200,000) would
have tax decreases in excess of 2 percent of income. This is a clear mani-
festation of the fundamental proposition underlying Treasury I: under
current law different sources and uses of income--and therefore families
with similar incomes--are taxed very differently.

1The "25 percent" rate reduction enacted as part of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981 shifted the rate schedule down; thus it provided no relief for those at the bottom of the
income scale who had been hurt most by the bracket creep of the 1970s that had, in real
terms, shifted the rate schedule to the left. Treasury I and the President’s proposals would
shift the schedule to the fight, thereby removing poverty-level families from the tax rolls.

2Figures on distributional effects cited in this paper refer to family economic income,
as used in Treasury I and described therein. See U.S. Treasury Department (1984, Volume
1, pp. 57-61).
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Treasury I contained a substantial shift of tax burdens from individ-
uals to corporations. To some extent this was the result of a political
calculation: if the proposals were revenue neutral for corporations and
for individuals, considered separately, there would be about as many
losers as winners among individuals, and therefore little popular sup-
port for reform. But there was also an important economic reason for the
shift: the fear that the gap between a corporate rate of 28 percent and a
top personal rate of 37 percent would be great enough to induce taxpay-
ers to use artificial business structures to avoid tax.3 Of course, the in-
crease in corporate taxes may have done as much to create opposition--
especially highly vocal opposition--as was gained by the shift of revenues.

Options Not Followed
An understanding of the rationale for not proposing certain things

in Treasury I may be as important as understanding why certain provi-
sions were proposed. This section discusses three of these: the choice of
income rather than personal consumption as the tax base; the rejection
of a value-added tax; and the tax treatment of housing under the income
tax.

Taxing Personal Consumption

Many observers believe that it would be desirable to shift reliance
from income taxation toward the taxation of consumption. This can be
achieved in at least three more or less distinct ways. The first of these
would be to substitute a full-fledged personal cash-flow tax for the in-
come tax. The second would be to impose a value-added tax (VAT) or
other form of sales tax, and the third would be to use ad hoc approaches
to favor saving and/or investment under the income tax. Unfortunately,
the relative advantages of the three approaches seem to lie in inverse
order to their likelihood of being employed.

Recent years have seen the development of considerable academic
support for a personalized tax based on consumption, rather than in-
come. Many proponents of a tax on consumed income, especially econo-
mists, emphasize intertemporal neutrality in the choice of when to
consume and equity defined in terms of lifetime endowments. Probably
more important than these are the considerable administrative advan-
tages of a consumption tax based on cash flow. Questions of the timing
of recognition of income do not arise, because the tax is based on cash
flow. Similarly, inflation adjustments are not necessary in the measure-

3Simple aesthetics also played a part in the choice; a rate structure for individual
taxpayers of 15-25-35 is simply more attractive than 16-28-37!
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ment of income (though they are needed for bracket limits and other
figures fixed in nominal terms), since cash flow inherently occurs in
dollars of the current period.

Despite these manifest advantages--which are highlighted by the
complexity of the Treasury I proposals for inflation adjustment and the
time value of money--the tax on consumed income was not proposed,
in part because the technical experts at the Treasury Department were
not convinced that by December 1 they could solve all the problems it
might entail. With severely limited staff resources and a tight deadline, it
would be impossible to proceed very long on a dual track to develop
detailed proposals for both a comprehensive income tax along tradition-
al lines and a novel tax on consumed income. Thus it was necessary to
be confident early in the tax-reform process that there were no "show-
stoppers’--problems that could not be solved--if all staff resources
were to be devoted to the tax on consumed income. For better or worse,
that confidence did not exist. Among the potential showstoppers were
the following: transition, international issues, and the treatment of
bequests.4

The current income tax involves payment of tax as income is
earned, with tax-free consumption or bequest. A tax on consumed in-
come, by comparison, involves no payment of tax as income is earned,
as long as income is saved, but taxation at the time of consumption; the
treatment of bequests is a controversial issue to be discussed below. The
transition problem derives from the fact that it would not be fair--or
politically feasible--to levy the personal consumption tax on retirement
consumption out of savings accumulated under an income tax. Nor
would it be a simple matter to formulate a workable transition provi-
sion-which might need to be in effect for several decades--that would
exempt consumption from the preexisting after-tax savings of most tax-
payers of middle age or older, but without exempting all such wealth, no
matter what its size.

International issues take at least two forms: international tax rela-
tions and tax evasion. A switch to a tax on consumed income would
necessitate renegotiating all foreign tax treaties now in effect. No other
country has a tax on consumed income. How to mesh a tax on con-
sumed income with the income taxes of other countries is far from obvi-
ous. Nor could the process of renegotiating tax treaties be concluded
quickly. It is useful to note that neither Sweden nor the United King-
dom, both of which have been studying the consumed-income tax for
roughly a decade, has yet adopted such a tax.

Under an income tax,-.evasion involves mischaracterization or hid-

4For a somewhat more detailed description of the problems posed by constraints on
staff and time, see McLure (1985a). See U.S. Treasury Department (1984, Volume 1, Chap-
ter 9) for a more detailed discussion of the potential "showstoppers."
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ing of income flows. By comparison, under a tax on consumed income,
tax can be evaded if saving can be documented artificially. It appeared
that international capital flows provided unacceptable opportunities for
this type of fraudulent behavior. (For example, funds borrowed abroad,
but not reported, could be brought into the United States as "saving."s)

One particularly attractive version of a cash-flow tax is based on the
desire to tax lifetime income endowments in a way that does not depend
on when during the taxpayer’s life income is earned and when it is
spent.6 Under this version, bequests would be included in taxable con-
sumption of the decedent as well as being part of the endowment of the
heir. Such a tax could easily be as progressive as the current income and
transfer taxes, even if levied at relatively low rates.

Under a very different view, the cash-flow tax would not apply to
bequests; rather, its base would be only consumption. The existing dis-
tribution of taxes by income class could be achieved, if at all, only by
levying extremely high marginal rates on consumption--rates that are
unlikely to be enacted. Under this approach, the tax liabilities of wealthy
families would exceed those of upper middle-income families only to the
extent of differences in levels of consumption. Dynasties would be per-
petuated and inequalities in the distribution of income would grow. The
defects of this second approach and the uncertainty of how bequests
might ultimately be treated makes one pause before proposing a tax on
cash flow.

One particular form of tax on consumption, that proposed by Hall
and Rabushka, merits special attention. Their ingenious proposal suffers
from a fundamental political drawback in addition to those just dis-
cussed: because of its flat rate, which is essential for administrative rea-
sons, it would involve a massive redistribution of tax burdens from
those at the top of the income scale to those in the middle.7

Value-Added Tax

A combination of a value-added tax (or retail sales tax) and a com-
prehensive income tax levied at lower rat~s could constitute an attractive
package. The VAT is relatively neutral, it is generally regarded as being
fair, and it avoids the tax bias against saving inherent in the income tax.
Moreover, it would take some of the pressure off the income tax, allow-

5This problem is over and above the transitional difficulty resulting from the possibil-
ity of repatriating wealth previously held offshore.

6See Aaron and Galper (1985).
7See Hall and Rabushka (1985). Hall and Rabushka (1983) indicate that at a 1979 level

of income of about $250,000, taxes would fall by almost one-third. By comparison, at an
income level of about $28,000, they would rise by about one-third. For further appraisal of
the Hall-Rabushka tax from the perspective of a value-added tax, see Carlson and McLure
(1984).
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ing lower rates and making remaining distortions and inequities less
important. The income tax, on the other hand, could retain conceptual
and economic integrity, thereby avoiding the distortions and inequities
of current law.

This stands in marked contrast to the use of ad hoc incentives for
savings under the income tax. The investment tax credit and accelerated
depreciation can easily produce negative tax rates on equity income, and
the use of debt financing makes matters worse. Activities that would not
be undertaken in the absence of taxation become attractive in such a
world. Moreover, the perception of fairness and taxpayer morale suffer.

Even though an entire volume of Treasury I was devoted to the
discussion of a value-added tax and other forms of general sales tax,
such a tax was never a viable alternative. President Reagan had stated
repeatedly, and most prominently during the debates with Walter Mon-
dale, that he would consider a tax increase only as a last resort. Within
the context of revenue neutrality imposed by this promise, a value-
added tax would be admissible only as a partial replacement for the
income tax. Given the substantial administrative and compliance cost of
introducing a VAT, not to mention other considerations, this did not
seem to be a reasonable policy to propose.8

This is not to say that a value-added tax or federal retail sales tax
should not have been proposed. My own view is that the continuation
of substantial budget deficits endangers the macroeconomic health of
the entire world, as well as contributing to the strength of the dollar that
hampers the competitiveness of much of American industry. Moreover,
I doubt that the will exists to cut enough from the budget to make much
of a dent in the currently projected deficits. If we are not willing to make
those cuts, then we must reconcile ourselves to paying the taxes neces-
sary to cover our budgetary excesses--and the sooner we start, the bet-
ter. My preference would be to introduce a sales tax as soon as
possible--which may not be for several years, because of the time re-
quired to put such a system in place--using a temporary surcharge on a
greatly reformed income tax base to buy the time necessary.

The Home Mortgage Deduction
It is unfortunate--if politically inevitable--that President Reagan

was forced into removing the home mortgage deduction from the table
of tax reform. Because net imputed income on owner-occupied housing
is not subject to tax, but property taxes and mortgage interest are de-
ductible, net imputed income is, in effect, subject to a negative rate of
tax. Taxing income from other investments at a positive rate therefore

8See also U.S. Treasury Department (1984, Volume 1, Chapter 10, and Volume 3).
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results in the misallocation of capital toward housing. The inability to
reduce the deduction for mortgage interest means that it is absolutely
impossible to achieve a level playing field among alternative invest-
ments, except by leveling down to an effective tax rate of zero or below.
This is, in a sense, what happened in 1981 when the investment tax
credit (ITC) and the accelerated cost recovery system (ACRS) were em-
ployed to redress the favoritism previously shown toward housing. (Of
course, the abatement of inflation further benefited business invest-
ment, relative to owner-occupied housing.) But reducing the taxation of
business income in this way, rather than through rate reduction, has
further adverse effects. A much more satisfactory approach would be to
begin to move toward elimination of the deductibility of mortgage inter-
est, perhaps over a period of 15 to 20 years.9

The Proposals
Achieving the objective of taxing all real economic income uniform-

ly and consistently would require changing a large number of provisions
of U.S. tax law. This section describes briefly the reasons for some of the
more important and more controversial proposals of Treasury I and
(where different) the tax reform package submitted by President Reagan.

Fringe Benefits

Treasury I would have taxed many fringe benefits that are currently
tax free to the employee, but deductible by the employer. The most
important of these was the proposal to tax health benefits in excess of
$70 per month for a single person and $175 per month for a family.

Fairness, economic neutrality, and the desire for rate reduction un-
derlie the proposal to tax fringe benefits. It is not fair, for example, that
some taxpayers must pay for health care with after-tax dollars, while
others receive the same (or better) care as a tax-exempt benefit. More-
over, the tax-free status of most fringe benefits causes them to be over-
consumed, relative to other goods and services. There is little question,
for example, that much of the growth in health benefits can be traced to
their favorable tax status. Finally, of course, there is substantial revenue
in the area of fringe benefits. Taxing benefits would allow significant
reductions in marginal rates.

In principle, all health benefits should be included in a comprehen-
sive definition of taxable income. There may, however, be important
policy reasons for not going so far, as well as persuasive political rea-

9For a further discussion of this issue, see McLure (1985b).
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sons. There may, for example, be social benefits from employer provi-
sion of basic health insurance, and retaining tax incentives for benefits
below a ceiling can be justified as a means of forestalling demands for
national health insurance.

The Treasury I approach in the health care area represents a compro-
mise between the competing objectives of equity, neutrality, and rate
reduction, on the one hand, and the social benefits of employer-pro-
vided health insurance on the other. It would hit only the most generous
schemes, where the distorting effects of the bias in current law are most
obvious, and would, considered by itself, make the income tax more
progressive.

The approach to the taxation of fringe benefits adopted in the Presi-
dent’s proposals has little attraction beyond a modest amount of rate
reduction and the achievement of a small crack in the armor of resistance
to the taxation of fringe benefits. Only the first $10 per month of health
benefits for a single person ($25 for a family) would be taxed, and virtu-
ally all other fringe benefits would remain tax-exempt. This approach
would improve slightly equity between those taxpayers who do have
health coverage, and those who do not, but its distributional effect with-
in the covered group would be perverse. And, of course, being inframar-
ginal for most taxpayers, the approach in the President’s proposals has
almost no benefit in terms of redressing the incentives for over-utiliza-
tion of this form of compensation.

State and Local Taxes

State and local taxes are spent largely to provide services that bene-
fit those who pay the taxes. As a result, there is little more reason that
they should be deductible than there is that other (private) consumption
expenditures should be tax~preferred. The deduction implies that on
average for every dollar spent at the state and local level some 15 to 20
cents is, in effect, paid by residents of other states. This, in turn, creates
a tendency for the public sector to be over-expanded at the state and
local level.

The deduction for state and local taxes also has distributionally per~
verse effects. Both the likelihood of itemizing and the value per dollar of
itemized deductions rise with income. Moreover, though the correlation
is far from perfect, the states with the highest amounts of deductible
taxes per capita tend to have the highest levels of income.

Defenders of the deduction for state and local taxes commonly ar-
gue that many state activities have important spillovers of benefits
across jurisdictional boundaries and that much of state and local spend~
ing is for redistributional purposes. These arguments are not persuasive.
First, the deduction for all state and local taxes is an extremely blunt and
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inefficient instrument for the encouragement of the relatively small por-
tion of subnational expenditures that do have important spillovers at the
margin. Targeted grants are more appropriate for this purpose. Nor is
the distribution argument persuasive. A common tenet of the literature
on the assignment of taxes and expenditures in a federal system is that
taxes levied at the state and local level should reflect benefits of public
services, with redistribution being left to the federal government.

Nor is it compelling to argue that repeal of the deduction for state
and local taxes would cause competition among these governments.
Economists have long seen competition as the benefactor of the con-
sumer, by ensuring efficiency, cost consciousness, and consumer sover-
eignty. The same arguments can be made for competition among
governments. 10

The proposal to allow deduction for only some state and local taxes
is also not attractive. The federal government should interfere as little as
possible in the decisions of state and local governments, absent a com-
pelling reason for interference. Differentiating between state and local
taxes would induce artificially excessive reliance on the revenue sources
remaining deductible.

Charitable Contributions

The proposals of Treasury I would affect charitable contributions in
four important ways. Most important, rate reduction would lessen the
incentive for charitable giving. Beyond that, the deduction for non-
itemizers would be repealed, itemized deductions would be allowed
only for contributions in excess of 2 percent of adjusted gross income,
and deductions for gifts of appreciated property would be limited to the
taxpayer’s (inflation-adjusted) basis in.the property. President Reagan
proposed only repealing the deduction for non-itemizers, in addition to
reducing rates, but would apply the individual minimum tax to the
excess of market value over basis in the case of gifts of appreciated
property.

Contrary to much of what has been written, the authors of Treasury I
did not view charitable contributions as just another tax preference to be
eliminated in the name of fairness and neutrality. Rather, they recog-
nized explicitly the social value of allowing tax benefits for philanthropy.
There are, however, conflicting objectives in the world of tax reform.
Elimination of the deduction for non-itemizers was proposed in the
name of fairness, simplicity, and rate reduction; it was also believed that
adverse effects on giving by non-itemizers would not be significant. In
the case of the floor for itemized deductions the argument was basically

1°See, for example, Brennan and Buchanan (1983).
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simplicity, as well as rate reduction in the context of revenue neutrality.
For the taxpayer who could predict at the first of the year that he or she
would exceed the floor, the incentive effects would be the same at the
margin (except insofar as rates are reduced) as if there were no floor.
Incentives would be reduced for those below the floor, but taxpayer
compliance would be simplified. Finally, the argument on gifts of appre-
ciated property was one of fairness; taxpayers should not be allowed a
deduction for amounts never recognized as income.

Measurement of Capital Income
In the current income tax, measurement of income is based on his-

torical costs of assets and on nominal interest income and expense. As
noted earlier, this makes the equity and neutrality of the tax system
vulnerable to inflation because effective tax rates depend on the rate of
inflation. Moreover, during inflationary times there are political pres-
sures for ad hoc adjustments to income measurement to compensate for
the adverse effects of inflation--but not usually for the beneficial ones.
This helps explain the liberalization of the taxation of capital gains in
1978 and 1981 and the political appeal of the accelerated cost recovery
system (ACRS) and the investment tax credit (ITC) enacted in 1981.21 Of
course, when inflation abates, as it has since 1981, such compensatory
provisions can be overly generous and create further inequities and
distortions.

Inflation adjustment. Treasury I attempted to cut through this prob-
lem by providing explicit inflation adjustment for depreciation
allowances, for the cost of goods sold from inventory, for capital gains,
and for interest income and expense. With explicit allowance having
been made for inflation, there would be no need for ad hoc surrogates
for inflation adjustments. Thus Treasury I proposed that depreciation
allowances be based on the best available estimates of economic depreci-
ation and that the preferential taxation of capital gains be eliminated.
Moreover, like the two major Congressional contenders in the tax reform
arena (the Bradley-Gephardt and Kemp-Kasten proposals), it proposed
repeal of the investment tax credit, which, in combination with ACRS,
produces negative effective tax rates on income from investment in
equipment at current levels of inflation. In present value terms the real
value of depreciation allowances would be roughly as great for most
types of assets under RCRS (the real cost recovery system proposed in
Treasury I) as under ACRS (but not as generous as the combination of
ACRS and the ITC) at rates of inflation of roughly 5 to 6 percent or
higher.

USee McLure (1984).
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Inflation adjustment of interest income and expense is arguably the
most important of the proposals for dealing explicitly with inflation. The
failure to index interest has. pervasive and pernicious effects in under-
mining the equity and neutrality of the tax system. Moreover, current
law contains no ad hoc surrogates for the inflation adjustment of inter-
est, as it does for capital gains, depreciation allowances, and cost of
goods sold from inventories. Nevertheless, interest indexing was not
included in the President’s proposals, because it would increase the
complexity of taxpayer compliance, cause a loss of revenue,~2 and (as
proposed in Treasury I) provide a windfall for financial institutions (by
exempting a portion of their "spread" from tax). Unfortunately, few non-
economists realized how crucial interest indexing is to the uniform and
consistent taxation of all income. 13

Depreciation allowances. While retaining the provision for inflation
adjustment for depreciation, the President’s proposals also provided for
acceleration of such allowances. But they did so in a way that would be
relatively neutral, since the effective tax rate on income from equipment
would be uniform across assets--and slightly below that on income
from structures. 14

Aside from the obvious political pressures to do so, there are com-
pelling economic reasons for providing more generous depreciation
allowances than under Treasury I. Owner-occupied housing, as noted
above, is taxed at negative effective tax rates. Thus resource allocation
may actually be made worse by taxing income from all other sources at
effective rates approaching the statutory rates. But it is important to
recognize that once one retreats from the anchor of economic depreci-
ation, opportunities for tax shelters and tax planning--and the distor-
tions and inequities they entail--reappear.

Capital gains. The Treasury I decision to eliminate the partial exclu-
sion of long-term capital gains was based in substantial part on the
desire for simplification. Much of the tax code is devoted to the distinc-
tion between long-term capital gains and ordinary income, and much
tax planning and tax shelter activity involves the recharacterization of
ordinary income as capital gains. Eliminating this distinction would
therefore greatly simplify the tax law and reduce the latitude for tax

12Some economists realized, however, that by inducing a drop in interest rates, index-
ing would result in an even greater saving in interest on the national debt.

13As proposed, interest indexing did contain a major flaw: it did not extend to interest
on mortgages on the principal residence of a taxpayer. Hendershott (1985) has empha-
sized the misallocation that could result from this omission, particularly at high rates of
inflation. In principle--if not in political reality--this defect could easily be remedied. See
also McLure (1985b).

14This slight preference for investment in equipment, relative to structures, was moti-
vated by the belief that any externalities from investment were likely to be greater for
equipment, plus recognition that structures are often debt-financed.
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planning based on the distinction between long-term capital gains and
ordinary income.

It was recognized from the outset that eliminating the preferential
treatment of long-term capital gains could have potentially adverse ef-
fects on innovation, entrepreneurship, the supply of venture capital,
general capital formation, and economic growth, even if inflation adjust-
ment assured that only real gains were subject to tax. For most "vanilla"
investments, those that do not yield extraordinarily high returns, the
combination of inflation adjustment and taxation of gains as ordinary
income would be as favorable as the current law’s exclusion of 60 per-
cent of nominal gains, except at very low rates of inflation. The more
compelling case for preferential treatment involves entrepreneurs--and
perhaps suppliers of venture capital--who have little basis in an activity
that becomes highly profitable. For them, inflation adjustment would
not compensate for the loss of the partial exclusion of current law, and
some preferential treatment may be justified on externality grounds. In
the preparation of the President’s proposals, an attempt was made to
devise a scheme that would allow preferential treatment only for gains
realized on the sale of corporate shares in new ventures, but this was
ultimately abandoned as administratively infeasible, in favor of continu-
ation of a general preference for all long-term capital gains.

Dividend Relief
The deduction of one-half of dividends paid, proposed in Treasury I,

was intended to reduce the discrimination against income from corpo-
rate equities. That, in turn, would reduce the disincentives for equity
financing relative to debt financing, increase the attractiveness of new
issues of shares relative to retained earnings, and reduce discrimination
against products of the corporate sector. The deduction would be avail-
able only for dividends paid out of fully taxed income, but under Trea-
sury I that constraint generally would not be a serious one, since most
corporate income would be taxable.

The Treasury I proposal broke with common international practice
in that it called for a dividend-paid deduction, rather than a shareholder
credit, as the vehicle for dividend relief.15 The shareholder credit or
imputation system is commonly preferred because under international
convention the credit can be withheld from foreign shareholders with-

1Sin the formulation of Treasury I, considerable attention was devoted to allowing a
deduction only for dividends paid on new issues of stock, along the lines of the proposal
in the ALI report on subchapter C. (See Andrews, 1984.) Such an approach would have
the allocative advantages of allowing relief for all dividends, but at only a fraction of the
cost; moreover; it would avoid bestowing windfall gains on owners of existing shares.
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out violating tax treaties. By comparison, levying an equivalent with-
holding tax on dividends paid to foreigners would violate such treaties.
In addition, nonprofit organizations would automatically benefit from
the dividend-paid deduction, whereas under the shareholder credit ap-
proach such organizations would not benefit, in the absence of refunds.

The treatment of dividends under Treasury I (and the President’s
proposals) was predicated on a desire to extend the benefits of dividend
relief to both foreign shareholders and tax-exempt organizations in order
to create equality in the tax treatment of debt and equity investments.
Given the large number of IRAs, Keogh plans, etc., that are tax-exempt
and potential claimants for refunds, the dividend-paid deduction is
clearly the simpler approach. There is an expectation that treaty partners
who have imputation systems will extend their benefits to U.S. share-
holders, not that the United States will impose a withholding tax in
order to deny the benefits of dividend relief to foreign shareholders.

Oil and Gas

Under Treasury I the oil and gas and other extractive industries
would be taxed on economic income, like other sectors of the economy.
This would be done by 1) repealing the option to use percentage deple-
tion and 2) eliminating the provisions that allow immediate expensing of
intangible drilling costs (IDCs) by independents. Thus all costs of creat-
ing an asset would be capitalized and written off through either depreci-
ation or cost depletion. As with other provisions in Treasury I, these
proposals were motivated by a concern for equity, economic neutrality,
and simplification, as well as rate reduction. The President’s proposals
would retain current-law treatment of intangible drilling costs, ostensi-
bly on the grounds of national security, but would tighten the treatment
of IDCs under the minimum tax.

The Administration position on IDCs is among the most damaging
to the case for tax reform. First, retaining expensing of IDCs has a high
cost in terms of both horizontal and vertical equity, neutrality, and sim-
plification (because it would leave intact an important vehicle for tax
shelters). Moreover, failure to deal adequately with this highly visible
and symbolic issue has caused many to doubt the commitment of the
Administration to meaningful tax reform. The appeal to national de-
fense-and, implicitly, to energy independence--is not compelling.
One can only wonder how much more nearly independent of foreign
suppliers the United States would now be if it had not previously accept-
ed national defense arguments for such misguided policies as import
quotas, percentage depletion, and expensing of intangible drilling costs,
which are designed to "pump America dry first."
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Minimum Tax
The tax base under Treasury I would have approximated economic

income closely enough that a minimum tax would not be needed. By
comparison, the President’s proposals retain many forms of preferential
tax treatment: for example, for the oil and gas and other extractive indus-
tries; for investment in depreciable assets; and for long-term capital
gains. This being the case, it was thought necessary to retain a minimum
tax for both corporations and individuals.

The minimum tax is evidence of a schizophrenic view of tax prefer-
ences. On the one hand, preferences are retained, presumably because
of some overriding social reason not to tax all income uniformly and
consistently. But there is strong resistance to allowing any one taxpayer
to make too much use of tax preferences, and thereby eliminate (or
almost eliminate) tax liability, no matter how justified the individual
preferences may appear to be. The policy problem, thus, is to decide
how much use of tax preferences is too much.

The minimum tax in the President’s proposals would add an impor-
tant new wrinkle to the existing structure, aside from tightening the tax
treatment of intangible drilling costs and subjecting to minimum tax the
difference between basis and m~rket value in the case of charitable gifts
of appreciated property. This is the proposal to apply the minimum tax
to 20 percent of interest expense, to the extent that depreciation is accel-
erated (as measured by the excess of depreciation allowances over those
under RCRS). The idea behind this proposal is that while accelerated
depreciation is a legitimate preference designed to stimulate investment,
combining it with debt financing goes too far, in the sense of increasing
the likelihood of negative effective rates and the ability to pay no tax.

The "Windfall Recapture" Tax

The President’s proposals included a novel provision not found in
Treasury I or, indeed, in any prior legislative proposal for tax reform, the
so-called "windfall recapture" tax. The rationale for the recapture tax is
relatively straightforward. Those who have taken advantage of acceler-
ated depreciation under current law have accumulated substantial "de-
ferred tax accounts" which will be reversed or "unwound" once assets
pass the "break-even point" at which depreciation for tax purposes no
longer exceeds book depreciation. Reduction of statutory tax rates
would create a substantial windfall; for example, for a corporation the
deferred income would be taxed at 33 percent, rather than 46 percent.
The purpose of the windfall recapture tax is simply to prevent this wind-
fall, by subjecting to tax 40 percent of income deferred via accelerated
depreciation between January 1, 1980 and the middle of 1986.
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This proposal has been criticized as reneging on the investment
incentives offered under ACRS and as an unfair capital levy. Both claims
are, in principle, unfounded. A properly constructed windfall recapture
tax would only prevent the windfall that would otherwise result from
the combination of rate reduction and prior acceleration of depreciation
allowances. The Administration proposal can be faulted only for using
an exceptionally slow measure of depreciation as its benchmark (that
employed in calculating earnings and profits), for requiring repayment
of the windfall tax over a period shorter than economic depreciation
would require, and for applying to depreciation on real estate expected
to be "unwound" at capital gains rates. 16

Concluding Remarks
The proposals of Treasury I were intended to comply with a Presi-

dential mandate to design a tax system that would be fair, economically
neutral, simple, and conducive to economic growth.17 As such, they
generally were mutually consistent and had internal integrity. By com-
parison, current law is a collection of provisions for capriciously prefer-
ential and punitive taxation of various sources and uses of income; not
surprisingly, it lacks consistency and integrity. 18

The President’s proposals lie somewhere between current law and
Treasury I. There are far fewer deviations from uniform and consistent
taxation than current law, but more than in Treasury I. Adoption of the
President’s proposals would represent fundamental reform in several
respects--markedly lower rates, elimination of the deduction for state
and local taxes, a foot in the door on the taxation of health care, elimina-
tion of percentage depletion, and so forth. But the plan would fall quite
short of Treasury I in several important respects--a uniform and consis-

16For more on this, see Stretch and Sunley (1985) and Aaron (1985).
17Actually, the President did not mention economic neutrality in his 1984 State of the

Union Address. But in 1981 he used the following words that are totally consistent with
the neutrality objective:

The taxing power of government must be used to provide revenues for legitimate
government purposes. It must not be used to regulate the economy or bring about
social change. (President Ronald Reagan, to a Joint Session of Congress on the Pro-
gram for Economic Recovery, February 18, 1981.)

lsI sometimes employ the following analogy: Treasury I would have produced a tax
law that is basically "round," albeit with a few lumps and bulges (resulting, for example,
from retention of preferential treatment of owner-occupied housing and municipal securi-
ties). By comparison, current law resembles a bag full of balls, boxes, and sticks; rather
than being round, it is nothing but a collection of bumps, lumps, and bulges. Needless to
say, converting the current system to the model of Treasury I would require fundamental
reform, as the President recognized in issuing his January 1984 mandate to the Treasury
Department.
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tent definition of income, including especially fringe benefits; compre-
hensive inflation adjustment; economic depreciation; taxation of capital
gains as ordinary income; elimination of expensing for intangible drill-
ing costs; no need for a minimum tax.

There may have never been much hope that Treasury I would be
adopted in its entirety. It may have been too comprehensive for the
American political system to swallow, even if advocated by a strong and
popular president. Whether the President’s less ambitious proposals,
which were born in political compromise, will fare any better remains to
be seen. Early evidence suggests that any change in the tax system that
emerges from the political process may bear even less resemblance to
fundamental tax reform.

One hopes that Treasury I has changed the nature and level of de-
bate on tax reform, both here and elsewhere, as well as perhaps provid-
ing a menu for piecemeal adoption. After the publication of Treasury I,
questions such as these were being debated as seldom before: Should
we use the tax system to implement social and industrial policy? Can the
playing field be truly level so long as owner-occupied housing retains its
uniquely favorable tax treatment? Does it make sense to accelerate de-
preciation allowances without making compensating changes in the tax
treatment of interest expense? Should we adopt inflation adjustment,
refuse to do so and risk a repeat of the experience of the 1970s, or avoid
this choice by moving to a tax system based on cash flow? What will
happen in international markets if we tax all income uniformly and con-
sistently? What are the economic effects of moving to a more neutral tax
system? Should we move as quickly as proposed, even if the proposals
make sense, or should we go more slowly? It is to be hoped that eco-
nomic research and conferences such as this will help to provide some of
the answe.rs to these and similar questions and contribute to the eventu-
al adoption of truly fundamental tax reform.
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Discussion
Henry I. Aaron*

My comments on Charles McLure’s paper are divided into three
parts. I begin by underscoring a number of points he makes that are
particularly praiseworthy--which in plain language means I agree with
him. Then I turn to a few points with which I disagree. Finally, I address
the choice Treasury made between trying to move toward a personal
income tax or nearer to a cash-flow tax.

Praiseworthy Points
McLure lays great stress on the distinction between two kinds of tax

simplification. The first kind makes the tax form short and simple. The
second kind results when tax rules are changed to reduce incentives to
engage in transactions motivated by the desire to avoid taxes. The first
form of simplification makes life easier for the day or so per year most of
us spend preparing our taxes. The second form of simplification makes
our life easier 365 days a year by freeing us from the need to take taxes
into account in making economic decisions. Although most people want
their own forms to be simple (the first kind of simplification), many also
want other people not to be able to engage in tax avoidance transactions,
even socially meritorious ones (the second kind of simplification).
McLure stresses that since tax avoidance by others reduces taxpayer
morale, the case for the second kind of simplification is enhanced.

Sometimes these two kinds of simplification reinforce one an-
other--elimination of the distinction between long-term and short-term

*Senior Fellow, The Brookings Institution, and Professor of Economics, University of
Maryland.
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capital gains, for example. But sometimes they are in sharp conflict~the
Treasury’s proposals to index interest, for example. The admitted addi-
tion to complexity on the tax form that this provision would have en-
tailed would have been more than offset by the transactional simplifica-
tion that could have been achieved. The decision to drop this proposal,
allegedly because of its complexity, is especially regrettable, ironically
because that decision sacrificed one of the great opportunities for simpli-
fication.

McLure correctly bewails the untouchability of the mortgage inter-
est deduction. The failure--necessary, perhaps, but no less regrettable
for that reason--to include owner-occupied housing in the reform was,
as McLure in effect acknowledges, the Achilles’ heel of the proposed
changes in capital income taxation. The step-by-step dismantling of
Treasury I’s indexing proposals, first at the hand of Treasury in fashion-
ing the President’s proposal; then by Treasury in response to the de-
mands of the Ways and Means Committee that the President’s plan
should not lose revenue; and now, it would appear, at the hands of the
Ways and Means Committee, is the major disappointment in the evolu-
tion of the tax reform proposal.

McLure reserves his strongest language for the reversal of Treasury I’s
proposal to repeal expensing of intangible drilling costs, to which I can
only say, "Amen." As obiter dicta he also joins all sane economists in
warning of the dangers of the deficit, and he links armswith the over-
whelming majority of economists, who doubt that spending cuts will
eliminate the deficit, in calling for a tax increase "the sooner the better,"
as McLure puts it, which I believe is at least a few minutes sooner than
"as a last resort."

Finally, McLure says exactly the right things, in my view, about
fringe benefits, charitable contributions, capital income taxation, double
taxation of dividends, and the windfall tax.

Points Requiring Further Discussion
In a few areas, I believe, McLure has not stated the issues correctly.

His criticism of the minimum tax is so muted that it sounds as if the
minimum tax is simply Congress’s way of never having to say "I’m
sorry" for enacting a tax preference--a device for telling taxpayers that it
likes them to do certain things that avoid tax, but only if they don’t avoid
too much tax. McLure does not emphasize what an administrative
nightmare a minimum tax is, particularly one that would yield any sig-
nificant amount of revenue. Moreover, if marginal tax rates really do
influence behavior, the minimum tax would vastly complicate private
decisions. Effective marginal rates associated with one transaction
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would depend not only on the volume of that type of transaction, but
also on the volume of other transactions that generate preference in-
come or that influence the limit on preference income before minimum
tax triggers in. This way lies insanity.

The section on deductibility of state and local taxes is marred, in my
opinion, by serious overstatement and imprecision. McLure states:
"State and local taxes are spent largely to provide services that benefit
those who pay the taxes. As a result, there is little more reason that they
should be deductible than there is that other (private) consumption ex-
penditures should be tax-preferred."

This statement is surely false, or it condemns virtually all grants-in-
aid. In 1982, 35.6 percent of state and local spending was devoted to
education, 9.3 percent to health and hospitals, and 13 percent to public
welfare. The preceding quotation from McLure’s paper would suggest
that the benefits from each of these outlays stop abruptly at the edge of
the jurisdiction that pays for them or, alternatively, that the current
system of grants correctly compensates for spillovers. Thus, the benefits
of education (for which there are virtually no federal grants-in-aid), the
preceding quotation would suggest, stop abruptly at the edge of the
jurisdiction that pays for them. In Massachusetts, for example, this quo-
tation would suggest that the benefits of education extend for the most
part only to the city line, not to other cities in the state, because munici-
palities bear most of the cost of education in Massachusetts. In Georgia,
however, the benefits of education are mostly statewide, because that
state pays most of the cost of education. In neither case, however, do
any of the benefits of education accrue to people who reside in other
states, because they pay nothing for them. Or at least they wouldn’t if
the deduction of state and local taxes were repealed.

I submit that this way of looking at the interconnectedness of citi-
zens in the contemporary United States is an anachronism, a throwback
to a country not linked by jets, televisions, and computers, to a country
that had not yet fully achieved nationhood, to a nation in which a citizen
might well describe himself first as, say, a Virginian and second as an
American. It is a deification of the human instrumentality of state and
municipal boundaries to suggest that I am less affected by the education
policies of Bethesda, Maryland because I live in Washington, D.C. than I
would be if I lived in Baltimore. Is Charles McLure less affected by edu-
cation policies in the District of Columbia than by those in San Diego?
Would citizens of Houston, Texas be less influenced by health policy in
E1 Paso than they are now if Texas exercised its constitutionally guaran-
teed right to split into five states? Are citizens of Chicago less influenced
by education policies in Gary, Indiana, 20 miles away, than they are by
what is done in Cairo, Illinois, 370 miles away?
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I hope that you will agree that the answer to all of the preceding
questions is "no" and that the questions are not even close. I will tell you
that I receive no more direct benefits from the District of Columbia Hos-
pital, which mostly serves low-income people and for the support of
which I willingly pay income and property taxes, than I receive from Los
Angeles County Hospital, which serves a similar clientele and for which
I directly pay nothing. The deductibility of state and local taxes is one
device for recognizing that commonality of interest, not the best possible
one by a long shot, but not one I would willingly abandon completely
until the medicaid program or something like it is vastly improved and
extended. If these questions have any force, then the rationale for re-
pealing deductibility of state and local taxes cannot be based on
McLure’s contentions.

There is a rationale for viewing deductibility with a good deal of
suspicion. But the resulting question is close. As McLure later correctly
states, "the deduction for state and local taxes is an extremely blunt
instrument for [he then adds, incorrectly in my view] the encourage-
ment of the relatively small portion of subnational expenditures that do
have important spillovers at the margin." He praises targeted grants as
more appropriate in offsetting spillovers.

I couldn’t agree more. Had the current Administration succeeded in
instituting such a grant system, its case for repeal of deductibility would
be overwhelming. Instead, they scaled back the imperfect system we
had, notably in the field of education, and they have significantly cur-
tailed the liberality of health grants. The relevant question today is not
whether deductibility is inferior to a well-conceived program of match-
ing grants; everyone here would agree that it is. Rather, the question is
whether, given the highly flawed and shrinking system of grants we
have, deductibility helps marginally in dealing with spillovers. Crude
though it is, deductibility is in my judgment better than nothing. Its
crudity argues for curtailment, perhaps along the lines of the compro-
mise proposed by the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee.

Deductibility certainly does needlessly encourage citizens in some
bedroom communities to have too many or excessively lavish municipal
swimming pools. But we insufficiently encourage citizens of Worcester
or Wilkes-Barre or Jersey City or rural counties in Arkansas to educate
their children well or to provide good health care to the indigent. Repeal-
ing deductibility of state and local taxes will solve the swimming pool
problem, but, in the absence of a well-developed system of grants, it will
make the education and health problems worse. Is that a good trade? In
short, whose spillovers are McLure and a good many other economists
talking about? Those of a nation in which news and people took days or
weeks to get from one place to another? Or those of a nation in which
spillovers mock a geographer’s boundaries?
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Income or Cash-Flow Tax?
McLure describes the way in which Treasury made an early decision

to stick with the annual income tax, rather than take the great leap to a
cash-flow tax. From a political standpoint I think the Administration
made the right decision, despite the growing consensus among econo-
mists that a cash-flow tax--either of the consumption type or of the
lifetime income type---has important advantages over the annual in-
come tax. The selling job required to win acceptance of a cash-flow tax
would have been even more formidable than that needed to pass what
was actually proposed. And the burden of that selling job, as we are
now observing, may well be more than our political leaders can
shoulder.

But the reasons McLure states for rejecting the cash-flow tax are
really not very strong. The Treasury seems to have backed away from the
cash-flow tax with all the reluctance of an anorexic told to skip dessert.
McLure classifies the problems of a cash-flow tax in three categories:
transition, international issues, and bequests. In each case, he says,
there were apparently unsolvable problems that were sufficiently serious
to stop the show. But he doesn’t present any.

The principal transitional problem is how to avoid double taxation
of old wealth acquired out of taxed income. A simple cash-flow tax
would impose yet another tax when, and if, the wealth is spent. McLure
states that it would not be a simple matter to formulate a workable
transition provision. He is right that it is difficult, but misleading, I
think, in suggesting that it is not possible. Harvey Galper and I devel-
oped a transitional rule that I believe avoids this problem and requires
no more recordkeeping than does the current tax on long-term capital
gains. I won’t deny that we are clever fellows, but so are McLure’s for-
mer colleagues at Treasury. Where there’s a will ....

International problems take two forms, international tax relations
and tax evasion. McLure states that adoption of a cash-flow tax would
require renegotiation of all tax treaties. Maybe so, but some of the lead-
ing tax lawyers in Washington disagree. They suggest that although
problems of policy in the United States will be numerous, there would
be few treaty obstacles to a new personal and corporate income tax in
which income is defined on a cash-flow basis. Before any of us take as
gospel the contention that a switch to a cash-flow tax would be a
Sisyphean diplomatic labor, we should insist on being shown chapter
and verse.

The other international problem is evasion. Proceeds of foreign
loans could be deposited as "saving" in the United States. That is a
problem, a problem of fraud, and enforcement resources would have to
be devoted to minimizing it. But so are fraudulent tax shelters. So, in
literal fact, is the deduction of interest expense by anyone who holds
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tax-exempt securities. And the diversion of income through tax-haven
countries, while often avoidance rather than evasion, reflects the fact
that we have responded to many problems under the current income tax
by legalizing avoidance, rather than persisting in quixotic attempts to
stop it. Thus, we enact provisions to promote saving, such as IRAs and
401ks, and then blink at the current deduction of interest expense on
loans while interest on these and other accumulations is exempt. In
short, the current tax system, and even the one that would emerge after
tax reform, is suffused with what McLure calls showstoppers that are at
least as bad as the foreign borrowing problem he cites. Better, it would
seem, the showstoppers you know--the practices that you know you
can’t do anything about and have therefore legalized--than the show-
stoppers you don’t know. My point is a simple one--the current tax
system is suffused with provisions that would be regarded, properly, as
showstoppers in a proposal for reform.

On the subject of bequests, I have more sympathy with McLure’s
objections to cash-flow taxes. Most cash-flow taxes are of the consump-
tion variety and would increase the opportunities of taxpayers whose
taxes run to dynastic accumulation to indulge their particular form of
consumption. McLure expresses concern that if such propensities were
unhindered by some tax on unconsumed income, excessive concentra-
tions of wealth would be likely to result. Such concentrations could be
limited by a serious attempt to tax gifts and bequests. Not all intergener-
ational transfers could be subjected to tax, but we would get most of the
large ones if we were willing to go to some administrative trouble. The
will is conspicuously lacking, and McLure doesn’t want to risk losing the
tax we now have on unconsumed income. Given that perspective, his
support for raising additional revenue from a value-added tax, rather
than from higher taxes on personal income, seems a bit inconsistent. His
concern should push him in the direction that Harvey Galper and I have
taken, support of a cash-flow tax that treats gifts and bequests, like
consumption, as a taxable use of resources. As soon as the detached
climate of Stanford has permitted him to shed the regrettable Washing-
ton habit of abandoning good ideas because they aren’t immediately
saleable, I hope that he will join us.



Discussion
John B. Shoven*

Charles McLure is to be congratulated for his role as the chief archi-
tect of a truly fundamental tax reform proposal. No previous proposal
for comprehensive reform, not even the ambitious Blueprints For Basic
Tax Reform (1977), has had to come to grips with all of the details which
must be dealt with in order for a plan to be realistically considered for
implementation. Treasury I has been scrutinized by the press, by lobby-
ists, and by all sorts of analysts. It is remarkable how far it has gotten, or,
perhaps more accurately, what it has started. Clearly this is the proposal
that got tax reform moving in this country, and it still is providing the
outline for much of the debate. My role as a discussant is to evaluate the
paper, which in this case amounts to evaluating the proposal. It is easy
to fault the proposal on certain particulars, and I will do so, but let me be
clear that I believe it would have been difficult to build a superior com-
prehensive plan.

The first issue I will mention with respect to Treasury I is the choice
of a tax base. The proposal aims to tax a comprehensive measure of real
economic income. In making this choice, it is somewhat old-fashioned.
The tax base favored by most academic public finance economists today
is expenditure. The expenditure tax is touted as having at least three
advantages. First, the philosophy of taxing people according to their
withdrawals from the social product (i.e., consumption) rather than the
value of their contribution to it (income) is attractive. Second, an expen-
diture-based tax system would not distort the choice between saving
and consumption in that it would offer investors the full return on their
investments. This may indicate that the economy would allocate re-
sources more efficiently with an expenditure tax than with an income

*Professor of Economics, Stanford University.
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tax. The analytical and simulation work in this area tends to support this
efficiency advantage of the expenditure tax. Third, a tax based on expen-
diture can avoid the complicated issues of defining real capital income
and adjusting the tax base for inflation. Thus, it holds out the promise of
a considerably simpler tax system. These advantages have been asserted
in numerous academic articles and were clearly presented in Blueprints
for Basic Tax Reform.

Treasury I and Charles McLure in his paper state that the transition
issues in a switch to an expenditure tax may be such that the whole
thing is undesirable. Further, McLure is concerned about the possibility
that some "showstopper" would crop up in the implementation of an
expenditure tax which would stop tax reform in its tracks. The problems
were not presented in detail, and it strikes me that if a proposal that
public finance economists have been pushing for the last 10 years suffers
from some fatal flaws, then the defects should be fully analyzed.

One can overstate the degree to which Treasury I was pure with
respect to the income tax concept. While it attempts to tax real corporate
income, it leaves the personal tax base far from true economic income. It
makes no attempt to include the imputed income from owner-occupied
housing, and it proposes an expansion of Individual Retirement Ac-
counts. These features are consistent with expenditure taxation, not in-
come taxation. Despite this, the direction in which Treasury I tries to go
is clear, and it is towards an income tax.

Before going further, I want to register my complaint about the
constraints which were imposed on the Treasury Department in the de-
sign of its tax reform proposal. First, it was to be revenue neutral. While
I cannot claim to be certain of the consequences of running deficits as
large as we are, it seems irresponsible to me to rule out a tax increase as a
means of reducing the deficit. Even ignoring the connections between
our fiscal posture and the dollar’s strength and the foreign trade deficit,
it should be made clear by our profession that the choice is not between
high taxes and low taxes, but between higher taxes now and higher
taxes in the future. If we continue to accumulate debt at the current rate,
a tax increase will ultimately be necessary just to service our increasingly
foreign-held obligations. Second, I thought it was ironic that the same
document that pointed out the many tax shelters and legal abuses avail-
able to the wealthy would also claim that distributional neutrality was
virtue. The current distribution of tax burdens by income class is, after
all, partially a product of those very same abuses. Charles McLure, of
course, cannot be criticized for playing by the rules, but I hope it is
within bounds for me to complain about them.

Treasury I gets mixed marks when it comes to the treatment of
capital income. The proposal to partially integrate the corporate and
personal income tax systems by allowing corporations to deduct 50 per-
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cent of dividends paid should have received loud applause. This is a
direction of reform which public finance economists such as Shoup,
Musgrave, and Pechman have been advocating for years. Business was
slow to endorse this feature of the plan, perhaps because of manage-
ment fears of pressures to pay out a larger share of earnings, and there-
fore it has been scrapped in the political compromises of the last year.

The strong point of Treasury I regarding capital formation is that it
proposes roughly equal taxation of different types of investment assets.
Equipment, plant, land, and inventories would face very similar effec-
tive tax rates. This is in sharp contrast to the situation under the current
law, where most studies show that equipment is strongly favored. How-
ever, neutrality between corporate investments does not imply that Trea-
sury I is completely neutral in the treatment of all investments, or even
that it is more neutral than the current law or Treasury II, the President’s
tax proposals.

One large problem is the failure to tax owner-occupied housing,
which constitutes a very significant portion of the nation’s capital stock.
The point is that treating all corporate investments equally is not neces-
sarily desirable if residential real estate is going to escape taxation alto-
gether. The paper, in my opinion, is wrong in suggesting that removing
the deductibility of mortgage interest would have been an improve-
ment. The problem with the treatment of housing, at least from an in-
come tax perspective, is not the deductibility of mortgage interest but
the fact that the economic income flow is untaxed. Disallowing mort-
gage interest deductions would just create a new distortion between
people who have large mortgages and those who are able to accumulate
a large equity position in their homes. If one can use his own funds to
acquire a house, then the implicit interest would still remain free of tax,
even in a situation where mortgage interest had been declared not de-
ductible. Only mortgaged homeowners would face a higher cost for
housing investments. If it is decided that it is impossible for practical
purposes to tax the imputed income of homeowners, then the rest of the
design of the tax system should take account of this fact. That might
imply that renters should be given tax breaks to put them on a more
even footing, and might argue that corporate investments should be
lightly taxed so that they can compete on more even terms with housing
for funds.

If we look at neutrality in terms of the intertemporal allocation of
resources, it is not clear that Treasury I looks good. This, of course, is the
natural consequence of judging an income tax proposal on expenditure
tax criteria. Using a cost of capital approach in the Hall-Jorgenson tradi-
tion, King and Fullerton (1984) found that the total wedge between what
an investment earns and what the investor receives amounted to rough-
ly 35 percent in 1980. The methodology includes both the corporate and
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personal income taxes, and takes account of the investment tax credit
and depreciation and inventory accounting. In two subsequent articles,
Fullerton (1985) and Fullerton and Henderson (1984) found that the
ERTA bill in 1981 reduced the wedge between investment and investor
to 23.6 percent. However, 1982’s TEFRA bill increased the wedge to 30
percent and Treasury I would have brought it up to 43 percent. The
President’s tax proposals of May 1985 would have imposed a tax wedge
on investments in the corporate sector of 35 percent, exactly where it
was before the Reagan administration took office. The plan currently
being considered in Congress probably imposes a wedge somewhere
between that of Treasury I and Treasury II. Certainly the Administration
and the country seem to have completely changed direction on the tax-
ation of capital income. It might be valuable to note that Shoven and
Tachibanaki (1985) used the same methodology and computed the
wedge faced by Japanese investors. While the results were different for
different years, the figures ranged from 7 to 20 percent, or substantially
less than the wedge faced by American investors.

There has been some false advertisement of both the Treasury I and
the Treasury II plans. Most blatant are the tables and statements assert-
ing that 75 to 80 percent of households would be better off under the
proposed tax plans. These figures are the result of plans that reduce
individual taxes and raise corporate taxes and the fact that Treasury did
not attribute the taxes that corporations pay to individuals. This ignores
the most fundamental rule of tax incidence, namely that someone must
bear the burden of all taxes. I also feel that the Treasury should not get
credit for the rate reductions that it achieves by making state and local
taxes non-deductible. The effect of eliminating the deductibility of state
and local taxes is to increase the burden of the state-supplied public
goods. The effective marginal tax rate faced by households is not re-
duced by what amounts to a change in the level of government that is
collecting the tax. Finally, in the area of false advertising, the Adminis-
tration acts as if removing those with below poverty level income from
the tax rolls is the ultimate generosity. Of course, in earlier times such
programs as negative income taxes and cashable credits have been con-
sidered, and they would have done far more than the plans now being
considered for the poor.

Let me conclude by evaluating Treasury I on the three standards in
its title: fairness, growth, and simplicity. In taxing a broader range of
incomes symmetrically and in closing down many unproductive tax
shelters, Treasury I greatly improves horizontal equity. It deserves high
marks in the area of fairness. In terms of promoting growth, the case that
it would improve the situation is not compelling. While different corpo-
rate investments would be taxed more similarly, this is achieved at a
higher tax rate which puts them at an even greater disadvantage relative
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to owner-occupied housing. The whole reform process began with the
goal of simplifying the tax system. Here, too, I think less was achieved
than claimed. The fact is that taxing real economic income is inherently
complicated, and the inflation adjustments that Treasury I makes are not
simple. In fact, I think it is largely their complexity which has caused them
to gradually disappear from the plans that have followed Treasury I.

Despite those shortcomings, Treasury I was a major accomplish-
ment. It was a detailed proposal to tax real income in a fair manner. It is
the only proposal which got serious about adjusting the definition of
income for inflation, and it did eliminate the unevenness in the tax
treatment of different corporate investments. And, it really went after
abusive tax shelters which threaten to undermine the public’s confi-
dence in the tax system. These are considerable accomplishments, in-
deed. Treasury I will long be considered a landmark event in the history
of tax reform in the United States.
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Discussion
Emil M. Sunley*

Charles McLure focuses on the Treasury tax plan submitted to the
President in November 1984 (Treasury I) and the President’s tax reform
proposals announced last May (Treasury II). The broad outlines of the
two proposals are similar. Both retain the income tax as the major source
of federal tax revenue. Both shift the income tax toward corporations
and away from individuals. Both would raise roughly the same amount
of revenue as current law. Both include a top marginal rate of 35 percent
for individuals and 33 percent for corporations.

Once one gets beyond these major similarities, Treasury II, as
McLure concludes, is but a shadow of Treasury I. The original Treasury
plan will remain a standard for comparing proposals for comprehensive
income tax reform. The profession owes Charlie a debt of gratitude for
his critical role in formulating Treasury I.

Let me comment on three issues.

Distributional Neutrality
Treasury I was designed to be roughly distributionally neutral across

income classes, except that the lowest income class gets a larger reduc-
tion when measured as a percentage reduction in tax. Treasury II pro-
vides the largest percentage reductions at both the bottom end and the
top end of the income scale.

But is the percentage reduction in tax the best standard for distribu-
tional neutrality? One might want to look at the percentage change in
after-tax income. Using this standard, one concludes that the tax pro-

*Director of Tax Analysis, Deloitte Haskins & Sells.
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gram tilts dramatically toward families and individuals with higher in-
comes. However, if one also considers the distributional impact of the
increase in corporate taxes, higher income families and individuals do
not come out all that well.

Capital Gains
Treasury I would have taxed capital gains in full while permitting

the basis of the asset to be adjusted for inflation. Treasury II abandons
this approach.1 Instead, the exclusion for net long-term capital gains
would be reduced from 60 percent to 50 percent. Some tax reformers
have criticized Treasury II as being only a one-sixth cutback in the prefer-
ence for capital gains. This is not the appropriate way to judge the cap-
ital gains proposal. Under current law, a taxpayer in the 50 percent tax
bracket gets to keep at the margin 50 cents of each dollar of ordinary
income and 80 cents of each dollar of capital gains. Thus if income is
characterized as capital gains instead of ordinary income, the amount of
after-tax income is 60 percent greater. Under Treasury II, if the income is
characterized as ordinary income the taxpayer keeps 65 cents on the
dollar, given the proposed 35 percent top marginal rate. If the income is
characterized as capital gains, the taxpayer would keep 82.5 cents, or 27
percent more. The incentive to convert ordinary income into capital
gains is cut by more than half, even though the exclusion is cut by only
one-sixth.

Indexing for Inflation
Treasury I included proposals for comprehensive indexing of the tax

system for inflation. Capital gains, inventories, depreciation and debt
would all have been indexed.

Treasury I had a shortcut approach for indexing debt. Instead of
indexing each debt instrument, a portion of net interest paid would not
be deductible and a portion of net interest received would be excluded
from taxable income. The portion depends on the rate of inflation and
on an assumption that the real before-tax rate of return is 6 percent. If
inflation is 5 percent, then the portion would be 5/11ths (5 divided by six
plus five). If the rate of inflation is 7 percent, then the portion is 7/13ths
(7 divided by 6 plus 7).

1Treasury II does include a proposal for full taxation of capital gains with an inflation
adjustment as an option beginning in 1991.
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This shortcut approach for indexing may work on average. But it
clearly does not work if a business both borrows and lends. Consider a
commercial bank that borrows at 10 and lends at 12, making a spread of
2. If the maturities are matched, the bank is fully protected from infla-
tion. Under Treasury I, however, the bank would be able to exclude a
portion of net interest income.

The exact approach for indexing would be to adjust both the interest
paid and the interest received. Assuming inflation is 5 percent, then
5/10ths of the interest paid should be deductible and 7/12ths of the inter-
est received should be taxable. The spread would still be 2.

This exact approach probably is too complicated and was rejected by
Treasury. Once Treasury realized that the shortcut approach did not
work in garden-variety situations, it was forced to drop the indexing of
debt.

Many would contend that it is inappropriate to index capital gains
or depreciation unless debt is also indexed. Otherwise taxpayers will
borrow to buy an asset, gaining a tax advantage from inflation. Interest
paid will be fully deductible while only a portion of the gain will be taxed
and the depreciation deductions will be magnified by inflation indexing.
This would result in an appearance of inequity.

But is it any worse than current law which permits a full deduction
for interest paid and provides ad hoc inflation adjustments for depreci-
ation and capital gains? These ad hoc inflation adjustments--accelerated
depreciation and exclusion for capital gains--may be right for some level
of inflation. They are too generous for lower rates of inflation and not
generous enough for higher rates. Indexing depreciation and capital
gains would be superior to the ad hoc adjustments even if interest paid
remained fully deductible.

Treasury II Compared to Ways and Means Proposal
McLure focuses on Treasury I and Treasury II. These proposals have

been partly passed over by events. The Ways and Means Committee has
begun marking up a tax reform bill working from a staff option devel-
oped by the Joint Committee on Taxation. This option includes many of
the proposals put forth by the President, but there are significant differ-
ences from Treasury II. Let me describe them.

First, the staff option would improve the distribution of the tax
burden. This would be accomplished by reducing the exclusion for net~
long-term capital gains to 40 percent, making the top tax rate on capital
gains 21 percent. Also, the proposed $2,000 personal exemption would
be scaled back to $1,500, reducing the tax benefits at the highest income
levels. At the same time, the standard deduction would be increased so
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that families and individuals with incomes below the poverty line would
generally not be taxed, as under Treasury II.

Second, the staff option would not repeal the itemized deduction
for state and local taxes. Instead, the staff option proposes to permit
deductions for income and real property taxes with the deduction limit-
ed to $1,000 or the excess of these taxes over 5 percent of adjusted gross
income, if greater. Though this does not sound like simplification, it may
represent the kind of compromise necessary if a tax bill is to be enacted.

Third, the staff option adopts the approach of Treasury I and places
a per employee cap on the value of employer-provided health benefits.
The cap would be $120 per month for individual coverage and $300 per
month for family coverage. Though the cap is higher than in Treasury I,
McLure would agree that the staff option establishes the correct princi-
ple, in contrast to the proposed floor in Treasury II.

Fourth, on the business side, the staff option drops the President’s
proposal for a windfall recapture tax on excess depreciation and phases
in the dividends-paid deduction. The option also drops indexing of de-
preciation and stretches out the allowable depreciation deductions for
new investment. The top corporate tax rate would be 35 percent. The
effect of these changes is to lower the tax burden on old capital and
increase the tax burden on new capital, compared to Treasury II. More-
over, on an overall basis, the staff option shifts the burden of the corpo-
rate tax more toward corporations than Treasury II.



Joel B. Slemrod*

In the past year tax reform has leapt from the obscurity of public
finance textbooks and journals onto the front page of every newspaper
in the United States. The lightning rod of public attention has been the
proposal for major tax reform advanced by the Reagan administration in
May 1985, which followed by six months the release of a set of reform
proposals by the Treasury Department. The principal focus of the public
debate has been a taxonomy of which individuals and corporations
would pay higher taxes under the proposed plan, which would pay
lower taxes, and how large the changes in tax liability would be.

The goal of this paper is to shift the focus of the debate from the
taxonomy of tax reform to the economics of tax reform and, in particular,
to its likely impact on households. Primary attention will be paid to the
proposed changes in individual income taxation not considered else-
where in this volume and to certain critical areas of impact labor sup-
ply, saving and investment, and housing. The President’s Tax Proposals,
which will likely be the starting point for legislative action, will be the
principal subject, although some aspects of the earlier Treasury proposal
will be considered, both because it represents a more radical approach to
tax reform and because many ~)f the alternative approaches suggested
there may eventually find their way into the policy debate. Other pro-
posals for fundamental tax reform will not be considered.

The organizing principle of this paper is drawn from the objectives
presented in the title of the Treasury’s tax reform study Tax Reform for
Fairness, Simplicity, and Economic Growth, (hereafter, Treasury I), and re-

*Assodate Professor of Economics, University of Minnesota. The author thanks
David Bradford, Dan Frisch, Don Fullerton, Harvey Galper, Pat Hendershott, Chuck Hul-
ten, and Eric Toder for their helpful comments on an earlier draft of this paper.
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tained in modified order in the President’s proposals. Following a brief
discussion of revenue neutrality, the next three sections assess the Presi-
dent’s tax proposals, (hereafter, Treasury II), in the context of its three
stated objectives. The following section briefly discusses the effect of tax
reform on tax evasion, and the final section offers some concluding
comments.

The design of a tax system must inevitably include trade-offs in the
achievement of the goals of fairness, simplicity, and economic growth.
Because value judgments enter any assessment of fairness and because
success in meeting any of the goals is difficult to quantify precisely,
economics cannot be expected to offer an exact solution as to how these
trade-offs should be resolved. An important objective of this paper is to
identify the trade-offs involved in the adoption of a fundamental tax
reform such as that proposed by the President. Another major goal is to
place the tax reform debate in the context of modern public finance
theory, in order to provide some rigorous framework for a discussion of
the important issues.

Revenue Neutrality
The Treasury II tax plan is designed to be revenue neutral during the

five years after its projected introduction, from 1986 to 1990.1 There is,
however, reason to doubt whether the plan is revenue neutral in the
longer run. The analysis accompanying the plan invites such doubt by
projecting the steady-state revenue implications to be a 7 percent de-
crease in individual income tax revenues and a 9 percent increase in
corporation income tax revenues. Based on the 1990 current law revenue
yields of the two taxes, these changes amount to a $26.2 billion annual
shortfall, or 4.2 percent of total income tax revenue.2

The long-term revenue shortfall in the face of approximate short-
term revenue neutrality is largely due to the expiration of the excess
depreciation recapture rule in 1989; the delayed revenue loss of the de-
preciation allowances, which are significantly more back-loaded than
current law; and the modified accounting rules for production costs,
which force deductible expenses to be capitalized rather than expensed
and thus gain revenue in the early years of the transition and lose rev-
enue later.3

~The Treasury II short-run revenue estimates show a $12 biIIion shortfal! over the
period 1986 to 1990, or less than I percent of estimated revenues. The Joint Committee on
Taxation has estimated a $25 billion shortfall over this period.

2Note, though, that the estimates do not consider the potential revenue gain from
improved economic performance or from improved compliance with the tax system.

3Offsetting these provisions are other aspects of the plan whose revenue pickup accel-
erates. An example is the revenue increase from the repeal of the tax exemption for pri-
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This long-term revenue shortfall is important for much of the analy-
sis that follows in this paper. Estimates of the investment incentive ef-
fects, in particular, rely on forward-looking calculations of the effective
tax rate, and thus are not affected by a temporary, essentially lump-sum,
tax such as the excess depreciation recapture rule. Thus, the efficiency
implications of the proposed tax system tend to look better than they
must inevitably be in the long run if taxes were to be raised to make up
the 4.2 percent revenue shortfall. If the revenue shortfall is not made up
with increased taxes, then an analysis of the tax plan must deal with the
consequences of increased deficits in the years after 1990.

Fairness
Economic theory has not provided policymakers much guidance

about the proper distribution of the burden of taxes among income
groups. The modern theory of optimal income tax progressivity has
sharpened our understanding that decisions about progressivity must
trade off the social value of a more equal distribution of welfare and the
disincentive effects of high marginal tax rates.4 The resolution of this
trade-off must ultimately rest on a value judgment about which econo-
mists have no comparative advantage. Economic analysis can, though,
be valuable in assessing the nature of the trade-off involved in any par-
ticular policy and in assessing the true incidence of a tax system.

Vertical Equity

The Treasury II proposal was designed so that the 7 percent reduc-
tion in total individual income tax revenues would be "distributionally
neutral," by which is meant that the percentage reduction in tax liability
would be spread approximately uniformly across income classes. In fact,
the percentage reduction in tax burden is U-shaped by economic income
class. Mainly because of the increase in the threshold income below
which no tax is due and the expansion of the earned income credit, the
tax reduction for families with less than $20,000 in economic income is
18.3 percent, significantly more than the average decline of 7 percent,s

vate-purpose municipal bonds, which applies to bonds issued after January 1, 1986. In
this case the revenue gain is roughly proportional to the stock (as opposed to the flow of
new issues) of private-purpose tax-exempt bonds which would have been issued after
1986. This revenue gain thus increases sharply with time.

4See Slemrod (1983) for a review of the recent literature on optimal income tax
progressivity.

Slf, though, the tax reduction is measured as a proportion of total federal taxes includ-
ing the social security tax, the percentage reduction for low-income families is not excep-
tionally high.
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In addition, the reduction for taxpayers with family economic income
over $200,000 amounts to 10.7 percent. Of course, the tax reduction in
absolute dollar terms is much greater than average for higher-income
taxpayers.

Even if these figures were accepted as a reasonable measure of the
vertical distribution of the tax burden, they of course would not show
that the proposed tax system is (vertically) equitable. Rather, they would
show that the proposed system is about as equitable as the current sys-
tem, no more and no less. Even this assessment, though, is subject to
several qualifications.6

First of all, these measures make no attempt to trace the ultimate
incidence of the taxes paid by corporations. Because the drop in individ-
ual income tax revenues is offset by a large increase in corporation tax
revenues, the distributional pattern of the whole income tax burden
depends critically on one’s assumptions about the incidence of the cor-
poration income taXo7 This remains an unresolved issue, although in the
context of a general equilibrium model with a fixed capital stock there is
substantial agreement that the tax burden is spread among capital own-
ers in general. If this is true, then the progressivity of the tax proposal is
greater than the analysis indicates, since capital income is more concen-
trated among the wealthy than is labor income. Once capital accumula-
tion is introduced in a dynamic model, the possibility arises that taxes on
capital income are in the long run borne by workers due to their adverse
effect on capital accumulation and the steady-state capital-labor ratio.8 In
this case, the Treasury’s analysis may not be too misleading. This contro-
versial issue is simply sidestepped in the official analysis by ignoring the
burden of all corporation income taxes and assuming the ultimate bur-
den of all individual income taxes falls on the taxpayer who is liable for
the tax payments.

The issue of the ultimate incidence of taxation is important not only
for questions of labor versus capital income taxation but also for several

6Regardless of the qualifications that follow, the Treasury should be commended for
analyzing the distribution of tax burdens on the basis of a constructed measure of family
economic income, as opposed to a more accessible but less meaningful measure such as
the adjusted gross income concept reported on tax returns.

7See Pechman (1985) for a calculation of the overall incidence of the tax system using
various assumptions about the ultimate distribution of the burden of the corporation in-
come tax.

SThe possibility that the increased corporation income taxes will be passed on to
workers is less likely under Treasury II than under the original Treasury plan, since in the
former a substantial fraction (61 percent) of the increased revenues in the first four years of
the plan come from the recapture tax on past accelerated depreciation. This is essentially a
capital levy which does not affect the incentive to invest in new capital goods, excepting
cash-flow repercussions. As mentioned above, this leaves open the question of how the
long-run revenue shortfall will be made up.
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other provisions of the proposal. Consider, as an example, the proposed
limitation of the tax-exempt status of employer-provided health insur-
ance. If the induced reduction in demand causes a decline in the price ot
medical services, the tax increase is less than fully borne by the consum-
ers of medical services and partly passed on to the suppliers of medical
services.9 Similarly, an increase in the effective tax rate on investment in
real estate will be partially reflected in an increased rental price of hous-
ing relative to other prices. 10 Changes in the tax system are also likely to
affect the pattern of pre-tax rates of return earned by different kinds of
assets. For example, the expected rate of return on tax-exempt securities
is lower than that on taxable securities. The rate of return differential can
be thought of as an implicit tax borne by owners of tax-exempt securi-
ties. Reduced marginal tax rates are likely to cause this differential to
shrink, thus lowering the implicit tax on owners of tax-exempt bonds.11
In an important sense, some of the tax reduction is spread from the
owners of taxable bonds, whose before-tax relative rate of return likely
falls, to the owners of tax-exempt securities. Neither this change in im-
plicit taxes nor the induced changes in relative prices discussed above
are considered in the analysis of the distribution of tax burdens present-
ed in Treasury II.

The message of the preceding discussion is that a precise assess-
ment of the distributional impact of a major tax reform is a complex
matter.12 A list of important caveats to the Treasury II claim of approxi-
mate distributional neutrality can be offered although, in the absence of
a more complete analysis, no strong argument can be made to dispute
this claim.

Horizontal Equity

The principle of horizontal equity states that taxpayers who are
equally well-off in the absence of taxation should remain equally well-off

9Such a reduction in demand was much more likely under the Treasury I proposal,
which would have eliminated the tax preference for health insurance at the margin. The
Treasury II proposal features a small inframarginal tax.

1°The ultimate incidence of eliminating the deductibility of state and local taxes is
another important issue, and is addressed in another paper in this volume.

l~Note that the Treasury II proposal features not only a reduction of marginal tax rates
but also several other provisions that affect the supply and demand for tax-exempt bonds,
in particular the elimination of private-purpose issues. Thus, the net effect of the proposal
on the rate of return differential is more problematic than indicated in the text.

~2In fact, there are even more conceptual problems. Assessing the distribution of tax
burdens by examining the pattern of average tax rates by income class in a given year can
be misleading. After all, our ultimate interest should be the effect of taxation on the
lifetime well-being of households. A snapshot of one year’s tax burden distribution will
misrepresent the lifetime distribution of tax burdens if, as is likely, there is a life cycle to
income and tax payments.
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when taxes are imposed. Many of the special features of the present
income tax have been justified in the name of horizontal equity. For
example, the deductibility of extraordinary medical expenses has been
defended on the ground that income overstates one’s true utility in the
presence of large involuntary medical expenses. Many other features of
the law have been criticized as being the source of horizontal inequity,
including the tax exemption of fringe benefits and the deductibility of
charitable contributions.

Not all instances of preferential tax treatment result in horizontal
inequity, however. If a tax-preferred activity is available to everyone and
valued equally by all, then the long-run effect of preferential tax treat-
ment is only to induce resources to move into the activity. For example, a
subsidy to the purchase of television sets would not be horizontally
inequitable if all equally well-off people had identical tastes for
television.

Many examples of preferential tax treatment are sources of persis-
tent horizontal inequity because they apply to activities which are not
valued equally by all equally well-off taxpayers or are not available on an
equal basis to all taxpayers. For example, the deduction for charitable
contributions favors those who derive satisfaction from charitable gifts,
and the tax advantages accorded to housing favor those who prefer
housing services over other forms of consumption.

Several provisions of the Treasury II proposal are designed to elimi-
nate sources of apparent horizontal inequity. The taxation of a limited
amount of employer-provided health insurance and the repeal of the
$5,000 exclusion for employer-provided death benefits are defended as
correcting the current inequity toward individuals who are not covered
by employer plans and who must therefore pay for health care with
after-tax dollars.13 Repe~ling the deductibility of state and local taxes
eliminates the tax benefits that accrue only to itemizers residing in areas
with high taxes, which presumably finance services valued by the resi-
dents. 14 There are many other examples. Note also that any horizontal
inequities which remain would also be of smaller magnitude if the level
and dispersion of marginal tax rates were reduced.

The Treasury II proposal has serious repercussions for the relative
tax burden on families of different size and number of earners. The
personal exemption allowance is nearly doubled to $2,000, the two-
earner credit is eliminated, full IRA eligibility is extended to non-

13Some of the horizontal inequity would be eliminated if the wages of individuals not
covered by employer plans were higher than otherwise due to the tax disadvantage.
Because the value of the exemption depends on the marginal tax rate, any given wage
increase cannot ectualize after-tax returns for workers in all tax brackets.

~4The advantage of deductibility may, to some extent, be offset by higher land prices
in high-tax areas.
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working spouses, and the child-care credit is changed to a deduction.
The net impact of these is a shift in the tax burden away from "tradition-
al" families (i.e, large, one-earner families). Whether this is a move to-
ward or away from horizontal equity depends on, among other things,
whether children are viewed as an involuntary expense like extraordi-
nary health care expenditures (in which case a large exemption for chil-
dren is desirable) or as a voluntary choice about how to spend one’s
income (in which case no exemption allowance is called for).

Transitional Equity

One unavoidable side effect of tax reform is that it alters the return
to long-term commitments made on the basis of the former tax law.
Consequently, assets that lose preferential tax treatment will likely expe-
rience capital losses, while assets with a reduced tax burden will likely
experience capital gains. Individuals who have made long-term commit-
ments, such as career or locational choices, on the basis of previous law
may be capriciously rewarded or penalized.

In many cases, these gains and losses cannot be justified as recovery
of tax benefits unfairly received or as compensation for excess taxes
unfairly paid. Once the current law has been in place for several years,
the benefits of preferential tax treatment may be reflected in the price of
the asset or activity. For example, preferential tax treatment of real estate
undoubtedly generated capital gains for landowners when the provi-
sions were enacted. Subsequent purchasers of land and real estate have
had to pay a higher price that reflected the tax advantages, and therefore
are unlikely to have earned an extraordinary after-tax rate of return on
their investment.15 Revoking the tax preferences would cause a capital
loss to all owners of real estate, whether or not the current owners
received a capital gain when the provisions were enacted.

The Treasury II tax plan is certainly not immune from this "transi-
tional equity" problem of windfall gains and losses. Real estate and
housing would likely fall in value, as would shares in financial institu-
tions, while shares of service and high-tech firms would probably in-
crease in value. The return to high-income itemizers of locating in high-
tan states will fall if sub-federal tax deductibility is eliminated.

The Treasury II proposal attempts to reduce transitional inequities
by gradually phasing in several provisions. This allows time for adjust-
ment to the new rules and reduces the present value of induced gains
and losses. For example, the tightening of the interest deduction limita-

ISThis is another example of how preferential tax treatment may not result in horizon-
tal inequity. It presumes that all equally well-off people have equal access to real estate
investments.
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tion would be phased in over a 10-year period, so that 10 percent of
newly included interest would be subject to the limitation in the 1986 tax
year, 20 percent in the 1987 tax year, and so on; in addition, the new limit
of $5,000 would be applied beginning in 1988. In many cases the
changes are "grandfathered," that is, applied only to new commitments.

The proposed excess depreciation recapture rule can be thought of
as an attempt to limit the transitional inequity of moving to a lower rate
system. Under accelerated depreciation, expenses taken early in the pro-
ductive life of assets were deductible against a high tax rate. In the
absence of such a recapture rule, a capital gain would result since the
income would be taxed at a lower rate, one that is below the rate that
was expected when the investment was made. 16

Simplicity
By almost any standard the present income tax system is quite com-

plex and absorbs a large amount of resources to operate. The Office of
Management and Budget has determined that the 260 different federal
tax forms comprise 78 percent of all federal reporting requirements. 17
Slemrod and Sorum (1984) have estimated that the total resource cost of
taxpayers’ time and monetary expenditure on complying with federal
and state individual income taxes amounted in the tax year 1982 to be-
tween $17 billion and $27 billion. This comprised approximately 2 billion
hours of taxpayers’ time (or about 20 hours per taxpayer spread over a
tax year) and more than $3 billion of expenditure on professional assis-
tance. The total cost of administering the income tax system should also
include a large fraction of the IRS budget ($6 billion in fiscal year 1985)
and the cost borne by third parties (for example, employers operating
the tax withholding system, financial institutions filing transactions re-
ports, etc.). The total resource cost of income tax collection could now
easily be in the $30 billion to $40 billion range.

The Treasury II proposal addresses the problem of complexity di-
rectly by eliminating scores of special provisions and reducing some
structural sources of complexity, and addresses it indirectly by reducing
marginal tax rates. However, some of the proposal’s provisions would
add to the complexity of the tax system. In what follows we assess the

16Note that the recapture rule does not apply to other analogous windfall gains that
would result from the Administration’s plan, such as the taxation of retirement benefits at
a lower rate than expected and the taxation at lower tax rates of the income from oil and
gas investments that were expensed under the higher tax rates of current law. It is also not
clear that it accurately achieves its stated purpose. See Stretch and Sunley (1985) and
Aaron (1985).

17These figures are cited in Hall and Rabushka (1985), p. 30.
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likely net effect of the Treasury II proposal on the system’s complexity.
First of all, the collapsing of 14 tax brackets (15, for single fliers) to

three, although promoted by the Administration as a key element of
simplification, is actually an insignificant change in the complexity of the
system. Once taxable income is computed, finding tax liability from the
tax tables is a trivial operation and would not be simplified by having
fewer brackets. This change, though, may improve the perceived sim-
plicity of the system.

Marginal tax rates may affect the resource cost of collecting taxes
because they affect the incentive of taxpayers to invest in finding ways to
reduce their taxable income. After all, the return to reducing taxable
income by a dollar is exactly the marginal tax rate.as Thus, a general
reduction in marginal tax rates should cause a substitution away from
the use of taxpayer’s own time and expenditure in the tax return filing
process. However, preliminary empirical research reported in Slemrod
(1984) suggests that there would be only small resource cost savings
from moving toward a lower structure of tax rates.19

By eliminating the deduction for state and local taxes, it is estimated
that the fraction of taxpayers who itemize their deductions would de-
cline from 37 percent to 33 percent.2° This decline would reduce a large
part of the record-keeping burden for about four million taxpayers.21

Several provisions of the Treasury II proposal are designed to reduce
record-keeping requirements directly. In this category lie the repeal of
the political contribution credit, Presidential campaign checkoff, adop-
tion expense deduction, and two-earner deduction.22 Employee busi-
ness expenses and other miscellaneous deductions are to be summed
and allowed as an adjustment to income only to the extent that they

18This applies to legal tax "avoidance" as well as illegal tax "evasion." The latter is
discussed in the next section of this paper.

19This conclusion, though, rests on the assumption that taxpayers’ sources of income
remain unchanged when the rate structure changes. This assumption could result in an
underestimate of the cost of saving from a lower rate structure if the new system discour-
ages involvement in relatively high compliance cost activities such as self-employment or
investment in real estate.

2°Because the Treasury I proposal also limited the deduction for charitable contribu-
tions and indexed deductible interest payments, the fraction of itemizers was estimated to
decline under that plan to 22 percent. Note, however, that the interest indexing provisions
in the Treasury I proposal, by encouraging households to fully mortgage their principal
residences, would have had the effect of increasing the fraction of itemizing households
toward the fraction of homeowning households, or 65 percent. See the discussion of this
effect in footnote 47.

2~Because expenditures for tax assistance are a deductible expense, reducing the frac-
tion of itemizers will also increase the net cost of a dollar of professional tax assistance for
former itemizers. This is another reason why the reduced itemization reduces the resource
cost of compliance.

22According to the IRS, the Treasury II proposal would reduce the number of lines in
the 1040 tax return from 65 to 55.
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exceed 1 percent of a taxpayer’s adjusted gross income. Other simplify-
ing reforms include the repeal of income averaging and the several pro-
visions designed to reduce the incentive to invest in tax shelters.

Several provisions in the Treasury I proposal would serve to compli-
cate the tax filing process. The attempt to expand the taxation of fringe
benefits received by employees will inevitably lead to additional calcula-
tions and problems of appropriate valuation. The inclusion in taxable
income of all unemployment compensation and cash payments for dis-
ability is another complicating provision, as is the expansion of the alter-
native minimum tax.23

Both the Treasury I and the Treasury II proposals are accompanied
by a suggestion that the Internal Revenue Service consider initiation of a
return-free system, under which the IRS would calculate the tax liability
of eligible taxpayers who elect this option, using information that it
already receives from third parties under current law. The IRS estimates
that this program could eventually be extended to more than 50 percent
of all taxpayers,a4

The resource cost saving from instituting this program depends on
two factors. The first is what fraction of eligible taxpayers would volun-
tarily cede their responsibility for tax assessment to the IRS. The IRS
estimates that, for the program to be worthwhile, at least half of all
taxpayers (or nearly all of those eligible) would have to participate,as
There is no direct evidence about what fraction of taxpayers would actu-
ally participate in such a program, although the recent adverse publicity
accorded to the IRS raises doubts about the willingness of taxpayers to
trust the IRS with their tax affairs,a6 The second factor is the relative
efficiency of self-assessment versus IRS computation of taxes. If they are
equally efficient, then this plan would merely reallocate resource costs
from the private to the public sector, but not reduce them. To the extent
that the IRS can more effectively collate the sources of income and ex-
emption amounts, then resource savings could result.

23The Treasury I plan called for the indexing of capital income for inflation, which
would have required additional calculations of all recipients and payers of interest (except
as relating to home mortgage interest payments) and of taxpayers who realized capital
gains and losses.

24Under the Treasury I proposal, the return-free system could have applied to as
many as 66 percent of all taxpayers.

Th~s figure was obtained from a personal communication with IRS staff.
26If the IRS statement of tax liability was binding even in the case of their understating

true tax liability, then one might expect taxpayers to elect the return-free option in the
hope that the IRS errs in their favor. However, as the system is envisioned, the taxpayer
would still be responsible for checking the statement of tax liability and reporting any
errors to the IRS. It may, though, be worthwhile for a taxpayer to elect the return-free
option in order to discern which, if any, sources of income might be unknown to the IRS.
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Economic Growth and Resource Allocation
This section has two purposes. The first is to review the role of

taxation in promoting the efficient use of resources and economic
growth, and to assess the President’s tax plan in this light. The second
purpose is to analyze the effect of tax reform on certain areas of particu-
lar interest: saving and investment, labor supply, and housing.

Neutrality and Growth

Although economic growth as a goal of tax reform occupies a promi-
nent position in the title of both the President’s and the Treasury’s tax
proposals, in the body of the accompanying analyses it tends to take a
back seat to another goal, that of economic neutrality. 27 Neutrality refers
to one of the principles of an ideal tax system defined by Musgrave and
Musgrave (1976) as "minimizing interference with economic decisions in
otherwise efficient markets." The idea is that, in the absence of taxes, the
market allocates resources efficiently. Taxes inevitably cause inefficient
resource allocation,28 but a neutral tax system is one which minimizes
the extent of this tax-induced inefficient resource allocation. Three di-
mensions of neutral tax treatment are relevant: neutrality among goods
at any given time; neutrality among factors of production; and neutrality
among consumption of goods in the present versus consumption in the
future.

As of about 1960, the prevailing wisdom among tax economists was
that the ideal tax system was a comprehensive income tax. This tax was
considered to be neutral because it did not distort relative prices (except
as between leisure and other goods), and was felt to be consistent with
the principle of horizontal equity. Unfortunately, the modern theory of
optimal taxation upset the comfortable notion that the most efficient tax
system is necessarily one that alters the relative prices of goods as little
as possible. Optimal tax theory first addressed a one-period world. Ig-
noring intertemporal considerations, the theory demonstrated that com-
prehensive income taxation is efficient only for a restricted class of
preferences.29 More generally, it is efficient to differentially tax goods
and sources of income.

The practical significance of static optimal tax theory has proven to

~TThis is especially true of the Treasury I proposal. For example, the overview volume
of the Treasury’s report lists 13 goals of tax reform. Economic neutrality is placed first,
while economic growth is discussed third from last, just before "trade-offs."

XSTaxes such as poll taxes (called lump-sum taxes because they do not depend on any
economic decision) are not distortionary, but are rarely used because they violate other
principles of an ideal tax, especially equity.

R~In the presence of a nonlinear income tax schedule, uniform taxation is optimal only
if no good is a relative complement to leisure compared to any other good. See Atkinson
and Stiglitz (1976).
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be limited. Its critical weakness, as Deaton (1984) and others have con-
vincingly argued, is that econometric investigation is unlikely ever to be
decisive in specifying the characteristics of an optimal tax structure. In
the absence of such evidence, uniform taxation of goods remains the
standard for judging neutrality, although its theoretical underpinning is
problematic, a0

The same theory of optimal taxation has been somewhat kinder
to the notion of uniform factor taxation as a standard of neutrality.
Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) demonstrated that under very general con-
ditions production efficiency (i. e., uniform relative factor prices faced by
all producers) is desirable as long as all commodities and pure profits can
be taxed. Thus, any policy which imposes different effective tax rates on
the same factor when used in different sectors is a source of inefficiency
to the economy. Furthermore, differential taxation of different kinds of
capital goods is, under general conditions, a source of inefficiency.

What of economic growth, and its desirability? First of all, it is im-
portant to keep in mind that, in the long run, the rate of economic
growth is determined by the rate of technological progress and growth
of the labor supply. Tax policy that increases the rate of saving and
investment may increase the growth rate for several years as the econo-
my moves toward a higher capital/output ratio, but the impact on the
growth rate will eventually disappear as the new steady state is ap-
proached. A more appropriate issue is the desirability of increasing sav-
ing and investment, with the goal of attaining a higher capital/output
ratio.3~ Optimal taxation theory can be usefully applied in an intertem-
poral context by simply labeling consumption in different periods as
separate goods. From this perspective, income taxation is not neutral
because taxation of capital income essentially increases the price of con-
sumption undertaken in the future. Furthermore, uniform taxation of
goods corresponds to the case of a consumption tax or zero taxation of
capital income. The condition under which this tax structure is optimal
is identical to the one discussed above, that neither present nor future
consumption be a relative complement to leisure. No convincing evi-
dence has yet been found to either support or reject this characterization
of preferences, So that the proper tax treatment of capital income has not
been established even in the context of simple models of the economy.32

3°Preferential tax treatment can be justified on efficiency grounds if there are positive
externalities associated with an activity.

alThis statement is not meant to discount the importance of the appropriate tax policy
toward research and development. The Treasury II tax plan, though, contains no major
chan, ses in this area.

~An inefficiently low capital stock may also arise in models with overlapping genera-
tions and no bequests. In this case, one objective of tax policy may be to induce capital
formation. This may imply preferential taxation of capital income. See King (1980) for a
discussion of these issues.
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Several recent studies have attempted to measure the welfare cost of
tax-induced resource misallocation in the United States and the gain
from specific policies designed to reduce this misallocation. Ballard,
Shoven, and Whalley (1985) calculated, using 1973 data, that the annual
value of the efficiency cost is in the range of 13 to 22 percent of revenues
raised, or from 4.0 to 6.7 percent of GNP. Because the Treasury II propos-
als do not, of course, completely eliminate this welfare cost, these fig-
ures are usefully considered as an upper bound on the potential gain
from improving the efficiency of the tax system. Gravelle’s (1985) analy-
sis of the Treasury II proposal, though, concluded that the capital in-
come taxation provisions alone would, by reducing both the differential
tax treatment of different assets and of capital used in different sectors,
improve the efficiency of resource allocation enough to increase GNP by
1.1 percent. Gordon and Slemrod (1983) estimated that the elimination
of local property tax deductibility could, by greatly reducing the subsidy
to municipal expenditures, cause efficiency gains of as much as 0.9 per-
cent of GNP.

All of these quantitative results depend critically on certain model-
ing choices which remain controversial among economists.33 However,
they are illustrative of the magnitude of the possible efficiency gains
from reform of the tax system. Improved resource allocation does not
have a natural constituency, but it is a source of improved national well-
being nevertheless. As important as ensuring that the size of the pie
grows or that it is distributed fairly is ensuring that the ingredients are
present in the right proportions.

Efficient resource allocation is a valuable perspective for the topics
that follow--the impact of tax reform on saving and investment, labor
supply, and housing. Although still a controversial position, a large and
growing fraction of economists argue that U.S. saving, investment, and
capital stock are too low, and that the tax system should be changed to
increase them. Aggregate labor supply is clearly too low compared to its
level under a first-best (lump-sum) tax system, but whether it is too low
compared to its optimal second-best level is a complicated issue, de-
pending on unknown characteristics of preferences and entwined with
resolution of optimal tax progressivity. Due to preferential tax treatment,
the share of capital allocated to housing is above its efficient level.

Saving and Investment
Several aspects of the Treasury II proposal would affect the incentive

to save and invest in U.S. productive assets. In a closed economy, the

33For example, both the Gravelle study and the Gordon and Slemrod study assume
unitary elasticities of demand for final goods and inputs. If actual elasticities are lower
(higher), then the calculated efficiency gains are overestimated (underestimated).
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combination of these impacts determines the change in the flow of sav-
ing and investment (which must be equal) and the change in the level of
interest rates. In a world with international capital flows, the impact on
national saving and domestic investment can differ. This section dis-
cusses the proposal’s impact on incentives to save and invest, the net
effect of these changed incentives, and how the presence of internation-
ally mobile capital affects these conclusions.

Two aspects of the Treasury II proposal have potentially important
implications for the incentive to, save because they may affect the mar-
ginal after-tax rate of return to saving. They are the expansion of Individ-
ual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) and the reduction in marginal tax
rates. 34

Under the Treasury II proposal, married couples with total compen-
sation of $4,000 or more would be entitled to an annual $4,000 IRA
contribution regardless of how much of the total compensation was gen-
erated by either spouse,a5 Under current law, a couple with one working
spouse is limited to a $2,500 contribution per year. To what extent this
provision will stimulate saving depends on the rate-of-return respon-
siveness of saving and on whether the expansion of IRAs will in fact
increase the rate of return at the margin of new saving.

Because households can reduce their current tax liability without
any increase in saving by transferring previously accumulated assets
into the IRA, any IRA scheme may not be an incentive to new saving.
This problem applies particularly to the initial years after implementa-
tion of an IRA plan, when there is a large amount of accumulated wealth
to transfer into IRAs. The proposed expansion of the limit on annual
contributions for one-earner families will hasten the transition period
that elapses before the program can become effective at the margin for
these families.

Note, however, that because households can borrow (with deduct-
ible interest) and place the borrowed funds in their IRAs, it is possible
that no new saving occurs due to IRA accounts. Feldstein and Feenberg
(1983) discount the importance of this possibility, claiming that few
households have the opportunity to borrow without collateral and not-
ing that IRA funds cannot legally be accepted as collateral. However,
borrowing against home equity could provide funds for the IRA and
prolong the transition period. In any event, the limitation on the deduct-
ibility of interest payments in the Treasury II proposal would reduce the
attractiveness of borrowing in order to invest in an IRA account.

~The indexation of interest payments and receipts, proposed in the Treasury I plan,
would also have had major implications for saving and investment.

3STreasury I proposal expanded the limit to $2,500 per spouse.
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Even in the long run and ignoring the possibility of borrowing, ar
IRA program with a cap on annual allowable contributions will not b~
effective at the margin for households whose desired annual saving ex-
ceeds the cap. By increasing the limit from $2,250 to $4,000 for married
couples with one earner, the proposal would potentially expand the
population for whom the IRA is effective at the margin in the long run.
However, based on a study of 1972 tax return and financial data, Feld,
stein and Feenberg concluded that an IRA plan less generous than cur-
rent law (and much less generous than the Treasury II proposal) would
apply at the margin for most savers.B6 This finding implies that the
proposal to further expand the IRA limit would probably not be effective
at increasing the marginal rate of return to saving for more than a small
fraction of households.

The lowered marginal tax rates of the Treasury II proposal will tend
to increase the after-tax rate of return to saving for given pre-tax rates ot
return. This is offset to some degree by the increased effective state and
local-income tax rates for itemizers who lose tax deductibility, and by the
elimination of some tax-preferred methods of saving, such as private-
purpose municipal bonds. The precise relationship between reduction in
marginal tax rates and the corresponding increase in the marginal after-
tax return to saving is complicated because the income from many forms
of saving is already effectively tax-exempt or tax-preferred.

Determining the magnitude of the aggregate saving response to
higher rates of return is also problematic. As is well known, econometric
estimates of this response vary widely. Much applied work has utilized
Boskin’s (1978) estimate of an interest elasticity of saving equal to 0.4,
although the methodology underlying this estimate remains highly con-
troversial. Continuing in the tradition of using Boskin’s estimate as a
benchmark for quantitatively assessing saving responses, the reduction
in marginal rates itself could be expected to increase saving by less than
2 percent, holding the interest rate constant.37

Assessing the impact of the proposal on corporate investment de-
mand is another difficult task. On the one hand, the analysis accompa-
nying the Treasury II proposal estimates that the corporate-level effective
tax rate on equity-financed investment would fall from 35 to 26 percent if
all its provisions were enacted. (This decline reflects an increase in the

36They also concluded that such a plan would quickly exhaust the available assets of
most taxpayers, making the transition period very short.

37The average federal marginal tax rate (weighted by wages and salaries) falls from
23.6 to 19.1 percent. Adjusting for the loss of sub-federal tax deductibility yields about a
4,4 percent increase in the after-tax rate of return, which implies a 1.76 percent increase in
saving for an interest elasticity of 0.4. This calculation assumes that the after-tax rate of
return on a taxable saving instrument bears the same relationship to the actual marginal
after-tax return to saving as it did over the period of Boskin’s study.
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crea~e in the effective tax rate on investment in equipment and a reduc-
tion in the effective tax rate on investment in structures and inventories.)
On the other hand, the revenue projections show increases in corpora-
tion tax revenues of about 25 percent over the period 1986 to 1990.

Some reconciliation of these two apparently contradictory state-
ments is possible. Nearly $60 billion in revenue is raised between 1986
and 1989 by the excess depreciation recapture rule, which does not affect
the incen~tive to make new investments. Furthermore, the change to a
more back-loaded system of capital cost recovery allowances accelerates
revenue that will later be lost as larger depreciation allowances are taken
in the later years of capital goods’ productive lifetimes.

Nevertheless, the Administration has estimated that, when "fully
effective," the corporation income tax would raise 9 percent more rev-
enue than under current law. How this is compatible with a sharp de-
cline in the corporate-level effective tax rate on new investment is a most
difficult question to answer. Part of the answer is that the effective tax
rate calculations do not consider some revenue-raising provisions that
do not apply generally to investment, but do apply at the margin of
some new investment. For example, the revised accounting rules for
multiperiod construction will increase effective tax rates for certain in-
vestment activities, but are not considered in the effective tax rate calcu-
lations. Another part of the answer is that the effective tax rate on debt-
financed investment is not reduced by the plan. Finally, the estimates of
steady-state corporation tax revenues may have erred on the high side, a
conclusion suggested by the finding of the Congressional Budget Office
(1985) that the corporate tax proposals will lose rather than gain revenue
in the long run.

My tentative conclusion is that the tax incentive to corporate invest-
m~Int probably increases slightly, but not substantially.3s This conclusion
also applies to noncorporate, nonresidential investment. Furthermore,
the [axation of noncorporate residential capital income almost certainly
increases, as is discussed in more detail in the section on housing of this
paper. Overall, the taxation of investment is probably not altered much
in either direction, although there is a shift in the relative burden of
taxation from nonresidential capital to residential capital, and from cor-
porate structures and inventories to equipment.

The upshot of slightly increased incentives to save and not much
change in the incentives to invest would be, in a world closed to interna-
¯ ~ional capital flows, slightly lower interest rates and a slightly higher rate
~If saving and investment. With internationally mobile capital, any in-
creased saving would be spread among investment opportunities

~aFullerton (1985) also concludes that the overall effective rate of taxation on corporate
capital would not be affected significantly by the President’s tax plan.
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throughout the world, and neither interest rates nor aggregate domestic
investment would be affected significantly.

Labor Supply

The most striking fact about the Treasury II tax reform plan for
assessing its impact on labor supply is the apparent large reduction in
marginal tax rates. The average statutory marginal tax rate would be
reduced for all income classes, with the largest reductions for families
with incomes over $30,000. The overall average of marginal tax rates
would decline by 19 percent, from 23.6 percent to 19.1 percent.39 A
straightforward back-of-the-envelope calculation of the likely labor sup-
ply response to the decline in marginal tax rates is a useful starting
point. Assuming no aggregate income effect, compensated labor supply
elasticities of 0.2 for males and 1.2 for females,4° and a two-thirds share
of total labor income going to males, one obtains a predicted increase in
labor supply of 3.1 percent.4x

This calculation is, though, fraught with pitfalls because the aggre-
gate labor supply response depends critically on the means by which the
level of statutory marginal tax rates is reduced. Three different sources
are relevant: a reduction in the total taxation of labor income, a broaden-
ing of the tax base, and a less progressive tax system.

A large fraction of the reduction in marginal tax rates is made possi-
ble by the 7 percent reduction in individual income tax revenues, which
is offset in the short run by an increase in corporation income tax rev-
enues.42 A shift from labor income taxation to capital income taxation
tends to stimulate labor supply only in the context of a static model. In a
multi-period model, such a shift does not unambiguously increase labor
supply because although it increases an individual’s real after-tax wage
in terms of present consumption goods, it decreases the real after-tax
wage in terms of future consumption goods. The labor supply response
depends on individuals’ preferences.

Some of the reduction in marginal tax rates is made possible by
broadening the tax base. However, in the case of base broadening, a

39The average marginal tax rate calculations are weighted by wage and salary income.
4°These labor supply elasticities are taken from Stuart’s (1984) study of the welfare

cost of the tax system, and are based on his survey of the literature. Hausman (1981) e.g.,
has argued for a higher compensated labor supply elasticity.

4lA 19 percent decline in marginal tax rates, from 23.6 to 19.1, is equivalent to a 5.9
percent increase in the after-tax wage rate. With a two-thirds share of labor income going
to males, the aggregate compensated labor supply elasticity is 0.53. Applying an elasticity
of 0.53 to the 5.9 percent increase in wages yields 3.1 percent.

42Note that if, as discussed above in the section on horizontal equity, the increase in
corporate tax revenues is only a temporary phenomenon, then the proposal is not revenue
neutral in the long run.
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decline in the statutory marginal tax rate is not sufficient information for
claiming that there will be a substitution effect away from leisure toward
work. Because base broadening eliminates the preferential tax treatment
of certain activities, the real wage in terms of some goods will decline,
even though the real wage in terms of most goods will rise. Consider a
taxpayer presently in the 50 percent bracket who under the Treasury II
plan will be in the 35 percent bracket; suppose the wage rate is $10.
Currently, one hour of work buys $5 of food or recreation; under the
Treasury II plan one hour of work will buy $6.50 of these goods. Con-
versely, while under current law one hour of work could provide $10
worth of municipal services financed by deductible property taxes, un-
der the Treasury II plan one additional hour of work may provide only
$6.50 more of these goods because the deductibility is eliminated.4~ In
this case, even the direction of the substitution effect is not unambig-
uous, and depends on the shape of individuals’ preference functions.

More directly, eliminating the deductibility of state and local income
taxes reduces the combined federal, state, and local marginal tax rate on
labor income for itemizers by less than the decline in the federal margin-
al tax rate. The increase in the effective impact of sub-federal income
taxes tends to offset the federal rate reduction that the increased revenue
gained from eliminating deductibiIity allows. Similarly, the elimination
of the two-earner credit would tend to offset the reduction in statutory
marginal tax rates for those who currently make use of it. Note that this
provision applies to the lower-earning spouse, whose labor supply be-
havior is widely believed to be more sensitive to wages than that of the
primary wage earner.

One possible way to reduce the average level of marginal tax rates
while not reducing the revenue yield is to reduce the progressivity of the
tax system.44 Hausman (1981) e.g., has argued, on the basis of his
econometric analysis of labor supply behavior, that moving to a com-
pletely flat-rate income tax would, at the cost of diminished progres-
sivity, substantially increase aggregate labor supply as well as reduce the
resource misallocation costs of the tax system.4s Hausman’s estimate is
not, however, a reliable guide to the likely effect of the Treasury II pro-
posal on labor supply because, by design, the plan does not significantly
alter the progressivity of the tax system.46

43Under the Treasury I plan, this argument also applied to employer-provided health
insurance and charitable contributions, depending on the circumstances involved.

44On the relationship between progressivity and labor supply, see Sandmo (1983).
4SThe estimated increase in labor supply is 10.7 percent, based on Table 7 of Hausman

(1981) and information contained in the text, Hausman’s analysis has Been challenged by
Heckman (1983) and Browning (1985).

46However/see the section above on vertical equity for a discussion of the difficulties
of assessing the distributional impact of the plan.
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In conclusion, the reduction in statutory marginal tax rates would
be expected, ceteris paribus, to increase the desired supply of labor by as
much as 3 percent. The true after-tax real wage rate would not, though,
rise by as much as a simple extrapolation from marginal tax rates would
indicate. This would mitigate, though probably not eliminate, the in-
creased incentive to supply labor. In this case, the perception that after-
tax wages have increased may be as important as the reality that the true
return to working has not changed quite as much.

Housing
Under current law, the return to owner-occupied housing is untaxed

at the federal level and the return to investing in rental housing is prefer-
entially taxed. In broad outline, the Treasury II tax proposal leaves un-
changed the federal taxation of owner-occupied housing but, by
eliminating property tax deductibility, may increase its overall rate of
taxation. It also increases the rate of taxation on rental housing. This
section discusses these changes in more detail and attempts to trace out
their implications for housing markets.

The Treasury II proposal affects owner-occupied housing through
three principal avenues: the elimination of the deductibility of local
property taxes, the restriction of interest deductibility for borrowing oth-
er than on mortgages for principal residences, and the changes in the
rate of taxation on competing uses of capital.47

Holding the interest rate constant, the decline in individual margin-
al tax rates increases the user cost of owner-occupied housing. To the
extent that housing is financed by borrowing, it increases the after-tax
cost of borrowing for itemizing households only.48 To the extent that
housing is equity-financed, the decline in tax rates increases user cost if

47In the Treasury 1 proposal, a fourth aspect was critical--the indexation of interest
payments and receipts. Under the indexation scheme, interest receipts and payments
(other than for mortgages on principal residences and up to $5,000 of other net interest
expenses) would have been adjusted downward to approximate the portion that repre-
sented real income or expense. The exemption of mortgage interest from indexing would
have provided a strong incentive for all itemizing homeowners to be mortgaged up to the
value of their principal residence. The portion of the loan that formerly represented equity
in the house could be invested in a taxable security with similar characteristics to the
mortgage loan. The individual’s portfolio then would essentially be unchanged, but the
individual would earn an arbitrage profit since all mortgage interest would be deductible
but only the real portion of the interest receipts would be taxable; the proceeds from the
bond would pay the interest on the home equity loan. Because owning a house would be
required to support this arbitrage, the net result of this provision would be to reduce the
user cost of owner-occupied housing to itemizing households to an extent determined by
the rate of inflation, the nominal interest rate, and the taxpayer’s marginal tax rate.

4~The fraction of households that itemize (now at an all-time high of 37 percent) is
significantly below the fraction of households that are owner-occupiers (about 65 percent).
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it increases the after-tax rate of return on alternative investments. For
high-bracket taxpayers who primarily invest in tax-exempt assets this
connection is indirect, occurring only if the rate of return on tax-exempt
assets rises in order to remain competitive with fully-taxed assets. As the
previous section discussed, the Treasury II tax reform plan is not likely to
induce a large change in the general level of interest rates, though per-
haps a slight decline could be expected.

The effect on housing demand of eliminating property tax deduct-
ibility depends on the essential nature of the property tax. If it is viewed
as a distorting tax on capital, then eliminating the deductibility increases
the effective taxation of housing and consequently the user cost of hous-
ing for itemizerso If, following Tiebout (1956) and Hamilton (1976), the
property tax is simply the price for municipally provided services, then
eliminating deductibility will in the long run have no effect on the de-
mand for housing. The net price of municipal services to itemizing
homeowners will increase, leading households to seek out communities
which offer lower levels of services, but no smaller average house
values.

There is a limitation on deductible interest expenses under current
law, but mortgage interest is exempt from the limit. The Treasury II
proposal subjects mortgage interest secured by a non-principal resi-
dence to this limit, though an exemption worth at least $5,000 is pro-
vided and the new rules are phased in gradually over a 10-year period.
This provision will increase the cost of second homes unless desired
debt can be shifted onto the principal residence or debt financing is not
required.

Several provisions of the Treasury II proposal would affect the prof-
itability of investment in real estate, and would thereby influence the
supply and equilibrium price of rental housing. The most important of
these are (i) the replacement of the ACRS depreciation schedule with a
stretched-out, though indexed, depreciation schedule; (ii) the substitu-
tion of full taxation of real capital gains (with no loss limitation) for
depreciable assets in place of the long-term capital gains exclusion;
(iii) immediate taxation of pledged receivables, which eliminates the de-
ferral of taxation on installment sales; (iv) the extension of the "at-risk"
limitations on deductible losses to real estate; (v) repeal of the special
investment tax credit for rehabilitation of certain old or historic build-
ings; (vi) the expanded limitation on interest deductions, proposed to
include interest on mortgages for non-principal residences and the tax-
payer’s share of the interest expense of limited partnerships and most
Subchapter S corporations; (vii) the elimination of tax-exempt industrial
development bond financing for multifamily housing and (viii) repeal of
the special five-year amortization of expenditures to rehabilitate low-
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income housing.49
Most recent analyses have concluded that the net effect of the provi-

sions that directly affect real estate plus the reduction in marginal tax
rates would be to substantially reduce the after-tax rate of return of a
typical real estate investment, holding constant the rental rates and the
value of real estate. Downs (1985), in an extensive discussion of this
issue, estimated that in order to maintain the same real after-tax return,
rental rates would have to rise by between 5 and 10 percent.

This result may seem somewhat surprising in view of the fact that
most economists have concluded that the current tax system favors in-
vestment in equipment compared to investment in structures. In this
case, a policy which moves in the direction of uniform taxation of all
types of investment would be expected to favor real estate compared to
other types of investment. Some reconciliation of these two apparently
incompatible views is possible. The standard analysis refers to the
corporate-level effective rate of taxation of an equity-financed invest-
ment. The recent studies of tax reform’s impact on real estate focus on a
highly leveraged investment made by a top-bracket individual (often
held through some kind of partnership) where the current preferential
treatment of capital gains can be exploited by sale of the asset well before
its productive life has ended and many of the other special tax provi-
sions that apply to real estate are utilized. The tax consequences of Gen-
eral Motors erecting a building to house its assembly lines are quite
different from those of a limited partnership putting up a multi-family
apartment building. The first conclusion is that, disregarding leverage,
the Treasury II proposal increases the taxation of real estate relative to
investment in corporate structures and inventories, and arguably in-
creases it relative to investment in equipment.

A second key aspect of these analyses is that the real estate invest-
ment is assumed to be highly leveraged. This implies that any change in
the underlying return becomes greatly magnified in the return to the
leveraged investment. Furthermore, a decline in the tax rate against
which interest deductions are taken, holding constant the effective tax
rate on an equity investment, can greatly reduce the after-tax return to a
leveraged investment. Since the decline in tax rates applies to borrowing
for any purpose, it is not clear why this implies a relative disadvantage
to real estate. The role of leverage is explored in what follows.

Consider the problem first in a stylized economy where there is no
risk, all wealth owners have identical marginal tax rates, and all real
income is correctly measured for tax purposes and fully taxed. In this
world there is no advantage to leverage, as the after-tax rate of return is

49Two important aspects of the Treasury I proposal that were deleted from the Presi-
dent’s tax proposals are the indexation of interest and the taxation of limited partnerships
with more than 35 partners as corporations.
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the same for all investments and for all investors. In this economy a
reduction in the common marginal tax rate will not change the relative
attractiveness of the available assets. Next assume that, due to acceler-
ated depreciation and preferential tax treatment of capital gains, the
effective tax rate on equity in real estate is lower than the statutory rate.
In equilibrium enough capital is attracted to real estate so that its after-
tax rate of return is equal to the return to investments in other sectors. In
this case, a decline in the statutory marginal tax rate reduces the relative
tax advantage of real estate, and will cause a flight away from real estate.
An increase in the effective tax rate on equity-financed real estate, hold-
ing statutory rates constant, will have a similar effect. In a progressive
income tax system, high-bracket individuals will find it in their interest
to hold leveraged positions in tax-preferred assets. Low-bracket individ-
uals and tax-exempt entities will find it in their interest to lend to the
high-bracket individuals. The presence of inside debt causes a revenue
loss to the government, because the average tax rate against which inter-
est deductions are taken exceeds the average tax rate applicable to inter-
est receipts. In this world, an across-the-board decrease in marginal tax
rates disfavors the preferentially taxed asset as above, and also reduces
the arbitrage-related loss of revenue due to the flattening of rate differ-
entials. In equilibrium, though, this private loss will be reflected in a
general reduction in after-tax rates of return.

According to this analysis, the Treasury II proposal disadvantages
real estate both by reducing its preferential tax status and by lowering
and compressing the marginal rate structure. The fall in marginal rates
negatively affects real estate because it reduces the magnitude of any tax
advantage real estate maintains, and not because real estate, as an espe-
cially highly leveraged investment, is hurt relatively more by a reduction
in the tax rate against which interest can be deducted.

Introducing risk into these stylized models complicates the analysis
considerably. A risky asset will, in equilibrium, earn a higher after-tax
expected rate of return than a riskless investment. By borrowing at the
riskless after-tax rate of interest and buying the higher-yielding risky
asset, an individual can increase a portfolio’s expected rate of return, but
only at the cost of increasing its riskiness. An accurate analysis of tax
reform must carefully specify not only how expected rates of return are
changed, but also how the riskiness of alternative investments is affect-
ed. The Treasury II proposal reduces the riskiness of real estate invest-
ments by indexing depreciation allowances and by allowing unlimited
deduction of all real capital losses. These features may to some degree
offset the factors discussed above.

The role of leverage in understanding the effects of tax policy also
can look different in a model with risk. In the riskless model, borrowing
is not limited and is not tied to any particular collateral assets. However,
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if there are real bankruptcy costs, the ability to borrow (or the interest
rate on the borrowing) may depend inversely on the riskiness and bank-
ruptcy costs attendant to the borrower’s assets. In a progressive tax
system, high-bracket individuals who gain from being highly leveraged
will then prefer less risky, tax-preferred investments. That is relevant to
real estate because it is often argued that, due to better secondary mar-
kets, real estate is subject to lower bankruptcy costs---it is easier to find a
new owner for an apartment building than for a factory. Then real estate
assets can be more easily (or cheaply) leveraged than other assets. If this
argument is correct, a general reduction in marginal tax rates does disfa-
vor real estate precisely because it reduces its relative advantage due to
leverage.

It should be obvious from this discussion that the net impact of the
Treasury II tax proposals on housing is difficult to quantify in a precise
way. The broad implications are, though, fairly clear: both owner-
occupied and rental housing are relatively less favored under the Trea-
sury II plan. The short-run implication of this is a decline in the market
value of housing. Over time resources will shift away from housing,
forcing up the level of rents. How much real rents will increase in the
long run depends on the substitutability of housing services and other
goods and on the substitutability of real estate and alternative assets. If,
for example, there is relatively little of the first type of substitutability,
then rents will tend to rise until the relative attractiveness of real estate
investment is restored to its former position. Note, though, that this is
an increase in the relative price of housing services and, for a given level
of prices, implies a fall in the price of other goods. This change in rela-
tive prices has distributional implications only to the extent that different
income groups spend different shares of income on housing. Low-in-
come households will be worse off to the extent, and only to the extent,
that they spend relatively high shares of income on housing services.

The impact on the rate of homeownership is likely to be small be-
cause the price of housing services will rise regardless of tenure,s°’s~ If
rents are sticky in the short run, there may be a shift toward renting.
This shift will not persist as rents rise to restore the profitability of real
estate investment.

S°Hendershott (1985) draws a similar conclusion.
StOne provision that makes debt-financed homeownership less attractive for ite-

mizers is the elimination of state and local tax deducfibility, the largest itemized deduc-
tion. This will increase the number of taxpayers for whom the sum of non-housing-related
deductions is below the standard deduction, and therefore for whom some of the mort-
gage interest deduction does not result in a dollar-for-dollar reduction in taxable income.
This would not affect the demand for housing at the margin (except for those households
who are no longer itemizers), but would increase the relative price of owning versus
renting housing. On this issue see Hendershott and Slemrod (1983).
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Tax Evasion
A recent study by the Internal Revenue Service (1983) estimated that

in 1981 the individual income tax revenue forgone due to noncom-
pliance with the tax law amounted to $68.5 billion, or 24 percent of
individual income tax receipts in that year.s2 It further estimated that
evasion had been growing at an annual real rate of 4.3 percent since
1973. Assuming the same real rate of growth between 1981 and 1985
yields an estimated tax gap in 1985 of $96 billion.

The prevalence of tax evasion has adverse implications for both the
fairness and efficiency of the tax system. It contributes to unfairness
because it favors individuals who are willing to gamble against detection
and stretch the tax law to their advantage and whose line of work facili-
tates understatement of true taxable income. Individuals who are un-
willing or unable to successfully underpay their tax liability suffer
because higher tax rates are necessary to make up the lost revenues due
to evasion and to finance the enforcement of the tax laws. Tax evasion
contributes to inefficiency because it utilizes resources for the research,
planning, and camouflaging of tax evasion schemes and requires re-
sources for the enforcement of the tax laws. It may also cause inefficien-
cy by drawing resources into those activities that facilitate evasion, such
as self-employment or assets that produce capital gains.

Two aspects of the Treasury II proposal would potentially mitigate
the problem of tax evasion--the reduction in marginal rates and the
paring of special credits, deductions, and adjustments to income. Re-
ducing marginal tax rates reduces the expected return to understating
taxable income, and thus, ceteris paribus, diminishes the incentive to
engage in tax evasion. However, as Yitzhaki (1974) has pointed out, if (as
is usually the case in the United States) the penalty for tax evasion is
determined as a fraction of the understatement, then lower tax rates
proportionately reduce both the payoff to undetected understatement
and the penalty incurred for detected evasion. In this case, there is no
substitution effect toward less evasion from lower marginal tax rates. If,
however, the probability of detection depends positively on the amount
of income underreported, then lower marginal taxes will generally lead
to a substitution effect reducing evasion.

In a pioneering empirical effort, Clotfelter (1983) estimated the re-
sponsiveness of tax evasion to marginal tax rates. Using data from the
IRS Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program survey, which consists
of extensive audits of a random sample of the taxpaying population,
Clotfelter estimated that the elasticity of underreported income with

52This estimate does not include tax revenue lost due to failure to pay tax liabilities
reported on filed returns nor does it include the tax liability due to income earned from
illegal activities.
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respect to marginal tax rates ranged from 0.5 to 3.0, depending on the
specification chosen.

Using this range of estimated responsiveness, a 10 percent across-
the-board reduction in federal income tax rates was simulated and found
to reduce the amount of underreported income by between 9 and 26
percent. The Treasury II tax plan features an average reduction in mar-
ginal tax rates of 19 percent (although it is not uniformly distributed); it
also, by eliminating sub-federal tax deductibility, reduces overall mar-
ginal tax rates less than otherwise. Using 15 percent as the decline in the
average overall marginal tax rate leads to a predicted drop of between
131/2 and 39 percent in underreported income, which would raise an
estimated $13 to $37 billion in additional revenue in 1985.53 Empirical
research into both the magnitude and determinants of tax evasion is,
however, still in its infancy. Even a range of estimates as wide as these
results should be treated as tentative and preliminary.

The elimination of several special credits, deductions, and adjust-
ments to income will more firmly base tax liability on activities that are
subject to information returns provided by third parties, such as wage
and salary payments, interest and dividend receipts, and other miscella-
neous income. This will facilitate the monitoring of reported tax
liabilities.

Finally, there is another potentially important link between tax re-
form and tax evasion. There is considerable evidence that taxpayers who
perceive the tax system to be unfair are more likely to be evaders.54 If
fundamental tax reform can contribute to an increased general percep-
tion of fairness, it may directly reduce noncompliance.

Conclusions
The tax reform proposal offered by the President is not as radical or

intellectually satisfying as other plans that have been suggested, includ-
ing that of his own Treasury Department. Nor does it quite live up to its
accompanying public relations campaign, which has hailed it as the Sec-
ond American Revolution and promised substantial tax reductions for
the great majority of Americans. Its less-than-radical nature is not entire-
ly surprising, considering that it must eventually pass through a political

53This calculation is based on several assumptions, specifically that (i) individuals’
underlying attitudes have not changed substantially since 1969; (ii) the ratio of aggregate
tax understatement to tax paid is equal to the ratio of income understatement to income
reported and (iii) Clotfelter’s simulation results for a 10 percent across-the-board cut in
rates can be linearly extrapolated to apply to a larger cut in rates.

54See Mason and Calvin (1984) for a brief discussion, and an opposing view, of this
literature.
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through a political system which has apparently placed one important
constraint on the reform package--that no income group or politically
important constituency suffer inordinately in the short run. This con-
straint rules out many plans that feature more radical changes in
progressivity, base broadening, or the tax base concept itself.

Nevertheless, the tax plan offered by the President represents a
clear improvement over the current system. It would induce a more
efficient use of the nation’s resources and thus improve economic perfor-
mance, eliminate several sources of inequity, and potentially stem the
rapidly growing problem of tax evastion. It falls short of its stated objec-
tives by not substantially reducing the system’s complexity or increasing
the overall incentives to save and invest. As with any tax change, it
would generate transitional inequities and could also increase the uncer-
tainty that accompanies the expectation of further future changes in the
tax system.

But what about households, the presumed object of this study? The
foregoing analysis of tax reform in terms of macroeconomic aggregates
and lofty objectives can obscure the implications of tax reform for indi-
viduals and families. The average household would notice little change
in the tax filing process--perhaps a few less lines to skip over. More
people would be aware of their federal marginal tax rate. Tax liability
would decline on average, with the individual situation depending
largely on the size of family, number of wage earners, and state of resi-
dence. The price of certain goods, such as leisure (i.e., working), charita-
ble contributions, housing, and municipal services (for itemizers),
would change and some households would adjust their behavior in re-
sponse. The benefits of improved resource allocation would show up
gradually in the form of increased wages and generally improved eco-
nomic conditions.

Much of the above also applies to high-income individuals, who
tend to have complicated returns with varying sources of non-wage in-
come. Capital gains and losses on their portfolios would be an additional
factor in how they fare under tax reform. Investment decisions would
have to be re-evaluated because of the changes in the relative tax treat-
ment of assets and because of the decline in the return to reducing
taxable income.

The macroeconomic impact of tax reform results from the response
of households (and firms) to the changed incentives of a new tax system.
If the incentives encourage the efficient use of resources, one benefit of
tax reform is improved economic performance. This potential benefit
does not show up in the local newspaper’s calculations of how tax liabil-
ity will change, but deserves to be an important element of the continu-
ing debate on tax reform.
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Discussion
Alan S. Blinder*

This is not an easy paper to discuss. It covers a great deal of ground;
as Slemrod himself notes, the "topic is not really limiting." Furthermore,
the paper is a fine example of "two-handed" economics. You all remem-
ber the old joke about Harry Truman who, exasperated by economists
who told him "on the one hand .... but on the other hand .... " asked
in desperation for a one-handed economist. Joel Slemrod is careful to be
a two-handed economist. Almost every controversial statement that ap-
pears in the text is appropriately qualified in a footnote. Finally, Slemrod
takes reasonable positions on everything--including the "bottom line,"
which is that Treasury II, for all its flaws, is probably a good deal better
than nothing. So what’s a poor discussant to do?

In my remarks, I will try to cover the same ground as Slemrod does,
highlighting areas of agreement and disagreement. But I should stress at
the outset that the disagreements are mostly on matters of emphasis.
What else can I do? Slemrod basically gets it right.

I think it is worth starting by pausing to ask why we want equal tax
rates; for, after all, the real thrust of Treasury I (and to a lesser extent
Treasury II) is not so much fairness, simplicity, or growth, but tax neu~
trality, that is, equal tax rates on different sources of income.

The economist’s basic argument for tax neutrality is that a more
neutral system gives rise to less deadweight loss. Slemrod states this
clearly many times. He also puts in the correct caveat from optimal tax
theory: taxes that leave relative prices unaltered are not necessarily optb
mal. Finally, he adds the important observation that, due to weak em-

*Professor of Economics, Princeton University, and Visiting Fellow, The Brookings
Institution
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pirical evidence, optimal tax theory is probably not operational on how
optimal tax rates would differ from equal tax rates. So he expresses the
view that equal tax rates should be favored.

I believe this point is even stronger than Slemrod indicates. First, as
he notes, optimal tax theory says that it is virtually always optimal to tax
different factor inputs at equal rates; and income taxation is all about
taxing factor earnings. Second, there must be an "equal ignorance" argu-
ment-of the type Lerner used to advocate an equal income distribu-
tionl--that suggests the optimality of uniform taxation. Specifically,
suppose there are two goods to be taxed; let t be the ratio of the two tax
rates; and let t* be the optimal ratio (which is not necessarily 1.0). Sup-
pose the deadweight loss from suboptimal taxes is quadratic:

L = b(t- t*)2,

and that t* is unknown with density function f(t*). Then the expected
loss is minimized by picking:

t = E(t*).

If the density f(t*) is distributed more or less symmetrically around 1.0,
then equal taxation is the best policy.

Third, once unequal taxes are sanctioned, politics will make sure
that the deviations from equality have much to do with the political
power of different interest groups and little to do with cross-elasticities
of demand. That, indeed, probably explains the system of differential
taxes we have now. Would anyone want to defend the proposition that
the current structure of unequal tax rates was influenced more by eco-
nomic efficiency than by lobbying efficiency?

The case for tax neutrality is also bolstered by the fact that equal tax
rates reduce the possibilities for tax arbitrage that arise either when dif-
ferent types of income are taxed differentially (for example, when funds
are borrowed to put in a tax-deductible IRA), or when different people
are taxed differentially (as an example, when income is transferred to
children and/or to trusts). In my view, the first kind of arbitrage (which
is prevented by uniform, but not necessarily flat, taxes) is far more im-
portant than the second kind (which can only be prevented by a flat tax
structure). But this is not to say that the second is not a problem.

As I see it, the basic point in the context of Slemrod’s paper is that
tax neutrality often--but not always--promotes "fairness, simplicity,
and growth."

~Lerner, Abba, The Economics of Control, 1944.
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Fairness
We logarithmic utilitarians still believe that vertical equity calls for

progressivity, certainly in average rates, and probably in marginal rates
as well. In this respect, a single flat rate would not be "fair." Slemrod
stresses that Treasury II is not distributionally neutral, but favors the
poorer and richer ends over the middle. This has proven to be a big
political liability for Treasury II.

In my view, favoring the poor in this way is to be applauded.
Among other things, it counteracts what has gone on in the last 30
years. To cite just one example, the average federal tax rate on a family of
four earning one-half the median income rose from 4.5 percent in 1955 to
10.2 percent in 1965, 15.6 percent in 1975, and 18.3 percent in 1983.2 And
let us not forget that the poor were left out of the 1981 tax-cutting binge.

In discussing distributional changes, Slemrod emphasizes favorit-
ism toward "traditional families." I’m not sure this is a bad idea, given
the likely benefits to society from more parenting. But, in any case, I
would highlight removing the poor from the income tax rolls as both the
primary goal and the primary achievement of these changes in the distri-
bution of tax burdens.

Favoring the rich comes, in my view, from an excessive attachment
to flatness. We have long known that a linear tax structure cannot put as
much of the burden on the very rich as does our progressive one. Trea-
sury II certainly does not. But I guess fairness on this issue is very much
in the eye of the beholder.

But the issue of different tax rates on different income sources is
another matter. Here opinions on what is "fair" and "unfair" are more
agreed upon. In particular, large differences in tax burdens on different
types of income are widely perceived as creating horizontal inequity. It
seems to me that equalizing these rates would, more than anything else,
reduce the feeling that the "common guy" is being ripped off by the tax
system. This element of fairness--which Slemrod mentions near the end
of his paper, under "tax evasion’--is very important in a self-adminis-
tered system. So I would like to take it up in the context of fairness.

Slemrod suggests that tax evasion might now be costing the U.S.
Treasury nearly $100 billion in revenue loss per year. Since annual per-
sonal income tax collections are running at about $330 billion, that is a
huge loss. Furthermore, one guesses that the losses from legal tax avoid-
ance are at least this great, and probably greater. I don’t think there is a
single statistic that makes as compelling an argument for comprehensive

2See Blank, Rebecca M., and Alan S. Blinder, "Macroeconomics, Income Distribution
and Poverty," forthcoming in Sheldon Danziger (ed.), Antipoverty Policies: What Works and
What Does Not, Harvard University Press, Table 12.
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tax reform as this one does. And I find quite believable Slemrod’s claim
that the situation encourages otherwise honest taxpayers to cheat. Does
he have evidence on this point? If so, it should be in the paper.

My overall conclusion on fairness, then, is that fairness calls for
equal tax rates on different income sources, that is, for neutrality. But it
also calls for unequal marginal rates in different brackets.

Simplicity
The relationship between neutrality and simplicity is not simple.

Slemrod makes the obvious (only to economists) point that co!lapsing 14
brackets into three does not make the system any simpler. And there are
even instances where greater simplicity conflicts with the neutrality
principle; for example, income averaging and indexing for interest. In
many of these cases, we probably should sacrifice simplicity to a higher
goal. But, by and large, I feel certain that more equal tax rates on differ-
ent income sources would dramatically reduce the complexity of our
current tax law.

Slemrod understands this point, but I think he understates its im-
portance. He states, correctly, that lower marginal rates would reduce
the resource costs of filing tax returns only a little holding constant the
sources of income. But one of the main hopes of tax reformers, I think, is
that lowering and, especially, equalizing tax rates might radically trans-
form the sources of income. As Charles McLure suggests, the cry for tax
simplification may really be a cry to get rid of the tax gimmicks that
enable the other guy to beat the system.3

Growth
The tax reform proposals probably have least to do with growth.

They are aimed much more at static efficiency gains than at changing the
economy’s growth rate. Slemrod recognizes this and, by pointing to
some very large estimated efficiency gains in some recent research, sug-
gests that this emphasis is correct. For example, he cites several places
where we might pick up i percent of GNP. That’s about $40 billion these
days, or about 10 percent of corporate plus individual income tax collec-
tions. $40 billion here, $40 billion there, and pretty soon you’re talking
about real money! And this is an annual flow.

However, I want to spend some time on what Slemrod did and did
not say about growth, because that is one of the two areas where Trea-

3Charles McLure, Jr., "Rationale Underlying the Treasury Proposals," this volume.
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sury II and especially Treasury I have received the biggest public
flogging.

First, I was glad to see Slemrod call our attention to the fact that the
theoretical case for consumption taxation is not as clear-cut as its advo-
cates sometimes suggest. It relies on an empirical condition about com-
plementarity with leisure about which we know little.

Second, Slemrod makes the obvious (again, only to economists)
point that only a permanent change in the long-run productivity growth
rate can change the economy’s long-run growth rate. That is correct, and
I should think that our best guess is that tax reform would do nothing to
this rate. However, an eternal optimist might imagine that we might get
more invention and innovation if some of the brainpower now devoted
to beating the taxman were used instead to build better mousetraps. I
think Adam Smith believed that.

Third, Slemrod points out that we might grow faster for a period by
deepening the capital stock. To do this, we must raise the share of saving
and investment in GNP.

Regarding saving, Slemrod is rightly critical of IRAs as a means of
encouraging saving. Though he uses what in my opinion is an excessive
estimate of the interest elasticity of saving (Boskin’s), he still shows a
small anticipated effect of the tax reform on saving. I think we have all
noticed by now that after about four years of experience with vastly
broadened IRAs and Keoghs and higher after-tax real interest rates, we
are experiencing some of the lowest personal saving rates on record.

But a more fundamental question is this: Why should public policy
try to raise the savings rate above that provided by the free market? One
answer often given by consumption tax advocates is that the income tax
distorts intertemporal choice away from saving and toward consump-
tion. This is true especially when inflation is high. But is that an impor-
tant distortion? That depends on the elasticity of substitution, and a
recent paper by Hall suggests that this elasticity is very small.4 If so,
there are more important distortions to worry about.

Slemrod’s paper seems on the weakest ground where he discusses
investment. He focuses on whether corporate income tax revenues will
go up or down. Why should we be so interested in this? Is it not true
that a constant-revenue change in the structure of the corporate income
tax--one which gains revenue by lowering the investment tax credit and
reducing accelerated depreciation and gives it back by lowering the stat-
utory rate--should reduce the incentive to invest, not raise it, as Slem-
rod suggests?

In any case, I’d put the emphasis elsewhere--on the quality of in-

4Robert E. Hall, "Intertemporal Substitution in Consumption," mimeo, Stanford Uni-
versity, July 1985.
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vestment rather than on the quantity. And that, of course, is where tax
neutrality shines. I have a hard time understanding how a tax code that
encourages construction of vacant office buildings is "pro-growth."

There are just a few other points made in Slemrod’s paper on which
I would like to comment.

The first pertains to labor supply. Supply-siders, but not sensible
people, push for lower marginal rates as a way to encourage more labor
supply. Here it is easy to understand the goal, since labor is taxed while
leisure is not. However, there is little reason to expect a big effect. Slem-
rod presents a back-of-the-envelope calculation indicating this. But it
seems to me that even this small number is too optimistic, for the follow-
ing reason. Most of the aggregate labor supply elasticity, he correctly
notes, comes from women. But I think it has been established that wives
work less when their husbands’ after-tax wages rise. In that case, a si-
multaneous increase in the after-tax wage rates of both husbands and
wives ought to yield a labor supply elasticity for women well below the
1.2 that Slemrod uses.

The second point is about housing. Slemrod makes the point that
the loophole for mortgage interest in Treasury I opened a glaring arbi-
trage possibility. He is right, and the point is quite general: exempting
mortgage interest will interfere with any plan to reform the wretched
current tax treatment of interest.

I fully understand that homeownership is a sacred cow of our tax
system, and I probably even have a bit more sympathy than the median
economist for its exalted status. But must we subsidize homeownership
in a way that slaps the goals of both equity and efficiency so brazenly in
the face? Are there not better ways to subsidize homeownership? For
example, a credit in place of the deduction would at least subsidize rich
and poor to the same extent. More exotically, Harvey Rosen and I have
raised the possibility of offering a lump sum payment for first-time pur-
chasers of a house.~ This idea has the virtues of: (1) not distorting
choices in the direction of bigger houses; (2) keeping the price of hous-
ing equal across income classes; and, most germane to the present dis-
cussion, (3) not littering the tax code and/or creating arbitrage
opportunities.

Finally, I come to Slemrod’s two-part conclusion, with which I heart-
ily agree. First, what Charlie Schultze once called the "do no direct harm
principle"6 is a serious impediment to sensible tax reform--one which
will, almost by its nature, generate a long list of winners and losers. If
we are to improve tax policy, and other aspects of economic policy, we

5Blinder, Alan S., and Harvey S. Rosen, "Notches," American Economic Review, Sep-
tember 1985, pp. 736-747.

6Schultze, Charles L., The Public Use of Private Interest, Brookings, 1977.
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simply have to find a way to relieve our political process of this inhibi-
tion. (Don’t ask me how!)

Second, Treasury II, even though it looks a bit like an ugly duckling
next to the swan that was Treasury I, is prbbably a good deal better than
nothing. Since most economic policy changes recommended by the U.S.
government make things worse rather than better, economists should
support Treasury II enthusiastically, even though it may not be their
favorite bill.



Discussion
David F. Bradford*

Joel Slemrod says a great many sensible things in this stimulating
paper. Because his subject is extraordinarily broad, he inevitably makes
some statements with which one might quibble. I propose, though, to
reserve my quibbles for private conversation, and to use my time to add
emphasis to certain of his points.

First is the degree of ambiguity about just what it is the tax reform is
trying to achieve. The reform is being marketed as a tax cut, in spite of
the insistence that it is to be "revenue neutral." Accepting that changes
will be revenue neutral and neglecting the possible efficiency gains, the
reform cannot be a cut for all. It is simply a redistribution of the burdens.
In turn, the reform is supposed to be "distributionally neutral," which
means it is not intended to change the distribution of the burdens be-
tween rich and poor. That leaves changes in the tax burdens among
people who are supposedly similarly situated. However, the main
(though not the only) way in which people who are similarly situated
can be seen as bearing different taxes arises from their making different
choices from among the same set of opportunities. Thus, people who
own a lot of tax-exempt bonds appear to pay less in taxes than do simi-
larly situated people who own ordinary bonds. It is often rather difficult
to understand why people make the choices that they do, but if we work
from the assumption that they act in their own best interests, so long as
each of these illustrative taxpayers has the option of choosing the other’s
portfolio, it is rather hard to support the view that the difference in their
taxes reflects horizontal inequity.

As the example suggests, one might make a case that the tax system

*Professor of Economics and Public Affairs, Woodrow Wilson School of Public and
International Affairs, Princeton University.
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should make sophistication in portfolio and other choices less impor-
tant. It does seem an attractive idea that the form in which I choose to
hold my wealth should have no bearing on my tax liability. (But then, it
would be nice if, in general, the return on my savings did not depend
upon my making the right or the lucky decision.) Similarly, perhaps my
federal tax liability ought not to depend upon the choice my community
or state makes about how much to tax me, or how much of my pay I
choose to take in the form of health benefits. But there is at least some
reason to question the strength of the case in horizontal equity for re-
forms along the lines now being considered.

On the other hand, as pointed out by Slemrod, the reforms under
consideration will have large transitional incidence effects. My favorite
example of a windfall loss is timber. Presently, timber is taxed as though
it were an asset eligible for long-term capital gains treatment. The Presi-
dent’s tax proposals would treat raising trees like other businesses. Just
what the proposed change would do to the value of existing stands of
timber is not easy to calculate, in part because it depends upon the
openness of the timber market in international terms. But it is quite
plausible that the effect would be a huge fall in value. Owners of timber
property presumably have done nothing special to deserve such a loss.
On the other side of the coin, the proposed reform would drop windfall
gains on other portfolios. My favorite example is the gain that would
accrue to those who have large retirement accumulations. The draw-
down of pension saving would occur at lower rates of tax than had been
anticipated.

Transition effects of this kind are hard to avoid, yet they are by and
large distinctly unjust as a matter of equity. There is a trade-off of major
proportions between the gains in perceived equity of the ongoing effects
of the rules and the equity of genuine burden redistribution in transi-
tion.

The effect of moving toward heavier taxation of capital in general (if,
indeed, that is where we are heading) will, because of the way we man-
age these things (through devices such as accelerated depreciation),
tend to impose a disadvantage on those who choose to accumulate in
the future, but to bestow a windfall gain on owners of existing assets.
(The point needs to be qualified somewhat; a windfall gain on average
does not rule out many windfall losses, as the timber example suggests.)
So we have a rather odd situation of granting a gain to the existing rich
but putting at a relative disadvantage those who are trying to accumu-
late. The situation is of particular interest to me, as an advocate of tax-
ation on the basis of consumption, because I would be inclined to do
exactly the opposite, trading off arguably unjust windfall losses to exist-
ing wealth holders for the equity advantage to those looking toward the
future.
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Slemrod nicely reminds us that the labor supply incentive effects of
tax rate reductions achieved by base-broadening may be less than is
often supposed. Essentially, what goes on in tax reform is a great shift in
the rates of tax on many different transactions. In thinking about labor
supply we tend to focus on the trade-off between current work effort
and current consumption of, say, groceries. But to allow lower rates of
tax, and therefore cheaper groceries, requires that other things people
buy with their wages, such as state and local services or retirement
consumption, become more expensive. The supply response is therefore
not the same as one might predict to follow from a simple increase in
current wages.

There is a question raised by Slemrod whether the taxation of cap-
ital is going up or down. As he points out, calculations of effective tax
rates on different forms of investment may lead one to conclude that, on
average, the rate of tax on capital is going down. However, that is appar-
ently inconsistent with the view that the rate of tax on labor is going
down, and is in puzzling contrast with the predicted increase in rev-
enues from the corporation income tax. I have not redone the figures in
connection with the President’s tax proposals, but Slemrod himself has
pointed out that the effect of Treasury I’s elimination of the investment
tax credit, depreciation and inventory reforms, indexing of interest, and
corporate rate reductions worked out to an approximate wash. All of the
extra revenue from the corporation tax came from eliminating special
provisions, such as the timber rules I noted above. It is an interesting
question whether eliminating such special rules should be thought of
more as increasing the tax on capital or more as increasing the tax on
timber. It is a classic incidence problem, in fact, and one we have almost
no information about.

Slemrod reminds us how little we know about the corporation in-
come tax more generally. In thinking about the effects of tax reform on
the incentive to undertake domestic investment, I go through the fol-
lowing exercise: Eliminating the investment tax credit must make invest-
ment less attractive. Further, in a system with accelerated depreciation,
reducing the tax rate makes investment less attractive. The reform of the
depreciation rules as proposed by the Administration (by contrast with
the Treasury’s November 1984 plan) may be neutral. Therefore, the over-
all effect must be to make investment less attractive. But my reasoning
depends upon the idea of arbitrage between debt and investment.
(That’s why cutting the tax rate has a disincentive effect when there is
accelerated depreciation.) If investment is equity-financed, the cut in
rates has a positive effect. We know that financial structure is endog-
enous, but we still do not have an adequate model to use for purposes of
tax analysis. And as the example suggests, it matters.
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In summing up his overview of its effects, Slemrod offers his opin-
ion that the Administration’s tax reform plan "represents a clear im-
provement over the current system." That reflects his weighing in the
balance the gainers and losers. Forced to vote, I suppose I come out in
the same place. But I am not very sure that the windfall gains and losses
we are proposing to distribute are adequately compensated for by the
improvement in efficiency and apparent equity of the tax system.

I would mention, in particular, two problems that are not dealt with
in the current effort, and that will certainly cause trouble in the future.
One is the need to do something about the little-understood but impor-
tant interaction of inflation and the income tax as it works through the
interest rate. Treasury I made a stab at this, but it was not taken serious-
ly. However, the distorting effect is serious indeed. At 2 percent interest
and no inflation, the zero bracket taxpayer can, through lending or bor-
rowing, buy or sell for 61 cents a claim on one dollar of real purchasing
power 25 years hence. For the 35 percent bracket taxpayer the price is 72
cents. At an inflation rate of 10 percent, and the same apparent "real"
interest rate of 12 percent, the price for the zero bracket taxpayer is still
61 cents but for the 35 percent bracket taxpayer it is $1.74. That kind of
difference has to matter and even at the relatively modest inflation rate
of 5 percent, the 35 percent taxpayer confronts a negative real after-tax
interest rate.

Second, I am among the few who thinks we are missing an opportu-
nity to accomplish real simplification. In my opinion, the path to genu-
ine simplicity, not to mention equity and efficiency, leads through
consumption-oriented taxation using cash-flow accounting. However,
to pursue that subject would break the bounds of both my time limit and
my discussant’s license.



Richard W. Kopcke*

According to a growing number of influential critics, the prevailing
federal income tax laws have become highly inequitable and are an ob-
stacle to economic growth. In seeking more equitable and neutral taxes,
many have proposed a thorough overhaul of the codes. Prominent
among the proposals are two congressional plans, Bradley-Gephardt
and Kemp-Kasten, and two Treasury plans, Treasury I and the Presi-
dent’s tax proposals of May 1985, hereafter referred to as Treasury II. In
attempting to correct the perceived problems i~n the current internal rev-
enue codes, each of the four proposals would alter both the distribution
of the income tax burden and the incentives that the codes bestow on
savers or investors. Each proposal contains its distinctive compromises
in balancing equity against investment incentives.

This paper examines how each of the four proposals for federal
income tax reform might alter investment spending by changing the
taxation of corporate income. As a first step toward assessing the poten-
tial influence of these plans on capital formation, this approach isolates
the effects of their changing: (i) corporate income tax rates, (ii) formulas
for depreciation allowances, (iii) investment tax credits, or (iv)
allowances for the deduction of corporate dividends from taxable prof-
its. This study is not a comprehensive evaluation of the basic principles
behind each plan, nor does this study consider how these reforms may
influence capital formation by altering households’ propensities to save,

*Vice President and Economist, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. The author is grate-
ful to Yolanda Henderson and Joe Peek for helpful comments. He also thanks Molly Mc-
Usic for her research assistance. A more extensive version of this paper is available from
the author, including a discussion of the consequences of tax reform for household dura-
bles and the results of simulations for specific industries.
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by modifying the real after-tax yields in credit markets, or by changing
the rate of growth of GNP. This paper also does not consider how great
investment spending ought to be.

The Bradley-Gephardt proposal, often called the Fair Tax, appears to
be designed primarily to achieve a specific standard of equity in measur-
ing and taxing income. This plan does not necessarily attempt to en-
hance or even sustain the levels of investment incentives offered by the
current revenue code. Not surprisingly, then, this study finds that Bradley-
Gephardt fosters less investment spending than either the current rev-
enue code or the other three tax reform proposals. Supporters of this
plan apparently believe the best policy is to tax income "equitably," and
then rely on other fiscal policies or monetary policy, if necessary, to
encourage the desired rate of capital formation.

The Kemp-Kasten proposal, by contrast, appears to be designed
primarily to achieve a specific standard of neutrality in taxing invest-
ment income. By doing so, it may better integrate corporate and person-
al income taxes. This study concludes that Kemp-Kasten fosters more
investment spending than current tax law, and it may enhance capital
formation as much as the Treasury plans.

The Treasury plan of late 1984 shares some of the philosophy behind
both the congressional plans. Treasury I sought a "fair" tax by closing
loopholes and by attempting to tax only economic income. At the same
time it strives for a more neutral tax treatment of investments and a
greater integration of corporate and personal taxes. According to the
results of this study, the Treasury I proposal may foster the least invest-
ment during its first decade, because some of its investment incentives
are introduced slowly. But over longer intervals, this plan should en-
courage a rate of capital formation exceeding that of current law and
rivaling that of the Kemp-Kasten plan.

The Treasury II plan, introduced in 1985, is similar to Treasury I in
many respects. But this second plan does not integrate the corporate
and personal taxes nearly as much as the first, nor does it offer some of
the features of Treasury I that were designed to measure and tax eco-
nomic income consistently. This plan initially may encourage more in-
vestment spending than Treasury I, but in the long run both Treasury I
and the Kemp-Kasten plan may foster more capital formation.

The first section of this paper describes some of the problems of
defining a "neutral" tax. The second section introduces the four tax re-
form proposals. The macroeconomic consequences of these proposals
on business capital spending are examined in the third section, and
some of the industry-specific consequences are described in section four.
The paper concludes with the fifth section.
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What Is a Neutral Income Tax?
Since the inception of the science, economists have recognized that

tax rules may not be neutral, because they can alter the relative prices
among goods, the allocation of resources, or the distribution of income.
According to many of today’s neoclassical theories, even the simplest of
income taxes hinders business capital formation by fostering consump-
tion spending and by encouraging investors to purchase consumer dur-
ables, owner-occupied dwellings, or other assets that yield implicit
income which escapes taxation. If the income tax code also includes a
corporate income tax that has not been integrated properly with the
general personal income tax, business_investment spending may be de-
terred all the more.1 Consequently, the prevailing revenue code is not
regarded as a neutral tax.

According to the most stringent standards, for a tax to be neutral
neither the relative prices of goods and services nor the allocation of
resources should depend on tax rates or other features of the tax rules.
By this severe definition, no tax is neutral, so policymakers have turned
to a variety of less demanding standards. For example, considering only
the direct consequences of taxing the returns on capital, a neutral tax
might levy equal effective tax rates on all investments; it might leave the
relative "take-home pay" on investments unchanged; or it might not
alter the relative costs of using capital goods. Because no tax satisfies the
stringent definition of neutrality, a revenue code that is neutral accord-
ing to one of these alternative definitions may not be neutral according
to the others under all circumstances. Furthermore, a revenue code that
is neutral in the context of one model of economic behavior may not be
neutral in another model, even though the definition of neutrality is the
same in both cases.

Even by the less stringent standards suggested above, the prevail-
ing income tax codes that apply to businesses are not neutral. A simple
neoclassical model of investment behavior may illustrate best both the
commonly mentioned problems with the current law and the types of
reform needed to make the revenue code more neutral among business
investments. In this model m firms each have invested in a specific

1See for example A. Auerbach, The Taxation of Capital Income (Harvard University
Press, 1983); M. Feldstein, Capital Taxation (Harvard University Press, 1983); and C. E.
Steuerle, Taxes, Loans, and Inflation (Brookings Institution, 1985)..

According to Keynesian theory, however, business capital formation need not be
hindered by such a reduction in the propensity to save. See, for example, the "paradox of
thrift," as described in J.M. Keynes, The General Theond of Employment, Interest, and Money
(Harbinger Book; Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1965), pp. 106 (last paragraph, Chapter
8), pp. 210-213 (first section, Chapter 13), pp. 358-371 (seventh section, Chapter 23), and
Chapter 12.
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machine tool. With no corporate income tax, each firm purchases this
equipment until the present value of the marginal revenue product for
the last machine equals the price of the machine:

P=~~NfMRP~/di f=l .....m. (1)

The service life of this machine may vary among the firms (Nf), and the
streams of marginal revenue product ordinarily will not be the same for
many firms.2 For simplicity, all investors use the same set of discounts
(di).

The pattern of decay of the revenue product is the economic depre-
ciation of the machine tool. Although the physical decay of the tool, as
established by engineering studies, will be the same for all firms, the
rate of economic depreciation will vary across firms. Because different
industries expect different rates of technical progress in their production
techniques, the machine tool may have a shorter expected useful life-
span in some industries, while in others the machine may be expected to
sustain its productivity better in later years. Furthermore, different in-
dustries ordinarily use different types of labor skills or raw materials in
producing their specific goods or services. Consequently, differences in
the relative prices of labor, materials, or output that are expected to
prevail during the life of the machine will make the anticipated econom-
ic depreciation (as well as the measured decay of the marginal physical
product) of the machine vary across firms.

If a flat tax were levied on the revenue product of investments,
ignoring the general equilibrium adjustments, the direct effect of the tax
would be to reduce the net marginal revenue product and the demand
price for the machine proportionately for all firms:

P~=(1-~)~NfMRP//di=(1-~) P, f=l .....m. (2)

Under these very limited conditions, the tax is neutral among corporate
investors because the effective tax rate is the same for all, and the tax
does not directly alter the relative demand prices or returns prevailing

~These differences arise because of relatively imperfect or illiquid markets for used
capital goods. Three commonly mentioned grounds are: high transactions and installation
~osts; imperfect information about the quality of used capital (the possibility of "lemons");
and relatively high conversion costs (capital goods are frequently "customized" when first
installed). See also the observations concerning the problems with measuring the quantity
of capital goods cited at the end of footnote 3.

Of course, unless the firms never intend to sell these machine tools, (1) may misstate
the equilibrium condition. The equation fails to include the cost of reselling the machine.
For each firm, (1) implicitly states that the disposal value is the present value of the
remaining marginal product for that firm.
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across corporations or investment goods.
The current tax rules that apply to businesses are more complicated

than this flat tax. The tax law specifies different rules for measuring the
taxable incomes of different firms or different types of capital goods, and
the law at times sets different tax rates for firms according to their size,
their legal status (corporation, proprietorship, partnership, cooperative,
or trust) or their line of business.

In the case of the machine described above, the m firms (all large,
profitable nonfinancial corporations) are taxed according to a statutory
measure of earnings (Ei) which does not necessarily match revenue
product. The firms also are entitled to claim investment tax credits (at a
rate k) and depreciation allowances (according to a schedule of rates,
Di, i = 1 .....T). Therefore, for the last machine purchased by each
firm:

P,= k P~ + ~Nf MRPif/di-’r(~lNfF-~/di- P~TDi/di).

Or, somewhat more simply

Pc = (1 - k) 1 (p _ ,~(~NfF~/di_ p~TDi/di)). (3)

Although the investment tax credit is widely regarded as an undis-
guised tax incentive, depreciation allowances appear to have some
grounds for representing business expenses. Because maintenance and
repair expenses are accounted for separately, depreciation allowances
represent the inevitable wasting of the asset, a kind of economic deple-
tion allowance or reserve. Without taxes, this depletion of the capital
asset is reflected in the pattern of decay of the revenue product. Other-
wise, there is no separate depreciation expense (other than maintenance
and repairs) to be considered in measuring the return on a specific in-
vestment. Nevertheless, businesses wishing to maintain their output
will establish a depreciation reserve: the decline in revenue product from
existing investments will require undertaking new replacement invest-
ments. The reserve, therefore, dictates how much of current profit must
be retained to purchase new capital if the firm is to conserve its size. In
this sense, the depreciation allowance is not to be deducted from rev-
enue product to measure the profitability of investment; instead, for
conservative or growing businesses it is a claim on cash flow for funding
new replacement investments. Consequently, depreciation allowances
may be interpreted not as a surrogate for business expenses incurred by
using existing assets, but as a delayed tax subsidy which may help fund
subsequent replacement investments or dividend payments to stock-
holders.
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The tax rules, as described in (3), would be neutral (in the less
stringent sense) over all investments qualifying for tax credits and
among all profitable corporate investors taxed according to these rules, if
the second term in the braces were proportional to the present value of
the stream of pretax marginal revenue product (P). Although the effec-
tive tax rates may vary across investments, the relative demand prices of
capital goods would not depend on the tax rate or other features of the
tax rules. But the schedule of depreciation allowances, fixed by law, is
not related to each firm’s stream of revenue product, and the pattern of
taxable investment income may be related only loosely to the revenue
product of capital. As a result, the second term in the braces probably
will not be proportional to P. Moreover, the rate of the investment tax
credit varies among investment goods. Consequently, in this simple
neoclassical model, the current corporate income tax is not neutral by
any reasonable standard.

Over the years tax policy advisors have suggested different reforms
for making the tax codes more neutral. The most sweeping suggestions
advocate the elimination of all business taxes or the complete integration
of corporate and personal income taxation. A second set of more modest
suggestions would require:
(i)    measures of taxable investment income (before deductions for

depreciation allowances) that match the revenue product of cap-
ital;

(ii) the elimination of the investment tax credit; and
(iii) the revision of depreciation schedules, either allowing investors

to deduct from taxable income the full price of investment
goods, at the time of purchase or specifying schedules of depre-
ciation allowances whose present values always equal the prices
investors pay for capital goods.3

3With these three measures, (3) becomes
P,= P-,r(P- P~)

As a result PT = P for all investment goods, for all firms. All three of these measures are
required to obtain this result. In particular, if (ii) were changed allowing businesses to
claim "economic depreciation," then the present value of depreciation allowances would
not equal the price investors pay for capital goods (P), and the tax law would not be
neutral. (In view of previous comments, it also is not clear that one schedule of "economic
depreciation" may be defined for each capital asset. Many common approaches seem to
appeal to the concept of "engineering depreciation.")

If the patterns of economic depreciation (the decay of marginal revenue products)
were identical for all firms, then neutrality need only require that depreciation allowances
correspond to this pattern of economic decay. (P.A. Samuelson, "Tax Deductibility of Eco-
nomic Depreciation to Insure Invariant Valuations," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 72
(December 1964), pp. 604-6.) This observation no doubt inspired the appeal to "economic
depreciation" in the Treasury I and Bradley-Gephardt proposals. Of course, this uniform
pattern of decay also must not be influenced by changing economic conditions (the term
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Under either of these two sets of proposals (3) above becomes

P, = ElN~ MRP~f/di = P (4)

for all investment goods, for all firms. The effective tax rate for all invest-
ments, corporate and noncorporate, on the margin is zero (ignoring
personal taxes), and the relative prices of investment goods do not de-
pend directly on the corporate tax rules. The second set of proposals
would allow for a corporate income tax on the income of capital goods
that earn more than marginal returns.4 The corporate income tax would
become a tax on oligopoly profit or on the economic rent earned by
inframarginal investments whenever production functions exhibit de-
creasing returns for capital.

Whereas these two sets of proposals, by virtue of (4), would treat all
investment goods and investors the same on the margin, the simple flat
corporate income tax, which led to (2), would discriminate directly
against corporate investors in this model. With the flat tax, owners of
corporations would be taxed twice on their marginal investments, unlike
other investors who would pay, at most, only personal income taxes on
their returns.

Although the reform proposals that eliminate the corporate tax lia-
bilities for marginal investors may claim a degree of neutrality, they
appear to be unpopular for practical and theoretical reasons. The
"biases" against investment inherent in the corporate tax codes have
been well understood for decades. Yet, when lawmakers turn to the task
of fostering capital formation, they have sought the maximum "bang" in
investment spending per "buck" of tax revenue that they sacrifice. Re-

structure of interest rates, relative prices of goods and factors of production, etc.) for this
approach to be tenable. As explained before, these conditions probably are too strong to
be believed.

The reform suggested in (iii) would also require a change in the capital gains tax for
businesses. A firm selling an asset would report its receipts less the original price of the
asset plus accumulated depreciation allowances (all adjusted for inflation) as ordinary
taxable income.

The foregoing assumes that we can measure capital aggregates and therefore the price
and productivity of these aggregates. For a telling criticism of this assumption, see, for
example: D. Usher, ed., The Measurement of Capital (University of Chicago, 1980), esp. the
two papers comprising Chapter 7, M. Brown, "The Measurement of Capital Aggregates: A
Postreswitching Problem," and E. Burmeister, "Comment"; T. M. Stoker, "Completeness,
Distribution Restrictions, and the Form of Aggregate Functions," Econometrica, 52 (July,
1984), pp. 887-907; and C. Ichniowski, "Micro-Production Functions Aren’t Pretty: Firm-
Level and Industry-Level Specification for Inputs and Outputs," National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research, working paper no. 1365, June 1984.

4See, for example, J. Sturrock, "Eliminating the Tax Discrimination Against Income
from Business Capital: A Proposal," in Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
Public Policy and Capital Formation, April 1981, pp. 281-302.
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ducing the corporate tax rate is, therefore, the least attractive policy.
Lower rates would reduce the tax liability on income earned by past as
well as new investments, whereas more generous tax credits and depre-
ciation allowances may be limited to new investment projects alone.5

Furthermore, lawmakers have used tax credits, variations in depre-
ciation schedules, and specialized definitions of taxable income to foster
the demand for specific investment goods or to encourage the growth of
deserving industries and regions. Neutrality (in the less stringent sense)
apparently is not and perhaps should not be the single goal of tax policy.
Given that no revenue code can be fully neutral, a "second best" revenue
code may have a place for these traditional tax incentives in order to
compensate for some of the unavoidable biases inherent in any tax law.
Because tax revenues are used to finance public spending and govern-
ment operations, traditional tax incentives also may complement other
government policies, which are designed to alter the composition of
GNP, the allocation of resources, or the distribution of income.

Finally, economists, lawyers, accountants, and businessmen do not
agree with one another, or even among themselves, on the proper mea-
sure of the revenue product of capital goods. This dissension prevails
because the concept of revenue product is defined by and depends on
the specific economic model adopted. Without the perfect markets, the
prevalence of equilibrium, and the degree of certainty assumed in the
simple neoclassical model used above, for example, there is no unique
measure of revenue product. In fact, the all-important ex ante returns to
capital that influence investors depend on perceptions of future business
conditions; furthermore, the accurate measurement of ex post profit also
may depend on these intangible perceptions.6 In the absence of an en-

SSee, for example, R. Kopcke, "The Efficiency of Traditional Investment Tax Incen-
tives," in Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Public Policy and Capital
Formation, April 1981, pp. 163-75.

6See, for example, the debate on measuring corporate profitability: B. Malkiel, "U.S.
Equities as an Inflation Hedge," in J. A. Boeckh and R. T. Coghlan, eds., The Stock Market
and Inflation (Dow Jones-Irwin, 1982), pp. 81-96; F. Modigliani and R. A. Cohn, "Inflation
and the Stock Market," in Boeckh and Coghlan, pp. 97-118; R. Kopcke, "Stocks Are Not
an Inflation Hedge," in Boeckh and Coghlan, pp. 45-58; and R. Kopcke, "The Continuing
Dedlne in Corporate Profitability and Stock Prices," New England Economic Review, July!
August, 1982. Of course the measurement of the profitability of capital presumes that the
quantity of capital can be measured. See the citations at the end of footnote 3 concerning
problems in defining economic aggregates such as the quantity of capital, the prices of
capital goods, and the productivity of capital.

If the stream of tax liabilities does not conform to the stream of revenue product in
the same way for every firm, the tax system ordinarily will not be neutral, especially as
economic conditions change. Therefore, as illustrated by the debates in the previous para-
graph, ex post measures of income that do not depend on ex ante estimates of future

fPierformance may misrepresent the profile of economic income. If taxable income is de-ned to be such an ex post measure of income, then the correspondence between the
streams of tax liabilities and revenue products will tend to vary across industries, and the
tax system will not be neutral.
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during consensus, we could interpret the various measures of taxable
investment income as compromises among differing points of view.

Perhaps we should not expect to design an ideal income tax that, in
every respect, will be at least as "neutral" as any alternative proposal.
Our conception of neutrality is defined in terms of prevailing economic
theory, currrent and prospective business conditions, and the social ob-
jectives of lawmakers. This conception generally changes over time,
sometimes significantly, as our knowledge, our economy, and our social
goals evolve. Consequently, tax reform proposals are perhaps best re-
garded as steps toward a destination that itself changes with experience.

Some Current Proposals for Income Tax Reform
The accumulation of tax incentives and reforms over the years has

fashioned a tax code that many now regard as inequitable or an obstacle
to growth. This widespread dissatisfaction has bred a variety of propos-
als for income tax reform, four of which are examined below. Although
these proposals recommend many profound changes in the current tax
codes, the following analysis considers only changes in the taxation of
business income (table 1).

The Bradley-Gephardt Proposal

The Bradley-Gephardt plan would impose a uniform 30 percent tax
rate on all corporate income and repeal the ’investment tax credit. De-
pending on their "asset depreciation range" guidelines (established in
the Revenue Act of 1971), equipment would be assigned to one of six
classes with lives of 4, 6, 10, 18, 28, or 40 years. Structures would be
assigned to the 40-year class. For purposes of calculating depreciation
allowances, investors could use highly accelerated 250 percent declin-
ing-balance schedules over the assigned life spans of durable assets.
This formula for depreciation is designed to equate the present value of
these allowances with the present value of actual capital consumption
expenses, using a 10 percent discount rate. The Bradley-Gephardt pro-
posal would repeal the current $100 dividend exclusion and raise the
maximum capital gains tax rate from 20 percent to 30 percent.

This plan attempts to eliminate some "loopholes" or incentives in
the revenue codes while retaining others. It takes no significant step
toward the better integration of corporate and personal income taxes.
Although the corporate tax rate is reduced, the loss of the investment tax
credit and accelerated depreciation allowances (table 2) raises corporate
income tax liabilities compared to existing law and two of the three other



Table 1
A Comparison of Selected Provisions of Four Current Tax Reform Proposals

Treasury I Treasury II Bradley-Gephardt Kemp-Kasten

Business Taxation

Corporate Income
Tax Rate

Dividend Deduction

33% !5% on first $25,000 30%
18% on second $25,000
25% on third $25,000
33% on profits above

$75,000

15% on first $50,000
25% on next $50,000
35% on profits above

$100,000

Investment Tax
Credit

Depreciation
Allowances

50% 10% None None

Repealed Repealed Repealed Repealed

Interest Expense

Investment Taxation

Maximum Capital
Gains Tax Rate

Simple declining balances Accelerated declining bal- 250% declining balances
over longer asset lives, ances over longer asset over longer asset lives
indexed for inflation lives, indexed for inflation

Accelerated allowances
over somewhat longer
asset lives, indexed for
inflation

Fully deductible Fully deductible Fully deductible

30%

Inflation premium not
deductible

35% with indexing 17.5% with no indexing
or

35% with indexing after
1991

17% with no indexing
or

29% with indexing

Dividend Exclusion Repealed Repealed Repealed Repealed

Interest Income Inflation premium not Fully taxable Fully taxable Fully taxable
taxed
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Table 2
The Accumulation of Depreciation Allowances

Number of Years Needed to Recover:
1,,£ of 1/2 of 2/£ of

Purchase Price Purchase Price Purchase Price
Equipment

ACRS 13/4 21/2 31/4
Treasury I 23/4 41/4 61/4
Treasury II 23/4 21/2 31/2
Bradley-Gephardt 2 23A 41A
Kemp-Kasten 21/4 3 33/4

Structures

ACRS 4 61A 9
Treasury I 11 19 291/2
Treasury II 5 8 12
Bradley-Gephardt 5 81/2 131/4
Kemp-Kasten 4 61A 9

Note: Assuming 5 percent inflation, entries show the number of years t:equired for real depreciation
allowances to sum to the appropriate proportion of the average asset’s purchase price.

proposals. In terms of achieving neutrality (as discussed in conjunction
with equation (4) of the previous section), the Bradley-Gephardt plan
does not attempt to set the present value of depredation allowances to
the purchase price of assets. Instead, these allowances are linked more
closely to the engineering rate of decay of durable assets, assuming that
the sum of the inflation rate and real discount rate is about 7 percent.7
Variations in the expected rate of inflation not offset by variations in the
real discount rate could alter the relative tax treatment of many capital
assets.

This plan attempts to achieve a measure of fairness as defined by its
authors, not theoretical elegance as defined by common neoclassical
models of economic behavior.

The Kemp-Kasten Proposal

The Kemp-Kasten plan would impose a graduated corporate in-
come tax that attains a maximum tax rate of 35 percent on incomes
exceeding $100,000. This proposal also would repeal the investment tax
credit. For purposes of calculating depreciation allowances, durable as-

7The pretax 10 percent discount rate used to define allowances is a 6.7 percent nomi-
nal discount rate after corporate taxes.
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sets currently assigned to 3, 5, 10, 15, or 18-year ACRS classes would be,
respectively, reassigned to 4, 6, 15, 20, or 25-year "neutral cost recovery"
classes. Depreciation allowances also would be indexed so that the eco-
nomic value of these allowances would not be diminished by rising
prices. This approach is intended to equate the present value of depreci-
ation allowances with the purchase price of durable assets, assuming a
3.5 percent real discount rate. Kemp-Kasten would repeal the $100 divi-
dend exclusion, and it would give taxpayers receiving capital gains a
choice of tax rules: either exclude 40 percent of these gains from income
taxation, or exclude from income taxation that portion of capital gains
that merely represents inflation.

The Kemp-Kasten plan attempts to achieve a more neutral tax treat-
ment of business investments. The repeal of the investment tax credit
and the adoption of depreciation allowances whose present value equals
the purchase price of durable assets (assuming a 3.5 percent real dis-
count rate) closely matches two of the three requirements for a neutral
tax presented in the previous section. These steps may well achieve a
better integration of the corporate and personal income taxes as well.
With the proper definition of taxable corporate income, they would
eliminate the corporate tax burden on the all-important marginal invest-
ments according to the neoclassical model.

Treasury I (November 1984)
The Treasury proposal would tax corporate income at a rate of 33

percent, after allowing corporations to exclude one-half of dividends
paid to stockholders from taxable income. The proposal would repeal
the investment tax credit and replace ACRS with the "real cost recovery
system" (RCRS). All durable assets would be assigned to one of seven
depreciation classes and receive an invariant annual depreciation rate
ranging from 32 percent to 3 percent. RCRS would permit businesses to
adjust their depreciation allowances each year for rising prices so that
the value of RCRS allowances would not vary with the changes in
prices. This Treasury plan would reduce the tax deduction that busi-
nesses as borrowers can claim for interest that they owe on their indebt-
edness. Borrowers would not be allowed to deduct interest expenses
that reflect the "inflation premium" in interest rates, and lenders would
not pay taxes on the inflation premium in their interest incomes. This
plan, like the previous plans, would repeal the dividend exclusion. The
maximum capital gains tax rate would be 35 percent, but taxable gains
would exclude the appreciation of assets due to inflation.

Treasury I shares some of the philosophy behind both the Bradley-
Gephardt and the Kemp-Kasten proposals. Treasury I attempts to inte-
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grate corporate and personal income taxes better by allowing for a
considerable dividend deduction. It also strives for a degree of neutrality
by repealing the tax credit, reducing the corporate tax rate, indexing
depreciation allowances, interest income, interest expense, and capital
gains and by reducing somewhat the tax incentives for household in-
vestments in durables. But this Treasury plan also sought a "fair" tax.
Many of the measures above could be interpreted as dosing loopholes;
real depreciation allowances would be linked closely to the engineering
decay of assets; and the proposal would attempt to tax only economic
income.

Treasury II (May 1985)

The President’s tax proposals, submitted to Congress in May 1985,
feature a graduated corporate tax rate which rises from 15 percent to 33
percent for corporations with more than $75,000 of taxable income. This
plan (hereafter, Treasury II) would entitle corporations to deduct from
their taxable income one-tenth of dividends paid to shareholders. For
purposes of calculating depreciation allowances, the Treasury II plan
offers schedules that accelerate allowances somewhat more than the
schedules of the first plan. Durable assets would be assigned to one of
six classes with. depreciation rates ranging from 55 percent to 4 percent.
These allowances, like those of the first plan, would be indexed for
changes in prices. Finally, the Treasury II proposal would repeal the
dividend exclusion, but it would allow taxpayers to exclude one-half of
capital gains from their taxable income, and, beginning in 1991, taxpay-
ers could choose to exclude the portion of capital gains attributed to
inflation instead of using the flat 50 percent exclusion.

Treasury II is in many respects similar to the previous proposal. But
this second proposal does not integrate the corporate and personal taxes
nearly as much as the first. Instead, it offers more accelerated depreci-
ation allowances (table 2) to compensate for the reduced dividend de-
duction. This second plan also no longer proposes some of the features
of the first (such as indexing interest income and expense) that were
designed to measure and tax economic income more consistently.

The Macroeconomic Consequences of the Four Tax Reforms
In order to compare the potential influence on business capital

spending of the four tax reforms discussed above, this paper uses two
different descriptions of investment spending: the cash-flow and the
neoclassical models. A previous study found that these two approaches
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"explained" the recent course of investment spending rather well.8 Ac-
cording to the cash-flow model, capital budgets rise and fall with the
supply of funds generated by retained earnings and depreciation
allowances. The neoclassical model uses business output, corporate in-
come tax rates, the value of tax credits and depreciation allowances,
interest rates, and the relative price of capital goods to explain invest-
ment spending. Although tax rules matter in both models, the cash-flow
approach says that investment reacts to changes in current business tax
liabilities, not future tax liabilities; whereas the neoclassical approach
says that investment responds to changes in the present value of current
and future tax liabilities.

The cash-flow model emphasizes liquidity constraints and uncer-
tainties about the future, while the neoclassical model emphasizes the
after-tax rate of return on investment over the life of the project. This
profound distinction can divide the two m_odels’ assessments of tax re-
form. All four proposals, for example, would twist the schedule of de-
preciation allowances; compared to ACRS, they would diminish the
deductions early in an asset’s life in favor of subsequent deductions.
According to the cash-flow model, this kind of reform would tend to
reduce cash flow, at least temporarily, thereby reducing investment
spending for a time. Should tax reform "stretch out" the schedule of
depreciation allowances too severely, the cash-flow approach may even
predict an enduring decline in business fixed investment. In a growing
economy, the volume of tomorrow’s new investments will exceed that of
today’s investments. Consequently, by the time investors begin to re-
coup the "postponed" depreciation allowances on today’s investments,
the postponed allowances on investments undertaken after today may
be great enough to prevent cash flow from regaining its former path at
any time during the future. Unlike the cash-flow model, the neoclassical
model weighs the promise of greater deductions in the future along with
today’s lower deductions, so it may predict greater capital spending than
the cash-flow model if ACRS were repealed. In fact, if tax reform intro-
duces indexing which enhances the value of future allowances suffi-
ciently, capital formation could even increase according to the
neoclassical approach.9

8R. Kopcke, "The Determinants of Investment Spending," New England Economic Re-
view, July/August 1985.

~l~his study does not use "effective tax rates" to assess the consequences of the various
tax plans, because all prominent descriptions of investment spending use various mea-
sures of sales, profit, the cost of capital, the return on investment, or the business cycle to
explain the demand for capital goods. Taxes surely matter, but they influence capital for-
mation only indirectly through profit, the cost of capital, or the return on investment. An
effective tax rate cannot even be defined unambiguously without an appeal to a specific
model of investment spending. Suppose, for example, a tax reform introduced an invest-
ment tax credit for construction expenditures but replaced ACRS with very conservative
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Tables 3 to 7 summarize the simulations of the cash-flow and neo-
classical models of investment spending over 20 years, running from
1981 to 2000. Although ACRS was enacted before these alternative pro-
posals were conceived, the simulations all begin at the same time to
compare the eventual effects of each plan, without giving ACRS the
benefit of a head start. In all simulations real GNP grows 3 percent per
year after 1984, and the rate of inflation, real rates of interest (after
taxes), dividend/price ratios on common stock, and the relative prices of
investment goods do not change after 1984.l° Corporate profits before
taxes and corporate dividend payments increase at the same rate as
nominal GNP.

Although these simulations of the growth of the capital stock can be
used to rank the four tax proposals against each other and against the
current tax law, this ranking depends on the economic assumptions
behind the simulations. For example, the rules that yield the greatest
rate of capital formation, assuming that inflation and GNP growth re-
main constant as is done here, may not retain top honors should the
economy experience sufficiently frequent or severe business cycles dur-
ing the next 15 years. In the past, cyclical variations in the rate of
inflation often altered the efficacy of investment tax incentives. Conse-
quently the various 20-year simulations of the tax reform proposals are
repeated three times in order to assess how changes in the rate of infla-
tion may alter the consequences of each proposal. (See the appendix for

depreciation schedules. This reform may be described as a tax cut, at least temporarily, by
the cash-flow model, but the neoclassical model could regard it as a tax increase. More-
over, in the context of the cash-flow model, no measure of an effective tax rate could
predict very accurately the response of investment spending to a tax reform unless this
measure essentially were defined to be cash flow; a similar conclusion applies to the
neoclassical model or any other prominent description of the demand for investment
goods. Therefore, according to the two approaches used in this article, the course of
business cash flow, sales, and the user cost of capital--not an effective tax rate--govern
the pace of capital formation.

See also A. Auerbach, The Taxation of Corporate Income, cited in footnote 1, esp. chap-
ters 2 and 3; and R. Kopcke, "Inflation, Taxation, and the Demand for Capital Assets,"
Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 89 (February I981), pp. 122-131.

~°Assuming that the real rate of interest (r) is constant implies that nominal yields
equal ( (1 + r)(1 + ~) - 1)/(1 - t), where ~ is the inflation rate and t is the marginal corporate
tax rate. Actual nominal yields typically have been less than those predicted by this for-
mula in the past. (This discrepancy is partly due to the difference between corporate and
personal income tax rates and to the lack of indexing in the corporate tax code. See R.
Kopcke, "Why Interest Rates Are So Low," New England Economic Review, July/August,
1980. The four tax proposals tend to reduce the difference among personal and corporate
tax rates, and, except for Bradley-Gephardt, they make the user cost of capital less sensi-
tive to the rate of inflation.) Should the real cost of funds tend to decline with rising
inflation in the future as it has in the past, the ranking of the proposals shown in tables 6
and 7 will not change drastically. The relative user costs do not change significantly with
changes in the real rate of discount as is illustrated by tables A-1 and A-2 in the appendix.
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more details about the models and the simulations.)
None of these simulations admit "multiplier effects." If one tax plan

produced more investment spending than another, this additional in-
vestment would tend to foster a more rapid expansion of economic ac-
tivity, which, in turn, would stimulate even more investment spending.
By fixing the annual growth of GNP at 3 percent for all simulations, the
results below may understate the differences among the various tax
plans. Nevertheless, the basic ranking of the plans will not be altered by
this absence of multiplier effects.

Finally, this study does not examine the tax treatment of business
inventories. Under current law, businesses may account for the cost of
goods removed from their inventories using First-In-First-Out (FIFO) or
Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) methods. During periods of significant inflation
FIFO understates the cost of these goods, thereby creating "inventory
profits" on which businesses pay taxes. Although LIFO delays the pay-
ment of these taxes, this accounting method does not remove the poten-
tial tax liability on these inventory profits by revaluing inventories. Both
Treasury proposals would allow businesses to adjust the value of goods
taken from inventory for changes in prices due to inflation. Because the
value of inventories was not indexed during the 1970s and early 1980s,
the marginal tax rate on corporate profits may have been 20 percent
greater than that set by law.11 The following simulations may understate
the influence of the two Treasury proposals on capital formation by omit-
ting this treatment of inventory profits tax.

The Cash Flow Results

Under the conditions of the simulations, only the second Treasury
tax proposal generally increases investment compared to ACRS (tables 3
and 4). Treasury II’s lower corporate income tax rate, indexed depreci-
ation allowances, and modest dividend deduction more than compeno

11During the 1960s and 1970s the ratio of inventory profits (the inventory valuation
adjustment) to nonfinancial corporate profits with inventory and capital consumption
adjustments equalled roughly twice the inflation rate. (See R. Kopcke, "Are Stocks a Bar-
gain," New England Economic Review, May/June 1979, pp. 5-24, esp. p. 23.) Therefore, with
10 percent inflation, taxable corporate profits would be overstated by 20 percent. A more
modest inflation rate of 5 percent would increase the marginal tax rate on corporate profits
from 46 percent to almost 51 percent, by taxing inventory profits.

If, for example, the user costs described in the appendix were altered by replacing the
factor (1 - TAX) in the denominator by (1 - TAX (1 + 2~r)) for all tax schemes except the two
Treasury plans, then the user costs for ACRS, Bradley-Gephardt, and Kemp-Kasten would
be 6 percent greater with 3 percent inflation, 10 percent greater with 5 percent inflation,
and 14 percent greater with 7 percent inflation. Accordingly, the capital stocks for these
three tax schemes shown in tables 6 and 7 would tend to be reduced by 6, 10, or 14
percent, depending on the rate of inflation.



Table 3
The Stock of Producers’ Durable Equipment--Cash-Flow Model
Billions of 1972 Dollars

ACRS Treasury I Treasury hi Bradley-Gephardt Kemp-Kasten

3 Percent Inflation after 1984
1980 615 615 615 615
1985 735 712 729 723
1990 932 882 916 869
1995 1087 1039 1075 997
2000 1197 !177 1208 1114
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent) 3.4 3.3 3.4 3,0

5 Percent Inflation after 1984
1980 615 615 615 615
1985 734 712 729 723
1990 913 873 907 858
1995 1041 10t8 1053 971

615
719
869

1014
1146

3.2

615
719
859
992

2000 !132 1148 !177 1077 1116
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent) 3.1 3.2 3.3 2.8 3.0

7 Percent Inflation after 1984
1980 615 615 615 615 615
1985 734 711 728 722 719
1990 895 865 899 848 849
1995 1002 1000 1034 949 972
2000 1079 1125 1152 1048 1091
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent) 2.9 3.1 3.2 2.7 2.9

Note: See appendix for details.



Table 4
The Stock of Nonresidential Structures--Cash-Flow Model
Billions of 1972 Dollars

ACRS Treasury I Treasury II Bradley-Gephardt Kemp-Kasten

3 Percent Inflation after 1984
1980 611 611 611 611 611
1985 688 661 666 665 663
1990 767 747 761 745 744
1995 868 843 862 829 834
2000 959 939 959 912 925
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent) 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.0 2.1

5 Percent Inflation after 1984
1980 611 611 611 611 611
1985 668 660 666 665 663
1990 761 744 758 741 741
1995 851 835 853 819 825
2000 929 926 945 896 911
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent) 2.1 2.1 2.2 1.9 2.0

7 Percent Inflation after 1984
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent)

Note: See appendix for details,

611 611 611 611 611
668 660 666 665 663
755 742 755 738 737
835 828 845 810 817
904 915 933 882 899

2.0 2.0 2.1 1.9 1.9
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sate investors for the loss of the investment tax credit and for the loss of
highly accelerated depreciation allowances. Treasury I depresses capital
formation at first, but during the last half of the simulation this proposal
produces the most rapid growth of the capital stock, once the gradual
introduction of its substantial dividend deduction is complete.. Although
the schedules of depreciation allowances in this first Treasury plan are
not as accelerated as the schedules of allowances in Treasury II, the
substantial dividend deduction in the first Treasury plan eventually
yields the greatest cash flow. Kemp-Kasten supports a greater rate of
capital formation than Bradley-Gephardt, but neither can support as
much investment spending as the two Treasury plans.

Table 5 helps illustrate how each of the tax reform proposals would
have affected cash flow in selected years. All the simulations in this table
fix the path of investment spending to match that of the ACRS simula-
tions with 5 percent inflation (tables 3 and 4). Under these circum-
stances, the Bradley-Gephardt proposal’s comparatively large reduction
of corporate income tax rates would increase cash flow about 5 percent
in 1985 and 8.5 percent by the year 2000. The reduction of tax rates in the
two Treasury plans and the Kemp-Kasten proposal are not as great; they
would increase cash flow only 7 percent and 6 percent, respectively, by
2000.12

Because the Bradley-Gephardt plan’s depreciation allowances are
not accelerated as much as the ACRS allowances, that proposal would
reduce cash flow about 4 percent in 1985 and 2.4 percent by 2000 as a
result of the change in depreciation rules. While the depreciation sched-
ules of the second Treasury proposal and the Kemp-Kasten proposal are
not accelerated as much as ACRS, they are more accelerated than the
Bradley-Gephardt allowances, and they are indexed for inflation. Conse-
quently the depreciation allowances for Treasu~3~ II and the Kemp-
Kasten proposal are sufficiently generous to add more than 5 percent to
cash flow by 2000. Even though the depreciation allowances for the first
Treasury proposal are indexed, by 2000 they would reduce cash flow
almost 4 percent, because the depreciation schedules for Treasury I are
not nearly as accelerated as those for the other tax reform proposals.

The first Treasury proposal eventually increases cash flow more
than 13 percent as a result of its substantial dividend deduction. The less
generous dividend deductions of Treasury II add less than 3 percent to

12From 1985 to 1990 pretax profits grow only 8 percent annually, while depreciation
allowances grow 11.5 percent, due to the rapid accumulation of highly accelerated depreci-
ation allowances in the ACRS simulation. As a result, taxable profits decline over these 5
years, making the reduction in corporate tax rates less valuable in 1990 than in 1985. After
1990, depreciation allowances rise more slowly than pretax profits, thereby increasing the
value of the reduction in tax rates.



Table 5
The Effect of Tax Reform on Cash Flow
Percent of ACRS Cash Flow

Total
Treasu~l

1985 - .8
1990 -1.1
1995 4.5
2000 9.4

~easu~ II
1985 !.0
1990 1.7
1995 4.9
2000 7,8

Bradley-Gepha~t
1985 -5.4
1990 -7.0
1995 -4.0
200O -1.0

Kemp-Kasten
1985 -5.7
1990 -3.3
1995 1.0
2000 4.4

Note:See appendixfordetails.

Lower
Corporate
Tax Rate

Chanqe in Cash Flow due to:
Change in

Depreciation
Allowances

Repeal of
Investment
Tax Credit

4.0
2.1
4.6
6.9

4.0
2.1
4.6
6.9

4,9
2.5
5.7
8.5

-8.0
-7,5
-5.4
-3,7

0.8
4.1
4.9
5.3

-4.2
-2.8
-2.7
-2.4

-6.1
-6.7
-7.0
-7.1

-6.1
-6.7
-7.0
-7.1

-6.1
-6.7
-7~0
-7.1

3.4
1.7
3.9
5.9

-3.0
1.7
4.1
5.6

-6.1
-6.7
-7.0
-7.1

Dividend
Deduction

9.3
11.0
12.3
13,3

2.3
2.2
2.4
2.7

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
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cash flow. Finally, all proposals reduce cash flow 6 or 7 percent by repeal-
ing the investment tax credit.

Altogether the first Treasury proposal would boost cash flow by
more than 9 percent by the year 2000. The second Treasury proposal
would add almost 8 percent to cash flow. Although Treasury I eventually
overtakes Treasury II, for the first 15 years of the simulation Treasury II
contributes the most to cash flow. Kemp-Kasten does not contribute as
much as the two Treasury plans to corporate cash flow during this 20-
year simulation, but after a slow start it gains steadily on Treasury II.
Bradley-Gephardt also reduces cash flow substantially during the first
five years of the simulation, but, unlike Kemp-Kasten, the Bradley-Gep-
hardt proposal loses ground relative to the two Treasury plans during
the full 20-year simulation.

Treasury I offers the least accelerated depreciation allowances. For
this reason, this proposal supports the smallest rate of capital formation
for the first five years of all simulations (tables 3 and 4). With 3 percent
inflation, Bradley-Gephardt and Kemp-Kasten support nearly identical
rates of investment spending for the first 10 years of the simulation, but
neither fosters as much capital accumulation as ACRS or Treasury II.
During the second half of the simulation with 3 percent inflation, Trea-
sury II’s capital stock surpasses that of ACRS; Treasury I’s capital stock is
rapidly catching up with that of Treasury II; and Kemp-Kasten’s capital
stock, having surpassed that of Bradley-Gephardt, is also rapidly gain-
ing ground on ACRS as it catches up somewhat with Treasury II’s capital
stock.

Unlike ACRS and Bradley-Gephardt, the two Treasury proposals
and the Kemp-Kasten plan index their depreciation allowances so that
rising prices do not erode the purchasing power of these allowances. As
a result, rising inflation reduces the capital stock in the year 2000 most
for ACRS and Bradley-Gephardt. With 7 percent inflation, for instance,
the two Treasury plans and Kemp-Kasten foster more capital formation
by the year 2000 than does ACRS. Despite indexing, higher rates of
inflation depress the capital stock somewhat for the Treasury plans and
Kemp-Kasten as well, because depreciation allowances on investments
made before 1981 are not indexed for these plans. In the long run, the
rate of capital formation essentially would be unaffected by the inflation
rate under the Treasury plans and Kemp-Kasten, so these simulations
understate the advantages of these plans should inflation increase in the
future. On the other hand, for rates of inflation much below 3 percent,
the value of indexing becomes negligible, so ACRS and the Bradley-
Gephardt plan would become relatively more attractive.
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The Neoclassical Results

Here the Kemp-Kasten proposal and the two Treasury proposals
produce the most rapid growth of the stock of producers’ durable equip-
ment and nonresidential structures (tables 6 and 7). Because the present
value of Kemp-Kasten’s depreciation allowances, by design, is very
nearly equal to the purchase price of capital goods, this plan fosters the
most investment spending throughout the 20-year simulation. Whereas
the stocks of equipment and structures grow at essentially equal rates
under the Treasuly’s first plan, Kemp-Kasten and Treasury II favor in-
vestment in structures.

In the cash flow simulation, the postponement of depreciation
allowances initially tended to reduce cash flow and investment spending
commensurately, but in the neoclassical model investors realize that
postponed allowances eventually will be claimed--albeit the waiting re-
duces their value somewhat. Consequently, in the neoclassical simula-
tion, the Kemp-Kasten plan and two Treasury plans support more
capital formation than does ACRS throughout the 20-year period, be-
cause investors foresee the value of future depreciation allowances and
the dividend deductions on the earnings of investments undertaken
from the very beginning. With 3 percent inflation, the capital stocks of
Kemp-Kasten and Treasury I surpass that of ACRS; Treasury II fosters
nearly as much investment spending as ACRS; and Bradley-Gephardt
supports the least capital formation.

Going behind these overall rankings, three of these four tax propos-
als tend to alter the composition of the capital stock. For example, com-
pared to Treasury I or the existing ACRS investment incentives, Kemp-
Kasten, Bradley-Gephardt, and Treasury II reduce the cost of capital
proportionately more for structures than for equipment.

According to the neoclassical model, investors consider the value of
depreciation allowances on new investments, not past investments,
when ordering new capital goods. Consequently, the growth of the cap-
ital stock under Kemp-Kasten and the two Treasury plans is not affected
by the rate of inflation, because these plans offer indexed depreciation
allowances on new investments. Rising inflation reduces the rate of cap-
ital formation for ACRS and the Bradley-Gephardt plan, which lack in-
dexed depreciation allowances. While ACRS may rival Treasury II for
fostering investment at low rates of inflation, at 7 percent inflation the
two Treasury plans and the Kemp-Kasten plan offer investment incen-
tives that surpass those of ACRS by a wide margin. At 3 percent inflation
ACRS encourages significantly more investment spending than Bradley-
Gephardt. At 7 percent inflation the gap between the capital stocks of
ACRS and Bradley-Gephardt is much smaller. Even though neither plan
indexes depreciation allowances, because of BradleyJGephardt’s rela-



Table 6
The Stock of Producers’ DurabLe Equipment--Neoclassical Model
Billions of 1972 Dollars

ACRS Treasury I Treasury II Bradley-Gephardt Kemp-Kasten

3 Percent Inflation after 1984
1980 615 615 615 615 615
1985 713 728 718 693 721
1990 839 881 837 776 849
1995 969 1033 957 869 975
2000 1118 1203 1098 985 1123
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent) 3.0 3.4 2.9 2.4 3.1

5 Percent Inflation after 1984
1980 615 615 615 615 615
1985 713 728 718 692 721
1990 826 881 837 771 849
1995 941 1033 957 858 976
2000 1078 1203 1098 969 1123
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent) 2.8 3.4 2.9 2.3 3.1

7 Percent Inflation after 1984
198O
1985
1990
1995
2000
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent)

Note: See appendix for details.

615 615 615 615 615
713 728 718 692 721
815 881 837 767 849
918 1033 957 849 976

1044 1203 1098 956 1123

2.7 3.4 2.9 2.2 3.1

>

>



Table 7
The Stock of Nonresidential Structures--Neoclassical Model
Billions of 1972 Dollars

ACRS Treasury I Treasury II Bradley-Gephardt Kemp-Kasten

3 Percent Inflation after 1984
1980 611 611 611 611 611
1985 673 708 705 677 749
1990 777 860 841 786 949
1995 900 1029 994 912 1168
2000 1041 1220 1168 1057 1411
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent) 2.7 3.5 3.3 2.8 4.3

5 Percent Inflation after 1984
1980 6!1 611 611 611 611
1985 672 708 705 677 749
1990 765 860 841 779 949
1995 873 1029 994 897 1168
2000 1001 1220 1168 1035 1411
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent) 2,5 3.5 3.3 2.7 4.3

7 Percent Inflation after 1984
1980 611 611 611 611 611
1985 671 708 705 767 749
1990 755 860 841 773 949
1995 855 1029 994 887 1168
2000 973 1220 1168 1019 1411
Average Annual
Growth Rate (Percent) 2.4 3.5 3.3 2.6 4,3

Note: See appendix for details,
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tively low corporate tax rate, the declining value of depreciation allow-
ances does not reduce cash flow for the Bradley-Gephardt plan as much
as it does for ACRS.

The Loss of Tax Revenue
In the cash flow simulations, investment spending is tied directly to

the concurrent cash flow of businesses. The plan that reduces business
tax liabilities the most also produces the most investment spending,
because the tax payment is the only element of cash flow that varies
among the simulations. Therefore, the Treasury proposals foster the
most rapid capital accumulation by reducing business tax payments by
the greatest amount.

According to the cash-flow model, the difference in capital spend-
ing between two plans is essentially proportional to the difference be-
tween the concurrent tax burdens they place on businesses. Conse-
quently, no tax proposal can be more "efficient" than another in the
sense that the difference in capital spending between plans divided by
their difference in concurrent government tax revenues is essentially a
constant, 1.14.

Had these cash flow simulations allowed overall economic activity
to vary directly with investment spending, the tax plans that produce
the most investment also would tend to increase income tax revenues,
because they would raise GNP and taxable incomes the most. Under
these circumstances, the increase in capital spending divided by the net
loss in government tax revenues could be greatest for the Treasury
plans, which foster the greatest rate of capital formation. This is 0nly a
conjecture, however. The response of GNP to business tax reductions
also depends on any changes in personal taxes. A greater business tax
cut may be accompanied by higher personal tax rates, which could re-
duce consumption spending and business revenues, thereby depressing
GNP growth or business cash flow. In assuming a constant 3 percent
growth of real GNP for all simulations, this study has not considered
some of the potential effects of revising personal taxes on capital forma-
tion.

Iia the neoclassical simulations, investment spending depends on
the concurrent and future return on investment. Consequently, a plan
that promises valuable tax reductions in the future may foster invest-
ment spending today with apparently little loss of tax revenue today. In
the long run, however, these promised tax reductions may be very cost-
ly if they do not produce sufficient capital formation today.

Adhering to the specific concept of efficiency described above--
which tax incentives deliver the greatest "bang" in capital spending per
"buck" of prospective revenue loss--reducing the corporate income tax
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rate is the least efficient investment incentive. While encouraging new
investments, lower corporate tax rates reduce the tax liability on income
earned by existing capital as well. Accelerated depreciation and invest-
ment tax credits, on the other hand, can be limited to new investment
projects.13 Because the first Treasury proposal and the Bradley-Gephardt
plan rely relatively heavily on reducing the tax rate on corporate profits,
the neoclassical approach suggests that the Kemp-Kasten plan and the
second Treasury proposal provide more "efficient" tax incentives for in-
vestment.

Although this view is common, it does bear one considerable flaw.
The double taxation of corporate profits discourages business capital
formation. To ameliorate this deterrent, investment tax credits and accel-
erated or indexed depreciation allowances may be designed to offset the
burden of corporate income taxes, but this strategy may prepare the way
for substantial biases in the tax code. For instance, the value of depreci-
ation allowances to any investor may vary with economic conditions. As
a result, these allowances must be adjusted continually to prevent
changes in the expected level or pattern of inflation, changes in the term
structure of discount rates, changes in the relative prices of goods or
factors of production, and other variables from altering the relative tax
treatment of various capital goods or various industries. The changing
economic conditions of the past three decades have warranted many
such adjustments, including the enthusiastic promotion of ACRS in 1981
followed by the earnest appeal for tax reform by many former support-
ers of ACRS. Accordingly, the Treasury I plan’s blend of dividend deduc-
tions and indexed depreciation may be a most attractive and practical
approach to tax reform.

The Consequences of Tax Reform for Specific Industries
The foregoing results suggest that none of the four proposals for tax

reform, if adopted, would treat all businesses the same. After all, these
proposals were designed to rectify the current law’s inequitable treat-
ment of taxpayers, including businesses. Some proposals, for example,
tend to reduce the tax liabilities of firms purchasing structures. These
plans, therefore, would tend to boost the after-tax returns for firms in
the structure-intensive printing industry relative to the equipment-
intensive paper industry. Furthermore, because all four proposals would

13See also R. Kopcke, "The Efficiency of Traditional Investment Tax Incentives," in
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Public Policy and Capital Formation, April
1981, pp. 163-75.
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reduce corporate income tax rates, they would tend to reduce the tax
burden most for industries with high ratios of profits to cash flow.

This study also examines how the various reform proposals would
tend to alter the cash flow and user cost of capital for selected industries.
The composition of the capital stock is assumed to remain constant for
each industry, matching that of the late 1970s for the duration of the
simulations. In the cash flow analyses, the rate of real investment for
each industry, by assumption, increases its stocks of equipment and
structures 3 percent per year. In this manner, the changes in cash flow
that accompany each tax reform isolate the direct effect of these reforms
on each industry. Inflation is set at 5 percent, so pretax earnings, divi-
dends, and all other components of cash flow except for depreciation
allowances and the tax liability grow approximately 8 percent per year.

The industrial simulations, like the aggregate simulations, show
that Treasury I reduces the cash flow of most businesses during its first
five years while its dividend deductions and tax rate costs are introduced
gradually. Treasury I eventually tends to reduce the tax burden most for
industries that use more structures than equipment in production and
for industries that pay substantial dividends. Accordingly, this proposal
would tend to increase the cash flow of manufacturing firms the most.
However, textile firms and manufacturers of paper, rubber, or primary
metals, which depend heavily on equipment or pay low dividends,
would experience lower cash flow. Similarly agricultural, mining, trans-
portation, and utility firms would have lower cash flow.

Treasury I and Treasury II tend to have similar effects on the pattern
of cash flow among the industries. Although Treasury II offers a much
smaller dividend deduction than Treasury I, Treasury II compensates by
accelerating depreciation allowances, especially those for structures.

Like the Treasury proposals, the Bradley-Gephardt proposal would
boost the cash flow of most manufacturing industries, while depressing
the cash flow in agriculture, mining, transportation, and utilities. But
Bradley-Gephardt does not reduce the tax burden for most manufactur-
ers as much as the Treasury plans. Similarly, Bradley-Gephardt does not
increase the tax burden as much on other industries.

The Kemp-Kasten proposal compared to current law and the other
plans greatly increases the value of depreciation allowances for struc-
tures. As a result; this proposal would boost the relative cash flow of
manufacturing firms considerably. In time, all manufacturing industries
would have greater cash flows under Kemp-Kasten. But, for other in-
dustries, Kemp-Kasten would increase tax liabilities when compared ei-
ther to current law or to the other reform proposals.

In many respects the results of the user cost simulations are similar
to those for the cash flow simulations. Manufacturing industries gener-
ally benefit from a greater reduction in user costs than other industries.
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The Kemp-Kasten plan tends to reduce the relative cost of capital for
manufacturers the most; the Bradley-Gephardt plan reduces their rela-
tive user cost the least. While the two Treasury proposals seem to in-
crease investment incentives more for manufacturers than other
industries, these two plans appear to reduce the cost of capital more
uniformly across industries than Kemp-Kasten. The Treasury plans do
not appear to change the cost of capital for the various industries as
uniformly as Kemp-Kasten. Here, as in the macro simulations, all tax
reform proposals, except Kemp-Kasten, would reduce user costs for al-
most all industries. The Kemp-Kasten plan generally reduces the cost of
capital the most, providing slightly greater incentives for investment
than Treasury I.

Assuming that the appeals for tax reform do not arise from a lasting
shift in fiscal policy designed to encourage investment in manufactur-
ing, then adoption of any of these proposals may require other fiscal
measures in order to maintain our industrial balance. It is not clear, in
this case, that the resulting "distortions" in fiscal policy would be any
less onerous than those present in current policy. If the fostering of
investment in manufacturing is a welcome by-product of tax reform,
then this reform might not endure if, for example, future economic con-
ditions fostered a further expansion of manufacturing at the expense of
other industries. Since their inception, governments intentionally have
altered the composition of GNP, the allocation of resources, and the
distribution of income in order to achieve best their community’s goals.
No doubt future tax reforms, like those past, will continue to heed the
overall aims of policymakers as they manage fiscal policy. Consequently
the tax reforms eventually enacted probably will not clash to a great
degree with legislators’ attitudes about a proper federal industrial policy.
In this regard, the four proposals for tax reforms examined here do offer
lawmakers some distinct choices.

Conclusion
The Reagan administration enthusiastically promoted the tax re-

forms enacted in 1981. But by 1984, the Administration strongly empha-
sized the need for overhauling much of the revenue code, while
criticizing ACRS, introduced in 1981, for creating distortions and for
failing to provide consistent investment incentives when economic con-
ditions were changing. This is not an isolated event. Virtually all post-
war administrations changed their opinions about proper or acceptable
tax rules while they were in office.

If history is to offer us any instruction about tax reform, its foremost
lesson is that our conception of right and proper taxation generally
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changes as our knowledge, our economy, and our social goals evolve.
Consequently, those who have sold past tax reforms as enduring policy
changes and those who point to past "failures" in order to criticize cur-
rent tax reform efforts may be guilty of misplaced emphasis. Tax reforms
are best regarded as steps toward a destination that changes with experi-
ence.

This paper examines some of the consequences of four contempo-
rary proposals for tax reform--two Treasury plans, the Bradley-Gep-
hardt proposal and the Kemp-Kasten plan--assessing how they might
influence the rate of capital formation by altering the taxation of invest-
ment income. The results suggest that the two Treasury proposals and
Kemp-Kasten eventually would tend to increase the rate of capital for-
mation compared to ACRS. Even though these three proposals for tax
reform would repeal the investment tax credit and replace ACRS with
less accelerated dePreciation rules, they would boost investment by re-
ducing corporate income tax rates, by indexing depreciation allowances,
or by introducing a corporate dividend deduction. The first Treasury tax
reform proposal of late 1984 might depress investment spending at first,
but it eventually would tend to foster one of the most rapid rates of
capital formation by taking a long step toward eliminating the double
taxation of corporate profits.

Perhaps the most distinctive feature of the first Treasury proposal is
its attempt to move closer to taxing only the economic income of house-
holds and businesses. Rising inflation during the 1960s and 1970s erod-
ed the value of depreciation allowances, raising the tax burden on
investors. A series of tax reforms culminating in the Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981, designed to offset the effects of high rates of inflation,
now appears to have made tax incentives for investment too generous
during the early years of an asset’s life. The first Treasury proposal at-
tempts to link depreciation allowances to the economic rate of decay of
durable assets, and it indexes these allowances for inflation. In this man-
ner, the plan tries to achieve a more equitable measure of income that is
not distorted by changes in the inflation rate.

The plan also could reduce the cost of capital for businesses by
measuring the economic income of stockholders more accurately. Under
current law, the effective tax rate on real capital gains varies greatly with
the inflation rate. For example, during the high inflation of the 1970s
effective tax rates on real capital gains frequently exceeded 100 percent.
With the first Treasury plan, the effective tax rate on real capital gains
would not change with the rate of inflation. Consequently the Treasury’s
proposal might make stocks more attractive investments. During the
1970s, many investors shunned the stock market once they realized that
stocks were a poor inflation hedge, partly because the effective tax rate
on corporate income and equity investments rose with the rate of infla-
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tion. The Treasury’s tax proposal might restore some of equity’s appeal
by indexing depreciation allowances, business inventory profits, and
capital gains income: the effective tax rate of the returns to stockholders
would no longer rise with the rate of inflation. 14

Whether or not they are enacted, each of the four proposals can
serve as models for designing future tax reforms. As such a statement of
"first principles," the first Treasury proposal seems to be a useful founda-
tion upon which to build. This is not to say that this Treasury plan
embodies the essence of fair and neutral taxation. In a sense, no tax can
be entirely neutral, and fairness is in the eye of the beholder. Future
recessions or rising relative prices of capital goods once again may war-
rant lawmakers’ studying special tax incentives for investment. A model
tax plan is like an engineer’s design for an efficient automobile or hotel.
We may not adopt the design because we want fancy fenders or airy
atriums. But the engineer’s plan allows us to assess the costs and bene-
fits of the features we might want, and the engineer’s plan allows us to
assess whether or not these features threaten the structural integrity of
the finished product. A model tax code deserves study and understand-
ing so that, at least conceptually, lawmakers can return to it in designing
each new tax reform. In this manner, a model code may minimize the
risk of the tax laws becoming a heap of complex, incompatible provi-
sions, which demand annual reforms while confounding the under-
standing of lawmakers and taxpayers alike.

~4See R. Kopcke, "The Continuing Decline in Corporate Profitability and Stock
Prices," New England Economic Review, July/August 1982; "Stocks Are Not an Inflation
Hedge," in J. A. Boeckh and R.T. Coghlan, eds., The Stock Market and Inflation (Dow~Jones
Irwin, 1982); and "The Decline in Corporate Profitability," New England Economic Review,
May/June 1978.

See also D. Fullerton "The Indexation of Interest, Depreciation, and Capital Gains: A
Model of Investment Incentives," National Bureau of Economic Research, Working Paper
No. 1655, June 1985; and J. Tatom, "Federal Income Tax Reform in 1985: Indexation,"
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review, February 1985, pp. 5-12.
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Appendix

The Cash Flow Model

5IEt = 2.12 + ~i=o bi (CFt-i/PEt-i) + 3.13(.936)t

b0 = .370 b3 = .090
bt = .168 b4 = .082
b2 = .096 b5 = .006

KEt = IEt/4 + .957 KEt_1

ISt = 12.71 + ~]=0bi (CFt_t/PSt_i) + 1.85(.956)t

b0 = .084 ba = .047
bI = .076 b4 = .033
b2 = .062 bs = .025

KSt = ISt/4 + .984KSt_l

where
IE, IS: quarterly investment in producers’ durable equipment and nonresidential struc-

tures expressed in 1972 dollars;

KE, KS: stock of equipment and structures expressed in 1972 dollars;

PE, PS: price deflators for equipment and structures from National Income and Product
Accounts;

CF: nonfinancial corporate business cash flow, retained earnings plus depreciation
allowances, expressed at an annual rate;

t: a time index denoting the quarters; t equals unity in 1981:I.

The final term in both equations represents the prediction error of 1980:IV multiplied by
the autocorrelation coefficient raised to the power t.

The entries in text tables 3 and 4 are the values of the KE and KS for the fourth
quarters of the years shown. From 1981:I to 1984:IV, all simulations use historical values
for CF, PE, and PS. Afterward, PE and PS grow at the assumed rate of inflation.

For the ACRS ~simulations, pretax profit grows at an annual rate equal to unity less the
product of unity plus the inflation rate and unity plus .03 (the assumed rate of real
growth). Dividends increase at this same rate. To accomplish a smooth transition from
1984 to 1985 and subsequent years, depreciation allowances after 1984 equal the sum of
three comp, onents: $280 billion (book depreciation for nonfinancial corporations in 1984)

(year 1984)times (.92)    -    ; the ACRS allowances on subsequent investments undertaken after
1984; and a constant, $23 billion. The corporate tax rate equals .46 plus .54 times the
average state corporate profits tax rate. Taxes equal the tax rate (as defined in the previous
sentence) times the difference between pretax profits and depreciation allowances less the
amount of the investment tax credit (.096 times PE°IE). CF then equals pretax profits less
dividends less taxes plus depreciation allowances. Starting in 1985:I the calculated value of
the investment tax credit was reduced by $6 billion in every quarter and the simulated
value of CF was raised by $30 billion in eve~3z quarter to allow for a smooth transition. This
lump-sum approach (rather than a lower effective tax credit and tax rate approach) seemed
appropriate, because with continuing growth more corporate income would be taxed at
the maximum prevailing marginal rate and "carry-forwards" or "carry-backs" would di-
minish in significance.
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For simulations other than ACRS, CF equals CF as determined above less the change
in taxes. The change in taxes equals the new maximum corporate tax rate times the change
in depreciation allowances (ACRS allowances on investments made after 1980:IV less the
appropriate tax plan’s allowances on its simulated investments), plus the investment tax
credits from the ACRS simulation, plus the change in the maximum corporate tax rate (the
new maximum rate less the tax rate as defined in the previous paragraph) times taxable
profits from the ACRS simulation, less the new maximum tax rate times the dividend de-
duction. The new maximum tax rate equals the proposed federal rate plus the product of
the state tax rate and one minus the proposed federal rate.

For tax plans that allow businesses to invest more of their pretax cash flow (due to
lower tax liabilities), no allowance is made for the more rapid growth of pretax profit in the
future as a result of this greater rate of capital accumulation. This conservative assumption
tends to understate the differences among the various tax plans, but it does not alter their
basic ranking. (The neoclassical simulations "forecast" more rapid capital formation than
the cash flow models partly because they recognize the return on investment that accom-
panies this capital deepening.) Because total fixed investment eventually rises $1.14 for
every $1 of sustained tax cut, debt and interest expense must be rising faster in the simula-
tions that foster more investment with greater tax cuts. The simulations conservatively
assume that the increased profit on the additional investment that is financed by debt
equals the service charges imposed by this additional debt.

The simulations of Treasury II do not include the "recapture" provisions that do not
allow businesses to benefit both from ACRS depreciation schedules on investment under-
taken from 1981 to 1985 and from the lower corporate income tax rates to be enacted after
1985. By starting all simulations in 1981, the recapture provisions are not necessary in this
study. Should Treasury II, with recapture, be enacted in the future, the growth of the
capital stock could be less than that of the Kemp-Kasten plan until the effects of the
recapture have lapsed.

Implicit in these simulations is the assumption that the after-tax nominal rate of inter-
est (hence the real rate of interest) is the same for all simulations. This same assumption
applies to the neoclassica! simulations. We adopt this assumption mostly because it is
convenient (mostly, but not entirely--see footnote 10). Any reasonable alternative would
require a complete model of the effect of tax reform on household saving and credit mar-
kets as well as on investment demand. As stated in the text, this undertaking is beyond
the scope of this paper.

For text table 5, the various simulations as described above are repeated, except that
inflation is fixed at 5 percent and the amount of investment spending in the simulations
for the two Treasury proposals, the Bradley-Gephardt proposal, and the Kemp-Kasten
proposal is constrained to equal that of the ACRS simulation.
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The Neoclassical Model

IEt =~I~=o bi (Qt-i/REt-,-i) - ~13=1ci (Qt-i/REt-i)
+ .089 KEt_1 + 14.01(.942)t

bo = .021 b7 = .042
b1 = .030 bs = .038
b2 = .034 b9 = .033
b3 = .042 blo = .028
b4= .045 bn = .021
b~ = .045 b~2 = .014
b6 = .044

C1 = .020 ca = .042
c2 ~ .030 c9 = .038
c3 = .037 Cio = .033
ca = .042 c~ = .026
cs = .045 c12 = .019
c6 = .046 c~3 = .012
c7 = .044

KEt = IEt/4 + .957 KEt_~

10ISt = ~i=~bi (Qt_i/RSt_i) + .0278 KSt_~ + (,967)t

b1 = .0013 b6 = .0002
bz = .0011 b7 = .0001
b3 = .0009 b8 = .0002
b~ = .0006 b9 = .0004
b5 = .0004 b~0 = .0007

KSt = ISt/4 + .984 KSt_~

where
Q: business product expressed in 1972 dollars at an annual rate

RE, RS: User cost of equipment and structures, where

RE = (PE/P) (.15 + D) (1 - ITC - TAX (WE) - .3 (1 - DEBT))/(1 - TAX)
RS = (PS/P) (.05 + D) (1 - TAX (WS) - .3 (1 - DEBT))/(1 - TAX)

PE, PS are the implicit price deflators for producers’ durable equipment and nonresiden-
tial structures, respectively. (U.S Bureau of Economic Analysis)

P is the implidt price deflator for GNP. (U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis)

The economic rate of depreciation for equipment is estimated at .15 and structures .05.

D, the discount rate for corporate profits after corporate income taxes, equals the Standard
& Poor’s dividend/price ratio for common stocks plus an estimate of the real rate of growth
of nonfinancial corporate enterprises, a constant 4 percent. This definition of D is inspired
by the Gordon growth model for valuing equities. See for example T. Campbell, Financial
Institutions, Markets, and Economic Activity (McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1982), esp. pp. 55-58.

ITC is the investment tax credit on equipment. Although many public utility structures are
eligible for investment tax credits, we assume the effective tax credit for all corporate
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structures is zero. As long as utility regulatory commissions enforce target rates of return,
a higher tax credit may reduce revenues for utilities, rather than reducing the user cost of
capital.

WE is the present value of depreciation allowances for equipment using the most "acceler-
ated" formulas permitted by law. The discount rate used is .02 plus -~. WS is defined
similarly for structures..02 represents the assumed real rate of return on bonds after taxes,
a figure roughly consistent with the inflation forecasts given below assuming a tax rate of
40 percent.

"~ is the average inflation rate expected to prevail over the holding period of new bonds
issued in each quarter. The values used in this series are as follows:

1976:I to 1977:IV 5.5% 1982:111 7.0%
1978:I to 1978:IV 6.0% 1982:IV to 1983:IV 5.5%
1979:I to 1979:IV 7.0% 1984:I to 1984:II 6.0%
1980:I to 1980:IV 8.0% 1984:III to 1984:IV 5.5%
1981:I to 1982:II Z5%

DEBT is the present value of debt service charges after taxes per dollar borrowed at the
prevailing Aa new utility rate. The maturity of the loan equals the tax lifetime of the
capital good. The discount rate is the same as that for WE.

According to the neoclassical model, in deciding whether to undertake an investment
project, business managers compare the present value of the project’s cash flow with its
cost. A firm will then accept investments until the cost of the last project accepted equals
its discounted cash flow. Supposing the equity to capital ratio is .7 and the present value
of real economic returns before taxes is V (real returns depreciate 15 percent per year and
the discount rate is D):

PE(.7) = P(1 - TAX)V + PE [-.3 DEBT + TAX (WE) + ITC]
or PE = P(1 - TAX)V + PE [.3(1 - DEBT) + TAX (WE) + ITC]

This equation yields the user cost of capital RE. (See for example R. E. Hall and D. W.
Jorgenson, "Tax Policy and Investment Behavior," American Economic Review, June 1967,
pp. 391-414.) The expected rate of change of PE[P is assumed to be negligible.

The final term in both equations represents the prediction error of 1980:IV multiplied by
the autocorrelation coefficient raised to the power t.

For text tables 6 and 7, the entries equal the capital stock for the fourth quarter of each
year shown. For all simulations Q grows 3 percent annually after 1984:IV, while all price
deflators grow at the rate of inflation. In all user costs, the dividend/price ratio on common
stocks and the real cost of debt finance are assumed to equal their values of 1984:IV in all
subsequent quarters. Consequently, the present value of depreciation allowances, the cor-
porate tax rate, and the amount of the investment tax credit are the only variables that
distinguish the various tax plans from one another. ACRS alone features an investment
tax credit of .096 in RE. For the two Treasury plans and the Bradley-Gephardt plan, the real
depreciation allowances are discounted at a real rate of 2 percent. (We also calculated user
costs with a 4 percent discount rate. See the tables below.) For ACRS and the Kemp-
Kasten plan, depreciation allowances are discounted at the inflation rate plus 2 percent.
Because the two Treasury plans allow a dividend deduction, which effectively reduces the
marginal tax rate on taxable profits, the corporate tax rate in the denominator of their user
cost formulas is reduced by assuming that one-half of taxable profits are distributed as
dividends. (Since a dollar of depreciation allowances always can reduce taxable profits by
one dollar, regardless of dividends, the present value of depreciation allowances in the
two Treasury plans is multiplied by their respective maximal corporate tax rates.) During
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the period when the dividend deduction is being introduced in steps, the rate of the
effective dividend deduction equals a discounted value of present and future effective
rates of dividend deductions.

The following tables show the user costs behind the neoclassical simulations. For the
purposes of the simulations, we assumed a 2 percent real discount rate, after taxes. The
tables also show user costs, assuming a 4 percent real discount rate. The switch to a 4
percent discount rate does not alter the relative ranking of the tax proposals’ user costs.
This switch would not alter the ranking of Kemp-Kasten’s user costs on equipment or
structures, each considered separately, but it would raise the overall user cost for the
Kemp-Kasten plan relative to that of Treasury I so that both of these plans would have the
same overall cost of capital. The Kemp-Kasten plan, therefore, would share top billing
with Treasury I if the neoclassical simulations were repeated using a 4 percent discount
rate.



Table A1
The User Cost of Capital: Equipment
Percent

ACRSa Treasury I Treasury II Bradley-Gephardta Kemp-Kasten

2 Percent Real Discount Rate

1980b ,235 .235 ,235 .235 .235
!981 .222 .208 .203 .256 ,211
1982 .216 .200 ,211 ,253 .207
1983 .199 .180 .195 .225 .188
1984 .199 .178 .193 .225 .188

3% 5% 7% 3% 5% 7%

1985 .187 .196 .204 .173 .193 .217 .222 .226 .187
1986c ,187 .196 ,204 .172 .193 .217 .222 .226 .187

4 Percent Real Discount R~e

1980b ,245 .245 ,245 .245 ,245
1981 .230 .218 .2!2 ,261 .222
1982 .225 .209 .219 ,258 .218
1983 .206 .189 .200 .230 .199
1984 .207 .187 ,199 .230 ,198

3% 5% 7% 3% 5% 7%

1985 .196 .204 .212 .181 .199 .222 .226 .230 .197
1986c .196 .204 .212 .180 .199 .222 .226 .230 .197

aBecause depreciation allowances are not indexed for these plans, the user costs after 1984 depend on the assumed rate of inflation: 3, 5, or 7 percent.
bUser costs equal those prevailing before the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981.
CUser costs remain constant after 1985.



Table A2
The User Cost of Capital: Structures
Percent

ACRSa Treasury I Treasury II Bradley-Gephardta Kemp-Kasten

2 Percent Rea! Discount Rate

1980b .270 .270 ,270 ,270 ,270
198! .250 ,194 .188 .240 .154
1982 .258 .197 .202 .250 .156
1983 .216 ,169 .175 .209 ,135
1984 .219 ,168 ,174 ,208 ,135

3% 5% 7% 3% 5% 7%

1985c .200     .214 ,225 .161 .174 .197 ,204 ,209 .133

4 Pe~ent Real Discount R~e

1980b .272 ,272 ,272 .272 .272
1981 .260 .214 .209 .245 .185
1982 .267 .217 ,22! ,255 .191
1983 .222 ,186 ,191 .214 .164
1984 .223 .184 ,190 .213 .163

3% 5% 7% 3% 5% 7%

1985c .214     .225 .234 .177 ,190 ,204 .209 .213 .161

aBecause depreciation allowances are not indexed for these plans, the user costs after 1984 depend on the assumed rate of inflation: 3,5, or 7 percent.
bUser costs equal those prevailing before the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981.
CUser costs remain constant after 1984.
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Discussion
George N. Hatsopoulos*

Tax reform has once again reached prominence among national eco-
nomic issues. This is not surprising in view of the long-standing dissatis-
faction of a majority of Americans who believe that the current tax
system is unjustifiably complex and unfair. What is unusual this time
around is that the present tax-redesign effort does not pretend to ad-
dress the major economic problems of the day. It is not as though the
current problems of our economy are less significant than those of the
past: there is near consensus that the unprecedented deficits in our fed-
eral budget and our foreign trade are ominous. It is as though these
problems are so overwhelming that relief.is sought by diverting atten-
tion to what are thought to be the more manageable issues such as
fairness and simplicity.

Fairness and simplicity are worthy long-term objectives for tax poli-
cy, but only if their attainment does not impair economic growth and
employment. Mr. Kopcke implicitly addresses the question of economic
growth by analyzing the effects of four major tax proposals (Treasury I
and II, Bradley-Gephardt, and Kemp-Kasten) on the rate of capital for-
mation. In addition, he discusses issues relating to the neutrality of the
tax system, which affects growth by virtue of the efficiency of allocation
of capital across productive activities.

Concerning neutrality, he concludes that whereas no tax system can
be neutral in the strict sense of the word, some systems are more neutral
than others. He states also that "our conception of right and proper
taxation generally changes as our knowledge, our economy, and our

*Chairman of the Board and President of Thermo Electron Corporation, and member
of the Board of Directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston.
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social goals evolve." I fully agree. Concerning the rate of capital forma-
tion, he concludes that Treasury I and II and Kemp-Kasten eventually
would tend to increase the rate of capital formation compared to present
tax law. I disagree.

In my opinion all four tax-reform proposals examined will, for sev-
eral years, retard capital formation and accelerate the decline of our
international competitive position, not only in basic industries but high-
technology ones as well. There are benefits that can be attributed to each
of the four proposals in an ultimate equilibrium state, assuming the
share of our manufacturing industry does not change. However, if any
of those proposals are enacted in their present form, the damage inflict-
ed during the transition period is likely to overshadow such long-term
benefits.

There are two bases for my conclusion. One is analytical and the
other is common sense. Let me start first with the latter, which usually
turns out to be more dependable.

All four proposals increase overall business taxes substantially, at
least for a transition period of several years. Moreover, they reduce tax
rates on earnings from capital already in place--a windfall for past in-
vestors. The plans, therefore, must raise revenue by increasing taxes on
new capital, counter to traditional wisdom that tax rates on new capital
should be kept low to spur investment. Thus, U.S. manufacturers will
be further motivated to use cash generated by fixed assets in the United
States to finance investments abroad. In addition, liquidation of domes-
tic assets will be facilitated by the lowering of personal tax rates under all
plans and the dividend deductibility provisions of the two Treasury pro-
posals. Eventually, three of the four proposals will reduce business taxes
and improve capital-allocation efficiency, but the present value of such
benefits will probably be more than offset by the shorter-term damage.

Let us now disregard, as Kopcke has done, the transition problems
and discuss the analysis that has led to his conclusions concerning long-
term equilibrium. He uses two models: the cash-flow and the neoclassi-
cal. I have problems with both models.

First, I do not believe that corporate cash flow motivates or should
motivate investment. By and large, corporations make investments only
if the discounted present value of after-tax earnings from such invest-
ments is greater than the cost of the investments.

Many corporations reduce their rate of investment during reces-
sions, not because their cash flow is reduced, but because demand for
their products is low. For these companies investment and cash flow
seem to correlate simply because these two indicators are procyclical. It
would be very surprising if the correlation persisted in the absence of a
recession. Moreover, such a correlation does not apply to high-technol-
ogy companies that have relatively fewer fixed assets and more inven-
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tories and receivables. They enjoy increasing cash flow but invest less
during recessions. In any case, Kopcke does not seem to put much
weight on the cash-flow model since its results mostly contradict his
final conclusions.

The neoclassical model requires the evaluation of ~he user cost of
capital for each class of assets considered. Kopcke considers two classes
of assets--equipment and structures--but not inventories, receivables,
or land. I differ with him in his calculations of the cost of capital on
several points.

In the traditional calculation of the user cost of capital, first intro-
duced by Hall and Jorgenson, all cash flows from an investment, includ-
ing taxes and tax credits, are discounted by the marginal after-tax cost of
funds, which combines the cost of equity and the after-tax cost of debt in
some proportions. Kopcke departs from this approach. He discounts the
economic returns before taxes by the cost of equity and discounts all
other cash flows by a lower fixed real rate of return plus inflation. His
rationale is that the only cash-flow stream that is uncertain and, there-
fore, warrants the risk premium included in the cost of equity, is the
project’s economic return--after all, tax credits, depreciation allowances,
and interest payments on bonds involve no uncertainty.

I object to this procedure for two reasons. First, the risk premium
reflected in the cost of equity, which Kopcke uses to discount the risky
cash flows, is too low. The observed required return on equity reflects
the investor’s discount rate on all corporate cash flows, both risky and
riskless. The discount rate investors apply to the risky component alone
is, therefore, substantially greater than the cost of equity. Second, many
of the cash flows which are modeled as certain, for example depreciation
allowances, are in fact uncertain since many firms may pay no corporate
taxes in some future years.

To project interest rates post enactment, Kopcke assumes that the
after-tax rate of interest is the same for all simulations. This assumption
implies that the after-tax rate of return required by marginal bondhold-
ers is invariant. But Kopcke does not specify who these marginal bond-
holders are. Different results would be obtained depending on whether
these marginal bondholders are tax-exempt institutions, corporations, or
households. Moreover, he does not take into account the fact that the
proposed tax reforms will lower domestic savings, initially by shifting
taxes from consumers to business, and eventually by increasing the fed-
eral deficit. Simulations of all these effects have been performed by Data
Resources Inc.1 They conclude that nominal pretax interest rates will

1See Data Resources, Inc., "The DRI Study of Tax Reform" (a private multiclient
study), Lexington, MA: May 1985; Roger E. Brinner, Testimony to the Senate Finance
Committee and the House Ways and Means Committee, June 27, 1985; and Roger E.
Brinner, "Tax Reform II: The President’s Tax Proposals for Fairness, Growth, and Simplic-
ity," U.S. Long-Term Review, Summer 1985.
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change one way or the other and, as a result, the after-tax cost of corpo-
rate debt will increase.

For the real cost of equity D, Kopcke uses the expression

D = Y + G (1)

where Y is the dividend-to-price ratio for common stocks and G an esti-
mated real rate of growth of nonfinancial enterprises. While this expres-
sion, used widely in the literature, makes good sense, it is unreasonable
to assume that the yield Y and real rate of growth G will not change
significantly as a result of a major change in the tax code. Although it is
nearly impossible to make an accurate evaluation of the effects of the tax
code upon the cost of equity, there are several plausible models that I
have used which show such effects to be significant.

Kopcke reduces the corporate tax rate that appears in the denomina-
tor of his final formula for the cost of capital by a factor that depends on
the fractions of corporate dividends that are tax-deductible. Such a
modification is unjustifiable. Dividend deductibility does reduce the cost
of capital, but only by virtue of the fact that the cost of equity is less than
that indicated by equation (1). Specifically, if a fraction 13 of the divi-
dends paid by a corporation can be deducted from taxable income, the
after-tax cost of such dividends is reduced by the factor (1 - [~Z), where
Z is the statutory marginal corporate tax rate. In this case the appropriate
expression for the cost of equity is

D = Y(1 - ~Z) + G (2)

My own analysis of the effects of the four proposals on factors af-
fecting economic growth in the long term, disregarding short-term dam-
age, indicates the following:
1. The user cost of capital for equipment will rise by more than 10

percent.
2. The user cost of capital for structures will decline by more than 5

percent.
3. The tax code will be more neutral across different types of tangible

assets and, therefore, allocation of capital will be more efficient.
4. The real discount rate, after taxes, that businesses apply to future

cash flows will rise. That means that investment in new ventures
such as R&D activities will either decline, focus on shorter-term
payoffs, or both.

The first three effects may balance each other, but the fourth effect is so
critical to the international position of our manufacturing industries that
all four proposals, especially the Treasury I plan and Bradley-Gephardt,
will reduce economic growth in the United States.

In his closing remarks Kopcke points out that all proposals, and in
particular Treasury I, seem to be useful models upon which to build
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future tax reforms. There is no question in my mind that all of the
proposals examined contain ideas that are sound and useful. But a far
better model than any of these is the Japanese tax system, which com-
bines neutrality across assets, virtual elimination of double taxation,
strong incentives for growth, and strong disincentives to stagnation. It is
partly due to such a tax system that Japan’s cost of capital is less than
half that of the United States and its investment in equipment per em-
ployee and rate’ of productivity growth more than twice ours.2

2George N. Hatsopoulos and Stephen H. Brooks, "The Gap in the Cost of Capital:
Causes, Effects, and Remedies," in R. Landau and D.W. Jorgenson, Technology and Econom-
ic Policy (Ballinger: forthcoming 1986).



Discussion
Alan J. Auerbach*

In looking at the order of discussants, I imagined that my role in
evaluating Richard Kopcke’s paper on investment was to steer a course
between the cost-of-capital Scylla and the Charybdis of the accelerator.
This is relatively easy when the mean squared error is as large as is
typically found in investment equations.

This is where I begin, and it will also be where I finish. Perhaps the
most important point to be emphasized, when considering fundamental
changes in our tax system, is that our econometric techniques provide us
with little ability to predict economic behavior when we introduce major
.changes in the economic conditions facing firms. It is prudent to attrib-
ute a fair amount of uncertainty to simulated responses to major tax
revisions. My specific comments on the paper are intended to illustrate
this point.

Kopcke simulates the effects of four popular tax reform plans on
fixed investment by firms, using two familiar models of investment be-
havior, the cash-flow model and the neoclassical model. According to
the cash-flow model, a firm’s investment is determined by the level of its
internally generated funds. According to the neoclassical model, the
investment decision rests on changes in the level of output and in the
user cost of capital, which in turn is based on financial costs, tax factors,
and the rate at which capital decays. The author is a bit misleading in
suggesting that "these two approaches explained the recent course of
investment spending rather well." What he really means is that they do
as well or better than other models. The fact is that investment in the
1980s has been rather hard to predict. This is evident if one looks at

*Professor of Economics at the University of Pennsylvania and Research Associate at
the National Bureau of Economic Research.
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Kopcke’s earlier paper in which he actually estimated the equations he
uses here. Out-of-sample root-mean-squared errors for the 1980s are
many times larger than those for the sample period of estimation, and,
like those of most other forecasters, Kopcke’s models underpredict the
strength of recent investment.

The problem is that real, after-tax interest rates have been too high,
and after-tax corporate profitability too ~ow, to justify the investment
recovery observed in 1984. Some (for example, Bosworth 1985) have
suggested that what is happening is a strong shift in the demand for
capital among sectors. Because of the irreversibility of investment, weak
demand in one sector does not fully cancel strong demand elsewhere:
you can’t turn a tractor into a word processor. However, there are always
sectoral shifts over time, making this explanation for the unusual recent
behavior of investment less than compelling. Others (for example, Blan-
chard and Summers 1984) have suggested that investors have greater
confidence in government and expectations of future profitability than
they did a few years ago. Perhaps this reveals the true meaning of "voo-
doo economics" as the act of conjuring up the animal spirits first envis-
aged by Keynes.

Thus, Kopcke begins his analysis of proposed reforms with models
carrying very limited warranties. He then must decide just how to ac-
count for different provisions not present in the current tax code. Two of
the most important of these provisions are found in the two Treasury
proposals, Treasury I and Treasury II, the latter perhaps more appropri-
ately called White House I. These are the dividends-paid deduction, set
at 50 percent of dividends paid under Treasury I and 10 percent of divi-
dends paid under Treasury II, and the windfall tax on excess depreci-
ation that would be imposed under Treasury II.

Kopcke ignores the second, following the logic that his comparisons
begin in 1981, before any excess depreciation under ACRS would have
occurred. This has the effect of making cash flow under Treasury II look
a lot better to his investment model than it does to actual investors at the
moment, who would lose $56.5 billion between now and 1989 as a result
of this specific provision.

In accounting for the effect of the dividends-paid deduction on the
user cost of capital, he assumes that firms will pay out half of their gross
returns to capital, before depreciation, as dividends. This is a substantial
overstatement of actual payout ratios. If one takes the more usual ap-
proach of treating dividend relief as a reduction in the effective personal
tax rate on that fraction of after-tax earnings coming from new invest-
ment that is distributed as dividends, the implied changes in the cost of
capital are much smaller. My back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest
that Kopcke would predict percentage reductions in the user cost of
capital under the Treasury I dividends-paid deduction that would, for
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equipment, exceed that coming from a doubling of the investment tax
credit. My own calculations also suggest that he has overstated the effect
of these provisions by at least a factor of between three and six.

I say "at least" because Kopcke does not account at all for the view
held by at least some economists (discussed in Auerbach 1983b) that
dividend taxes impose an even smaller effect on the cost of capital than
would be indicated by looking at payout ratios. Hence, both plans, and
particularly Treasury I, will look much better to the neoclassical model
than is probably appropriate.

With these points in mind, it is interesting to consider the paper’s
predictions that the plan most effective in encouraging the accumulation
of business fixed capital would be Treasury II according to the cash-flow
model and Treasury I according to the neoclassical model. I suspect that
each of these results depends crucially on the way in which Kopcke has
interpreted these plans, and that if different, perhaps more realistic as-
sumptions were incorporated, Kopcke, like others, would find that it is
hard to beat ACRS for total fixed investment, except perhaps with
Kemp-Kasten, for which FAST is certainly an appropriate acronym in the
area of depreciation allowances.

Before concluding, I must raise a strong objection to Kopcke’s char-
acterization of tax neutrality in the beginning of his paper. We can all
agree that lump sum taxes are nondistortionary and that this is a compli-
cated world, but there is a well-supported efficiency argument for at-
tempting to make the tax base correspond to true economic income, if
indeed an income tax is to be used at all (Auerbach 1982). This amounts
to trying to make depreciation schedules resemble those dictated by
economic depreciation, or at least mimic the effect of such schedules
through other means. The efficiency cost of the present distortionary
system of corporate taxation is probably on the order of several billion
dollars a year (Auerbach 1983a). Nowadays such numbers seem small
but we need all the national income we can get. Moreover, there are
important additional problems associated with the rapid depreciation of
assets under current law, most notably the increased incidence of tax
losses and their associated distortions.

Certainly there are problems in making the transition to a less dis-
tortionary tax system. One must also worry about second-best consider-
ations, and the fact that going from a tax system with high tax rates and
investment incentives to one with low rates and low investment incen-
tives may waste tax revenue on substantial windfalls to existing capital
assets. But this does not make the goal of reduced distortions, which
plays an important role in all of the proposals considered here, unimpor-
tant or simply a matter of equity. Rather, it means that we have to think a
little harder about the design of appropriate transition schemes, such as
a phased reduction in corporate taxes (analyzed in Auerbach and Hines
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1986) that can provide better short-run investment incentives while at
the same time increasing corporate tax collections.
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Discussion
Robert Eisner*

The bottom line of Kopcke’s ambitious study is that three of the four
tax reform proposals he considers, Treasury I and Treasury II and Kemp-
Kasten, would boost business investment. I don’t believe it, but that’s
not all bad. Indeed, I might begin by challenging the fairly conventional
wisdom that we want more business investment. Business investment
does not necessarily promote growth. It can be unproductive.

The widespread notion that investment does promote growth
stems, presumably, from the notion that businesses in a free market
undertake investment in the (correct) expectation that its future pro-
ceeds exceed its current costs. But if those proceeds include tax subsi-
dies, firms may be induced to acquire capital assets whose future
product exclusive of tax benefits is less than their supply price or oppor-
tunity cost. That is the path of decline, not growth.

The notion that business investment under current law has been
retarded by its tax treatment is not easy to sustain. The combination of
deductibility of swollen nominal interest costs, exclusion of the bulk of
capital gains from taxation, accelerated depreciation for tax purposes,
the investment tax credit, the proliferation of tax shelters, and the exclu-
sion of vast amounts of saving from taxes, is such that the current tax
system on balance subsidizes new business fixed investment, albeit
most unevenly.

And I must also inveigh against the all too easy assumption that
business income taxes in general discourage business investment. The
fact is that the corporate profits tax is a tax on corporate income: income
from capital, from labor, or from any other factor of production. It does

*William R. Kenan Professor of Economics at Northwestern University.
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not in itself change relative factor costs and therefore does not encourage
less capital-intensive production. I suppose application of the "cash-
flow" model, with the assumption that corporate income taxes are in no
way passed on, can bring the then definitional result, in terms of that
model, that investment must fall. That is just another piece of evidence
on the foolishness of the cash-flow model of investment.

I might as well state it flatly: the cash-flow model is nonsense. If it
really described business behavior, our rationale for a private-profit mar-
ket system would be destroyed. Businesses would be investing whether
capital assets promised to be productive or profitable or not, merely
because they had the money.

Indeed, curiously, the "cash flow" in cash-flow models, including
Kopcke’s version, does not even measure cash flow. Rather it describes
gross profits minus dividend payout; and with dividends a fairly sticky
variable, variations in cash flow reflect variations in gross profits. But
profits need hardly be in cash and frequently are largely tied up in inven-
tories and accounts receivable.

Kopcke does not make clear in the current paper where he gets his
models’ presumably estimated parameters. The usual positive associ-
ations between cash flow and investment relate essentially to the fact
that both investment and profits are procyclical. That tells us nothing
about the likely effects of a structural change in after-tax profits brought
on by changes in tax provisions.

In Kopcke’s simulations with a cash-flow model, dividend deduct-
ibility, as in Treasury I, increases cash flow--and therefore investment--
because the only element of cash flow that Kopcke allows to be affected
by the various tax plans is the tax payments themselves. But surely,
offering 50 percent deductibility for dividend payments could be expect-
ed to encourage firms to pay out more of their earnings. If they more
than double their payout, cash flow, as defined, would actually decline!

I would quarrel with Kopcke’s assertion that double taxation of divi-
dends discourages capital formation. It does indeed distort capital fi-
nancing and it inhibits the free flow of potentially investable funds. To
the extent that it discourages payout, however, it may well encourage
firms to expand and one major way of expanding is investment. As to
the notion that the double taxation of dividends significantly raises the
cost of capital to the firm, this largely ignores the overwhelming role in
the supply of capital of the expectation of essentially untaxed capital
gains, as well as the extent to which investors with low or zero marginal
tax rates are likely to be preponderant among dividend recipients.

While the cash-flow model may, to put it bluntly, be reasonably
dismissed out of hand, the difficulties in the so-called neoclassical model
are in part intrinsic and in part related to Kopcke’s application of the
model. A major difficulty is the common one of assuming parameters,
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such as interest rates or costs of capital, which may appear exogenous to
the firm, as independent, in the economy as a whole, of variations in tax
parameters. The introduction of ACRS in 1981, according to some neo-
classical model devotees, was supposed to bring about a big increase in
business investment by reducing the rental price or user cost of capital.
In fact, the increase in the rental cost of capital due to a sharp rise in real
interest costs considerably outweighed reductions due to the more fa-
vorable tax treatment. But should not any reasonable macroeconomic
model have suggested that the tax reduction, particularly one deemed to
increase investment demand, would contribute to higher real interest
rates?

I have some concern for the particular distributed lag formulation,
going back to an article of Bischoff a number of years ago, from which
Kopcke derives his parameters. Perhaps more troublesome is the use of
dividend/price ratios as the variable element in the cost of capital. As I
confess I have tried to point out on a number of previous occasions, the
dividend/price ratio is much more properly viewed as the inverse of a
measure of the expected profitability of investment than of the cost of
capital. For the price of equity will be high relative to fairly sticky divi-
dend payments precisely when expected future profits on investment
are high. A negative time series relation between investment and a "cost
of capital" built around the dividend/price ratio tells us nothing about
any true relation with the cost of capital or the total rental price of capital
of which it is a part. For the cost of capital to a firm relates not to its
current dividends but to the share of expected earnings which must be
anticipated for new stockholders. We can infer nothing from the relation
between investment and the dividend/price ratio about the effects of
changes in tax parameters that would affect the rental price of capital.

A further problem with both estimation of the neoclassical invest-
ment function and its use to predict effects of changes in tax parameters
is the failure to include a price expectations or capital gains term. This
term was indeed in the original neoclassical formulations but, presum-
ably because of data difficulties, is rarely included in estimations. But it
can be critical.

In fact, the effect of corporate tax rate changes on the rental price of
capital is ambiguous in the neoclassical formulation. It is not necessarily
true that a higher corporate tax rate will increase the rental price of
capital or that a lower rate will reduce it. The business income tax rate
actually enters in both the numerator and the denominator of the rental
price of capital term. Changes in it depend upon an interaction with the
expected rate of capital gains, the present value of tax depreciation
allowances, the proportion of the cost of capital which is tax-deductible
--and that may be more than 100 percent when inflation swells nominal
interest rates far above real interest costs--and the amount of the invest-
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ment tax credit. Without specifying all of these, we cannot infer that
lowering the corporate tax rate, as all of the tax reform proposals would,
actually lowers the rental price or user cost of capital.

But a major factor in Kopcke’s results with the neoclassical model
relates, particularly for the evaluation of Treasury I, to his treatment of
dividend deductibility. For he sees in this a reduction in the marginal tax
rate which enters with a negative sign in the denominator, but no
change in the marginal tax rate applicable to the present value of depre-
ciation deductions in the numerator! This stacks the deck overwhelm-
ingly in favor of any plan with dividend deductions and makes Treasury
I, with its 50 percent dividend deduction, a huge "winner."

I see no justification for this treatment. Dividends, which are only
about one-third of taxable profits, not one-half as assumed by Kopcke,
would not seem to have much to do with the marginal tax rate on the
income from new investment. Firms undertaking new investment may
hardly be expected to plan higher dividend payments as a consequence.
And if they did, the reduced marginal tax rate that they anticipate
should be applied to the present value of the associated added depreci-
ation allowances which would be tied to the new investment. And I
might add again that it is capital gains, and in large part untaxed, "un-
realized" capital gains, which are the dominant reward to investors sup-
plying equity capital, not dividends.

My own conclusion, based partly on my own priors and estimates
of the elasticity of the demand for capital with respect to its cost, is that
Treasury I, and the new House of Representatives version of tax reform,
would have had little effect upon the aggregate of business investment.
Either one would be beneficial in making tax treatment of investment
more neutral and therefore on balance making the investment undertak-
en much more productive.

Treasury II was actually, under reasonable inflation assumptions,
more favorable in its tax treatment to investment than even ACRS, now
appropriately, if belatedly, widely maligned. Treasury presentations of
implications of Treasury II’s depreciation provisions had been unfortunate-
ly misleading in failing to make clear the huge benefits to taxpayers, and
losses to the Treasury, resulting from the combination of inflation adjust-
ments and the retreat from the economic depreciation of Treasury I.

Whether this or any other moves to maintain or enlarge investment
"incentives" will do much for investment, I quite doubt. Their major
effect would be to line the pockets of those who might otherwise pay
business taxes and their owners.

But after all, is that not their real purpose?



Tax Simplification and
Financial Markets
Patric H. Hendershott*

Four tax reforms have been proposed in recent years: Bradley-
Gephardt, Kemp-Kasten, Treasury I and Treasury II. These reforms seek
to improve economic efficiency by taxing different capital assets and
sources of income more equally. Each reform is purported to be revenue-
neutral from the perspective of the U.S. Treasury ,and distributionally
neutral across households. While this alleged neutrality is probably (cer-
tainly, in some instances) overstated, it is analytically convenient to as-
sume revenue and distribution neutrality. It is also convenient to
abstract from growth and inflation effects.

Even with revenue and growth neutrality, the reforms could sub-
stantially affect financial markets. Reductions in investment incentives
and marginal tax rates would tend to lower before-tax interest rates,1
and lower taxes on existing corporate capital would tend to increase
stock prices.2 The pattern of security issues would be altered by result-
ing changes in the composition of investment between real estate and
other assets and in desired loan-to-value ratios. The paper compares and

*Professor of Finance, Ohio State University, and Research Associate, National Bu-
reau of Economic Research. The author is indebted to Thomas Downs for his assistance in
the analysis of stock prices, to Stephen Buser for his insights on corporate finance, and to
Edward Kane for editorial comments and discussions regarding the entire manuscript.
The research reported here is part of the NBER’s research programs in Financial Markets
and Taxation and project on Capital Formation. Any opinions expressed are those of the
author and not those of the NBER.

1Feldstein and Summers (1978) develop the relationship between investment incen-
tives and before-tax interest rates, and Peek and Wilcox (1984) report evidence that before-
tax interest rates respond to tax rates.

2Auerbach and Kotlikoff (1983) calculate that the 1981 Tax Act imposed a capital tax of
$200 billion on shareholders by taxing new capital more favorably than old; Hendershott
and Shilling (1982) calculate that the 1981 Act would raise real interest rates by one and
one-half percentage points.
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contrasts the likely impacts of each of the four reform proposals on
interest rates (taxable and tax-exempt), security flows, and stock prices.

Tax Reform and Interest Rates
The analysis is built around a diagram in which the interaction of

the demand for and supply of (funds for) real capital determines before-
tax interest rates. Tax reforms can reduce the level of before-tax interest
rates by lowering the demand for real capital (reducing investment in-
centives) and/or by raising the supply of funds for real capital accumula-
tion (lowering marginal tax rates on saving). Whether a specific tax
reform will lower before-tax interest rates and by how much depends on
how the reform is structured.

Comparative-static analysis focuses on the separate impact of the
various reforms on the supply and demand curves for real capital. The
supply-curve analysis evolves into a discussion of how reforms will like-
ly alter the relation between tax-exempt and taxable yields. Putting the
separate curve shifts together provides specific estimates of rate declines
under the various reforms. These estimates depend heavily on the as-
sumed interest elasticities of the domestic and net foreign supplies of
capital (saving). Because wide disagreement exists over these elastic-
ities, any estimate of the expected decline in interest rates in response to
tax reform is bound to be controversial.

A Graphic Analysis

The demand for real capital depends positively on real output and
negatively on the rental price of capital (c). This price is related to the
economic depreciation rate (d), the required real return the firm must
earn (r), and various business tax parameters (Hall and Jorgenson, 1967):

c=(r+d) 1-k-~z
1 -~ (1)

where k is the investment tax credit, ~ is the business income tax rate
and z is the present value of tax depreciation deductions. The required
real return, in turn, depends on personal tax rates and risk factors, as
well as the level of the before-tax interest rates and the expected inflation
rate. An increase in before-tax interest rates raises r and thus c, thereby
lowering the demand for capital.

Figure 1 illustrates the impact of tax reform on the level of interest
rates and the allocation of real capital between residential and nonresi-
dential uses in a fixed-capital allocation model. The negative impact of
interest rates on quantity demanded is plotted; the other components of
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Figure 1

Interest Rate Determination:
Zero Interest Rate Elasticity for the Supply of Capital
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the rental price--business tax rates, ~, tax depreciation schedules, z, and
the investment tax credit, k--are shift parameters in the demand func-
tions. Under current law (~.o, zo and k°), the level of interest rates is i°,
residential capital is RES°, and nonresidential capital is K° -RES°. The
supply schedule is drawn as a vertical line to reflect the fixed capital
stock. With all of the schedules interpreted as fractions of income, the
analysis can be reinterpreted in a growthcontext.

I begin with a simple tax change: the elimination of the investment
tax credit (setting k = 0) espoused in all four tax reform proposals. The
total demand schedule, K(~°, z°, k°), drops down to K(~°,z°,0), the inter-
est rate declines to i’, the quantity of residential capital increases to RES’
and the quantity of nonresidential capital decreases to K°-RES’. That
is, removing an incentive for nonresidential investment leads to a reallo-
cation of capital to residential uses, the mechanism being a decline in
interest rates. The fixed-capital assumption is appropriate for analyzing
the impact of tax reform on interest rates if the interest elasticity of
domestic saving is zero and either the interest elasticity of net foreign
saving is zero or foreign central banks move foreign interest rates with
American rates such that net foreign saving is unchanged.

The opposite assumption would be to make the supply of capital
perfectly elastic. Summers (1981) notes that the long-run interest rate
elasticity of saving is infinite in an unfettered life-cycle model where
households have a strong bequest motive. Figure 2 has been constructed
to illustrate the impact of tax reform on interest rates in this opposite
case, where the supply elasticity comes from domestic, not foreign, sav-
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Figure 2

Interest Rate Determination:
Infinite Interest Rate Elasticity for the Supply of Capital
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ing. The horizontal supply of capital is drawn at i° = p/(1 -t°), where p
is the fixed after-tax return to savers and t° is the tax rate built into
taxable interest rates. The removal of the investment tax credit analyzed
in figure 1 (but not in figure 2) would lower the demand curve and the
quantity of nonresidential capital would decrease. However, the interest
rate and quantity of residential capital would be unchanged. A more
interesting reform is analyzed in figure 2: a decrease in t from t° to t’. For
simplicity, the decrease is assumed not to affect the demand for capital
(although this is virtually an impossible case owing to the relationship
between t and ~). The interest rate declines from i° to i’ = p/(1 -t’), and
the total stock of capital rises from K° to K’. Residential and nonresiden-
tial components of capital increase in proportion to their interest-rate
sensitivities.

I next examine a world where the infinite supply elasticity comes
from international capital flows (domestic saving is again assumed to
have zero interest elasticity). In this model, the level of world interest
rates is determined by a fixed supply of world capital and the demand
for real capital in all countries. The RES demand curve in figure 1 could
be redefined as the total American demand for capital and the K curve as
the world demand for capital. In this case, a tax reform that reduced
after-tax returns to American savers (such as the decrease of t° to t’)
would not alter either the aggregate supply of capital or the level of
American (world) interest rates. As before, the level of American rates
(world rates generally) would decline in response to a negative change
in a demand shift parameter, such as the removal of the investment tax
credit analyzed in figure 1. However, the decline would be smaller for an
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Figure 3

Interest Rate Determination:
Finite Interest Rate Elasticity for the Supply of Capital
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open economy than a closed one because the demand for world capital
should be more responsive to interest rate changes than should be the
demand for American capital alone. In effect, American nonresidential
capital would be reallocated to foreign capital as well as to American
residential capital.

Figure 3 portrays the presumably realistic case of positive, but finite,
interest rate elasticities in both the domestic (Sd)and net foreign (S - Sd)
supplies of capital. Limitations on the domestic elasticity follow from
adding capital market constraints to the life-cycle model and restricting
the bequest motive. Limitations on the foreign elasticity recognize the
major role the U.S. plays in world capital markets. The supply schedules
are drawn so that a positive net foreign supply of capital, K° - K~, exists
at the initial level of American interest rates, i°. A decrease in t from t° to
t’ (the reader should ignore the shift in the demand schedule for the
moment) lowers the domestic supply schedule vertically to p/(1 - t’) and
shifts the total supply schedule sympathetically. The net result is a de-
cline in i to i’, an increase in the total American capital stock to K’, and a
reduction in net foreign holdings of American capital to K’-K’d. The
latter translates into an improvement in the U.S. trade deficit.

Combining the previous analyses, I now deduce the interest rate
response to a broad tax reform that shifts both the supply and demand
schedules. Specifically, the tax credit is eliminated, and t is cut to t’. For
convenience, the demand curve is assumed to shift downward by exact-
ly enough to maintain the existing level of the American capital stock at
K°, As the schedules are drawn, the net foreign demand for American
capital, which was originally positive, is zero, and the interest rate has
declined to i".
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The impact of any tax reform on the level of American interest rates
is thus seen to depend fundamentally on the size of the resulting down-
ward shifts in the demand and domestic-supply curves. Three interest
rate elasticities are also important: (1) the interest elasticity of foreign
saving (after allowance for foreign central bank actions to adjust foreign
interest rates to "exogenous" shifts in American rates), (2) the interest
rate elasticity of domestic saving, and (3) the interest elasticity of the
demand for capital° The next two sections of the paper explain how to
obtain estimates of the downward shifts in the domestic supply of cap-
ital and the demand for capital. The supply-side analysis treats the yield
on tax-exempt securities as the return to high-income savers and asks
how far the level of taxable interest rates would have to fall under the
various reforms to maintain tax-exempt yields at pre-reform levels. The
demand-side analysis asks how far the level of rates would have to fall to
maintain the aggregate demand for capital (and thus the level of net
investment) at its pre-reform level, assuming a fixed total supply of
capital.

Tax Reform, Tax-Exempt Yields, and the Supply of Domestic
Saving

Most saving is almost certainly done by high-income households
who consider tax-exempt securities to be competitive investments. Thus
a reasonable measure of the downward shift in the supply-of-domestic-
saving schedule is the decrease in the level of taxable interest rates nec-
essary to prevent the level of tax-exempt yields from rising above their
pre-reform level. Calculating the magnitude of this shift requires specifi-
cation of both the determinants of the ratio of tax-exempt to taxable
yields (new issue coupon rates) and the impact of the tax reforms on
each determinant.

Determinants of Relative Yields on Tax-Exempt Securities. The greatest
difference between securities issued by the federal government and by
state and local governments is the tax treatment of their coupon income:
the federal government taxes the income earned on its securities, but not
that earned on state and local securities. If municipal and Treasury secu-
rities were identical in every other respect, the relationship between
coupon rates on par-valued municipals (Rm) and Treasuries (Rt) of matu-
rity j would be given by

Rmj + (1 - ~g)Gm + ~bmj~jRmj = (1 - cj)Rtj + (1 - ~’j)Gt + ~btffjRtj, (2)

where the Gs are expected annual rates of capital gains over the inves-
tor’s holding period, ~g is the concurrent effective capital gains tax rate,
and the ~bm and ~bt reflect expected tax savings from optimally trading
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municipal and Treasury bonds, respectively (Constantinides and Inger-
soll, 1984). The expected gains depend on expected future one-period
coupon rates (and other factors), and the expected tax savings param-
eters vary negatively with transaction costs and positively with the ma-
turity of the securities. For one-period securities, the expected gains and
tax savings are zero and the familiar

Rml/Rtl = 1 - "rl (3)

obtains.
Miller (1977) combines two equilibrium conditions to specify ,t’1:

equality between the expected risk-adjusted after-tax marginal costs of
corporate debt [(1- %)i] and equity (e) and between-the after-personal-
tax risk-adjusted return on equities [(1-,re)e] and that on municipal se-
curities [(1-’rl)i]. Solving,

(1-%).

That is, the.tax rate implicit in one-period tax-exempt coupons equals
unity less the product of one less the statutory corporate federal tax rate
and one less the tax rate on corporate equity.3 With a corporate tax rate
of 0.46 and an equity tax rate of 0.0742, "r = 0.5, and the rate ratio is also
0.5. Allowing for the excess of contracting costs on corporate debt over
equity would raise this ratio during periods of substantial risk of corpo-
rate bankruptcy.4

In recent years, this ratio has been slightly above 0.5 for one-year
bonds, roughly 0.7 for ten-year securities, and 0.8 for twenty-year secu-
rities (Peek and Wilcox, 1986). For one-year bonds, the ratio has been
consistent with equation (3). For longer term bonds, the rate ratio is,
from (2),

An important question is whether tax savings from trading are sufficient
in magnitude to reconcile observed rate ratios for longer term bonds
with Miller’s specification of "rl at roughly 0.5 under current law. (On

3One could develop, at least intuitively, a noncorporate structure argument analogous
to Miller’s corporate structure argument. The result would be identification of % with
"the" personal tax rate on debt. If this rate were taken to be the maximum rate under
current law and the tax reforms, the analysis that follows in the text would not be signifi-
cantly altered because the corporate and maximum personal rates are roughly equal now
and would continue to be under all reforms.

4Buser and Hess (1985) find the corporate bond risk spread, a proxy for the expected
probability of default, to be the major determinant of variation in the one-year rate ratio
over the 1967-82 period.
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average, the second term in (3) is small and thus can be ignored.)
Constantinides and Ingersoll calculate qbtj for ten-year securities to

be about 0.5, assuming no transaction costs. With ~rj = 0.5, the first term
in (1’) becomes 0.75/1.25 = 0.6, assuming ~bmj is also 0.5. Taking transac-
tion costs into account would lower the qb’s, especially that for municipal
securities. Constantinides and Ingersoll compute a 20 percent reduction
in the value of trading ten-year Treasuries if transaction costs equal 1/2
percentage point and roughly twice this reduction if costs are a full
percentage point. Because quoted bid/ask spreads on Treasury securities
are only a quarter percentage point, transaction costs are relatively un-
important for long-term Treasuries. In contrast, quoted bid-ask spreads
are 3 to 4 percentage points for municipal securities and would greatly
reduce the gains from trading them. With qbtj = 0.45 for Treasuries and
~bmj = 0.1 for municipals, the first term in (1’) becomes 0.7.5 Thus, the
observed increase in the tax-exempt/taxable rate ratio as maturity in-
creases can be explained without varying -rj across maturities.

Tax Reform and the Ratio of Exempt to Taxable Coupons. The first two
columns of table 1 list the corporate tax rate and the personal tax rate on
equity under current law and the reforms. All the reforms Would signifi-
cantly lower the corporate rate and thus raise the ratio of tax-exempt to
taxable coupons. Moreover, under the original Treasury plan, only the
real component of interest would be deductible. More specifically, only 13
of nominal interest would be deductible, where ~3 = .06/(.06 + ~r) and
is the inflation rate. At a 5 percent inflation rate, the tax saving from a
dollar of interest would be only 19 cents--0.35(6/11). Because the tax rate
at which corporate interest expense is deductible is relevant to the deter-
mination of "rl, Treasury I would surely increase the interest-rate ratio
more than the other three reforms.

The equations used to project the rate ratios for one- and ten-year
securities under current law and all reforms are:

1 -- ’rI ÷ 0.45"rlt
Rml0/Rtl0 = 1 + 0.1~rlt

5The above analysis assumes that municipal and Treasury securities are equal in all
respects other than federal taxation of their coupon income. In fact, coupons on municipal
securities must contain a premium to compensate investors for expected shortfalls in real-
ized yields relative to promised yields owing to default and/or early call, and the expected
shortfalls on high-quality securities tend to increase with maturity (they approximate zero
on one-year securities). Further, the longer the maturity of munis, the more high tax
bracket investors must be compensated for the possibility of their unexpectedly becoming
lower tax bracket investors (and having to pay large transaction costs to convert to taxable
securities) or of the value of municipals’ tax-exempt status declining. These factors would
raise longer-term exempt coupons relative to longer-term taxable coupons.
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where "r~ = 1-(1-[3"rc) (1-’re) and [3 = 1.0 except in the original Trea-
sury plan. The tax rate upon which trading gains are based (%0 is
specified similarly, but with [~ = I even under Treasury I. The calculated
rate ratios for one- and ten-year maturities are listed in the fourth and
fifth columns of table 1. The ratios rise under all reforms, especially the
original Treasury plan.

The final task is determination of the magnitude of the downward
shift in the domestic supply schedule drawn in figure 3. This magnitude

Table 1
Tax-Exempt and Taxable Coupon Rates Under Various Tax Regimes

Tax
Regime

Current
Bradley-
Gephart
Kemp-Kasten
Treasury I
Treasury II

Corporate Tax Rate Taxable Rate That
Tax on Exempt/Taxable Rate Ratio Maintains Exempt Rate

Rate Equitya 1-Year lO-Year 1-Year lO-Year

.46 .0742 ,500 ,690 .11 ,11

.30 .0940 .634 .770 .0868 .0986
.35 .0555 ,614 .758 .0896 .1001
.33 ,1128 .728b ,875b ,0756 .0867
.33 .0667 .625 ,765 .0880 ,0992

a From Hendershott, 1985, table 6.
b Assumes an inflation rate of 5 percent. The ratio varies positively with the inflation rate because the
portion of interest that is taxed varies negatively with the inflation rate.

is computed as the difference between the current assumed level of
taxable rates, 0.11, and the average of the levels of taxable interest rates
at which savers would earn the same returns on one- and ten-year tax-
exempts under the various reforms that they earn under current law.
These levels are calculated from

Rtr=RtC ~    -~- ,

where the r and c superscripts, respectively, denote values under a re-
form and current law and are listed in columns six and seven of table 1.6

The differences between 0.11 and the average of these levels are substan-
tial: nearly 3 percentage points for Treasury I and about 1V2 points for the
other three reforms.

Tax Reform and the Demand for Real Capital

I now turn to the demand side. The question investigated is: how
far would interest rates have to fall in response to the different reforms
to maintain aggregate investment at current levels (how far would the

°Fhe precision of the interest rates reported (basis points) in this and other tables
reflects the exactitude of the computer, not the confidence of the author.
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demand schedule in figure 3 shift downward)? The starting point is a
detailed listing in table 2 of the reform provisions pertinent to
investment.

All reforms lower the maximum corporate and personal tax rates
and eliminate the investment tax credit. Proposed capital gains taxation
and tax depreciation changes vary widely, however. Bra~tley-Gephardt
treats these items less favorably than current law: capital gains would be
taxed at the regular income tax rate which translates into a 30 percent
rate vis-a-vis the current 20 percent, and tax depreciation lives would be
lengthened significantly, 40 years for structures rather than the current
18, and 10 years for equipment rather than the current 5. Even with
greater acceleration (250 percent DB versus 175 percent DB), first-year
tax deductions for structures would decline from 10 percent to 6 percent
and for equipment the decline would be from 30 to 25 percent. Kemp-
Kasten would treat capital gains and tax depreciation far more generous-
ly than either current law or the other proposals. On capital gains, a
choice would exist between having nominal gains taxed at 60 percent of
the lowered regular rate or having only real gains taxed at regular rates.
Moreover, property investments could be effectively written off entirely
in the year of purchase. Nonfinancial neutrality would then exist for
depreciable properties because net (of depreciation) investment hurdle
rates would equal the weighted average cost of capital for all such assets
[with k = 0 and z = 1 in equation (1), c = r+d].

Treasury I attempts to neutralize the tax system for inflation by
indexing everything. Only real capital gains, including those on inven-
tories, would be taxed; depreciation would be on a replacement, rather
than historic, cost basis; and only the real part of interest expense would
be taxed and could be deducted (nominal home mortgage interest being
the exception). Treasury I also attempts to tax all assets and business
forms (except owner-occupied housing) equally. To this end, tax depreci-
ation for each depreciable asset would equal the Treasury’s best estimate
of true economic depreciation; the investment tax credit for equipment
and public utility structures would be dropped; real capital gains would
be taxed at the regular income tax rate; and half of corporate dividends
would be deductible at the corporate level. The indexation of inventory
gains, elimination of the tax credit, and the proposed tax depreciation
treatment would result in all net investment hurdle rates, except that for
owner-occupied housing, equaling the cost of capital divided by 1 less
the relevant tax rate [with k = 0 and z = d/(r + d) in equation (1), c =
r/(1 - ~) + d]. The partial dividend exclusion would reduce discrepancies
between the cost of capital for corporate and noncorporate investments.

Treasury II retreats from these principles in significant respects: all
interest would continue to be deductible; investors in nondepreciable
assets would have the option of paying taxes on nominal capital gains at



Table 2
Important Tax Parameters for Business Investment

Current Law Bradley-Gephardt Kemp-Kasten Treasury I Treasury

Maximum Tax Ratesa
Corporate .4924 .342 .389 .37 .37
Personal .53 .342 .30 .41 .41

Investment Tax yes no no no no
Credit

Capital Gains Nominal Gains Nominal gains at Nominal gains at Real gains at Nominal gains at
at 40% of regular rate 60% of regular regular rate 50% of regular
regular rate rate or real gains rate or real gains

at regular rate at regular rate

Depreciation Tax 175%/150% DB 250% DB over Near Expensingc 3% per year, DB/SL over
Deductionsb or SL over 18/5 40/!0 years SL, indexed 28/6.5 years

years indexed

First year:
Structures 10% 6% 6% 3% 4%
Equipment 30% 25% 20% 18% 27%

Interest no no no yes
Indexation

no

Partial Dividend no no no yes (50%) yes (10%)
Exclusion
a These assume a 6 percent state and local tax rate, deductible at the personal level except under the Treasury plans.
b All tax reforms have mutiple maturity equipment classes. The first/full) year’s depreciation rates are for an "average" piece of equipment and for a current 18-year
structure.
c More than 100 percent, indexed for inflation, of the original value is written off at straight line rate over 25 years. With a low 3V2 percent real discount rate, this is
equivalent to expensing.
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one-half of the regular income tax rate; tax depreciation would exceed
economic depreciation; and only one-tenth of dividends would be de-
ductible. Tax depreciation would be especially generous for equipment
that continues to be classified as three- or five-year and for public utility
structures; allowable depreciation would exceed that under current law
even at zero inflation. However, much five-year equipment would be
reclassified as longer lived. For industrial structures, tax depreciation

Table 3
Interest Rate Levels Necessary to Maintain Investment in Different Assets
Assuming Passage of Different Reform Plans (pre-passage level of interest
rates = 11%)

Bradley- Kemp- Treasury Treasury
Gephardt Kasten I I I

Corporate
Inventories 10.4 11.1 9.9 12.7
Equipment 5.9 9.0 5.1 7.8
Industrial Structures 10.4 12.9 8.2 11.2
Utility Structures 8.5 11,1 7.1 11.1

Noncorporate
Inventories 11.0 11.6 10.5 12.9
Equipment 6.2 8,8 5.3 7.7
Depreciable 9.6 11.5 7.8 10.06
Real Estate
Owner-Occupied            9.5 10,9 9.7 10.0
Housinga

Model Simulation 9.11 11,06 8.00 10.12

aThis is a weighted average for households with incomes of $17,500, $27,500, $40,000, $70,000 and
$130,000, where the weights are 0.12, 0.10, 0.31, 0.30, and 0.17.

would be more favorable only at inflation rates of 6 percent or greater.
To get a rough fix on how much the reforms would tend to lower

interest rates through their negative impact on the demand for capital, I
have calculated how the interest rate would have to change for invest-
ment hurdle rates, and thus the level of investment in each asset cate-
gory, to remain constant.7 The results are listed in table 3. An interest
rate below 11 percent means that the reform is negative for that asset
category if interest rates don’t change; a rate above 11 percent means the
opposite.

All assets except noncorporate inventories receive less favorable
treatment under Bradley-Gephardt, with equipment suffering the most,
followed by utilities (both lose the investment tax credit). This is not the

7This is an application of the methodology used by Feldstein and Summers (1978) in
their calculation of the maximum potential interest rate for all corporate investments.
Modeling of the reforms is fully described in Hendershott (1985).
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case with Kemp-Kasten. While equipment is hit (much less than under
Bradley-Gephardt), structures are favored. The pattern’of interest rates
implied by Treasury I looks much like that of Bradley-Gephardt, but the
levels are even lower (except for owner-occupied housing). Treasury II
gives back much that Treasury I took away. Depreciation allowances are
more generous than current law for equipment and utilities to offset
partially the removal of the investment tax credit, and deletion of the

Table 4
Interest Rates Under Alternative Tax Regimes (Percent)

Taxable Rate Taxable Rate Best Estimate
Implied by That Would of lO-Year Best Estimates of

Fixed Capital Maintain Average Taxable Tax-Exempt Rates
Stock Model Exempt Rates Rate 1-Year 10-Year

Current Law 11 5.5 7,7
Bradley-Gephardt 9.11 9.27 9.25 to 9.75 6.0 7.3
Kemp-Kasten 11.06 9.49 10,25 to 10.75 6.4 7.7
Treasury I 8.00 8.11 8 to 9 6.2 7.4
Treasury II 10,12 9.36 9.75 to 10,25 6.2 7.6

interest-indexation provision vastly dampens the negative effect of Trea-
sury I on highly leveraged depreciable real estate.

To determine the single interest rate that would maintain invest-
ment in the aggregate, a simulation model was constructed (Hender-
shott, 1985). The model contains seven types of nonresidential capital,
rental housing and owner-occupied housing. Households in six income
classes with endogenous tenure choices are considered. The model allo-
cates a given capital stock among the various capital components based
upon the investment hurdle rates for the capital components, the price
elasticities of demand with respect to the hurdle rates, and the elastic-
ities of homeownership with respect to the cost of owning versus rent-
ing. The interest rate adjusts in response to tax changes so as to maintain
the aggregate demand for capital at its initial level. As can be seen in the
bottom row of table 3, the rate declines are roughly 3 percentage points
with Treasury I, 2 points with Bradley-Gephardt, 1 point with Treasury II
and no decline with Kemp-Kasten.

Reform-Induced Changes in Interest Rates

The first two columns of table 4 reproduce, for each reform, the
interest rates provided by simulations of the capital allocation model and
by calculations of the taxable rates that would freeze average tax-exempt
coupons at their prereform level. As can be seen, the interest rates pro-
duced by the two methods differ by less than a quarter point for Bradley-
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Gephardt and Treasury I and only about three-quarters of a point for
Treasury II. These calculations indicate that the demand and domestic
supply schedules in figure 3 would drop about equally except in the
Kemp-Kasten case. With Kemp-Kasten, the demand for capital does not
decline, owing to the provision of substantial investment incentives.
However, marginal tax rates fall significantly, so the supply schedule
shifts downward.

The third column is my best estimate of the impact of the various
reforms on the level of taxable interest rates. The low end of the range is
roughly an average of the first two columns; the high end allows for an
offsetting influence of declines in net foreign saving. The rate declines
(mid-point) range from 1/2 percentage point with Kemp-Kasten to 21/2
points with Treasury I. The fourth and fifth columns contain my best
estimate of the impacts on one- and ten-year tax-exempt coupons. These
are obtained as the product of the taxable rate in column 3 and the rate
ratio listed in table 1.8 Under Kemp-Kasten, short-term exempt rates are
expected to rise by about a percentage point and long rates are un-
changed. Under the other reforms, the increase in short-term rates is
only one-half percentage point, and long-term rates decline slightly.

Financial Flows
The structure of financial flows would be altered by tax reforms in

three ways. First, the composition of the underlying real capital stock
and net investment flows could be changed; types of security issues that
tend to mirror specific investment outlays would be affected correspond-
ingly. Second, basic financing patterns could be reshaped, owing either
to tax-reform induced desired changes or to prohibitions against financ-
ing investment in specific ways (most notably by tax-exempt issues).
Third, to the extent that the various reforms would improve or reduce
the competitive position of particular institutions, the level and form of
financial intermediation would be affected. Treasury I would have far
and away the greatest impact on financial flows of the four reforms,
largely because of its interest indexation provision. Recognizing this, the
discussion treats Treasury I separately from the other reforms.

Treasury I

Table 5 contains simulated estimates of the impacts of the four re-
forms on the distribution of the capital stock among owner-occupied

8The Kemp-Kasten calculation is based upon a rate ratio of 0.730 which would exist if
the corporate tax rate were 0.4. The corporate rate is raised from 0.35 because higher tax
rates would be necessary to render Kemp-Kasten revenue neutral.
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.housing, depreciable real estate (residential and commercial), and other
structures (industrial and utility) and equipment.9 As can be seen, Trea-
sury I would have an enormous impact on this distribution. Owner-

Table 5
Impacts of Reforms on the Distribution of the American Capital Stock
(Percentage change)

Treasury I Bradley-Gephardt Treasury II Kemp-Kasten

Owner-Occupied
Housing 28 4 - 3 - 4
Depreciable Real
Estate - 21 4 6 7
Equipment and
Other Structures - 10 - 5 - 2 - 1

occupied housing, fueled by a 15 percent increase in the homeowner-
ship rate (8 percentage points), would increase by 28 percent;
depreciable real estate would decline by 21 percent (most being due to
the decline in renting); and equipment and corporate structures would
fall by 10 percent. This startling impact follows from the indexation of
interest income and expense, except for home mortgage deductions. In a
world of 5 percent inflation, the indexation would lead to a sharp reduc-
tion in interest rates. That home mortgage interest would still be fully
deductible would trigger a marked shift toward homeownership and a
general increase in the demand for housing services by owners.

The real-capital shifts of Treasury I imply a sharp increase in home
mortgage issues and declines in other mortgage and bond issues and in
business loans. The impact of these real-capital shifts would be rein-
forced by changes in household and corporate loan-to-value ratios.
Households would have a strong incentive to arbitrage the differential
indexation--to borrow more fully-deductible mortgage funds than they
would under current law and invest the overage in partially-taxed debt
assets. In contrast, corporate loan-to-value ratios should decline in re-
sponse to the reduction in the tax advantages of debt caused by both
interest indexation and the deductibility of half of corporate dividends.
Issues of home mortgages would be further stimulated by the restriction
against issues of single-family tax-exempt mortgage revenue bonds,
which averaged $10 billion in 1982 and 1983.l° With a 28 percent increase

9These data are long-run calculations assuming infinite price elasticities of factor sup-
plies. In the short run, asset prices will be bid up or down, thereby inducing the necessary
factor and real capital shifts. (Greater detail by asset category is contained in Hendershott,
i985.)

1°The data in this paragraph and the next are from The President’s Tax Proposals to the
Congress for Fairness, Growth and Simplicity, 1985, Table 11.01-1, p. 284.
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in owner-occupied housing flows and a 30 percent increase in the loan-
to-value ratio, home mortgage issues would be two-thirds greater in the
new "steady-state" than under current law. During the transition to this
state, issues would more than double.

The percentage reduction in issues of other mortgages, taxable
bonds and business loans would be less than the percentage increase in
home mortgages because the decline in the underlying real capital is
expected to be smaller and because restrictions on tax-exempt financing
of these activities would significantly increase taxable issues. Tax-exempt
multifamily rental housing bonds, private nonprofit hospital and educa-
tion bonds, student loan bonds and industrial development bonds ag-
gregated over $40 billion in 1983. This was fully one-third of taxable
business net debt issues in 1983 (only about one-sixth in 1984). As a
result, declines in taxable issues in the steady state of only 10 to 20
percent should be expected. In contrast, long-term tax-exempt issues
would likely be halved; the nongovernmental tax-exempt bond issues
that the reform proposal would sharply curtail constituted 61 percent of
1983 long-term tax-exempt issues.

Treasury I’s interest indexation feature would also have a notable
impact on financial intermediation. A single example serves to illustrate
the point. Consider a depository intermediary that invests solely in tax-
able instruments earning i (net of expected issues) and finances ~/of this
with deposits paying d and the remaining i - ~ with equity. The after-
tax income per dollar of assets is

After-Tax
Income = (1-[3-r)i - (1-[3"r)vd - (1--0o,

where ¯ is the relevant marginal tax rate, [3 is the fraction of interest
taxed and deducted (currently [3 = 1), and o is the ratio of "net other
expenses" to assets. Let i=0.12, d=0.10, o=0.02, -r =0.3, and ~/=0.95,
numbers roughly consistent with current data. Then

After-Tax
Income = .7(.12-.095-.02) = .0035.

With indexation and an inflation rate of 0.05, [3 = 0.545 and

After-Tax
Income = .82(.12-.095) - .7(.02) = .0069.

Under these circumstances, the intermediary’s profit rate would double.
The increase in profitability would lead to relatively higher deposit (and
lower loan) rates and greater financial intermediation.1~

11Insurance companies would benefit even more than depository institutions from
indexation because they have far more interest income than interest expense. However,
other provisions of the Treasury proposals would tax these companies more heavily.
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The Other Reforms
I turn now to the other three reforms, looking first at the data in

table 5 on the real capital stock effects. Bradley-Gephardt would general-
ly be favorable for real estate and unfavorable for other forms of capital.
This follows directly from the removal of the investment tax credit for
equipment and utility structures. Kemp-Kasten and Treasury II would
have nearly identical effects at this level of aggregation. Because these
plans partially offset the removal of the ITC with more favorable depreci-
ation allowances, the negative impact on assets other than real estate is
negligible. The declines in owner-occupied housing reflect a 5 percent
decrease in the homeownership rate.

All three reform proposals include the same general restrictions on
tax-exempt financing as Treasury I; thus net tax-exempt issues would be
roughly halved. Multifamily and commercial mortgage issues would
tend to increase under all three reforms, due to both the increase in real
capital and the shift from tax-exempt to taxable financing.

The restriction on issues of tax-exempt single-family housing bonds
would increase regular home mortgage issues, roughly offsetting the
declines under Kemp-Kasten and Treasury II caused by slight decreases
in owner-occupied housing. Home mortgage issues would tend to rise
under Bradley-Gephardt due to both the increase in housing and the
shift out of the tax-exempt market. Nevertheless, a decline in home
issues should be anticipated. Like the Treasury plans, Bradley-Gephardt
has three personal tax brackets, 0.14, 0.26 (income above $40,000), and
0.30 (income above $65,000). While interest earned by high-income
households would be taxed at the higher marginal rates, mortgage inter-
est expense would be deductible at only the base O. 14 rate. This should
stimulate considerably greater owner-equity financing of owner-occu-
pied housing, which would tend to reduce the demand for deposits as
well as the supply of mortgage securities.

Tax Reform and Stock Prices
Equities are largely claims on real capital or, more precisely, the net

cash flows generated by the capital for the shareholders, and the market
value of equities should equal the risk-adjusted present value of these
cash flows (Downs, 1985). To determine the impact of tax changes, then,
requires analysis of how the changes would be expected to alter both
expected net corporate cash flows and the rate at which they are dis-
counted to obtain market values. A first step in this analysis is specifica-
tion of the expected cash flows and market valuation under current law.
The second step deals with the reforms. The analysis is for non financial
corporations only; the methodology employed is not readily applicable
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to financial corporations.
The analysis computes "cash-out intrinsic values" (Brainard, Sho-

ven and Weiss, 1980). That is, tax reforms are presumed to affect the
value of the returns on existing capital only. To the extent that future
investments are expected to earn economic rents (investments in the
past 15 years do not appear to have earned any), the corporate tax rate
cuts in all reform proposals would increase the expected after-tax rents
and thus stock prices. Also, the calculations do not allow for an increase
in the value of land, although the possibility of such increases is dis-
cussed briefly. The projected stock market increases, then, might be
interpreted as conservative estimates.

The Value of Shareholders’ Claims to Existing Capital

Under current law the after-tax cash flows in period t from each
component (equipment and structures) of the existing fixed capital can
be written as

CFt = (1 -’r) NOIt +’rTAXDt- (1 - "c) INTt + z~DEBTt, (5)

where NOI is net operating income, INT is interest paid, TAXD is al-
lowable tax depreciation, and ZkDEBT is the change in outstanding debt
financing fixed capital. If firms finance a constant fraction, b, of the
market value ’of their fixed capital with debt at rate i, then

(1 - ,r) INTt = (1 - ¢) ibqtKt_ ~ and (5a)

ZkDEBTt = bA (qtKt- (5b)

where qt is the ratio of the market value to replacement cost of the
existing fixed capital stock and Kt is that replacement cost.

To understand better what is involved in projecting CFt, it is useful
to express both the tax depreciation term and Kt in terms of the current
nominal fixed capital stock, Ko:

~-TAXDt = T0tKo and (5c)

Kt = ~bt(1 + "rr)tKo, (Sd)

where -rr is the expected inflation rate. The 0t are based upon tax depreci-
ation schedules and decline monotonically; if Ko consisted entirely of
newly-placed, undepreciated capital, ~0t = 1.0, [Because the depreciable
base is not indexed under current law, there is no inflation adjustment in
(5c). ] The q~t measure the portion of the fixed capital stock existing when
the reform passes that is projected to still exist t periods later. Thus the
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qbt decline monotonically from qbo= 1.0 to qbN = 0.0, where N is the re-
maining service life of the "longest lasting" component of capital in Ko.
Estimates of the 0t and ~bt depend on the precise history of Ko: when it
w~s put in place, its original service life, and what depreciation method
was chosen.

The NOIs are also obviously related to the underlying fixed capital
stock. I express this relation as

NOIt = p~Kt- 1 ¯ (Se)

If technology were putty-putty and there were no costs to adjusting the
capital stock, Ot* would equal 0t, the current rental prices for equipment/
structures (plus, possibly, a little extra for economic rents). With putty-
clay technology and adjustment costs, Pt* is a weighted average of past
rental prices where the weights depend on the portion of the current
capital stock put into place in past periods. In the simulations, the NOIs
stemming from equipment and structures under current law are ob-
tained by setting Pt* equal to Pt. This procedure, I show below, does not
lead to implausible current valuation. The impact of the tax reform is
computed two ways: with O unchanged and with 0 shifted to the value
generated by the tax reform. Because the "correct" measure for stock
market valuation should lie in between these values, the estimated im-
pact of the reform on valuation should be bounded.

The present value of the cash flows (going to equity holders) pro-
duced by each component of the existing fixed capital stock is:

N CFt
PV°-=t=l ~ (1 q- elt’

(6)

where e is the nominal after-tax required return on corporate equity. As
noted above, the qts used to compute the CFts are defined as MVt/Kt.
The market value of the capital stock (value of the debt and equity) is the
discounted value of the nondebt cash flows:

N (1 - ’r) NOIj + "rTAXDj
MVt= ~                    ,

(l+r)t-J

where the discount rate is the weighted average cost of capital,
(1 -’r)vi + (1 - v)e. If q = 1, then MVt = PVt + DEBTt.

A portfolio equilibrium condition can be used to relate e to the
interest rate, the expected inflation rate, and personal tax parameters.
With the real and inflationary equity returns to shareholders taxed at
rates ’rer and -rg, respectively, the after-tax returns to shareholders can be
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Table 6
Parameter Values for Stock Market Calculations

Current Law Treasury I Treasury II Bradley-Gephardt Kemp-Kasten

Fraction of
Interest
Deductible (1~) 1,0 0.545a 1.0 1.0 1.0
Fraction of
Dividends
Deductible (,~) 0.0 0.5 0.1 0,0 0,0
Profits Tax
Rate (~r)b 0,4924 0.37 0.37 0,342 0.389
Interest Rate (i) 0.11 0.085 0,10 0,095 0.105
Equity Rate (e) 0.1687 0.1704 0.1649 0.1685 0.1662
Hurdle Rate for
Equipment (pE)c    0.2260 0.2733 0.2468 0.2621 0.2424
Hurdle Rate for
Structures (ps)c 0.1542 0.1586 0.1405 0.1440 0.1302
a Assumes a 5 percent inflation rate.
b Incorporates a 6 percent state and local tax rate deductible at the federal level.
c These data are computed in Hendershott (1985),

written as

(1 -- q’er) (e - ,rr) + (1 - ~g) w = Rm + Be, (7)

where Rm is the yield on risk-free tax-exempt securities and ~e is the risk
premium required on investment in corporate equity. Historically, firms
have paid a constant share, p, of real earnings out as dividends (Auer-
bach, 1982). Thus we write

"rer = p’tdiv + (1 - p) ¢cg,

where ’rdiv is the tax rate on dividends and "rcg is the tax rate applicable to
real increases in share prices and equals "rg under current law. In general,
I assume p=0.4, ~e=0.075, l"div=’rimax/2 and ¢cg=(1-excl)~irnax/4,
where ’rimax is the maximum personal tax rate on interest income, excl is
the capital gains exclusion, and the divisions by 2 and 4 reflect tax defer-
ral and avoidance activity.

Table 6 represents the values assumed for key parameters under
current law and under the tax reform proposals. Two parameters do not
vary across the reforms: the loan-to-value ratio of 0.33 and the inflation
rate of 0.05. With these parameters and the other assumptions, the com-
puted value of the equity holders’ claim on the existing fixed capital
stock is $899 billion. This number is not far from the rough market value
estimate implicit in the Board of Governors’ balance sheet accounts
(1985). The market value of fixed capital equals the market value of
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equity plus debt less the market value of assets other than fixed capital.12

The market value of nonfinancial corporate equity at the end of 1984 was
$1639 billion, and the market values of inventories and land were $754
and $577 billion, respectively. Under the assumption that the market
values of debt and financial assets equalled their book values, the mar-
ket value of the fixed capital stock was $962 billion.

Tax Reform and the Value of Shares
Tax reform could affect share values by fostering economic growth,

opening new, highly profitable investment opportunities. Such effects
are highly uncertain, however, and our analysis does not attempt to
quantify them. Rather, we limit ourselves to deducing the impact of tax
reform on the value of flows stemming from the existing fixed capital
stock. The market values of land and inventories are presumed to be
unaffected by the reforms.

To account fully for the reforms, a model must incorporate all their
provisions. The initial Treasury plan proposed indexation of interest ex-
pense-only [~ of expense could be deducted, where [~ is negatively
related to the inflation rate--and deductibility of -/ of dividend pay-
ments, DIVt. Treasury II continued the dividend deduction, although at
a lower rate, dropped interest indexation, and added a recapture
provision.

To account for the indexation of interest under Treasury I, the 1 --r
multiplying the INT variable is changed to 1- [~’r. To incorporate the
partial dividend exclusion (the deductibility of y of dividends), the cash
flows in (6) are multiplied by 1 + ~r-/, where ~ry is the tax saving from the
exclusion per dollar of cash flow to be paid out as dividends.13 To allow
for a possible recapture provision, equation (6) is rewritten as

PVo = ~ (1 + ,ry) CFt _ PVRECAP,(1 + e)t
(6’)

where the last term is the present value of this provision.14 In this frame-
work, the tax reforms affect the market value of equities by changing the
corporate tax rate, % by introducing interest indexation ([3<1) and/or a

12This presumes zero off-balance-sheet assets (goodwill) and liabilities (unfunded
pensions). Empirically, these can be nonzero but must be equal.

13While some of the increase in cash flows may be retained and reinvested, the pres-
ent value of the cash flows will be unaffected if the new investment earns the discount
rate, e.

~4This provision puts 40 percent of the excess depreciation (tax depreciation less the
straight line number reported in earnings and profit statements) taken in the 1980-84
period into taxable income in 1986-88 (12 percent each in 1986 and 1987 and 16 percent in
1988).
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Table 7
Impact of Tax Reforms on Share Values (Percent)

All Reform Without Dividend
Provisions Exclusion and Recapture

Bradley-Gephardt 10-13
Kemp-Kasten 4-7
Treasury I 20-30 8-16
Treasury II 9-10 9

partial dividend exclusion (~/>0), by changing personal tax rates (’re),
through "general equilibrium channels" (i, e, and p*), and by special
features such as the recapture provision of Treasury II.

The percentage changes in the market value of corporate equities
due to reforms are listed in table 7. The changes are the sum of the
impacts of the reforms on the equipment and structure PVs, divided by
the $1639 billion year-end 1984 market value of nonfinancial corpora-
tions reported by the Federal Reserve Board. Upper and lower estimates
of share-price percentage changes develop from alternative assumptions
about effects of the reforms on net operating incomes. Because the in-
vestment hurdle rates for plant and equipment are not altered by Trea-
sury II (or, more correctly, the increase for equipment is offset by the
decrease from structures), both assumptions generate the same esti-
mate. For Bradley-Gephardt and Treasury I, the upper estimate reflects
an increase in the NOIs based on the increase in hurdle rates; for Kemp-
Kasten, the lower estimate reflects a decrease in the NOIs owing to a
decline in hurdle rates. An additional set of estimates is developed for
the Treasury plans to measure the effect of including or excluding the
dividend exclusion (and the recapture provision for Treasury II) in the
reform plans.

Because all reforms reduce the taxation on existing capital, all would
increase stock values. The implied increases are about 10 percent for
Bradley-Gephardt and Treasury II, only 5 percent for Kemp-Kasten, and
a much larger 20 to 30 percent increase for Treasury I. 15 About half of the
latter comes from the 50 percent dividend exclusion; without the exclu-
sion, the impact of Treasury I would not differ much from those of Trea-
sury II and Bradley-Gephardt. For Treasury II, the small dividend
exclusion would raise share values by roughly 3 percent, and the recap-
ture provision would lower them by slightly less.

15These results assume that corporations receive full benefit of the decline in interest
rates (all debt is short-term or can be costlessly refinanced). In the case of constant NOIs,
the after-tax interest saving increases share values by over a percentage point only under
Bradley-Gephardt (11/2 points) and Treasury I (4 points).
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The data in table 7 presume no impact of tax reform on land values.
The reforms could raise land values significantly, however. Assume,
along the lines of Feldstein (1980), that the net-of-tax return on land
equals the real tax-exempt yield plus a risk premium:

(1
PL      rgW = Rm - ~r + ~L ,

where FL is the marginal product of a unit of land, eL is the effective tax
rate on real returns to land, PL is the real price of land and ~L is the
required risk premium on land. If the tax-exempt rate is not changed by
the tax reform (an assumption supported for all reforms except Kemp-
Kasten by the analysis in Section I), the productivity of capital is un-
changed, and minor changes in ~g are ignored, then the percentage
change in the real price of land is ~~’L/(1 --eL). If real returns on land were
taxed at the full corporate rate, land values would rise by roughly 25
percent, and corporate equities would rise in value by an additional 9
percent because corporate land is currently valued at 35 percent of cor-
porate equity.

Summary
Interest rates are determined by the supply of and demand for

funds to finance real capital. Tax reforms such as cuts in marginal corpo-
rate and personal tax rates and interest indexation lower interest rates by
shifting both the supply and demand curves downward. Reductions in
"pure" investment incentives--in investment tax credits and the gener-
osity of tax depreciation allowances--lower the demand curve only. The
precise decline in interest rates depends on the magnitude of these
curve shifts and of the interest-rate elasticities of investment demand,
domestic saving, and net foreign saving.

Shifts in the domestic-supply and demand schedules are calculated
for four tax reforms: Bradley-Gephardt, Kemp-Kasten, Treasury I and
Treasury II. On the supply side, the downward shifts are estimated to be
roughly 3 percentage points for Treasury I and about 11/2 percentage
points for the other three reforms. On the demand side, the downward
shifts are roughly three points again for Treasury I, two points for Brad-
ley-Gephardt, one point for Treasury II and no decline at all for Kemp-
Kasten. The larger shifts for Treasury I are attributable to its interest
indexation feature. The smaller demand shifts for Treasury II and Kemp-
Kasten (no shift at all) are the result of the more generous tax depreci-
ation allowances, especially under Kemp-Kasten, than exist under
current law. Taking into account the shifts of both curves and allowing
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for a dampening effect of net foreign saving, the rate declines from the
four plans are roughly 21/2 percentage points for Treasury I, 11/2 percent-
age points for Bradley-Gephardt, 1 point for Treasury II and 1/2 point for
Kemp-Kasten. Interest rates will decline with tax reform, but how much
depends on how the reform is structured.

Financial flows will be altered by tax reforms to the extent that:
(1) the composition of investment, especially between owner-occupied
housing, depreciable real estate and other assets, is altered; (2) desired
loan-to-value ratios are changed; and (3) particular types of issues are
specifically limited by the reforms. All reforms would sharply restrict
issues of tax-exempts for nongovernmental uses, issues which have con-
stituted 60 percent of total long-term exempt issues in recent years. All
reforms except Treasury I would also modestly reduce home mortgages,
Treasury II and Kemp-Kasten because of a roughly 5 percent reduction in
the demand for owner-occupied housing and Bradley-Gephardt because
of a decrease in the desired loan-to-value ratio. In contrast, other issues,
especially multifamily and commercial mortgages, would increase
owing to an increase in depreciable real estate and the restrictions on
tax-exempt issues for nongovernmental uses.

Far and away the largest changes in financial flows would occur in
response to the interest indexation provision of Treasury I. This provi-
sion would sharply lower interest rates and, because home mortgage
interest would still be fully deductible, the cost of debt financing for
owner-occupied housing. The combination of more of this housing and
a higher loan-to-value ratio would substantially increase home mortgage
issues. Other taxable issues would fall due both to the reallocation of
real capital toward housing and to a decrease in business loan-to-value
ratios, owing to the reduced deductibility of interest (and the partial
deductibility of dividends for corporations). This decline would, howev-
er, be mitigated by the shift from tax-exempt financing for nongovern-
mental purposes to regular taxable financing. Finally, interest indexation
would favor growth of financial intermediaries with the greatest excess
of interest income over interest expense.

The cut in the corporate income tax rate would raise the after-tax
cash flows stemming from the existing capital stock. This and minor
changes in the equity discount factor for these cash flows would raise
stock prices by roughly 5 percent under Kemp-Kasten and 10 percent
under the other three reforms. The 50 percent dividend exclusion of
Treasury I would raise stock prices by about another 15 percent ($250
billion). The smaller 10 percent dividend exclusion of Treasury II and its
recapture provision about offset each other.
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Discussion
James Tobin*

Patric Hendershott’s ambitious and informative paper estimates
quantitatively the effects of the several tax reform proposals on interest
rates, asset prices, and capital stocks. In terms of Kopcke’s dichotomy,
the theory underlying Hendershott’s calculations is neoclassical rather
than "cash flow."

Tax Effects on Capital Demand and Supply Prices
Hendershott seeks first to quantify the shifts in the pre-tax interest

rate that would hold constant the stocks of real capital desired by invest-
ing households and firms, mainly corporations. These are vertical shifts
in stock demand curves. The second blade of his scissors is the savings
supply curve. Hendershott estimates the shifts in the interest rate at
which savers, owners of wealth, would be willing to hold the capital
stocks. Estimates are disaggregated by types of capital: corporate and
noncorporate; residential and business; structures (industrial and utility)
and equipment; inventories; depreciable real estate; and owner-
occupied housing.

These numbers represent impact effects. Hendershott is, in this pa-
per, agnostic about the elasticities of the stock demand and supply
schedules. In cases where the computed vertical shifts of the demand
and supply curves differ at existing stocks, he does not try to tell us what
changes in stocks and interest rates would maintain equality of demand
and supply. Nevertheless his results are quite striking. They underscore
the qualitative conclusions about the various reforms that have emerged

*Sterling Professor of Economics, Yale University.
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in some of the previous discussions.
For the aggregate capital stock, Hendershott concludes that in most

of the proposals the vertical downward shifts of demand and supply are
not much different from each other, in terms of interest rates. Kemp-
Kasten is the exception, providing a slight boost to the stock demand
price (interest rate) while lowering the stock supply price. The other
reforms lower both demand and supply prices but create little gap be-
tween them at the existing stock. Treasury I generates the largest reduc-
tion, around 300 basis points, in both demand and supply prices.

Capital Reallocations and Their Welfare Effects
However, Hendershott’s calculations indicate striking differences

among the proposals in the allocations of capital among different types.
Treasury I would drastically increase the share of owner-occupied hous-
ing and decrease the shares of depreciable real estate and of business
plant and equipment. In previous sessions speakers have noted that
Treasury I, by tightening the tax treatment of nonresidential capital
while sparing the privileges of owner-occupied homes, would reallocate
capital towards residential capital. Hendershott’s calculations indicate
that this effect is very large.

What are the welfare effects of such reallocations? The status quo
and all the proposed reform packages are "second-best" regimes. It is
hard, perhaps impossible, to evaluate and rank them. We know, for
example, that in the present regime the differences in effective tax rates
among types and durabilities of investment are sources of inefficiency,
thanks especially to ERTA, TEFRA, et al. Treasury I eliminates most of
these. At the same time, Treasury I is likely to limit total accumulation of
business capital for many years to come. How do we balance the one
effect against the other? Likewise, does the improved efficiency within
the business investment sector promised by Treasury I make up for its
accentuated misallocation of saving between residential and nonresi-
dential use? Hendershott’s methods cannot answer questions like these.
Maybe John Shoven’s general equilibrium simulations can.

I have little quarrel with Hendershott’s methodology as far as it
goes. He makes a lot of simplifying assumptions, but he could hardly
get numerical estimates otherwise. Tax effects are intrinsically very non-
linear. Hendershott calculates average 6r aggregate effects by averaging
or aggregating all the variables relevant to an individual saver or inves-
tor. He gets his economy-wide estimates by entering those numbers in
the nonlinear formula appropriate to an individual. For example, his
complicated calculation of the effects of cuts in marginal tax rates and
other reforms on the difference between tax-exempt and taxable interest
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rates assumes that the marginal price-making market participants are the
same before and after the reform. Any tax reform would introduce so
many different changes in the positions and behaviors of market partici-
pants that we cannot have great confidence in such assumptions. But I
cannot suggest a better practical procedure.

Tax Rates and Risk-Sharing
A substantial omission from Pat’s paper, and from the whole discus-

sion, is any consideration of the effects of the tax reforms on risks of
capital accumulation, for aggregate capital and its various components.
The analyses and calculations proceed wholly in terms of average re-
turns and expected values. Yet reduction in tax rates, corporate and
personal, means that the Treasury is assuming less of the risk in the
same proportion as it takes a lower share on average. (This reduction in
risk-sharing is somewhat mitigated in those proposals where capital
gains and losses are subject to the same tax rates as ordinary incomes.)
The welfare effects of reallocations of risk-bearing between investors and
general taxpayers are as relevant as those of the changes in expected
after-tax returns. Hendershott assumes that the structure of after-tax
rates of return on tax-exempts, taxable government securities, equities,
and other assets will remain the same under the reforms. But in view of
the uneven changes in assets’ risk characteristics, this does not seem
likely.

Incentives with or without Windfalls
In the final section of his paper, Hendershott computes the changes

in valuations of existing equities in capital stock that the several reforms
would bring. These are dramatic in Treasury I, because it would exempt
half of dividend payments from corporate profits tax. There would also
be capital gains to holders of long-term bonds with taxable interest,
especially in Treasury I but also in the other proposals except for Kemp-
Kasten. These are windfalls; they do not add to the incentives to for new
investment. The spirit of all the proposals is to accept such windfalls.
These proposals make no effort to confine incentives to new investment.
In contrast, in 1962 the investment tax credit (ITC) was chosen as the
instrument to encourage business capital formation precisely because it
affected marginal investment decisions and minimized windfall trans-
fers from the Treasury to holders of existing assets. Even if one were to
accept the very different philosophy of today’s tax reformers, one could
hope they would seek to capture some of these windfalls by a transition-
al capital gains tax.
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Investment Incentives and the Macroeconomic Policy Mix
The ITC is repealed in all the proposals. That fact led me to reflect

on why it was introduced in the first place in the early 1960s. Some of its
architects and proponents are here today--Dick Musgrave, Joe Pech-
man, and I. We wanted to boost investment, both to fuel the recovery
from the two recessions of 1957-58 and 1960 and to lift the growth rate of
potential output. We would have liked to do so by reducing interest
rates, but we were constrained not just by congenital central bank con-
servatism but by the fear of capital outflows and gold losses if U.S. rates
were not internationally competitive. The ITC, applying only to domes-
tic investment, was a way out of that box, one that didn’t lose many
bucks of revenue for its investment bang. We couldn’t afford to lose
much revenue because balanced budget discipline was strong in those
days, in Democratic administrations. Moreover, the economists’ original
proposal limited the ITC to investment in excess of depreciation claimed
on the tax return, and limited deductions for depreciation to the taxpay-
er’s share in ITC-subsidized investment.

The rationale of ERTA in 1981, and the policy mix then advocated by
Martin Feldstein, bear some superficial resemblance to the rationale of
the ITC in the Kennedy administration. In 1981 high interest rates were
justified partially on international grounds; they would buy the United
States some disinflation in a floating exchange rate world. They were
also justified as a deterrent to residential construction, on the ground
that it was excessively favored by the tax law. Business investment
would be spared the deterrence of high interest rates by accelerated cost
recovery as well as by the ITC. This attempt to redress the imbalance
between residential and nonresidential investment was not part of the
1982 program. It turned out that the 1981 policy mix not only penalized
housing but also devastated United States foreign investment. And now
the Administration proposes to reverse ERTA, and seeks political points
for correcting its own mistakes.

The Long-Run National Propensity To Save
In the long run, which Hendershott does not discuss, the capital

intensity of the economy will be governed by the nation’s propensity to
save. I optimistically assume that the Fed will see to it, across cycles and
decades, that the real interest rate of the economy balances investment
demand and saving supply along a path of real economic growth that
maintains unemployment roughly constant on average, though perhaps
at a higher rate than I would personally like. This being the case, the
effects of tax reforms on capital accumulation will ultimately depend
mainly on their effects on the nation’s long-run propensity to save, on
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the wealth-to-income ratio the nation desires. More precisely, this pro-
pensity will determine our accumulation of domestic plus foreign cap-
ital--a more important matter than domestic capital alone. A large
resident capital stock is not a great blessing if it is mortgaged to the rest
of the world at rates equal to its marginal productivity.

What are the long-run effects of the tax reforms on the national
propensity to save? They reduce the wedge between the pre-tax margin-
al productivities of capital, here and overseas, and the after-tax rates
received by savers. I am ready to believe this effect is positive, but I don’t
know by how much. I am sure that demand for wealth is nowhere near
infinitely elastic at any after-tax rate of return. Many people have finite
horizons, even shorter than their lifetimes, because of liquidity con-
straints. The interest-elasticity of savings supply is a big issue. The pa-
per at hand understandably gives no answer, and the question has
received surprisingly little attention at this conference. In answering it,
one would have to consider the negative effects on capital accumulation
of the taxes or public debts that replace the revenues lost by reducing
taxation of capital incomes.

On this issue, one proposition I am quite confident about is the
following: The explosive growth of public debt relative to GNP and na-
tional wealth, resulting from the budget policies of the Administration,
is a much bigger threat to the national propensity to accumulate produc-
tive wealth than can be countered by the proposed reductions in the
wedge between pre-tax and after-tax capital incomes. (Incidentally, any-
one who believes that private domestic saving is highly elastically avail-
able without raising after-tax returns has no reason to worry about
"crowding out.")

The Wasted Opportunities
It is most unfortunate that proposals for tax reforms should at this

time take the center of the stage away from the need to restore the
revenue-raising capabilities of the federal tax system. The reforms are
supposedly revenue-neutral, but the chances are that, if any reform at all
is enacted, it will be a revenue-loser. When the history of this period is
written, I suspect, it will be the verdict that people in Washington, some
with the best of intentions and some not, spent their time and energies
on the wrong problem.

Moreover, the cause of tax reform may in the end be set back by the
whole episode. Opportunities for real tax reform are rare. It they are to
be used to best advantage, then the whole web of taxation should be on
the table, not just the income taxes to which current reform proposals
are confined--for no reason other than lack of time. The agenda should
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include taxes on consumption, sales, particular commodities, value add-
ed, and inheritances. It should include refundability of credits and ex-
emption values for the poor, cumulative lifetime tax accounts, and other
innovations. We would need a bipartisan or nonpartisan blue ribbon
commission, like the Canadian Carter commission on taxation or our
own Greenspan commission on social security, to study the whole sys-
tem and prepare the intellectual and political ground for reforms. In-
stead we had a 10-month internal study by Treasury staff, circumscribed
by preemptive mandates that limited the range of alternatives to be
considered and ignored the implications of reform proposals for related
taxes and transfers. Then the Administration retreated from the staff’s
proposals in response to lobbying until now, if there is any legislation at
all, it will lack any unifying set of principles and objectives. Retreat may
well become rout before a bill undeservedly labeled "tax reform"
emerges from the Congress. It’s a shame.



Discussion
Barry P. Bosworth*

This very useful paper covers a wide range of issues involved in the
taxation of capital income, although there is perhaps not as much as
promised in the title about the effects of tax reform on financial institu-
tions. I think the major point of the paper is its emphasis on incorporat-
ing induced changes in interest rates into the evaluation of any tax
reform proposal that changes both personal and business taxes. The
issue is important because most of the current proposals envision a shift
in the point of collection of taxes from that at which income is received to
the point at which it is earned.

Several previous studies have looked at the overall effect of tax
changes on capital income by assuming a constant after-tax rate of return
and then adding corporate and personal taxes together to compute the
overall tax wedge between the return that investments earn and the
return that savers receive. Alternatively, Hendershott undertakes the
analysis by considering the demand and supply of capital separately. He
finds that, under most of the current proposals, reduced taxation of
capital income when it is received by investors (the supply side) would
allow the interest rate on taxable assets to decline significantly while
maintaining the same after-tax return. On the other hand, increased
taxation of capital income at the point where it is earned (the demand
side) also shifts the demand curve down--firms would make the same
investments only at a lower cost of funds. The result is roughly matching
shifts of demand and supply that leave the quantity of capital approxi-
mately unchanged, but at lower market interest rates. I have some tech-
nical quibbles with the methodology that Hendershott uses, but they

*Senior Fellow in the Economic Studies Program at The Brookings Institution.
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would not alter his basic conclusions.
I am not sure that the method used by Hendershott is superior to

the calculation of the overall tax wedge (effective tax rates), but it does
bring out several points not highlighted by the other approach. In par-
ticular, he argues that the Treasury I method of inflation indexing would
not work for financial institutions; furthermore, the failure to index
mortgage interest rates would dramatically increase the opportunities to
use mortgages as a means of tax avoidance. Hendershott also lays out an
interesting and useful method for evaluating the effect of tax changes on
corporate stock values.

There are several additional issues of great interest to financial mar-
kets that are not taken up in the paper. First, it is remarkable how times
change. Much of the pressure for tax reform in the 1970s resulted from
concern about the distorting effects of inflation, interacting with taxes,
on capital formation. Yet, most evaluations of alternative proposals to-
day simply ignore the sensitivity of the tax wedge to variations in infla-
tion. Thus, the Treasury I proposal gets very little credit for its
approximate neutrality with respect to inflation.

Second, the analysis pays inadequate attention to the importance of
debt versus equity financing. Several other authors, particularly Don
Fullerton, have emphasized this factor, but nobody has developed a
model that incorporates debt financing as an endogenous characteristic
of the tax system. The issue is important because far more interest is
reported as an expense of business than ever shows up as income
earned by investors. The differential treatment of interest expenses and
interest income sharply alters earlier arguments by Martin Feldstein and
others that inflation increased effective tax rates on capital. Once ac-
count is taken of the effects of inflation on interest rates and thus tax
deductions, its impact on investment is far more ambiguous and very
dependent on the extent to which debt financing is used. For example, I
would doubt that even the most standard conclusion that the tax system
favors investment in equipment over investment in structures can be
shown to be true, given the variety of different financial arrangements
that are possible. Structures investments, for example, often carry a
much higher level of debt financing, and thus benefit more from the
deductibility of interest payments. The issue is also important because at
least one of the plans, Treasury I, would dramatically alter the attractive-
ness of debt versus equity financing.

My concern is that this type of single-case evaluation of the effect of
tax reform on capital formation gives an undue impression of precision
to the estimates. It also leads to an undue emphasis on the size of the
average tax rate, and ignores other factors such as the degree of neutral-
ity of the tax system with respect to: (1) the choice among assets; (2)
changes in the rate of inflation; and (3) changes in the method of financ-
ing. In addition, there is an interest, particularly at the level of macroeco-
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nomic policy, in the sensitivity of investment to changes in market
interest rates. If the tax system shelters investment from the effects of
changes in the cost of funds, the variation in interest rates required to
achieve the goals of overall stabilization policy will, under some condi-
tions, be increased.

Finally, I was interested in another issue that is explored in Hender-
shott’s paper, and that is the role of foreign capital flows in any evalua-
tion of tax reform. First, net foreign investment, the current account,
should be treated as a form of investment. From a welfare perspective,
we should be primarily concerned with national saving, not domestic
investment. Given any overall rate of national saving, those resources
should be allocated between domestic and foreign investment so as to
maximize the rate of return to Americans. If we assume for the moment
that national saving is fixed, any increase in the incentives for domestic
investment simply increases foreign capital inflows, causes an apprecia-
tion of the exchange rate, and leads to a larger current-account deficit.
The rise in the exchange rate in turn reduces the attractiveness of do-
mestic versus foreign investment, leading to an automatic offset to the
original tax stimulus.

Thus, the critical issue is not the effect on domestic investment, but
its impact on domestic saving. From this perspective the results of the
last five years are not encouraging to those who believe that a reduction
in capital income taxation will sharply raise national saving rates. In the
absence of laboratory experiments, we could not have had a better test
of that hypothesis than that provided by events of the last five years.
Real rates of interest have increased drastically, marginal tax rates are
much lower, and financial deregulation made those higher rates of re-
turn available to a wider range of savers. Yet, the overall private saving
rate did not change. In fact, national saving has fallen dramatically as
increased government dissaving has not been offset by behavior in the
private sector. It appears that the most effective means of increasing the
national saving rate would be to focus on reducing the budget deficit,
not on tax reform. However, it may be too early to draw conclusions
about the effects on private saving behavior of changes in the rate of
return, because of the differential effects on older-age cohorts who have
previously accumulated some wealth and younger cohorts who have
not.

The degree of openness of the economy is also critical in Hender-
shott’s analysis of the extent to which shifts in the point of collection of
capital income taxes will change overall investment incentives. In an
open-economy analysis, if other Countries treat capital-income recipients
in the same way as the United States, a reduction in the U.S. tax on its
recipients will not reduce market interest rates; thus, there will not be an
interest-rate offset to the increased tax on capital income at the point
where it is earned.



The Effect of Tax Simplification
Educational and Charitable
Organizations
Charles T. Clotfelter*

The tax code in the United States historically has provided quite a
favorable environment for nonprofit institutions. Not only are such in-
stitutions usually exempt from taxation, but contributions made to them
are deductible in the individual, corporate, and estate taxes. Other tax
provisions, such as the exclusion of scholarships and certain fringe
benefits from income, the use of tax-exempt bond financing, and tax
credits for research support, have also aided educational and other non-
profit organizations. Although there has been no comprehensive analy-
sis comparing the impact of these various provisions, it is clear that the
charitable deductions in federal taxes provide a subsidy for contributions
and that private donations constitute a very important source of support
for nonprofit institutions. Table 1 shows the relative importance of pri-
vate donations to the nonprofit sector by type of organization. Educa-
tional and research institutions in 1980 received 15.5 percent of their
operating revenues from contributions and another 5.5 percent from
endowments, most of which were created by private gifts. Religious
organizations, with some 90 percent of their revenues from these two
sources, were most dependent on private giving; health services, with
only about 10 percent, were least dependent by this measure.

Most tax reform and simplification proposals currently being dis-
cussed would alter the favorable treatment of charitable contributions
and nonprofit institutions. Motivated by dissatisfaction with the com-
plexity and high rates of the present income tax, most proposals would

*Professor of Public Policy Studies and Economics, Duke University. The author is
grateful to Gerald Auten, Lawrence Lindsey, Ralph McCaughan and Eugene Steuerle for
helpful discussions, to Eva Herbst for research assistance, and to Duke University for
support. The views expressed in this paper are his own and do not necessarily reflect
those of Duke University.
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Table 1
Receipts of Nonprofit Organizations, by Source, 1980

Type of Total
Organization (Billions)

Health Services $74.3
Education/Research 36.7
Religious Organizations 18.0
Social Services 15.9
Civic, Social and Fraternal

Organizations 5.5
Arts/Culture 5.0
Foundations 4.2
Legal Services 0,3

$159.9

Percentage Distribution of Receipts by Source
Contri- Dues, fees, Endow- Other Govern-
butions charges ments Private ment

8.9 48.7 1.4 6.7 34.3
15.5 53.0 5.5 9.5 16.4
86.1 -- 4.4 9.4 ~
30.2 25,2 3.8 6.9 34.0

25.2 27.3 3.6 7,3 36.4
62.0 10.0 2,0 2,0 24,0
19.0 -- 81.0 -- --
33,3 -- -- -- 66.7

Note: Percentages may not add to 100.0 due to rounding.
Source: Hodgkinson and Weitzman (1984, p. 45).

replace the current system with a structure featuring a broader tax base,
fewer deductions, and lower tax rates. However, the same tax rate cuts
that promise improved economic incentives and taxpayer compliance
would also bring reductions in subsidies for expenditures now favored
by the income tax, such as contributions. Owing to the deduction for
charitable contributions, the current income tax effectively subsidizes
gifts at the rate of a taxpayer’s marginal tax rate in much the same way
that some of the costs of homeownership and certain other activities are
subsidized. Any change in the income tax that includes a reduction in
rates of taxation will likewise tend to reduce the rate of subsidy. Any
restriction or elimination of the deduction would also cut the subsidy
rate. Similar changes in the corporate or estate taxes would have compa-
rable impacts on subsidy rates. While it remains to consider the magni-
tude of the impact of such changes in subsidy rates, it is certainly clear
that tax simplification as currently envisioned could have a marked im-
pact on rates of tax subsidy for charitable giving.

This paper examines the likely impact of tax simplification on edu-
cational and other nonprofit institutions eligible to receive tax-deduct-
ible contributions. Among the areas of possible impact, private
contributions receive most of the attention largely because of their im-
portance as a source of support, but also partly because our understand-
ing of other effects is not well developed. Contributions by individuals
are by far the most important form of giving, accounting for over four-
fifths of the total,1 so giving by individuals is dealt with first and at

1Individuals accounted for about 88 percent of contributions made by corporations,
estates and individuals in 1984, according to estimates in American Association of Fund-
Raising Counsel (1985, p.7).
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greatest length. The first section of the paper discusses the impact that
taxes in general have on charitable contributions by individuals. There is
a very brief review of previous econometric analyses of charitable giving,
followed by a consideration of the impact of the 1981 tax cut. The next
section presents simulations showing the likely impacts of several tax
proposals on contributions by individuals, based on an econometric
model of giving. These simulations suggest that the reduction in subsidy
rates implicit in most current tax reform proposals will have a significant
impact on the level of individual giving. The following section focuses
on one aspect of individual giving that is especially important to educa-
tional and cultural institutions: gifts of appreciated property. The paper
goes on to consider other likely effects of tax simplification, including
the impact on corporate gifts, volunteering, and other aspects of non-
profit institutions. There is a brief concluding section.

Tax Policy and Individual Giving
Few would argue that taxes are the most important influence on

charitable giving. There is considerable evidence, however, to indicate
that taxes can have a significant effect on contributions. Economists
identify two separate effects. First, taxes obviously affect after-tax in-
come, and the level of after-tax income is highly correlated with the level
of contributions. Other things equal, an increase in an individual’s tax
liability will tend to depress giving by decreasing net income. Second,
taxes affect the net cost per dollar, or price, of giving. If contributions are
deductible in calculating taxes, then making a gift reduces tax liability,
and the after-tax cost of giving a dollar becomes less than a dollar. For
example, a taxpayer in the 35 percent bracket enjoys a tax reduction of 35
cents for each dollar contributed. The net cost is therefore only 65 cents
per dollar of contributions.

Econometric analyses indicate that both net income and the net cost
per dollar are significant factors in explaining giving patterns of individ-
uals. Specifically, an increase in net income of 10 percent is associated
with increases in giving on the order of 7 to 8 percent. A 10 percent
increase in the net cost per dollar is usually associated with declines in
contributions of more than 10 percent, often between 12 and 13 percent.
On the assumption that two hypothetical situations differ only by the
prevailing tax regime, the effect of changes in tax law can be simulated
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by applying the changes in net income and net cost per dollar implied by
each law.2

The income and price elasticities underlying these magnitudes
clearly are of critical importance in determining the size of the impact of
any change in tax law. When revenue-neutral proposals are compared,
the effects of changes in after-tax income among taxpayers tend to cancel
out in the aggregate, leaving the price effects as the dominant tax influ-
ence on contributions. Accordingly, a great deal of effort has been devot-
ed to econometric estimates of the price elasticity of charitable giving. In
assessing the implications of this econometric evidence for tax changes,
policy analysts have paid particular attention to the magnitude of this
price elasticity and to the possibility that it might vary by income class.3

As a measure of overall price responsiveness, an elasticity on the
order of - 1.3 seems to be a representative value based on what is now a
rather large number of empirical studies. An elasticity on this order is
representative of studies that focus on low-income and middle-income
households as well as studies focused on the wealthy.4 There is, of
course, variation among studies in actual point estimates, just as each
individual estimate is subject to statistical error. Furthermore, there is
considerably more uncertainty concerning the price responsiveness of
households at lower income levels than those at middle and upper in-
comes. If the price elasticity does in fact vary by income, there seems to
be more evidence to suggest that the elasticity grows (in absolute value)
as income rises, rather than vice versa.5 For this reason, the simulations
presented below are based on two alternative econometric models, one
assuming a constant price elasticity (and income elasticity) and one as-
suming variable elasticities. In the variable elasticity model, both the
income and price elasticities rise in absolute value with income. The
price elasticity, for example, is -0.3 for the average taxpayer in the
$5000-$10,000 class and -2.7 for the average taxpayer with over $1
million in income.6 The basic price elasticity used in the constant elastic-

2Consider a simple constant-elasticity model of gi~ing: G = AY~PbXCev, where G is
contributions, Y is net income, P is the price of giving, X is a set of other factors influenc-
ing contributions (such as attitudes, age, family composition, factors that influence the
perceived need of charitable organizations and other non-tax factors), v is an error term,
and A, a, b, and c are constants. The model can be used to predict giving in any period 2
based on giving in a base period 1 and changes in explanatory variables from one period
to the next: G2 = GI(Y2/Y~)a (P2/P1)b (X2]X1)c. If the other factors, denoted by the X’s, are
assumed not to change over time (the ceteris paribus assumption), the change in giving is
then a function of tax-induced changes in price and net income.

3For a review of this literature, see Clotfelter (1985a, Chapter 2).
4For a comparison of estimated elasticities, see Clotfelter (1985a, pp.56-63; and 1985c,

p. 1276). For a critique of constant-elasticity models, see Rudney (1985).
5For a discussion of the variation in the price elasticity by income, see Clotfelter

(1985a, pp. 66-71).
6See appendix table A-1 for representative price and income elasticities by income

level.
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ity model is - 1.27, based on estimates of Clotfelter and Steuerle (1981).
As one way of reflecting the uncertainty about this parameter, overall
simulations using extreme low and high values of the price elasticity are
also presented for comparison.7

Another way in which the price elasticity might vary was suggested
recently in the Treasury Department’s explanation of its proposed floor
for the charitable deduction:

The proposal would have some effect on charitable giving, but the
impact is not expected to be significant. It is doubtful that the first dollars
of giving, or the giving of those who give only modest amounts, are affect-
ed significantly by tax considerations. Rather, contributions also depend
on factors such as financial ability to give, membership in charitable or
philanthropic organizations and general donative desire. As potential giv-
ing becomes large relative to income, however, taxes are more likely to
affect the actual level of donations. Under the proposal, the current incen-
tive would be maintained for the most tax sensitive group--taxpayers
who give above-average amounts. (U.S. Treasury Department 1984, Vol. II,
p. 7o).

This argument would be consistent with two hypotheses. First, it might
imply that the price elasticity grows for any individual as his contribu-
tions increase (with income fixed). In other words,, the price elasticity
would not be constant even for a given individual. Alternatively, the
statement would be consistent with the notion that there are systematic
differences in price sensitivity between big givers and small givers at any
income level. While either possibility is plausible, existing econometric
work does not provide evidence by which they may be judged.

Despite the relatively high degree of consensus among econometric
studies of charitable giving regarding the effects of taxes, it is useful to
ask how well the resulting estimates predict actual trends in contribu-
tions. As noted above, most estimated models explicitly account for only
a few of the possible influences on giving, including taxes. Thus, these
models are seldom appropriate for assessing changes in giving due to
factors other than taxes. Given that rather important proviso, one can
apply the basic model used in the simulations below to predict the effect
of one recent tax change, the 1981 tax cut. Because of the reduction from
70 to 50 percent in the top marginal tax rate enacted in 1981, the price of
giving increased substantially for upper-income taxpayers. Assuming
that there had been no change in any determinants of contributions
other than price and after-tax income, one can use estimated price and

7Excluding the extreme highest and lowest price elasticity estimates among i4 studies
summarized in Clotfelter (1985a, Table 2.12) yields approximate upper- and lower-bound
values of-0.9 and -2.3.
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income elasticities to calculate a predicted change in contributions.
Table 2 shows actual and predicted changes in average giving by

income class between 1980, the year before the tax bill was passed, and
1983, the second full year following passage,s Predicted contributions
declined in all income classes and declined markedly for incomes of
$100,000 and over, the latter as a result of the sharp increases in the price
of giving for these taxpayers. In comparison, actual contributions rose in
two of the first six income classes and declined sharply in the highest
three classes. While not predicting changes precisely, the model does
provide a useful set of predictions regarding the pattern of changes
across income groups. Contributions for the top income classes are pre-
dicted to fall the most, and this in fact was the case. The predicted values
tend to underestimate giving at lower incomes, and this could well indi-
cate the influences of other, nontax effects. For the top four income
classes together, the model predicts a decline in average contributions of
19.7 percent; the actual decline was 18.4 percent.

The Impact of Current Proposals

Current tax reform proposals seek to lower tax rates by broadening
the tax base, thus keeping revenues approximately constant. Table 3
shows the extent of tax rate reduction implied by four of the most promi-
nent proposals. Compared to the current maximum rate of 50 percent,
these tax proposals have maximum rates that range from 25 to 35 per-
cent. In general, tax reform proposals can affect giving in four ways.
First, reform proposals can eliminate the deduction or restrict it to tax-
payers who itemize their deductions. If no tax credit is substituted, the
elimination of the deduction can result in a significant increase in the net
cost per dollar of giving. The provisions affecting the deductibility of
contributions for each proposal are noted in table 3. Less obviously,
changes that make itemization less attractive may also affect the number
of taxpayers who receive an incentive. Second, any change in the rate of
tax will affect the net cost. A reduction in rates--specifically the rate at
which gifts are deducted--will tend to increase the net cost of giving.
Third, reform proposals may affect the attractiveness of contributing
appreciated assets. Currently, a taxpayer who makes a gift of appreciat-

~The first year, 1982, could well have been affected by decisions of taxpayers to accel-
erate planned 1982 gifts into 1981 in order to take advantage of the higher tax rates.

In addition, a constant 50 percent gain-to-value ratio was assumed and predicted
contributions were adjusted for the likely incomplete adjustment in giving behavior be-
tween 1981 and 1983.



Table 2
Actual and Predicted Changes in Contributions between 1980 and 1983

Average Contributions Percentage Change in:
(1980 dollars) Actual Predicted

1980 1983 Contribu- Contribu-
Income actual actuala Net Incomeb Pricec tions tionsd

Under $5,000 !73 137 - 15 0 -21 -7
$5,000under$10,000 436 415 -16 + 3 - 5 -!0
$10,000under$15,000 513 532 -15 + 5 + 4 -11
$15,000 under $20,000 523 559 -16 + 5 + 7 -11
$20,000 under $25,000 565 551 - 6 + 7 - 2 - 8
$25,000 under $30,000 624 605 -15 + 9 - 3 -13
$30,000 under $50,000 858 767 - 13 + 13 - 11 - 15
$50,000 under $100,000 1,725 t,427 -13 +23 -!7 -20
$100,000 under $200,000 4,668 3,929 - 8 +47 -16 -28
$200,000 under $500,000 13,808 10,025 - 9 +57 -27 -32
$500,000 under $1,000,000 47,433 27,735 - 7 +6! -42 -33
$1,000,000 and over 207,089 104,330 - 1 +88 -50 -38
a 1983 values were deflated using the GNP price deflator, which rose 20.7 percent between 1980 and 1983. Economic Report of The President 1985, p. 236.
b Net income = adjusted gross income - taxes after credits.
c Price = C(1 -m) + (1 -C)(1 -m-0.5mc), where C = proportion of contributions in cash, m = marginal tax rate, and mc = marginal tax rate on capital gains
income. The marginaI tax rate for 1980 is adjusted for the effect of the maximum tax on earned income. See Clotfelter and Salamon (1982). Prices of giving were
computed for the first dollar of contributions for joint and single taxpayers separately in each class; then a weighted average was calculated based on the number of
taxpayers in each filing category
d The model used was G’83 = Gso (Ysa!Yso)78 (F~83/Pso)- 1.27 and G83 = (G’83)"6° (Gso)’4°, where G is actual contributions, G* is the long-run level of contributions, Y is net
income, and P is price.
Data sources: U.S. Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income--1980, Individual Income Tax Returns and Hostelier and Holik (1984-85).
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Table 3
Maximum Tax Rate and Provisions for Contributions:
Current Law and Selected Tax Proposals

Provisions for Individual
Law or Proposal Maximum Tax Rate Contributions

1985 law 50% Itemized deduction; 50% deduction for
nonitemizers

Treasury I 35 Itemized deduction over 2% of AGI; construc-
tive realization for appreciated gifts

Treasury II 35 Itemized deduction; constructive realization
for appreciated gifts in minimum tax

Bradley-Gephardt 30 Deduction (at 14%)
Kemp-Kasten 25 Deduction

Table 4
Factors Affecting Itemization: Current Law and Selected Proposals

Allowable Estimated
Zero Bracket Deductions Percentage
Amount for as Percent of Taxpayers

Law or Proposal Couples of Current Itemizing

1985 law $3567a 1 O0 39
Treasury I 3800 60 29
Treasury II 4000 57 27
Bradley-Gephardt 6000 86 27
Kemp-Kasten 3500 75 33
a $3400 in 1984, indexed using annual GNP price deflator, not rounded.

ed assets not only receives the benefit of the deduction for the market
value but in addition does not have to pay the capital gains tax on the
contributed property which would have been due if indeed the gain had
been realized. This added advantage is eliminated by any proposal that
limits the deductible amount to basis or requires capital gains tax to be
paid for such gifts. Finally, contributions can be influenced by floors or
ceilings that limit the deductibility of contributions.

Table 4 focuses on one aspect affecting the incentive to contribute,
namely, the proportion of taxpayers who itemize their deductions. This
proportion depends on the number of deductions a particular proposal
allows as well as the threshold level for itemization. Among these pro-
posals, the threshold level ranges from $3,500 to $6,000. The average
value of allowable deductions falls between 14 and 43 percent as com-
pared to current deductions. The estimated percentage of taxpayers who
itemize ranges from 39 percent under current law to 27 percent under
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the President’s tax proposals (hereafter, Treasury II) and the Bradley-
Gephardt proposal.9

Before turning to the simulation results, it is useful to summarize
the major provisions in the Treasury I and Treasury II proposals. The
Treasury I plan would, first, repeal the above-the-line charitable deduc-
tion for nonitemizers. Second, contributions by itemizers would be de-
ductible only to the extent that they exceeded 2 percent of adjusted gross
income (AGI). For taxpayers whose contributions fall under this thresh-
old, there would be no tax incentive for giving. Third, the special benefit
of donating gifts of appreciated assets, presently in the tax law, would be
eliminated. The deduction in such cases would be limited to the inflated
basis of the asset or market value, whichever is less. In the case of
appreciated assets, this treatment is equivalent to a requirement that
capital gains be realized before gifts are made. Fourth, the reduction in
allowable itemized deductions under the Treasury I proposal would re-
duce the number of itemizers, as shown in table 4, thus reducing the
number of taxpayers who receive an incentive to give. The Treasury II
proposal would also repeal the charitable deduction for nonitemizers
and reduce the number of taxpayers who itemize. It drops the 2 percent
floor and relegates the constructive realization of appreciated gifts to the
minimum tax.s° Both proposals, by virtue of their cuts in tax rates,
would raise the net cost of giving for most of those who were still eligible
to deduct contributions.

The Model
In order to estimate the effect of these and other proposals on chari-

table giving, I incorporated the economic model of giving described
above in a computer simulation model that embodies a number of as-
sumptions regarding the growth of income and other economic variables
into the future. The data that formed the basis of the simulations are

9As described in Clotfelter (1985b), the calculation of taxes and tax rates is designed to
reflect the most important features of each proposal without incorporating all changes. In
addition, some approximations are used where necessary data are not available. In the
case of the Treasury I and Treasury II plans the $5,000 interest ceiling was applied simply
to all non-mortgage interest, though in fact it is to be applied to interest other than mort-
gage on the principal residence and interest over investment income. Under the Treasury
II plan, miscellaneous deductions are added to employee business expenses and made an
above-the-line adjustment subject to a 1 percent floor. I assumed that 75 percent of such
expenses, prorated over all taxpayers, would be deductible.

The proportion of taxpayers predicted to itemize for any given income class in the
simulation model depends in part on the aggregate ratio of allowable deductions under
the proposal in question to deductions under existing law. The estimated value of this
ratio under the Treasury II proposal was 0.57, compared to a ratio of 0.60 under the
Treasury I plan. See Clotfelter (1985b, Appendix).

1°See below for a discussion of gifts of appreciated assets.
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published tax return information for 1982. Income and other dollar
amounts were "aged" to 1985 using per capita nominal rates of growth of
GNP. The resulting income and other dollar quantities at each income
level and for each of four types of tax returns were subjected to the
definitions and tax rates of the various proposals in order to calculate tax
liability and tax rates. Where the proposals called for indexation, such
changes were made based on projected rates of inflation. The simula-
tions of tax liability do not account for all aspects of each proposal due to
the need for unpublished data. In each case, however, the most impor-
tant aspects of each proposal are reflected in the simulations as well as
all of the majo~ provisions directly affecting charitable giving. Using
these proposals, net income and the net cost of contributions per dollar
were calculated for four representative households in each of 14 income
classes, or 56 representative households per proposal. For each repre-
sentative unit, the parameters from an econometric model of contribu-
tions were applied to contributions in 1982 to project a giving level under
the proposal in 1985.

As with other simulations, the numbers produced by this model are
point estimates subject to statistical and other errors common to econo-
metric simulation in general. The estimates refer to the likely long-run
level of contributions that would have been observed if the proposal in
question had already been in effect for several years prior to 1985 as has
the present law. Finally, these simulations employ an automatic revenue
adjustment so that the tax plans considered, with the exception of the
Treasury I and II plans, will be revenue-neutral. In most cases, tax rates
are adjusted proportionately so that each proposal will raise the same
revenue as actual law in 1985. The Treasury I plan was designed to raise
8.5 percent less revenue than current law and the Treasury II proposal 7
percent less, with increases in the corporate income tax making each
entire package revenue-neutral.

Table 5 summarizes the simulation results for the two basic models.
The estimate of total contributions in 1985 is on the order of $60 billion.
By comparison, the Giving U.S.A. (1985, p.7) estimate for contributions
by individuals in 1984 is $61.55 billion. Since there is no detailed descrip-
tion of the methodology used by Giving U.S.A. it is impossible to know
the reason for this difference, but one possible explanation is that my
estimates cover taxpayers only and exclude nonfilers.11 The third line in
the table shows the likely level of contributions under Treasury II. Using
the constant elasticity model, contributions are predicted to be $49.5
billion under that proposal, compared to $60.4 billion under current law,
for a difference of $10.9 billion, or 18 percent in total giving. The variable

l~The GAO (1979, pp.5,7) reported that, out of the 68 million taxpayers required to
file, over 5 million did not file returns.
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Table 5
Predicted Contributions in 1985: Current Law and Various Alternatives

Constant Elasticity Model Variable Elasticity Model
Percentage

Amount Change Amount
Law or Proposal (Billions) from 1985 Law (Billions)

1985 law $60.4 -- $58.7
Treasury I 48.1 -20 47.6
Treasury II 49.5 - 18 48,7
Bradley-Gephardt 46.7 - 23 45.4
Kemp-Kasten 52.6 - 13 49.8
Treasury II with

100% Nonitemizer
Deduction 55,7 - 8 52.0

Percentage
Change

from 1985 Law

-19
-17
-23
-15

-11

elasticity model predicts much the same degree of decline, with total
giving under the Treasury II plan $10 billion below the actual 1985 level.
While sizable, these predicted declines are smaller than those associated
with the Treasury I proposal of 1984, which imply declines of 19 to 20
percent in giving. The Treasury II plan’s less severe effect is the result of
its restoration of the current favorable treatment of gifts of appreciated
assets and its elimination of the 2 percent floor on the charitable
deduction.

For comparison, table 5 also shows the predicted effects of other
widely discussed tax proposals. The Bradley-Gephardt bill, which
would allow all taxpayers to deduct contributions at a basic tax rate of 14
percent, would cause giving to fall by about 23 percent relative to current
levels. The Kemp-Kasten bill would, like Bradley-Gephardt, retain the
deduction for all taxpayers, though tax rates would be cut; contributions
would fall on the order of 13 to 15 percent. A modification of Treasury II
in which nonitemizers are allowed a full charitable deduction would
cause total giving to fall on the order of 8 to 11 percent--much less than
under the actual proposal. Using the Treasury II proposal as a base, the
simulations indicate that the addition of a full deduction for nonitem-
izers would increase total contributions by individuals by 7 to 13 percent.

To illustrate the pivotal role played by the price elasticity, table 6
shows calculated total giving for smaller and larger values of the param-
eter. 12 Under the assumption of an inelastic response, the two Treasury
proposals imply declines of 16 and 15 percent, compared to the 18 and 19
percent in the basic constant elasticity case. By contrast, a large elasticity
such as - 2.3 implies much bigger declines, of 30 and 26 percent, respec-

~2See appendix table A-1 for representative price and income elasticities by income
level.
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Table 6
Predicted Contributions under Alternative Constant Price Elasticity Assumptions
Dollar Amounts in Billions

Price Elasticity
Law or Proposal -.9 - 1.27 - 2.3

1985 law $60.4 $60,4 $60.5
Treasury I $50.5 $47.6 $42,6

Percentage Change from 1985 Law (- 16) ( - 19) ( - 30)
Treasury II $51.5 $49.5 $44,7

Percentage Change from 1985 Law (-15) (-18) (-26)

tively. Although the econometric work on this question tends to support
a single elasticity of about - 1.3 or a variable elasticity such as that used
in this paper, it is important to emphasize that there is still uncertainty
concerning the precise specification of economic models of giving.

Using survey data on the pattern of contributions by income level,
one can calculate the likely impact of tax proposals by type of organiza-
tion. Proposals that reduce contributions from wealthy taxpayers, for
example, will tend to have a disproportionate impact on gifts to educa-
tional and cultural institutions because such taxpayers tend to favor
those organizations in their giving. 13 Due to the reduction in the top
marginal tax rate, the Treasury II proposal would probably cause the
largest percentage reductions in giving at upper income levels. Accord-
ingly, as table 7 shows, the largest percentage declines under that pro-
posal are in gifts to higher educational and cultural institutions. The
smallest impact is in religious giving. Despite the loss of deductibility at
lower income levels, the increase in price there has a smaller impact,
even with the constant elasticity model, than that felt at higher incomes.
Table 8 shows a similar pattern for most of the other proposals. Where
the rate of subsidy for gifts falls the most--to 14 percent in Bradley-
Gephardt--gifts to higher education and cultural institutions fall the
most. Adding a full charitable deduction for nonitemizers to the Trea-
sury II proposal would have its major impact on contributions to reli-
gious organizations.

Limitations of the Analysis

In concluding this section it is important to reemphasize the limita-
tions of the present analysis. There are a number of sources of possible

13The assumed distribution of giving by type of organization over the income range is
given in appendix table A-2. It was calculated by combining the proportion of religious
gifts reported in the Gallup survey (Gallup Omnibus 1979, p.8) for incomes below $50,000,
with the distribution reported in Morgan et al. (1977, Table 38, p. 208) for incomes above
$50,000 and a prorated distribution based on the latter for incomes under $50,000.
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Table 7
Projected Impact of Treasury II, by Type of Organization

Percentage Change in Giving
from 1985 Lawb

Estimated
Contributions Constant Variable

Type of in 1985a Elasticity Elasticity
Organization ($ billions) Model Model

Religious 37.4 - 17 - 15
Higher Education 3.7 - 22 - 27
Other Education 1.0 - 22 - 25
Combined Appeals 5,1 - 19 - 18
Medical 5.4 - 19 - 18
Cultural .8 - 25 - 34
Other 6.9 - 18 - 18

Total 60.4 - 18 - 17

a Estimates use constant.elasticity model. (See text.)
b Simulations adjusted revenues to be 7 percent below 1985 level.

error in these simulation estimates: statistical errors in estimating coeffi-
cients used in the econometric models; errors in estimating the propor-
tion of itemizing taxpayers; errors in estimating the contributions by
nonitemizers based on 1973 survey data; probable changes in the distri-
bution of giving by type of organization over the last decade; errors
arising from our limited knowledge of gifts of appreciated assets; and
forecast errors in the underlying economic variables used, among oth-
ers. In addition, the tax proposals are not simulated exactly in every
detail, although the revenue adjustment tends to mitigate the effect of
any errors in calculating tax liabilities. The current data are aggregated,
and thus are less appropriate in examining behavior with respect to
thresholds such as percentage floors in contribution deductions. Using
aggregate data also makes it impossible to reflect the impact of changes
in the distribution of tax prices. If tax reform caused many high-income
taxpayers to begin having significant tax liabilities, for example, the
price of giving for such taxpayers would fall. Furthermore, the underly-
ing models relate to long-run levels of giving, that is, levels that would
be reached over a period of years under a given tax regime.

Finally, models such as those used here may fail to reflect fully the
range of possible taxpayer reaction to tax changes. One example is the
possibility that, faced with a floor for the deductibility of charitable con-
tributions, taxpayers might well choose to "bunch" their giving in alter-
nate years in order to have more of their contribution dollars deducted.
The greater this bunching behavior, the less significant would be the
effect of a floor. A more important variation in taxpayer behavior would



Table 8
Estimated Individual Contributions by Type of Organization, Current Law and Selected Proposals, 1985
Billions of Dollars

Treasury II with
Type of 1985 Treasury Treasury Bradley- Kemp- 100% Nonitemizer

Organization law I II Gephardt Kasten Deduction

Religious 37.4 30.4 31.0 30.2 33.9 35.2
Higher Education 3.7 2.7 2.9 2.4 2.8 3.1
Other Education 1.0 .7 .8 .6 .7 .8
Combined Appeals 5.1 4.0 4.2 3.8 4.3 4.7
Medical 5.4 4.3 4,4 4.2 4.7 5.0
Cultural .8 .6 .6 .4 .5 .7
Other 6.9 5.4 5.6 5.1 5.8 6.3
Total 60.4 48.1 49.5 46.7 52.6 55.7

Note: Simulations use constant elasticities model. Revenue neutrality assumed except for Treasury II (7 percent reduction) and Treasury I (8.5 percent reduction).
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be the possible response of donors to changes in the aggregate level of
contributions in the economy. If donors perceived that total contribu-
tions were declining and that nonprofit organizations were suffering as a
result, a shift in the donations function might occur, implying a greater
level of contributions for a given net cost and net income level for an
individual. Although some speculation and research has addressed the
question of whether public expenditures "crowd out" private giving,
there is little hard evidence to go on in assessing the possible impact of a
significant decline in overall giving on the contributions of individuals.
If the income tax law changes drastically, as envisioned in many of these
proposals, it is not inconceivable that charities would redouble their
efforts to raise money by pointing out the increased need for gifts. Such
"systems effects" cannot readily be built into existing models of charita-
ble giving, but they cannot be dismissed as possibilities affecting future
giving.

Gifts of Appreciated Assets
Gifts of appreciated assets merit special attention because of their

importance for certain types of organizations, especially educational and
cultural institutions. The current treatment of such gifts allows the do-
nor an additional tax advantage on top of the charitable deduction in
that no tax is levied on the accrued capital gains of such assets. For
example, a taxpayer in the 50 percent bracket who gives away stock with
a basis of $200 and a market value of $1000 reduces his tax liability by
$500 through the deduction and also avoids a capital gains tax of $160
(.5 x .4 x $800). In comparison to selling the asset, making the deductible
gift reduces his potential consumption by only $340 ($1000 - 500 - 160).
In discussions of tax reform, this treatment encounters two objections.
First, it allows some capital gains income to go untaxed, even though the
donor receives a deduction for the full market value of the asset. Because
most of its advantage accrues to higher income individuals, this provi-
sion reduces the progressivity of the income tax. Second, the overvalua-
tion of donated assets has been a persistent problem for tax
administrators. Nonprofit organizations, for their part, stress the value
of the current favorable treatment, noting the importance of large "lead-
ership" gifts in fund drives as well as the sheer magnitude of large gifts
made in the form of appreciated assets.

Two prominent tax reform plans, Treasury I and Treasury II, seek to
eliminate or reduce the current favorable treatment for gifts of appreciat-
ed assets. Under Treasury I, donors would be able to deduct no more
than the adjusted basis of a donated appreciated property, a treatment
that is equivalent to constructive realization of the capital gain. The
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Treasury II proposal removes this provision from the normal tax calcula-
tion but places a similar provision into the minimum tax: unrealized
gains on such gifts would be counted as a "preference item." For taxpay-
ers with preference items in excess of $10,000, this feature offsets the
exclusion of capital gains on the asset.

Due to the importance of appreciated assets in giving to nonprofit
organizations, this section focuses on the impact of various provisions
on the net cost of making such gifts. In addition, it considers the implica-
tions of current knowledge about capital gains and appreciated asset
giving for econometric models of charitable contributions.

Calculating the Price of Giving Appreciated Assets

The net cost to a taxpayer of donating an asset is the potential
consumption forgone due to the gift after the effects of taxes are taken
into account. It is useful to distinguish four components that go into the
calculation. First, the value of the asset itself is th4 gross cost, the for-
gone potential consumption in the absence of taxes. If one assumes that
the rate of return on assets is equal to the discount rate and that bequests
are valued the same as consumption, then the present value of the for-
gone consumption for an asset--the gross cost--will be its market val-
ue. The impact of this gross cost is of course reduced by the second
component of net cost, the value of the tax deduction. Where V is the
asset’s market value and m is the taxpayer’s marginal tax rate, this re-
duction is -mV. A third component is the present value of any capital
gains tax that would otherwise have been paid if the asset had not been
contributed; this also reduces the cost of giving. Since capital gains are
taxed only when realized, this cost reduction applies only if the taxpayer
would otherwise have realized the gain. Finally, there may be an explicit
tax penalty on gifts of appreciated assets, which would increase the net
cost of the gift.

These components are shown in table 9 under different tax regimes,
where B is the asset’s basis, G( = V - B) is the gain, r is the rate of return
and discount rate, and x is the ratio of the current price level to that
prevailing when the asset was purchased. If the asset had not been
donated, it could have been held for Tyears and then realized (R = 1) or
passed on as a bequest without realizing it (R = 0). The first line of the
table shows that only two of the four components of net cost are in-
volved for a gift of cash. The net cost for a gift that does not cause the
marginal tax rate to change is V(1 - m); the net cost of the last dollar
is 1 - m. For an appreciated asset gift, current tax treatment allows an
additional reduction in cost equal to the present value of the capital
gains tax if the asset would otherwise have been sold.



Table 9
Net Cost of Giving $ V: Cash and Appreciated Assets

Type of Gift Gross
and Tax Regime Cost

Components of Cost
- Tax savings - Tax that would

due to deduction have been paid
to realize gain
(present value)

Cash
Deduction V - mV

+ Tax penalty= Net Cost
for gifts of

appreciated
assets

V(1 -m)

Appreciated assets
Current Law V - mV

Constructive Realization V - mV
(with Current Law)

Treasury I V - mxB

Treasury II V - mV

Current Minimum Tax V -.2V

- ,4mR(V(1 + r)T - B)/(1 + r)T

- .4mR(V(1 + r)T- B)/(1 + r)T

-mR(V(1 + r)T- XTB)/(1 + r)T

- .5mR(V(1 + r)T- B)/(1 + r)T

- .2R(V(1 + r)T- B)/(1 + r)T

+ ,4mG

V(1 - m - .4mRg*)

V(1 - m +.4m(g- Rg*))

V(1 - mxb- mR(1 --XT(1 --g*)))

, V(1 -- m -.SmRg*)

V(.8-.2Rg*)

Treasury II Proposal Minimum Tax

V = value of asset in year 0
G = gain in year 0
B = basis in yeast 0 (b+g=l)
b = B/V
g = GN
x = price inflation from purchase to year 0

V -.2V -.2R(V(1 + r)T- B)/(1 + r)T

XT = price inflation from purchase to year T
m = marginal tax rate on ordinary income
R = 1 if alternative disposition is to realize asset

= 0 if alternative disposition is not to realize asset
r = rate of return and discount rate
g* = 1-b/(l+r)T

+ .2G V(.8-.2Rg* + .2g)
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An explicit penalty would be levied on gifts of appreciated property
under a constructive realization provision, as shown in the third line. In
the case that the asset would otherwise have been sold immediately, this
provision makes the price of donating the asset equivalent to the price of
giving cash. If the asset would not have been sold otherwise, however,
constructive realization makes it more expensive to give the asset than to
give cash. The Treasury II proposal’s treatment of appreciated asset gifts
in the minimum tax has a similar explicit penalty. The same effect is also
obtained implicitly in the Treasury i treatment.14

Table 10 illustrates the calculation of the net cost of giving appreciat-
ed assets under six tax regimes for various combination of gain-to-value
ratios and alternative disposition assumptions. For the purpose of these
calculations, the expected rate of return is assumed to be 10 percent. For
the Treasury I calculation, prices are assumed to have risen by 30 percent
since the asset was purchased, and the expected future rate of inflation
is assumed to be 7 percent. Three gain-to-value ratios are illustrated: 0.2,
0.5, and 1.0. Assumptions regarding alternative disposition include im-
mediate realization, realization after 1, 10 and 20 years, and holding the
asset for bequest. Prices under current law range for these cases from 0.3
to 0.5. If an asset would have been sold otherwise, the price is reduced
the higher the gain-to-value ratio, a ratio that tends to rise over time. If
the asset would never have been sold, the gain-to-value ratio is irrele-
vant, and the price is equal to the price of giving cash.

In comparison to their treatment under current law, gifts of appreci-
ated assets would be more costly under constructive realization, the
Treasury II proposal, or the Treasury I plan. The difference is particularly
striking for the Treasury I plan in the all-appreciation case. The price of
giving such assets would rise from 0.3 to 0.65 if the alternative were
realization and from 0.5 to 1.0 if the alternative were bequest. The table
also allows a comparison between the current alternative minimum tax
and the minimum tax proposed under Treasury II. The constructive real-
ization penalty in the latter has the effect of increasing the cost as a
function of the amount of unrealized capital gains.

Likely Values

The preceding calculations indicate, under various specific assump-
tions, that there are clear differences in the price of giving appreciated
assets among various tax regimes. But which of these various assump-
tions are most realistic? In order to simulate the likely effects of a tax
change, or for that matter to estimate the effect of taxes on giving, it is
necessary to make rather definite assumptions regarding the asset’s al-

14Auten and Rudney (1985, p. 535) also make this point.
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Table 10
Price of Giving an Appreciated Asset under Alternative Tax Treatment:
Top Bracket Taxpayer

Tax Regime and Initial Gain-to-Value Ratio
Top Tax Rate Alternative Disposition .2 .5 1.0

Current Law Sell immediately .46 .40 .3
(m = .5) in 1 year .45 .44 ,3

in 10 years .36 .34 .3
in 20 years ,32 .31 .3

Bequeath .5 .5 ,5

Constructive Sell immediately .5 ’,5 .5
Realization in 1 year .49 .49 .5
(m = .5) in 10 years .40 .44 .5

in 20 years .36 .41 .5
Bequeath .54 .60 .7

Treasury I Proposal Sell immediately .65 .65 .65
(m = .35) in 1 year .64 ,64 ,65

in 10 years .56 ,59 .65
in 20 years .50 .55 .65

Bequeath .64 .77 1.0

Treasury II Proposal Sell immediately .62 ,56 ,48
(m = ,35) in 1 year .60 .55 .48

in 10 years .53 .51 .48
in 20 years .50 .49 ,48

Bequeath ,65 .65 .65

Current Minimum Tax Sell immediately .76 .70 .6
in 1 year .75 .69 .6
in 10 years .66 .64 ,6
in 20 years .62 .61 .6

Bequeath .8 ,8 .8

Treasury II Proposal Sell immediately .8 .8 .8
Minimum Tax in 1 year .79 .79 ,8

in 10 years .70 .74 .8
in 20 years .66 .71 .8

Bequeath ,84 .90 1.0
TNote: For these calculations, r= .10, x= 1.3. xr=x (1.07). See appendix tables A-3 and A-4 for calcula-

tions of the ratio of gain in the year of sale to value in the base year.

ternative disposition and its gain-to-value ratio, among other variables.
The first of these is of course counterfactual by its very nature, and
perhaps the best that can be hoped for is a well-informed guess. If R is
taken to be the probability that an asset will eventually be sold, then the
expressions given in table 9 become the expected price of giving an
asset. Thus estimates of that probability are needed in order to calculate
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the price.
Gain-to-value ratios of donated assets are in principle measurable,

but such data have not been collected in any systematic way. We do,
however, have some circumstantial evidence indicating that the average
ratio is well over zero and that it probably rises with income. It is clear
from published tax return data that the portion of contributions made in
noncash form rises with income. Common observation suggests that the
bulk of these noncash gifts at lower and middle incomes consists of used
household articles, not appreciated assets. This impression is supported
by table 11, which compares survey responses on gifts of stock to tax

Table 11
Noncash Contributions, by Income, 1973

Percentage of Givers
Percentage of of $100 or More Whose

Contributions Other Largest Gift Included
Income Than in Casha Corporate Stockb

Below $50,000 7 0
$50,000 under 100,000 15 6
$100,000 under 200,000 26 16
$200,000 under 500,000 40 20
$500,000 and over 55 31

Sources: (a) U.S. Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income--1973, Individual Income Tax Retums
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1976), Table 2.5, p. 53.

(b) Morgan, Dye and Hybels (1977, p. 187).

return data on noncash gifts. Whereas noncash contributions accounted
for 7 percent of total giving for itemizers with incomes below $50,000,
none of those surveyed in that income class had given stock as a part of
their largest gift. By comparison, almost a third of contributors with
income over $500,000 gave stock as a part of their largest gift.

Further indication of the size and variation of gain-to-value ratios
has recently been provided by Auten and Rudney (1985), who present
data from a sample of tax returns on the basis and gain for two classes of
assets that were sold, rather than donated. Arrayed by income level in
table 12, these data indicate that average gain-to-value ratios tend to rise
with income. For corporate stock, the average ratio rises from 0.29 to
0.71 from the bottom to the top class. The rise for real estate is less, 0.30
to 0.46. As indicators of gain-to-value ratios for donated assets, these
ratios must be taken as lower-bound estimates. In choosing which assets
to sell and which to donate, taxpayers clearly benefit under current law
by picking those with the highest gain ratios to give away.

What then can one conclude about the parameter values necessary
to compute the price of giving assets? First, the average gain-to-value
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Table 12
Ratio of Gain to Sales Price for Assets Sold, 1971-1975

Adjusted Gross Income Corporate Stock Real Estate

Less than zero .29 .30
$1-20,000 .32 .32
$20,000-50,000 .30 .38
$50,000-100,000 .30 .37
$100,000-200,000 .43 .42
$200,000-500,000 .51 .48
$500,000 and over .71 .46

Source: Auten and Rudney (1985, Table 4).

ratio for donated property almost certainly rises with income. Not only
does the share of appreciable assets among all donated property rise
with income, but the average gain-to-value ratios of those assets also
appear to increase with income. Still, the value of these ratios cannot be
determined except by direct examination of gifts of property, is As to the
question of alternative disposition, it is very likely that the probability
that a donated asset would otherwise have been sold is a decreasing
function of its gain-to-value ratio.16 These two factors thus tend to offset
one another, to what degree it is impossible to say.

For purposes of illustration, it is useful to consider the specific func-
tion R = (1 - g*)~, where R is the probability that an asset would other-
wise have been sold, g* is the gain-to-value ratio when the asset is sold
(g* = 1 - b/(1 + r)W), and c is a constant parameter. As g* increases, the
probability of eventual sale declines. Table 13 illustrates this relationship
for an assumed distribution of average gain ratios and two values of the
parameter c. For example, a ratio of 0.9 is assumed for assets donated by
the top income class. The two parameter values imply probabilities for
the asset otherwise being sold of about 0.6 and 0.3 in this class. Using
these illustrative assumptions, the expected gain-to-value ratio Rg* is
roughly constant under each parameter value for the top four income
groups.

Although it is not possible to calculate definite values in this case,
the available evidence suggests two tentative conclusions. First, it is
probably unrealistic to base policy judgments on calculations assuming
both a high gain-to-value ratio and a high probability of sale. Assuming

lSA recent survey of Harvard alumni may yield such information relevant to contribu-
tions to higher education.

16In correspondence, Gerald Auten has suggested, however, one exception to this
general proposition. In the case of an entrepreneur who founds a company and then
decides to sell most or all of his or her interest in the firm, both the gain-to-value ratio and
the probability of realization would tend to be high.
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Table 13
Illustrative Gain-to-Value Ratios and Probabilities of Sale

Assumed Gain-
to-Value Ratio Probability of Sale Expected Gain-to-Value Ratio

Income of Donated R = (I- g,)C Rg*
($1000) Noncash Property (g*) c = .25 c = .50 c = .25 c = .50
Under 20 .2 .95 .89 .19 .18
20-50 .4 .88 .77 .35 .31
50-100 .6 .80 .63 .48 .38
100-200 .7 .74 .55 .52 .39
200-500 .8 .67 .45 .53 .36
500 and over .9 .56 .32 .51 .28
Note: g* = I-b/(l+r)~ See table 9.

that appreciated property gifts have virtually no basis may be accurate
for many high-income taxpayers, but the likely alternative for these tax-
payers is bequest, not sale. Second, an assumption of a constant expect-
ed gain-to-value ratio may not be an unreasonable approach. Most
econometric studies have in fact used the assumption of an expected
gain-to-value ratio of 0.5, basing that value on statistical fit in estimated
giving equations.17 This assumption was also employed in the simula-
tions presented in the current paper. 18 For comparison, two sets of simu-
lations were carried out using the illustrative distributions of expected
gain-to-value ratios given in table 13, and they yielded estimates quite
close to the baseline constant ratio case. For example, the decline in
estimated total giving occasioned by the Treasury II proposal was 18
percent for both values of the parameter c, just as in the basic simula-
tion. Contributions by taxpayers with incomes over $75,000 (in 1982
dollars) are estimated to decline by 24 percent if c = .25 and 23 percent if
c = .50, as compared to a 24 percent decline in the basic simulation.

Based on these two tentative conclusions, table 14 recapitulates the
comparison of alternative proposals using two "likely" cases of dona-
tions of appreciated property: a 50 percent gain-to-value ratio with the
alternative of immediate sale and a 90 percent ratio with the alternative
of bequest. For a taxpayer at the top tax bracket, the Treasury II proposal
would raise the price of giving such assets 40 and 30 percent, respective-
ly. The Treasury I proposal would be much less favorable, increasing the
price 63 and 90 percent. Finally, the Treasury II minimum tax proposal
would raise the price 14 and 22 percent.19

17See Feldstein (1975) for an example or Clotfelter (1985a, pp. 52-53) for a summary.
1"For the Treasury I proposal, immediate realization is also assumed.
19By comparison, the percentage increase due to the Treasury II minimum tax for the

less likely case of no basis and alternative sale, noted by Lindsey (1985, table 1 and pp.
8-9) is 33 percent.
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Table 14
Price to High-Income Taxpayers Donating Appreciated Asset:
Current Law and Alternative Proposals

Gain-to-Value Ratio (g) .5
Alternative Disposition Immediate Sale

Percentage
increase from

Law or Proposal Price current law Price
Current Law .40 -- .50
Treasury I .65 + 63 ,95a
Treasury II .56 +40 .65

Current Minimum Tax ,70
Treasury II Minimum Tax .80
a Assumes 30% inflation from basis year.

.9
Bequest

Percentage
increase from
current law

+90
+30

-- ,80 --
+14 .98 +22

Other Effects of Tax Reform
Tax reform proposals would likely have effects on the nonprofit

sector that would go well beyond the impact on contributions by indi-
viduals. Proposals that would alter the structure of the corporate taxes
would have effects qualitatively similar to those expected to result from
changes in the personal tax. In addition, changes in personal taxation
are likely to influence volunteer behavior. Finally, apart from effects on
such charitable activity, tax reform may well bring other changes in the
treatment of nonprofit institutions, their employees, and those they
serve.

Corporate Contributions

The corporate tax, like the individual income tax, provides for a
charitable deduction. Although it is subject to a ceiling, this deductibility
has in practice been virtually universal. A number of econometric stud-
ies have addressed the relationship between corporate tax rates under
deductibility and the level of corporate giving. In comparison to studies
of individual giving, studies of corporate contributions are less numer-
ous and subject to more severe data limitations. The work that has ex-
amined the role of taxation indicates that contributions tend to increase
as the net cost declines, as is the case with personal donations. The price
elasticity appears to be markedly smaller in absolute magnitude, howev-
er, the range of most likely values being between -0.2 to -0.5.
Income elasticities tend to be close to unity, but the effect of income is
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likely to be small in revenue-neutral proposals.2°

Focusing just on the price effect, one can use the existing elasticity
estimates to assess the likely impact of various tax proposals. For current
law and four alternative proposals, table 15 gives the maximum marginal

Table 15
Range of Likely Price Effects of Tax Proposals on Contributions by Corporations
Paying the Highest Tax Rate

Percentage Reduction Due
Maximum Provision for to Price Effect with
Corporate Charitable Price Elasticity of:b
Tax Rate Contributionsa -,2 -,5

Current Law 46 Deduction -- --
Treasury I 33 Deduction - 4 -10
Treasury II 33 Deduction - 4 - 10
Bradley-Gephardt 30 50% Deduction - 9 -20
Kemp-Kasten 30 Deduction - 5 - 12
a Provisions for ceilings and carryovers not included,
b Percentage change is 100 (1 - ( (1 -jm)/(1 -mo) )h), where m and m0 are the maximum marginal tax
rates in the proposal and in the current law, respectively, j is the percentage of contributions that may be
deducted under the proposal, and h is the assumed price elasticity

corporate tax rate and describes the treatment of corporate contribu-
tions. These provisions vary as widely as do the comparable features of
the corresponding personal tax proposals. Top rates vary from 30 per-
cent to the current 46 percent. The charitable deduction is limited to 50
percent in Bradley-Gephardt. These various provisions translate into a
net cost of corporate giving at top rates that ranges from 54 to 85 cents
per dollar contributed. Applying a lower-bound elasticity of -0.2 to
these differences implies that corporate giving would drop by roughly 4
percent under the Treasury II proposal and 9 percent under Bradley-
Gephardt. The reductions would be correspondingly larger if the elastic-
ity were -0.5:10 and 20 percent, respectively. Even at this upper
bound, however, the percentage declines in corporate giving are unlike-
ly to approach the magnitude of those for individual contributions.

Volunteering

The few econometric analyses of volunteering that have included
tax variables suggest that donating money and volunteering time are
complementary goods. If the price of donating money falls, an individ-
ual is likely to increase the amount of volunteered time. This finding is

2°See Clotfelter (1985a, Chapter 5), for a discussion and extension of this empirical
work.
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consistent with the common observation that generous donors tend to
be active volunteers, and vice versa. The difficulties encountered in
econometric analysis of volunteering are even more severe than those
for corporate giving. Consequently, there are few estimates of the rel-
evant parameters, and those estimates are not very precise.2~ For the
purpose of illustrating the approximate magnitude of the impact of tax
reform on volunteering, it is useful to use an estimate of the cross-price
elasticity between volunteering and the price of making deductible gifts.
Estimates in Clotfelter (1985a) imply an elasticity on the order of - 0.25
for women. To illustrate the likely magnitude of this effect, the Treasury
II proposal would raise the average price of giving (weighted by the
number of taxpayers) from 0.86 under current law to 0.94, or about 9
percent. This elasticity implies a reduction in volunteering hours of only
about 2 percent. Therefore, while the likely effect of tax reform would be
to reduce volunteering, the size of the effect would probably not be
great.

Other Consequences

Recent tax reform plans, both proposed and enacted plans, have
contained provisions with specific effects on education and other non-
profit organizations apart from any impact on charitable giving. One set
of provisions affects the compensation of employees. The taxation of
certain fringe benefits and the limitation on the deductibility of expenses
have been two devices used in tax reform proposals to broaden the tax
base and improve horizontal equity. For example, the provision in a num-
ber of current tax reform plans that would tax all or part of employer-
provided health and life insurance would raise the cost to employers of
providing a given level of compensation and also encourage more com-
pensation in salaries rather than fringe benefits. A more dramatic impact
would be produced by provisions affecting the compensation of employ-
ees in educational or nonprofit institutions. The 1984 tax law, for exam-
ple, made most tuition remission programs taxable to faculty and staff.
A similar effect would be achieved by limiting the deductibility of educa-
tional travel, often used by faculty members. Provisions such as these
tend to raise the cost to educational institutions of attracting faculty
members, many of whom ultimately have job options in other industries
unaffected by such provisions. To the extent that job mobility in the
short run is limited, the effect will be a reduction in real income of
professors. While the elimination of tax-free compensation can usually
be defended on the basis of horizontal equity or economic efficiency,

21For a discussion of this topic, see Clotfelter (1985a, Chapter 4).
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provisions such as these have the familiar transitional inequities that
appear when markets have adjusted to the pre-existing tax law.

Tax reform provisions can raise the costs of operation in other ways
as well. For example, Treasury II would limit the use of tax-exempt
bonds for construction at private colleges and universities. And, the cost
to students would be raised by taxing as income the amount of scholar-
ships that exceed tuition.22 Like the provisions having a differential im-
pact on faculty, these features will have the effect of raising costs,
decreasing demand, or lowering the real income of its employees and
students.

In considering these possible effects on nonprofit organizations, it is
useful to keep in mind the enormous potential for reallocation that
might result from fundamental tax reform. For example, if tax reform has
the effect of drastically reducing investments in tax shelter activity, sig-
nificant reallocation of resources could occur among sectors in the econ-
omy that might well benefit many nonprofit institutions.

Conclusion
In assessing the impact of tax reform and simplification proposals

on educational and nonprofit organizations, this paper has devoted
most of its attention to contributions by individuals to those institutions.
The relative attention paid to charitable contributions suggests, howev-
er, less about the relative importance of various effects than it does about
the amount of research that has gone into assessing those effects. This
said, the impact of tax reform on charitable giving is likely to be sizable.
Reductions in long-run giving of 15 percent and more are projected for
the major tax plans currently under discussion. Reductions are likely to
be even more severe for institutions that depend on gifts from high-
income taxpayers, such as colleges and universities. In concluding, it is
important to reemphasize the limitations enumerated in the section
"Limitations of the Analysis" and elsewhere in the paper. Not only are
the estimates subject to various measurement and statistical errors, but
the possibility remains that, faced with a dramatic decrease in the incen-
tive to give, nonprofit institutions would solicit harder and donors
would become more receptive, at given price and income levels. Such
"shifts in demand" cannot be simulated based on past behavior. Wheth-
er they are likely is an open question.

22For a summary of the impact of Treasury II on higher education, see "How Presi-
dent’s Tax Proposal Would Affect Higher Education," Chronicle of Higher Education (June 5,
1985), p.1.
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Table A-1
Illustrative Elasticities Used for Variable Elasticity Model: Joint Taxpayers

1982 Income Elasticity Value
(000) Price Income

$ 0 under 5 0 .50
5 under 10 -.28 ,47

10 under 15 -,46 .54
15 under 20 -.61 .54
20 under 25 - .73 ,55
25 under 30 - .78 .59
30 under 40 - .86 ,61
40 under 50 - .95 ,64
50 under 75 - 1.04 .68
75 under 100 -1.17 ,71

100 under 200 - 1.31 .78
200 under 500 - 1.64 .79
500 under 1,000 - 2,07 ,78

1,000 + -2.70 .75

Table A-2
Percentage Distribution of Contributions, by Income of Donor
and by Type of Organization

Donor
Incomea Higher    Other Combined Medical

(000) Religion Education Education Appeals & Health Cultural Other

$ 0 under 5 72,0 3,5 0 7,1 11,6 0 7,1
5 under 10 71.0 3,7 0 7,3 11.0 0 7.3

10under 15 69.8 3.8 0 7.6 11.4 0 7.6
15under 20 76,7 3.0 0 6.0 8.5 0 6.2
20 under 25 76,1 2.2 0 6.5 6.5 0 8.7
25 under 30 70.3 2.7 0 8,0 8.0 0 10.8
30 under 40 64.3 3,3 .2 9,4 9.2 0 13.5
40 under 50 64.3 3.3 1,6 8.1 6,4 0 16.1
50 under 75 63.4 5.4 6.7 7.6 4.4 2.7 9.6
75 under 100 55,1 7.4 9.0 8.8 5.2 4,3 10,0

100 under 200 22,7 13.3 1.7 14,3 15.7 5,8 26.4
200 under 500 14.6 27.9 8.3 14.5 16,0 8.3 10.3
500 under 1,000 10.5 35,5 7.9 13.2 14,5 7.9 10.5

1,000+ 12.3 32.9 4.1 8,2 8,2 12,3 21.9
a 1982 dollars

Source: Gallup (1979) and Morgan, Dye, and Hybels (1977).
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Table A-3
Ratio of Present Value of Gain in Year T to Value of Asset in Year 0
(Equivalent to gain-to-value ratio in year T)

g* = I- b/(I + r)T

Initial gain-to-value ratio (g = I-b)
.2 ,5 1.0

Year of Sale

0 ,2 ,5 1.0
1 .27 ,55 1.0

10 .69 ,81 1.0
20 .88 .93 1.0

Present value of gain = V (I+r)T-B
V (I - b/(I + r)~)

(I + r)T
= V - B/(I + r)T

Table A-4
Ratio of Present Value of Adjusted Gain in Year T to Value of Asset in Year 0

(I--XTb/(I+r)T), XT = x(1.07)T, x = 1.3

Year of Sale

g
xT .2 .5 1,0

0 1.3 - .4 ,35 1,0
1 1.39 -.1 .37 1,0

10 2.56 .21 .51 1.0
20 5,03 .40 .63 1.0
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Discussion
C. Eugene Steuerle*

Since 1917 special treatment for charitable contributions has been
allowed in the individual income tax. Although there has been much
research since that time on the interaction between the tax system and
charitable contributions, in the last decade this research has tended to
emphasize the impact of the existing treatment of charitable deductions,
and changes in that treatment, upon total contributions.

Charles Clotfelter’s recent paper is an extension of this later litera-
ture. Although the paper does not present any new evidence on the
effect of price or income changes on charitable giving, it does simulate
the effect on charitable contributions of various changes in the tax law
under certain assumptions about the responsiveness (or elasticity) of
giving to changes in price and income. As is usual, Dr. Clotfelter should
be commended for performing his task well; his several papers on major
tax reform represent an important contribution to the recent debate on
that issue.

My comments will focus on four issues. In many cases, these com-
ments relate as much to the recent literature on charitable contributions
as to Dr. Clotfelter’s excellent extension of that work.

First, we must constantly remind ourselves that what we don’t
know about charitable giving dominates what we do know. We still
explain only a small portion of the variance in patterns of giving across
individuals. Moreover, one has to be very careful in using existing data,
especially simulation results, given the mixed nature of the econometric
evidence.

Second, recent simulations of changes in current law provide us

* Economic Staff Coordinator of the Project for Fundamental Tax Reform, U.S. Trea-
sury Department. The views expressed are those of the author and not necessarily those
of the U.S. Treasury Department.
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with only a small part of the evidence we need to address the tax reform
question. Even if the reported results are correct, additional attention
needs to be given to examining other social costs and benefits of policy
changes.

Third, the existing literature often fails to establish certain efficiency
or equity goals or targets and then focus upon which sets of policies can
best or most efficiently meet those standards. Achieving efficiency or
maximizing social welfare is at the very heart of policy research. To be
more specific, if our standard is to aid a certain group, then our focus as
scholars should be extended from measuring the impact of a particular
policy upon that group to asking which policies are most targeted to the
goal at hand. This type of focus would enhance recent examinations of
changes in the treatment of appreciated property and of a floor on item-
ized contributions, for instance.

Finally, there is a significant probability that the failure of major tax
reform will actually result in a weaker, not a stronger, charitable sector.

Caution in Interpreting the Empirical Data
My first point is one that is often made when limited econometric

evidence is used to simulate major effects in the economy. We simply
must be cautious.

In the area of research on charitable contributions, such caution is
required on several accounts. First, research to date tells us only a little
about incentives to give. Only a modest amount of the variance in giving
is explained by regressions. Even what is explained opens up some
important questions. For instance, why does a population with a high
price elasticity demonstrate an income elasticity that indicates that the
more a person earns, the smaller the percentage of his income he will
give to charity?

Second, to the extent there is a consensus on elasticities and respon-
siveness, it derives primarily from the use of cross-sectional data. Time
series data do not generally support the high elasticities found in cross-
sectional data, although the two results can be reconciled if one assumes
that persons respond to changed incentives only with a lag of many
years. If there is a lag, however, then we must be even more careful in
trying to interpret the one-time 1981-83 evidence which shows selective
income classes, but not the population as a whole, decreasing their rates
of giving after the passage of the 1981 tax act. Findings of certain survey
questionnaires also have not supported the standard cross-sectional evi-
dence, and while we must exercise great caution with data from surveys,
I do not believe they can be ignored totally.

Third, there is strong multicollinearity between independent varia-
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bles in the regressions upon which recent simulations have been per-
formed. Moreover, if tax rates differ among persons with similar
incomes, it is not usually because they face different tax structures, but
rather because they take different amounts of other deductions and ex-
emptions. Much behavior, such as use of IRA accounts, is actually deter-
mined simultaneously with the choice of the level of charitable
contributions.

Fourth, there are difficulties with both the measure of income and
the measure of price in most of these studies. The income variable is
very poorly measured for the wealthy, an issue to which I will return
later. As for the price variable, it is usually not the price of the last dollar
of contributions but, because of other problems, is often the price of the
first dollar of contributions. I could go on, but let me emphasize that
these cautionary remarks apply to most of the recent work on charitable
contributions, including my own.

Evaluating Tax Reform in the Aggregate
While simulations are useful, they provide us with only minimal

information by which to judge the value of tax reform. Since Clotfelter
has himself made this obse~vation, my comments are merely an exten-
sion of his own remarks. When comparing the trade-off between base
broadening and rate reduction, almost everyone will admit that the is-
sue of charitable deductions is only a small part of the broader tax reform
issue. A similar limitation applies with respect to those provisions more
directly affecting charitable deductions. We can simulate, for instance,
the responsiveness of taxpayers who give small amounts of money to
charity. How do we deal with the fact that no administrative arm of the
government has any feasible way of checking on the validity of the
claims of those deducting such small amounts of money? Taxpayer com-
pliance data indicate that auditors detect overstatements of contribu-
tions on over one-third of all returns claiming charitable contributions.
The value of any tax incentive must be judged in part by its administra-
bility.

A related concern is that measuring changes at one point in time
may be misleading. Why do we measure the impact on charity of reduc-
ing the number of itemizers, while no mention is made of periods in
which the number of itemizers has increased? Should current proposals
with respect to non-itemizers be compared to a law that provides signifi-
cant incentives only in 1985 and 1986, or to the law that applies before
and after those years? Absent a theoretical basis for choosing compari-
sons, we at least need a more historical view of costs and benefits from
tax reform; changes in the law must be viewed in an historical context in
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the same way that changes in stock market values must be related to
cyclical troughs as well as peaks.

Measures of Efficiency
Analyzing the relative efficiency of particular approaches to charita-

ble giving would be an especially useful addition to the recent literature,
especially when floors on giving and limitations on gifts of appreciated
property are discussed. Actually, the initial work here has tended to
show little effect from those two proposed changes in the tax laws.

For proposals containing floors and limitations on gifts of appreciat-
ed property, of course, there likely will be some response to change in
price. If special treatment of appreciated property is opposed, the argu-
ment is usually that such treatment is inequitable. Suppose, however,
that our standard was efficiency. Since the measure of efficiency usually
proposed is the change in charitable contributions per dollar of revenue
cost, could the special treatment of appreciated property be argued as
efficient by this standard? No, not at all. For instance, if we need to give
additional incentives to high-income taxpayers because they are likely to
have higher price elasticities, then why give special treatment to capital
gains property? Since a variety of alternative mechanisms would target
the incentive even better, the current rule violates the efficiency stan-
dard.

The floor on contributions presents a better case. Let us suppose
once again that the efficiency standard is to maximize charitable contri-
butions per dollar of revenue cost. Then I contend that a floor, whether
at I percent of income, 2 percent of income, or some other level, is one of
the most efficient mechanisms for achieving that result. Under certain
fairly weak hypotheses, it can be proven that if there is any independent
source of price elasticity among taxpayers, then persons giving charita-
ble gifts above a floor amount would be more likely to have higher price
elasticities. One does not need the stronger hypotheses put forward in
Clotfelter’s paper: a price elasticity that grows with the income of the
individual, or systematic differences in price sensitivity between big-
givers and small-givers. Thus, when a floor on the deduction for charita-
ble giving is being examined, the assumption that all persons at a given
income level have the same price elasticity tends to set an upper bound
on the absolute value of a decline in charitable giving.

The Charitable Sector As Winner or Loser
A final and most important issue is whether the charitable sector
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will come out ahead by the failure of the proposed tax reform. I cannot
reach a definite conclusion with existing information, but I can offer two
pieces of evidence that suggest the results may be just the opposite of
what is usually argued.

First, I believe that the failure to deal with the steady erosion of the
tax base for individual and corporate taxes will inevitably mean a decline
in tax incentives for charitable giving. In recent years, there has been a
strong tendency to replace income taxation with social security taxation,
and there are very strong pushes today to substitute excise and value-
added taxation. With the existing tax code, I do not expect these tenden-
cies to abate, nor do I think that the charitable sector can count on future
increases in marginal tax rates to compensate for declines in the income
tax base. Recall that there are no charitable incentives whatsoever in
existing excise, value-added, and social security tax structures. A failure
to build a viable income tax system almost inevitably means a long-term
decline in incentives for charitable giving.

Second, my own research on giving patterns of the wealthy shows
clearly that most wealthy persons do not realize much in the way of
capital income. More recent data published by the Treasury Department
have also shown that the majority of taxpayers with $250,000 or more in
total positive income are now also owners of partnerships generating
sizable losses for tax purposes. The income tax incentive simply does not
apply to most of the economic income of the wealthy.

As a simple example, someone with $2,000,000 of wealth recogniz-
ing 2 percent of that wealth, or $40,000 in income, only has an incentive
under current law to give up to $20,000 in cash or $12,000 in appreciated
property to charity. Someone recognizing no income has no incentive.
Obviously, the very wealthy are only a minority of taxpayers, but so are
those who give appreciated property. If educational institutions receive
most of their contributions from wealthy persons, these institutions
might well be better off in a system in which recognition of income was a
more normal event than they are in the current system. As I have indi-
cated before, the line of causation is not from tax rates to charitable
contributions, but rather from tax rates to decisions to recognize income
and take a multitude of deductions. In this type of world, much of the
incentive for charitable contributions can already be lost by the time such
an incentive applies to the remaining tax base.
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The Effect of Tax Simplification
on State and Local Governments
Dick Netzer*

The essence of any serious program of federal tax simplification is
the same today as it was when Pechman first broached the idea more
than 30 years ago: include as taxable income a larger share of economic
income and subject that broader base to much lower marginal rates of
tax. The lower marginal rates themselves will reduce the relative attrac-
tiveness of whatever tax shelters remain. As part of the base broadening,
nearly all federal tax reform plans would narrow--in some cases elimi-
nate--deductibility of state and local taxes. These proposals are an ex-
tension of a trend that began with the exclusion of excises and license
taxes in 1964, extended to gasoline taxes in 1978 and was seriously con-
sidered for the sales tax in the debate that led to TEFRA in 1982. Current
tax reform plans also either eliminate tax-exempt borrowing or restrict it
by removing tax exemption from some types of borrowing.

The Deductibility of State and Local Taxes
Eliminating or substantially restricting deductibility raises the net

costs of state-local taxes to itemizers; if their voice is politically effective,
there should be some reduction in the revenue raised by currently de-
ductible taxes, especially in the states with relatively high tax rates, with
possible effects on the level of state-local spending and on the structure

*Director of the Urban Research Center and Henry Taub Professor of Urban Econom-
ics, New York University. Howard Chernick, Harold Hochman and Leanna Stiefel made
helpful comments on an earlier version of the paper.
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of state-local revenue systems. If their voice is ineffective, there should
be, in the long run, an impact on the location of economic activity,
because net interstate tax differentials will be higher than they were
before deductibility was reduced or eliminated.

The Rationale for Deductibility

At one extreme, if all taxes imposed by state and local governments
are used to buy either ordinary private goods that happen in some
places to be provided by something called a unit of government (per-
haps in large part so provided simply because of federal income tax de-
ductibility) or what are sometimes called "club goods," then deductibility
is both inequitable horizontally and inefficient, as an inducement to
overspend on some goods and services, with possible inefficiencies in
the location of economic activity. Even apart from deductibility’s effect
on the distribution of tax burdens by income class, no case could be
made for it, and all the consequences of its removal would be to the
good.

At the other extreme, if all the proceeds from currently deductible
taxes were used to finance pure public goods, then each individual’s
taxes are involuntary payments not attached to any specific benefits to
that individual, and therefore reduce his or her ability to pay income
taxes. Pure public goods do generate benefits but those benefits are
unrelated to the taxes paid to finance them and must be disregarded in
comparing the relative taxpaying ability of individuals and households.
Thus, taxable income should be measured net of these taxes. The only
hitch in this argument is that public goods do confer benefits over differ-
ent geographic areas. If the benefits stop at the state lines, then there is
no case for the federal government to recognize state and local taxes as
an impediment on ability to pay, since all federal taxpayers within the
state, as a group, have benefits that offset the taxes paid. Federal deduct-
ibility, under the circumstances assumed, would treat taxpayers with the
same net ability to pay differently in different states. Federal recognition
of the impact of state and local taxes on ability to pay therefore should
extend, in an ideal fiscal system, only to taxes imposed to finance public
goods whose benefits spill over state lines.

This equity argument is mirrored on the efficiency side: public
goods provided by the state-local sector that have significant positive
externalities (external to the state providing) will be under-supplied in
the absence of a federal subsidy for their provision. The trouble with this
proposition is that the "transfer efficiency" of deductibility of taxes as a
subsidy is exceedingly low. This is because the state and local govern-
ments gain revenue only to the extent that voters are willing to bear
higher state-local taxes, now that deductibility has lowered the net costs
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of one dollar of tax payments to something less than one dollar. If the
price elasticity of demand for state-local expenditure is -0.5 (a widely
used figure that many now believe to be on the high side), the marginal
tax rate of itemizers is 30 percent and itemizers are decisive in state-local
decision making, then state-local revenue will be increased by 15 cents
for each 30-cent loss in federal revenue. If itemizers are not decisive, the
figure will be much lower.

If the transfer efficiency is that low, then it would take a relatively
small increase in federal matching grants for specific purposes1 to offset
the loss in allocational efficiency--the under-supplying of state-local
public goods with benefit spillovers--that eliminating deductibility
would cause, even if those spillovers loomed large in state-local spend-
ing. They probably do not, however, even in the most generous of esti-
mates. At least one-third of spending financed from state-local tax
revenue is for public safety, transportation, local environmental services
and general government administration, a mixture of private goods and
public goods with few if any interstate spillovers. About one-half is for
education, where surely spillovers account for far from 100 percent of
spending. The remaining one-sixth is for explicitly redistributive activi-
ties in health, welfare and housing, where the interstate spillovers may
be considerable (but even here there are private goods aspects). A high
estimate might be that interstate benefit spillovers are associated with
about 20 percent of state and local tax-financed expenditures (that is,
above and beyond the spillovers already presumably paid for from fed-
eral grants); a low estimate would set the figure at well below 10 percent.

Of course, for policy purposes, one must be concerned about
whether, at the margin, these percentages are different. The fiscal crises
of the 1970s in major cities and states, and their responses to reductions
in federal grants during the 1980s, suggest that redistributive expendi-
tures are seen as marginal at the state-local levels. If this is so, then the
extent of interstate benefit spillovers affected by the withdrawal of de-
ductibility may be considerable. So some subsidy, beyond present feder-
al grants, should be provided for state-local spending.

While some argue for discriminating among tax forms or disallow-
ing of one or the other of the currently deductible taxes, these arguments
are not very persuasive. In 1982, deductibility of sales taxes was under
attack in part on the ground that the payment of sales taxes involved

1 The grants literature makes it clear that matching categorical grants not only should
be, but actually are, far more stimulative of state-local spending than are unconditional
grants like general revenue sharing; for a review of that literature, see Gramlich (1977).
Oakland (1985) argues that the transfer efficiency of deductibility may be greater than that
of general revenue sharing. In contrast, Noto and Zimmerman (1983) consider general
revenue sharing to have the better of the argument, based on the observed "flypaper
effect," explored in Courant, Gramlich and Rubinfeld (1979), which Oakland asserts may
be an aberration tied to the specific circumstances of the 1970s.
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some degree of voluntary choice. But the difference in the degree of
volition among a broad-based sales tax, the property tax (one can buy or
rent a cheaper house) and the income tax (there is also the choice be-
tween work and leisure) seems far too insignificant to be an element in
tax policy-making. Differential treatment of the property tax with regard
to deductibility is closely connected with the polar views on the appro-
priate federal income tax treatment of owner-occupied housing: if one
sees favorable discrimination as all wrong, then deductibility of the
property tax should be removed, whatever is done with respect to other
state and local taxes. If one sees virtue in tax subsidies to owner-occu-
pied housing, then property tax deductibility should be retained, what-
ever is done with respect to other taxes.

Some case can be made for differential treatment of property tax
deductibility, aside from the owner-occupied-housing question. The
property tax is the province of local governments and a larger fraction of
local spending is for private goods and public goods whose benefits are
realized in small geographic areas than is the case for state governments.
Another reason for differential treatment of the property tax is connect-
ed with its incidence, which presumably is quite different from that of
state and local income and sales taxes.

Whatever the theoretical case may be, a powerful pragmatic argu-
ment can be made against differentiating among the tax forms: state and
local governments can offset the federal revenue effects by changing the
composition of their tax systems. To be sure, the shift might never com-
pletely undo the federal tax reform, but it could go a long way within a
few years. The question of the effects on the composition of state-local
revenue systems is treated further in a later section of the paper.

Effects on the Aggregate Level of Public Spending
The removal of deductibility, or its substantial narrowing, may low-

er after-tax incomes and raise the price of public spending financed from
previously deductible taxes. How large are the resulting income effects
and substitution effects likely to be?

A generally accepted estimate of the income elasticity for aggregate
state-local spending is + 0.6 or, alternatively, an increase in expenditure
of about nine cents for each one dollar increase in income (see Inman,
1979, and Gramlich, 1977). So, if state and local taxes had not been
deductible in 1982--and all other provisions of federal tax law had been
unchanged--after-tax personal income would have been $24.5 billion
lower, and state-local spending financed from own-source revenue
would have been about $2.2 billion lower.

The effect is not only small; it is also irrelevant to consideration of
deductibility in the context of revenue-neutral federal tax reform (the
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income effects are not irrelevant in considering the differential impact
among the states, although they will be small here too). The price effect
is the one of importance in this context. With the exception of a reform
plan that provides a threshold expressed as a percentage of adjusted
gross income, below which state-local taxes are not deductible, all other
proposals for limiting deductibility raise the net cost, at the margin, of
state-local tax payments to those who claim itemized deductions, and
thus have a price effect.

Accepting -0.5 as an uneasy consensus on price elasticity, the next
question is the size of the price change. In theory, that should be the
price increase confronting the median voter; if the median voter is an
itemizer, it is the marginal tax rate for the voter divided by the present
price, one minus the marginal tax rate. If the median voter is not an
itemizer, prices do not increase at all. The data allow us to estimate the
marginal tax rate for itemizers by income class and by state, but it is not
clear just how to identify the median voter. Kenyon (1985) places that
voter in the $25,000 to $30,000 range of adjusted gross income for 1982,
on the basis of Census data on voting by income level. She then calcu-
lates a weighted price for state-local services financed by deductible tax-
es of .85, in the income class containing the median voter. Thus,
elimination of deductibility would raise the price by about 18 percent.

If the price elasticity is -0.5, then state-local tax rate reduction in
response to voter pressure should in time reduce by 9 percent the rev-
enue from taxes that are currently deductible. Or, if the uncompensated
price elasticity is -0.5 and the compensated price elasticity therefore
- 0.4 (with an income elasticity coefficient of + 0.6 and state-local spend-
ing at 10 percent of aggregate income), that revenue will decline by
about 7 percent. But this revenue finances only a fraction of total state-
local government spending--about 27 percent in 1982-83. So the expect-
ed decline in total state-local spending from all sources of revenue is a bit
less than 2 percent--and it would be a good deal lower if the "correct"
price elasticity is significantly lower than a (compensated) -0.4. It
would also be lower if voters decided to increase nondeductible revenue
sources to partially compensate for the loss of deductible revenues.2

Thus, the effect on the aggregate level of state-local spending from
the ending of deductibility is likely to be very small (and smaller still if
deductibility is narrowed, rather than ended entirely). Given that the
additional spending induced by the presence of deductibility is in part in
the form of private goods and wholly local public goods--which is both
inefficient and horizontally inequitable--there seems very little basis to
argue for continuation of deductibility from the standpoint of the aggre-

2 Inman’s 1985 paper finds substantial degrees of both complementarity and substitu-
tion between deductible and nondeductible revenue sources.
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gate level of public spending. If there is a case for deductibility, it must
be based on the national interest, if any, in the composition of the rev-
enue systems of state and local governments and/or the national interest
in the interjurisdictional disparities in the effects of ending deductibility.

The Structure of State-Local Revenue Systems
It is likely that the existence of deductibility has encouraged state

and local governments to rely more heavily on deductible personal taxes
than on alternative revenue sources, including user charges, non-
deductible taxes paid by households (mainly selective excises) and taxes
paid by businesses (which will remain deductible in any conceivable tax
reform plan). Therefore, we might expect the end of deductibility to
foster a shift to those other revenue sources.

Increased use of selective excises seems the least likely of these
possibilities, because the most popular objects of such excises--alcoholic
beverages, cigarettes, motor fuel and (at the local government level)
public utilities gross receipts--usually are subject to high rates of tax
already.3 Conceivably, the end of deductibility might reduce the opposi-
tion to higher rates of taxation of motor fuel in some states (although the
post-1973 experience should convince us that the political decision-
makers believe that low taxes on gasoline have the appeal in most states
that rent control has in New York, Cambridge and Santa Monica), and
perhaps some new "demerit good" with price-inelastic demand (legal
marijuana?) in the future may attract excise taxation. But these seem
unlikely and minor occurrences.

Increased reliance on user charges would be welcomed by most
analysts, if the user charges were properly designed. However, if we
look beyond New England, user charges already finance a considerable
share of expenditures for private goods provided through state and local
governments, with the non-trivial exceptions of education (at all levels),
public transportation (the only service for which the share of finance
coming from user charges has declined since 1970), and local expendi-
ture for roads and streets. For example, local government costs for sew-
erage are now wholly user-charge-financed, a big change from 20 years
ago, and user-charge financing (and privatization) have increased for
refuse collection and disposal.4 Although the easy opportunities for user
charge financing have generally been taken already (even Boston and

8 As of 1982, combined federal-state-local selective sales tax revenue amounted to the
following percentages of the dollar volume of sales (measured variously) excluding those
taxes: motor fuel, about 13 percent; alcoholic beverages, about 21 percent; tobacco prod-
ucts, about 37 percent; and electric, gas and telephone utility sales, about 4 percent. Calcu-
lated from NIPA, Statistical Abstract and Census of Governments data.

4 For a discussion of the change in reliance on user charges by local governments
during the 1970s, see Netzer (1983).
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New York no longer subsidize water supply, as they did until a few years
ago), the elimination of deductibility should make some of the more
difficult opportunities more attractive.

One difficulty here is that the potential efficiency advantages of user
charges depend entirely upon proper design. Conventional user-charge
designs---flat transit fares, admission charges to facilities and events
with considerable unused capacity, uniform all-hour tolls on bridges,
motor vehicle registration fees as highway-user charges, for example--
can be less efficient than general taxes. Unconventional designs seem
hard to sell, even to sophisticated politicians, and marginal cost pricing
does not seem to mix well with populism, especially populism of the
right.

A likely response to the elimination of deductibility of taxes paid by
households would be a shift to taxes paid by businesses, which remain
deductible, although the shift will be contained by worries about ad-
verse effects on economic development. Increased state corporate in-
come tax rates and narrowing of various tax-reducing features would be
one response. Another would be to sweep more intermediate business
purchases into the net of the general sales tax (in concept, one of the
most unneutral tax actions possible, although the quantitative effects
overall may be small).

No doubt, the movement toward classification in the property tax
would be encouraged. As of the 1982 Census of Governments, 17 states
and the District of Columbia had formal constitutional or statutory pro-
visions for taxing different classes of real property at different effective
rates, in all or some parts of the state. Business property is almost always
in the higher effective rate classifications. Most of these provisions were
adopted within the last decade, as part of the response by homeowning
voters to the combination of rapid increases in housing prices and im-
proved assessment administration. An alternative, of long tradition in a
few states in the south, would be to provide very large homestead ex-
emptions, such that the tax base was reduced essentially to business
property.

The elimination of deductibility also could result in shifts in relative
reliance among the state and local deductible taxes and in changes in the
specific features of those taxes. Most important are state and local in-
come taxes. About half of the dollar amount of the total deductions for
taxes paid is for individual income tax payments, and well over half the
U.S. Treasury’s revenue loss due to state-local tax deductibility is attrib-
utable to income taxes alone.5 Moreover, recent empirical work by
Kenyon (1985) and Inman (1985) finds that residents’ savings from de-
ductibility are an important determinant of a state or local government’s

s U.S. Congressional Budget Office (1985), pp. 291-293.
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dependence on income taxes. This implies that the loss of deductibility
is likely to significantly reduce reliance on personal income taxes.

If the elimination of deductibility does lead to a major movement to
reduce the importance of individual income taxes in the state-local tax
structure, this will be a sharp reversal of a major, but largely unre-
marked, trend over the past 20 years or so. Most of us are familiar with
the observations that the state-local sector relies a lot less on own-source
revenue than it did 20 years ago (although more than it did at the peak in
federal aid in 1978); that nontax revenue has increased somewhat more
than tax revenue; and that, within the tax component, the role of the
property tax has decreased sharply. There has been less commentary,
however, about the role of individual income taxes per se.

Between 1962 and 1982-83 (using Census Bureau data here), the
percentage distribution of state-local tax revenue by major type of tax
changed as follows:

1962 1982-83

Property 45.9 31.4

Individual income 7.3 19.4
Corporate income 3.1 5.0

General sales 14.5 22.8
Selective sales 18.0 12.4

All other 11.2 9.0

Thus, the relative role of the consumption taxes as a group has changed
very little; selective sales taxes declined in importance while general
sales taxes increased, a result consistent with the ending of deductibility
of the former between 1962 and 1982-83. The real change was the dis-
placement of the property tax by the individual income tax, mostly as a
result of deliberate choices to shift from local taxation, largely based on
the property tax, to state government taxation, based on other sources.
The increase in the individual income tax percentage was a result of new
adoptions of the tax; increases in the rates of many existing taxes (not
consistently, for the period was marked by numerous rate reductions as
well as rate increases); and the rapid growth of money income, with tax
structures usually quite good at capturing that growth. At the state gov-
ernment level, the individual income tax increased from 13.3 percent of
total tax revenue in 1962 to 29.0 percent in 1982-83, for all states com-
bined. Moreover, the increase in reliance on the individual income tax
was widespread, not concentrated in a few states (although 11 states
continue to have no general income tax).

One obvious way to mitigate the elimination of deductibility for
individual taxpayers in states with an income tax is to flatten the rate
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structure (or its equivalent in exemptions and credits). However, to
avoid a loss of revenue, states will have to raise taxes for some taxpay-
ers, presumably those who do not itemize now and who therefore will
not lose from the elimination of deductibility. Not only will this be un-
popular (itemizers in 1982 accounted for fewer than 50 percent of federal
taxpayers in all but five states, according to the data in Kenyon, 1985),
but it also will reduce the responsive of tax revenue to growth in money
income.

To some extent, rate reduction can occur without revenue loss in
those states whose income tax base is tied to the federal definitions of
taxable income, because the state’s own income tax base will expand
automatically. Thirty-five of the 39 income tax states have such linkages,
in one form or another.

In short, the one quantitatively important effect on the state-local
revenue structure that is highly likely to occur is lesser dependence on
state income taxes as part of the revenue system of the sector as a whole,
and probably some flattening of income tax rates.

The National Interest in the State-Local Revenue System. Does it really
matter, to the country at large, if the states revise their revenue systems
as this analysis suggests? The general answer is yes.

First, if user charges are substituted for currently deductible taxes to
finance services with private-goods characteristics, the country will be
better off if the new user charges are at all sensible in design. There will
be efficiency gains, and most of us would argue that any real equity
changes are likely to be to the good, with less subsidizing of well-off
users by poorer non-users.

Second, greater reliance on selective excises seems not in the na-
tional interest. The efficiency losses from taxes with a narrow base and
considerable potential for substitutability are greater than the dead-
weight losses from broader-based taxes, quite apart from questions
about the costs of administration. (Administrative costs are very low for
public utilities taxes but far from trivial for the other selective excises, if a
high order of compliance is the target.) Few still believe that consump-
tion of motor fuel and public utility services is price-inelastic.

Third, public finance economists do not think much of state and
local business taxes. Both are typically replete with provisions that are
unneutral in effect with respect to sectors, inputs and location. Hence,
greater use of this revenue source would not be expected to improve the
efficiency of the national tax system. The only countervailing possibility
is that the political desire to shift the tax burden to business might lead
the states to adopt value-added taxes in place of existing business taxes.
A value-added tax would generate substantial additional revenue and
permit reductions in the currently deductible personal taxes. Since a
state-level value-added tax is not the equivalent of a tax on final con-
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sumption in that state, it might be easier to sell. The neutrality attributes
of value-added taxation afford efficiency gains.

Fourth, from the national perspective, a reduction in the use of
property taxation should reduce the progressivity of the national tax
system. The effect should be quite small, but if the tax simplification
plan adopted is really intended to be distributionally neutral, like Trea-
sury I, that effect might be considered a drawback. The ideal property
tax, from the standpoint of efficiency, is one that is completely uniform,
not only across jurisdictions, but across types of assets. Therefore, if the
end of deductibility promotes more differential taxation of types of as-
sets, that is, shifts the burden from housing to business-owned assets, it
is also promoting some loss in efficiency. That shift may be the most
likely response to the elimination of deductibility, and the dollar
amounts could be large over time.

The overall conclusion here is that from the national standpoint, the
end of deductibility may create more losses than gains in the revenue
structure; this negative balance stems from the likelihood that dumping
property taxes on business will be a widespread response. The losses are
not huge, but even so make a case for the narrowing, rather than elimi-
nation, of deductibility.

Interjurisdictional Variation in Effects

In political terms, the disparities in impact among the states consti-
tute the most important effects of ending deductibility. Within the con-
text of a federal revenue-neutral tax reform, the elimination of
deductibility will result in substantial transfers among federal taxpayers
in different states.

The reason for the disparate effects is of course the variation in the
ratio of state and local taxes to income. Total state-local tax revenue in
1982-83 ranged from 8.9 percent of personal income in New Hampshire
to 15.3 percent in New York, with the median at 10.5 percent (this ex-
cludes two outliers, Alaska and Wyoming, with their huge revenue from
severance taxes on resource extraction). However, the range for deduct-
ible personal taxes is considerably greater than the range for all state and
local taxes combined.6 The variation is especially great for high-income
households.

Kenyon (1985) gives the distribution of states by net gains and
losses per capita as follows (again, excluding Alaska and Wyoming):

6 There is less variation in corporate income tax rates than there is in personal income
tax rates among the states, and a few of the states without personal income taxes do have
corporate taxes. Moreover, property tax exemptions and classification schemes produce a
higher order of interstate variation in effective rates of property taxes on owner-occupied
housing than on the less favored types of property.
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Estimated Net Changes in Federal Tax Liability for 1982
with End of Deductibility

Number of States with
$ Change per capita Gains Losses
0-9.99 5 3
10-24.99 11 4
25-49.99 9 6
50-74.99 6 3
75 or more 1 1
Totals 32 17
On a per capita basis for the country as a whole, potentially deductible
state-local taxes in 1982-83 amounted to $657, and total state-local tax
revenue to $1,216. It would not be difficult for those states with a net
saving or loss of less than $25 per capita to offset the aggregate federal
tax change for their residents by changing state tax provisions. But for 10
states the net loss to resident taxpayers is not at all trivial, and for 15
states the net gain will be seen as very worthwhile.

Is it a matter of national concern that New Yorkers lose $2.0 billion
($115 per capita) from the elimination of deductibility and attendant rate
reduction while Texans gain $1.3 billion ($84 per capita)?7 It clearly
would be in the national interest for such a transfer to take place if the
current deductibility amounts to a subsidy to New Yorkers--paid by
Texans and others in the 34 states that now lose net from deductibility--
to spend extravagantly on services with no benefit outside the state’s
boundaries, or simply to pay high salaries to a swollen civil service. Are
those the facts?

It is difficult to tell from the data at hand. Superficially, table I seems
to support the opponents of deductibility. Residents of 13 states and the
District of Columbia will lose substantially from the ending of deduct-
ibility. In 1982-83 per capita state-local expenditure financed from tax
revenue in these states was $387 more, or 40 percent higher, than tax-
financed expenditure in the rest of the states. Of the differential, about
30 percent was accounted for by the lesser proportionate use of nontax
revenue. Employment-related variables--staffing relative to population,
public employee compensation levels, and employee retirement spend-
ing--together accounted for 35 percent of the differential, and spending
for welfare, net of federal aid, accounted for another 18 percent. The
remaining one-sixth of the differential was accounted for by a variety of

7 It should be kept in mind that this analysis ignores the other aspects of federal tax
reform plans. It has been estimated that New York residents will gain, net, from Treasury
II--which is not revenue-neutral with respect to the individual income tax--about $31 per
capita in 1987, although the gain for New Yorkers is proportionally far below the national
average. New York State Special Deputy Comptroller (1985).
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Table 1
Analysis of Differences in State-Local E2penditure Per Capita between Statesa
Whose Residents Lose Significantly from the Ending of Deductibility and All Other
States, 1982-83:

Total per capita difference in state-local expenditure, less federal aid $517
Less: Per capita expenditure financed from nontax revenue from own sources 130
Equals: Additional per capita expenditure financed from state-local tax revenue $387

Causes of additional expenditures from state-local tax revenue (in per capita amounts):

Lesser use, proportionally, of nontax revenueb $118

Higher number of employees in relation to populationc
Higher salaries per employeed

Higher expenditure for employee retirement

18
93
25

Higher expenditure for public welfare, net of federal aid for welfare 70

Other causes, net 63
$387

a The states whose residents would have lost more than $10 per capita in 1982, without deductibility, in
descending order: New York, Maryland, Minnesota, the District of Columb!a, Delaware, Wisconsin, Michi-
gan, California, Massachusetts, Oregon, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Utah and Hawaii.
b Nontax revenue accounted for 23.8 percent of total expenditure less federal aid for the losing states
and 29.5 percent for the other states.
c Employees per 1,000 population were about 3.5 percent higher in the losing states than in the other
states.
d Wages and salaries per fuIMime equivalent employee averaged $21,325 in the losing states and
$17,403 in the other states.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governments Division, 1982-83 data.

other expenditures, including interest on debt and transfer payments
not classified under the welfare function.

So, close to two-thirds of the differential is explained by factors that
may involve discretionary action by state and local decisionmakers--the
decision not to rely much on user charges, as in Massachusetts; the
decision to staff extravagantly, as in the District of Columbia; the deci-
sion to pay high salaries, also in the District; past decisions that produce
generous employee pension plans, once again in the District. But things
are not that simple. The mix of expenditure--and the allocation of re-
sponsibilities between the public and private sectors--very much affect
the use of nontax revenue sources. Most of these states have no major
public power operations, an important generator of nontax revenue. It
hardly is consistent with the argument against deductibility to assert
that the states without public power systems "over-tax" because the data
for them show less reliance on user charges. On the other hand, in
numerous cases a feasible choice for user charges rather than taxes has
been rejected--as is so characteristic of New England--and deductibil-
ity encourages that uneconomic decision.
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Similarly, the level of expenditure for personal services is partly a
matter of choice, partly a matter of pressures that politicians have no
power to ignore, such as court orders and other federal requirements
with respect to prisons, mental hospitals, and special education; region-
al differences in wage rates and living costs; and the accident of being
the point of entry for large numbers of immigrants (California and New
York). The same considerations apply to spending for welfare purposes:
there is an element of choice, but discretion is less than complete unless
the public and officials are prepared to tolerate very high levels of dis-
tress indeed. To be sure, in the long run, substantially lower levels of
spending for what now seems socially necessary purposes in the high
spending states will produce migration of problem populations to other
states: a harsher prison regime will affect the distribution of miscreants;
a more porous safety net will speed the dispersion of immigrants away
from the initial points of entry.

During the past 15 years, there have been numerous budgetary
"crises" in the state-local sector, some clearly cyclical (and thus amenable
to solution by various short-term expedients), but some--especially in
economically weak places--evidently of a secular nature, requiring a
lower level of spending in the absence of rescue from without (and
perhaps even with such a rescue, as occurred in the New York City fiscal
crisis of 1975). What expenditure has been reduced in these crisis situa-
tions? Almost invariably, there has been a reduction in labor costs in real
terms, some combination of reductions in real wages and reductions in
staffing. The reductions in staffing usually have been sharpest in con-
nection with social services and education. Also, states in crisis have
frequently reduced the level of public assistance payments in real terms,
and restricted the scope of and eligibility for various social services.

It is not necessarily the case that the reduction in staffing reduced,
proportionately, the level of social and educational services provided--
and thus the extent of redistribution through public spending--but the
pattern suggests that officials and voters saw the pre-crisis package of
public spending in a way that gives some support to deductibility. There
was a slice of the spending that was a very private good indeed--excess
wages to public employees in that jurisdiction, which could be eliminat-
ed. There was another slice, protective services, whose benefits were
perceived as equal to at least 100 cents on the tax dollar, that should be
cut as little as possible. And there was a large slice of redistributive
spending, with benefits to median voters well below 100 cents on the tax
dollar, to be cut substantially. Presumably, the sudden, large downward
pressure on expenditure that would be caused by the end of deductibil-
ity in high tax areas would result in a similar pattern of spending reduc-
tions, with itemizers viewing social services and other redistributive
activities as being of low benefit to them.
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If, as seems to be the case, the redistribution branch (to use the
Musgrave terminology) is especially large in the high-tax states, then
deductibility can be supported on the ground that the high taxes are not
simply a result of local political decisions in which there is no national
interest. Instead, deductibility is a subsidy for redistribution that is ap-
propriate, given the probable absence during the next few years of feder-
al grant aid to support redistributive spending at the state-local level that
is now financed from state-local taxes. However, this position is by no
means unchallenged in the public finance literature. Gramlich and
Rubinfeld (1982) found a pro-rich bias in public spending in Michigan,
which may be characteristic of some other high-tax states and which is
compounded by federal tax deductibility.

Redistributive expenditure is not the only aspect of the national
interest that is at issue in connection with the interjurisdictional effects
of ending deductibility. With the end of deductibility, the absolute mag-
nitudes of differential interjurisdictional tax burdens are likely to rise
sharply, and that should produce some locational shifts over time. The
shifts might be especially pronounced if political pressures lead the
states to substitute ~business taxes for currently deductible personal
taxes. 8

In theory, the country will be better off, not worse off, from the
migration that follows the elimination of deductibility, if the principal
effect of deductibility had been to lower the tax price of entirely local or
private goods. In that case, deductibility surely was encouraging people
to locate inefficiently. If, on the other hand, externalities and redistribu-
tion loom large in the present pattern of gross differentials in state-local
taxes, the migration that will be induced by the ending of deductibility
will be inefficient.

Kenyon (1985) has a useful hypothetical illustration of the migration
question, reproduced in table 2. She puts the question in terms of how
residents perceive the value of benefits from net local tax payments,
with a low ratio of benefit value to tax payments an indication of ineffi-
ciency in government production and of the presence of externalities.
An alternative formulation would include all redistributive expenditure
in the zero-benefit category (for itemizers), as well as "defensive" expen-
ditures that are designed to make a city as tolerable for itemizers as
competitive locations. (High-income taxpayers in most large central
cities probably view a large fraction of their state-local tax payments as

a Note that the locational effects need not be restricted to the states whose residents as
a whole are net losers from the end of deductibility. The end of deductibility will widen
the differentials in state-local tax burdens as such; the lower marginal rates of the federal
income tax may offset the end of deductibility for any individual, but those lower marginal
rates are available anywhere in the country, so migration to avoid high state-local taxes
makes sense regardless of the net federal tax liability change.



Table 2
Possible Effects of Tax Deductibility on Migrationa

(1) (2)
Taxes Net of

Gross Taxes Deductibility

CASE 1: Perceived Benefits = 1/4 Taxes
High-Tax City $12,000 $9,000
Low-Tax City $ 8,000 $6,000

CASE 2: Perceived Benefits = 1/2 Taxes
High-Tax City $12,000 $9,000
Low-Tax City $ 8,000 $6,000

CASE 3: Perceived Benefits = 3/4 Taxes
High-Tax City $12,000 $9,000
Low-Tax City $ 8,000 $6,000

CASE 4: Perceived Benefits = Taxes
High-Tax City $12,000 $9,000
Low-Tax City $ 8,000 $6,000
a Tax and benefit levels are assumed. A federal marginal tax rate of
Source: Reproduced from Kenyon (1985).

(3) (4) (5)
Perceived
Value of Before After
Benefits Deductibility Deductibility

$ 3,000
$ 2,0O0

$3,000 incentive to move from
high-tax to low-tax city

$ 6,000
$ 4,000

$2,000 incentive to move from
high-tax to low-tax city

$ 9,00O
$ 6,000

$1,000 incentive to move from
high-tax to low-tax city

$12,000
$ 8,000

No incentive for migration

25% is also assumed.

$2,009 incentive to move from
high-tax to low-tax city

$1,000 incentive to move from
high-tax to low-tax city

No incentive for migration

$1,000 incentive to move from
low-tax to high-tax city
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producing zero benefits in these senses.)
If Case 4 is a good description of the real world of state-local fi-

nance, then deductibility’s influence on location is entirely pernicious:
people have an incentive to move to a high-tax location to receive bene-
fits at a below-cost tax price. If the real world is like Case 1, and the gap
between the value of benefits and taxes is largely due to externalities and
redistribution, then the elimination of deductibility would increase the
existing incentive for inefficent locational shifts.

Opinion among public finance economists, like opinion generally,
has shifted to the right in recent years. A few years ago, there was little
doubt expressed in the literature that a substantial part of the disparities
in taxes and spending was connected with the composition of the popu-
lation and the consequent redistributive aspect of state-local finance. In
a classic article in 1974, Bradford and Oates explored the consequences,
in theory and empirically for northeastern New Jersey, of consolidating
all local governments in a large metropolitan area into a single unified
government. They predicted substantial inefficencies in a Tiebout sense,
a good deal of income redistribution and a pronounced locational effect;
that is, reduction of the incentive of the affluent to move to income-
segregated suburbs to escape taxation for redistributive purposes. This
was consistent with the findings in the literature of urban economics
that large U.S. metropolitan areas were a good deal more decentralized
than would be predicted by nonfiscal variables alone. If Bradford and
Oates had included the elimination of deductibility as one of their sce-
narios, they surely would have predicted an exacerbation of the incen-
tive for the affluent to shift to income-segregated communities, and they
would have seen this both as a consequential loss in equity and as loca-
tionally inefficient.

The literature of the past dozen or so years sees multilevel public
finance rather differently. As summarized succinctly by Gramlich
(1985a), subnational governments play a useful role in the economic
stabilization branch; income redistribution is best done at the local level,
on the whole, although Gramlich himself argues that long-term inter-
state migration and the existing large disparities in public assistance
levels argue for a direct federal income support system. In the allocation
branch, the present division of functions does closely match the nature
of the benefits generated by the various functions. The last position is
based on viewing elementary and secondary education as generating
little other than private benefits to children and their parents. If the
present distribution of responsibilities among the levels of government
is close to right, and the system of grants from the federal government to
the state and local governments not too defective, then the subsidy in
deductibility has no positive merits to offset its demerits as an inefficient
stimulus to overspending on public services without positive spillovers.
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In effect, it serves as a gift to high-income people and an inducement to
inefficent patterns of residential location; it is, to use Gramlich’s adjec-
tive, pernicious.

About 65 percent of deductible taxes are paid to state, not local,
governments, and state individual income and retail sales taxes surely
are very far from being wholly or largely benefit taxes. If deductibility
could be restricted to residents of large central cities and other low-
income places (as proposed in Gramlich 1985b), then there would be
only efficient locational effects. But this is perhaps the most unlikely of
political outcomes.

One final point can be made about the interjurisdictional effects,
this one political, not economic. The American federal system works on
the basis of simultaneous interregional bargaining over many points; the
bargaining is continuous and depends on the current positions. The
inflicting of large windfall losses on particular states or regions does not
fit this bargaining pattern: the fact that some places did well in the past
because of a set of arrangements that are now seen as poorly conceived
has never justified reversing those arrangements, if only because the
people who will lose today are not those who gained in the past, be-
cause of both mortality and mobility. Perhaps the classic example is
federal policy with respect to Western water resource development and
the distribution of federal water. In comparison with the inefficiencies
and inequities in these policies, state-local tax deductibility is Pareto-
optimal. Those inefficiencies and inequities are now widely recognized,
but the policies have not been reversed, only slowly and marginally
modified; reversal and the windfall losses associated with reversal strike
most Americans, not only real property owners in the arid West (the
winners from past federal policies), as unfair and inconsistent with the
politics of our federalism. The complete elimination of deductibility
would be of that political character.

This argument appears, in more formal terms, in Hochman (1973):
fiscal institutions tend to be capitalized and reversal of longstanding
practices can lead to haphazard patterns of gains and losses, perhaps
more harmful socially and politically than the ills that were to be correct-
ed by the reform in question. As Hochman put it recently (in a comment
on an earlier version of this paper):

The tax code is but one aspect of Federal law; but it was not a painting
created in isolation. All of the other legislation that affects state and local
relations and defines the federal system, etc., was enacted under some
assumptions, perhaps implicit, about the tax code, the constitution, etc.

While this is an argument against any non-incremental reform of
the tax structure, it is peculiarly apposite for a reform, the central feature
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of which (in Treasury II) is a drastic change in the system of fiscal federal-
ism and the balance of interregional relations. Treasury II is incremental
in virtually every other feature (for example, taxability of fringe bene-
fits); it is radical when it deals with the federal structure.

Conclusions on Deductibility

It is both attractive and useful to view the finances of state and local
governments as if they were all manifestations of a Tiebout world, in
which state-local taxes are the equivalent of prices paid through volun-
tary exchange in markets and locational choice is the process through
which these markets are cleared. A great deal of worthwhile analysis has
flowed from that construct. If we use the construct, then there is no
argument at all for tax deductibility (other than the political one in the
preceding paragraph): deductibility inefficiently increases aggregate
spending, induces state and local governments to use the revenue in-
struments that they would otherwise disdain (in particular, steeply
graduated personal income taxes), and provides incentives for ineffi-
cient locational patterns (in particular, encouraging high-income people
to live in high-tax jurisdictions). But in a world with externalities and
redistribution at the state-local level and long-established institutions
and practices, the argument must change.

It does not change greatly with respect to the effect on the aggregate
level of state-local spending. The elimination of deductibility might
cause some loss in spending for externalities and redistribution, but
since the total effect would be so small--a reduction of less than 2 per-
cent of total spending--the efficiency and equity losses on this score
must be trivial.

The effects of deductibility, or its elimination, on the revenue struc-
ture of the state-local sector are in practice somewhat equivocal. Elimina-
tion would marginally encourage substitution of user charges for
personal taxes, an efficient result if the charges are properly designed
but not if they are the conventional clumsy lot. There would also be an
inducement to substitute business taxes for personal taxes, which is
probably undesirable, and to rely more on selective sales taxes that are
not now deductible, which is even less desirable. Reduced reliance on
the property tax would lower the progressivity of the national tax sys-
tem, as would reduced reliance on state-local personal income taxation
(how much depends on the actual form of the tax cuts that state and
local governments make). So, the likely revenue structure effects are
mostly undesirable, although perhaps not strongly so.

The interjurisdictional effects in the real world are harder to ap-
praise. Based on the view that the non-Tiebout aspects of the finances of
the states and of large central cities predominate for those units, I con-
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clude that the losses from complete elimination of deductibility will ex-
ceed the gains, in regard to interjurisdictional effects. Together, these
conclusions suggest restricting, rather than eliminating, deductibility:
raising tax prices, but not to 100 cents on the dollar (for example, by only
permitting the deduction of some fraction, not 100 percent, of personal
taxes paid), and also employing a threshold--appropriate for any per-
sonal deduction alleged to be provided in order to refine the measure-
ment of ability to pay, including charitable contributions.

Exemption from Taxation of Interest on State and Local
Bonds

If after tax revision the interest on some debt obligations of state and
local governments continues to be exempt from federal taxation, the
lower marginal rates will reduce the value of the exemption to holders of
the debt, thus making them less likely to buy such obligations unless
their yields rise relative to yields on taxable obligations. Although the
efficiency and equity costs of tax-exempt borrowing seem a good deal
higher than those of deductibility of state and local taxes, complete
elimination of deductibility is more popular in current tax reform plans
than is complete elimination of tax-exempt borrowing.

The Demand for Municipals

If the only change in the federal income tax being contemplated
were to reduce the top marginal rates to 35 percent for individuals and
33 percent for corporations, there should be some reduction in the de-
mand for tax-exempt fixed-income securities and--if the supply is un-
changed-an increase in yields.9 Nevertheless, demand should not
collapse, under the conditions that have prevailed for most of the past 15
years, during which time the spread between yields on similar long-term
tax-exempt and taxable bonds generally has been less than 30 percent.
At a 30 percent spread, the tax-exempt bond continues to offer a higher
net yield than a taxable bond, even after top marginal rates are reduced
to 35 and 33 percent.

However, interest costs to state and local governments over time
will be higher for several reasons. First, average rates relative to taxable
securities must be somewhat higher over the years than they have been
in the past, since we would be unlikely to experience again periods

9 An excellent summary of the likely effects of the proposed changes in the treatment
of tax-exempt securities can be found in Gurwitz (1985).
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when the spread was greater than 35 percent. Second, the spread on
short-term borrowing has been 40 percent or more for most of the past
15 years, so the cost of short-term tax-exempt borrowing surely will
increase.

The third reason is a bit less obvious. Up to this point, the assump-
tion has been that the investor’s decision is confined to the choice be-
tween taxable and tax-exempt fixed-income securities of similar quality.
But of course investors’ choices and investment objectives range more
widely. There are questions about liquidity, risk and the opportunity for
capital appreciation, in addition to considerations of current after-tax
returns. Indeed, in well-functioning markets, the net return on munici-
pals should never be greater or less than the net return on equivalent-
quality taxable bonds, unless investors are acting on these other
considerations. With lower marginal rates, one might expect tax-exempt
obligations to be less attractive relative to some other types of in-
vestments.

The reduction in marginal rates is by no means the only feature of
tax simplification plans that would affect the demand for municipals.
Treasury I and II both propose that commercial banks no longer be per-
mitted to deduct interest paid to finance the carrying of tax-exempt secu-
rities (since 1984, only 80 percent of those costs have been deductible).
That might substantially reduce commercial banks’ willingness to hold
municipals, and thus lead to increases in yields for the maturities fa-
vored by commercial banks.

Other features will work to increase the demand for tax-exempt
obligations. As other tax shelters are closed down, demand will shift to
those that continue to operate. The elimination of the investment tax
credit and changes in depreciation rules will work in this direction, espe-
cially through their effects on limited partnership and leasing deals. In
addition, if the maximum marginal tax rate on capital gains is reduced by
less than the marginal rate on ordinary income (as in Treasury II, a
reduction from 20 percent to 17.5 percent for capital gains), there should
be a marginal shift from investment for capital gain to investment for
current income, and that might spill over to municipals.

"Private-Purpose" Municipal Bonds

The principal effects on tax-exempt borrowing come in most pro-
posals from restrictions on the supply side, in the form of limits on the
types of new borrowing for which the interest will continue to be tax-
exempt. Most important are restrictions on advance refunding bonds
and prohibition of tax-exempt borrowing for "private purposes." Private
purpose is defined in Treasury I and II as use of more than 1 percent of
the proceeds directly or indirectly by any person other than a state or
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local government, except where the facilities built are used by all mem-
bers of the general public on the same basis.

What those words would mean in practice is not at all clear, for in
some sense almost all state and local facilities are "used" mainly by pri-
vate parties--public schools by pupils, public hospitals by patients, jails
by prisoners, water and sewer lines by households and business estab-
lishments connected to the lines, transportation facilities by shippers
and passengers. Moreover, that use is seldom offered on precisely the
same basis for all members of the general public, for there is generally
some degree of inherent exclusivity which produces differentiation in
access: the first house on a single-family lot has the exclusive access to
the water and sewer lines passing in front of the house; school districts
usually allocate pupils to schools on the basis of residence; there may be
queuing for some types of hospital beds. Presumably, the tax reformers
do not aim to eliminate borrowing in any of these cases, but their targets
seem not all that different, taking the words of the definition literally.
The principal targets, according to Treasury I, are bonds for industrial
development, pollution control, student loans, nongovernmental hospi-
tals, multi-family housing and owner-occupied housing, which in 1983
accounted for 62 percent of the dollar volume of all new long-term tax-
exempt offerings. 10

The notion that some purposes for tax-exempt borrowing are essen-
tially "private," while other purposes are appropriately "public," calls for
some non-arbitrary dividing line between the two classes. It appears that
in most discussions the dividing line is based on some unarticulated
readings of history: state and local governments have "traditionally" per-
formed certain functions for which they often borrowed money, but
"traditionally" did not borrow money for all sorts of things that now
entail tax-exempt borrowing.

The trouble is that the historical record is full of examples of state-
local borrowing for what is now often called private-purpose tax-exempt
borrowing. As late as 1950, the states had very little debt for purposes
that are unequivocally public: about 30 percent of their outstanding debt
was for highways (highways usually have positive externalities only
because users rarely pay high enough charges); about 42 percent for
grants and loans to veterans (of which a large share went into the pur-
chase of single-family houses); and about 5 percent for other loans to
private parties, for housing and to farmers. Ten years later, with a huge

so ACIR (1984) contains a state-by-state listing by type for 1983, citing the Treasury as
the source. The interstate variation is considerable: in four states, these types of borrow-
ing amounted to less than 20 percent of all new long-term borrowing, while in four others
the percentage was 80 or more. Also the composition of "private-purpose" issues by type
varied considerably.
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increase in state debt, 45 percent was for highways (mostly for toll
roads), 16 percent each for veterans, farm and housing credit and an-
other 8 percent for such "private purposes" as port facilities and electric
power plants. As late as 1970, such purposes accounted for about half of
state debt. Local governments too have a long history of borrowing for
purposes whose character is private in important ways. In 1863, New
York City borrowed for the most private of purposes: to pay the bounties
that could keep young men from being conscripted into the Union army.
By the late nineteenth century, city governments commonly were put-
ting in streets, sidewalks, street lighting and water and sewer lines--all
financed by borrowing--in close conjunction with subdividers’ plans for
new housing development on the edges of built-up areas. There was
substantial municipal borrowing for transit purposes--streetcar lines
and later rail systems in the biggest cities--with the facilities always
operated by private companies and often owned by them as well. Mu-
nicipal public utilities--in no way different from their private counter-
parts--were widespread by the turn of the century, in water supply,
electric power and gas. Until around 1950, utilities accounted for about
half of all municipal debt.

Another problem with the dividing line between public and private
purpose in the current discussions is that the Treasury and others seem
infatuated with the nominal ownership of the assets: If a governmental
entity is the owner and operator, then the borrowing may have a public
purpose; if a nongovernmental entity is the owner and operator, the
purpose must be private, regardless of the function carried out. But
governmental and nongovernmental ownership and operation are often
close substitutes, notably with regard to hospitals and education, where
historical accident very often has determined the extent to which there is
private provision by nonprofit organizations. Similar conditions of sub-
stitutability exist with regard to housing finance and a good many other
things.

This substitutability suggests that restrictions on tax-exempt bor-
rowing that rely primarily on the legal status of the entities involved will
be defeated by state legislation that redefines that status. Thus, Con-
gress will be compelled to list, in detail, permissible and impermissible
uses of funds borrowed under tax exemption. Presumably, there is noth-
ing constitutionally improper about this, but--given that there is no
"tradition" to provide the dividing line and that money is fungible, so
clever people will find ways around the restrictions--it seems both fool-
ish and impractical to do so. To a considerable extent, then, the proposal
amounts to a federal tax on the choice of mechanisms made by state and
local governments in their borrowing, which hardly seems to serve any
national purpose.

Industrial revenue bonds--and any other borrowing to finance ac-
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tivities of ordinary taxable entities (for example, industrial water pollu-
tion control) where the tax exemption accorded the interest payments on
the debt is the sole or principal element of public subsidy--provide one
exception to the conclusion that in practice sensible dividing lines will be
hard to draw and not make much sense once drawn. Such borrowing
could be eliminated by simply denying businesses any deduction for
rent or interest payments if the underlying indebtedness is tax-exempt.
That would not preclude state and local governments from finding other
subsidy devices; however, it would end the conventional device of sim-
ply passing through the interest tax exemption.11 A similar provision
could be applied to tax-exempt borrowing for single-family house mort-
gages that are not confined to households with relatively low incomes
(by making the mortgage interest not deductible on Schedule A for tax-
payers with incomes above, say, $30,000).

Of course, some would argue that the tax exemption should not
apply to the financing of any assets whose services are private goods in
the economists’ sense of the term. That position has logic but it is far
from the position in the Treasury and other proposals, which would
allow tax exemption for some bonds issued to finance the production of
private goods but deny tax exemption for others. One could also argue
that the tax exemption on borrowing ought to be eliminated entirely
because most of the subsidy "leaks" into spending for which there is no
national interest at all, such as borrowing to construct a new city office
building--permissible under the Treasury plan since the proceeds are
clearly used by no one other than the city government.

Another line of attack on tax-exempt borrowing in general is that it
is an inefficient subsidy to state-local capital spending because the Trea-
sury’s loss in tax revenue is so much greater than the value of the subsi-
dy to state and local governments. And in any case, why should the
federal government subsidize state-local capital spending, involving one
kind of input, rather than spending for operating purposes, involving
mainly labor inputs, or spending for transfer payments? The inefficiency
argument has been well explored in the literature for more than a quarter
of a century, and an obvious solution offered: the states and local gov-
ernments to issue taxable bonds, in return for a direct federal subsidy of
interest payments, set at an appropriate rate that continues the subsidy
but at a lower cost to the Treasury.12 That deal, however, is not on offer

11 Industrial development bonds per se accounted for 34 percent of all "private-pur-
pose" bonds issued in 1983 (ACIR, 1984), and over 50 percent of such borrowing in 12
states. The 1982 tax law provides that industrial development bonds will no longer be tax-

exem~t after 1986.Presumably, the transfer efficiency of tax-exempt borrowing will be improved by
the federal income tax rate structure in the Treasury plan. That is, the spread between
taxable and tax-exempt yields is likely to be closer to the (lower) marginal rates paid by
investors in state-local obligations than is now the case.
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now: the Treasury proposal on "private-purpose" bonds owes nothing to
the transfer-efficiency argument.

Public finance economists generally disapprove of subsidies direct-
ed at particular inputs in the state-local sector rather than subsidies for
outputs that are considered in the national interest (see, for example,
Zimmerman, 1984 and 1985a). If particular inputs are to be subsidized, a
case could perhaps be made for federal subsidy of borrowing costs.
Interest rates are highly volatile over time, more so than most other
input costs, and interest rates matter a lot for the financing of long-lived
assets for which most state-local borrowing is undertaken. The federal
government is the major determiner of interest rates, through its macro-
economic policy and its management of its own finances. Therefore, in
an era of high interest rates for which federal policy bears much respon-
sibility-the last 15 years or so--it maybe appropriate that the federal
government subsidize this particular input, rather than others.

The case for ending tax exemption for "private-purpose" municipal
bonds may be weak, but suppose the proposal is enacted: what will its
effects be? Gurwitz (1985) has a good summary. First, there would be a
flood of new financings to get under the wire, as happened in the last
quarter of 1984 in the face of a far less rigorous tax change. Second,
considerable ingenuity will be devoted to altering the legal arrange-
ments for the now-proscribed type of borrowing to get within the tax-
exemption net, for example by substituting direct public ownership and
operation of waste-to-energy facilities for contracts with private owners
and operators. Paradoxically for these times and this Administration,
the change will slow the move toward private provision of public
services.

Third, where it is impossible to circumvent the proscription, the
cost of capital to the beneficiaries of these types of borrowing will rise.
Fourth, there will be some reduction in the volume of tax-exempt bor-
rowing, how much depending on the precise language of the legislation,
the Treasury regulations issued pursuant to that legislation and the court
decisions subsequently, and the ability of state and local officials to find
ways around the restrictions. Gurwitz sees the reduction as "unknown
but probably substantial," industry observers see it as enormous, but it
could also be very small in the end.

Finally, whatever the decrease in the volume of tax-exempt financ-
ing, that decrease will reduce interest rates for the remaining tax-exempt
borrowing. Only a few careful estimates of the magnitude of the de-
crease are available, and they vary by a factor of more than ten to one.
(See ACIR, 1984, p. 127, and Zimmerman, 1984.) The low estimates
suggest that a 25 percent reduction in the volume of new offerings might
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reduce interest rates by as little as 1 percent (not percentage points),othe
high estimates by more than 11 percent,a3

Other Effects on the Supply of Municipals
State and local borrowers, particularly the larger, more frequent and

more aggressive borrowers (New York’s Municipal Assistance Corpora-
tion (MAC) is a prime example), often issue bonds to refund outstanding
bonds prior to the earliest date at which they can be called for redemp-
tion. This is done to smooth future debt service schedules (the usual
motive of MAC), to take advantage of lower market interest rates, or to
escape from restrictive bond indenture provisions. The original issue
remains outstanding, with the proceeds of the new issue put into escrow
to meet the scheduled interest and redemption payments on the original
issue. On the grounds that the practice results in "twice as many bonds
being outstanding as are required for a given project" (U.S. Treasury,
1984, vol. 2, p. 295) and thus increases the federal revenue loss associat-
ed with tax-exempt bonds, the Treasury proposes to limit refunding
bonds to those whose proceeds are used immediately for redemption of
outstanding bonds. The Treasury also alleges that the additional volume
of tax-exempt bonds outstanding "raises the interest rates that must be
paid to finance state and local government projects" (p. 296).

The reasoning is peculiar. It ignores the specific use of the proceeds
of the advance refunding issues: they are invested in special U.S. Trea-
sury obligations issued for this purpose, whose maturities and interest
rates precisely match those of the original issue, with those obligations
held by a trustee. That means that money is lent to the Treasury at
interest rates lower than those it must otherwise pay, thereby offsetting
most of the additional revenue loss from the greater amount of outstand-
ing tax-exempt bonds. Moreover, rational participants in the market for
municipals will not view the original issue as an ordinary tax-exempt
issue any longer, for the original issue has been in effect converted to an
issue of Treasury securities that should trade as low-coupon Treasuries,
rather than as part of the outstanding volume of obligations of the re-
funder. Therefore, the effect of advance refunding on the level of yields
on state-local obligations should be negligible.

The Treasury proposal thus seems a pointless restriction on the abil-
ity of state and local governments to minimize their borrowing costs by

13 In addition to the other criticisms of the "private-purpose" bond prohibition, it
appears that the Treasury’s estimates of the revenue gains are grossly exaggerated. A
Coopers & Lybrand study for the Public Securities Association, using plausible methods
and assumptions, finds that the cumulative revenue gain for the fiscal 1986-90 period will
be less than $2 billion, not the $13 billion the Treasury estimates. Public Securities Associ-
ation, 1985.
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adept debt management practices. If the proposal is adopted, the long-
term effect (after an initial flood of issues to beat the deadline) will be to
raise the cost of capital to municipal borrowers. They will be unable to
exploit temporary interest rate declines and likely will make sure that
future new issues, especially during periods when interest rates are
high, can be called for redemption at early dates, a provision that will
have a cost in the form of higher interest rates on the original offerings.
The overall supply effect should be relatively small, however, because
advance refunding issues (unlike "private-purpose" issues) tend to ap-
pear only when the spreads between taxable and tax-exempt issues are
large.

At one time, it was possible for state and local governments to earn
considerable amounts by borrowing at tax-exempt yields and investing
the proceeds in higher-yielding taxable securities. The current law and
Treasury regulations impose complicated restrictions on such arbitrage.
The restrictions, however, vary by type of obligation and still permit
significant arbitrage earnings under certain circumstances, so that state
and local governments still have an incentive to manage their borrowing
so as to maximize the earnings. The Treasury proposes to eliminate vir-
tually all such arbitrage. The Treasury argues that the present situation
increases the volume of tax-exempts outstanding, by encouraging bor-
rowers to issue more bonds than are necessary for a project and to issue
them sooner or keep them outstanding longer in order to maximize
reinvestment earnings, and by making economic some issues that be-
cause of high issuance costs would be uneconomic otherwise. On the
other hand, it has been argued that, because reinvestment earnings are
expected to defray part of project costs in many cases, a larger initial
issue would be required to replace those earnings. The Treasury seems
to have the better of this argument.

If deductibility of state and local taxes is eliminated, the effects on
the volume of state and local borrowing and the levels of yields will be
mixed. First, if the elimination of deductibility triggered tax rate reduc-
tions in forms analogous to Proposition 13, then the units of government
affected surely would be seen as less creditworthy. They would have to
pay higher interest rates and at worst they would not be able to borrow
at all for a time, which would reduce yields for everyone else. Second,
the combination of the ending of the federal subsidy to current tax rev-
enue and the continuation of the subsidy to borrowing would make
borrowing seem a sensible substitute to current-revenue financing.
While the two are far from complete substitutes, at the margin a good
deal is possible, such as borrowing for longer terms and borrowing rath-
er than current financing of quasi-durable assets (for example, police
cars). This too would result in higher interest rates, holding other things
constant. Third, there would be some offsetting effects on issuers in
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states with high income tax rates where the interest exemption is con-
fined to within-state issuers, as in New York, Minnesota and California.
The effective rate of state and local income taxes would be higher and
therefore the value of the interest exemption increased significantly, in-
ducing residents to replace whatever out-of-state municipals they hold
with in-state obligations.14

Conclusions on Tax-Exempt Borrowing

The effects of the full package of Treasury proposals with respect to
state and local tax-exempt borrowing--after the initial efforts to beat the
deadlines--will be a mixture of positive and negative impacts on vol-
ume of offerings and rates of interest. The lowering of marginal tax
rates and the disallowing of banks’ carrying costs will reduce demand
somewhat, while the elimination of "private-purpose" and advance re-
funding bonds will reduce supply (on the assumption that not all
"private-purpose" offerings can be legitimized by institutional changes).
On balance, it seems likely that supply will be more restricted than
demand, which should mean marginally lower interest costs on the re-
maining borrowing.

Is this desirable? Or, rather, which features of the entire package are
desirable, from the standpoint of the national interest? One thing must
be said first: the case for eliminating tax exemption entirely is stronger
than the case for any one of the Treasury proposals that are specific to tax
exemption per se. The Treasury proposals reject the former case, and
have to be assessed within the context of a substantial volume of contin-
ued tax-exempt borrowing. In that context, the restrictions on "private-
purpose" and advance refunding borrowing rate poorly, as badly-
designed and economically pointless actions that further undermine
political federalism. On the other hand, restrictions on arbitrage are in-
deed proper if there is to be tax-exempt borrowing, and the Treasury
proposal is superior to the present web of regulations. The disallowance
of banks’ carrying costs also seems an appropriate concomitant to tax
exemption of interest earnings.

Summing Up
The deductibility of state and local taxes and the exemption of inter-

est on state and local obligations are highly imperfect instruments of
federal compensation for the uneven incidence among state and local
governments of special burdens or responsibilities for the production of

Proctor and Rappaport (1985).
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positive externalities. But then most policy instruments are far from per-
fect. Are these so imperfect that they warrant the treatment proposed in
the Treasury plan--complete elimination of deductibility and substantial
restriction of tax-exempt borrowing?

My own answer to the question, as indicated previously, is that
there is indeed a plausible case for complete elimination of the tax ex-
emption on state and local borrowing, but no persuasive case for the
major restrictions the Treasury proposes. On the other hand, with re-
spect to deductibility, the persuasive case is for restriction, not abolition.

The more ardent advocates of elimination appear convinced that the
national-interest benefits per dollar of revenue lost to the Treasury from
deductibility are close to zero, while the more outspoken defenders
sometimes read as if they believed that those benefits exceeded 100 cents
on the dollar of revenue loss. In the absence of hard fact, the debaters
rely on agreeable suppositions (of the type some leading politicians use
even when facts are at hand) about the character of the state and local
spending differentials supported by deductible taxes. The suppositions
agreeable to me suggest that the national-interest benefits per dollar of
revenue loss to the Treasury are less than 50 cents, but far above zero. So
deductibility may be a fourth-best way to generate those benefits, as
compared to a third-best set of conventionally designed federal grants
and to a second-best set of properly designed grants (say, those spelled
out by Gramlich, 1985). But neither of those superior alternatives is on
offer. The fourth-best is not an infrequent or dishonorable solution in
public life.

Of course, if one believes that domestic government is evil (except,
possibly, when it regulates private morals), then it is highly appropriate
to use the happy occasion of tax simplification for more than one pur-
pose, to shrink the size of subnationaI as well as national government.
Even for that purpose, the elimination of deductibility is a clumsy instru-
ment, but it is at hand.
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Discussion
Edward M. Gramlich*

I have approximately the same efficiency objectives as Dick Netzer
and I agree with almost all of the technical arguments in his wide-
ranging and balanced paper. I do get to a somewhat different bottom
line, however. On deductibility of state and local taxes generally, he
favors an intermediate approach between continuation and the Trea-
sury’s proposed complete elimination. I can see an intermediate ap-
proach that is preferable to complete elimination, but it is not the one he,
or anybody else, favors. Barring that, I am with the Treasury in favoring
complete elimination. On the tax preferences for state and local borrow-
ing, he favors complete elimination, but is not impressed with the Trea-
sury’s case for partial restriction of borrowing preferences. I favor
complete elimination too, but I would take the Treasury’s partial restric-
tion measures as a second best.

In my remarks I will make a few comments on tax reform in general,
and then discuss deductibility and borrowing preferences separately. I
do not repeat Netzer’s arguments in those many cases where I agree
totally, but just jump in where I feel the weighting of various pros and
cons should be different.

Tax Reform in General
As has been said often at the conference, the worst two words in the

whole tax reform discussion are "revenue-neutral." It is as if the United
States is starting off in a position where its wealth accumulation ratio
(defined to include net exports as part of capital formation) had not

* Professor of Economics and Public Policy, University of Michigan.
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declined, and as if fiscal policy were innocent in any decline. I state
things in this awkward way to indicate that the problem I am thinking of
is the large budget deficit, but the reason I am thinking of it is not that I
fear budget deficits per se, but that I don’t like to see my generation go
on consumption binges, and we appear to be embarking on a big one.

Given this initial condition, my objective in any tax reform measure
would be to end with a substantial reduction in the budget deficit. Tax
increases do not have to cover the entire deficit, of course, but base-
broadening should be one of the first things considered in raising the
$100 billion or more required to bring fiscal policy back into balance. To
quote none other than David Stockman, it seems "preposterous" to limit
tax reform possibilities by the revenue-neutrality constraint. According-
ly, my point of view throughout will be that the country needs to cut
back fiscal policy by $100 billion or more.

Presently about $35 billion is given away by state and local tax de-
ductibility and another $20 billion by borrowing preferences. Is there
merit in these subsidies? On balance I find about zero merit, which is
less than Netzer finds, though he doesn’t find anything close to full
merit. My preference would be to get rid of the subsidies--preferably
with some adjustments to cover some social losses--but as a political
strategy I am happy to take complete elimination now and worry about
those losses some other day.

Tax Deductibility
On its surface, the deductibility of state and local taxes appears to be

one of the most pro-rich subsidies there is. The vast majority of taxpay-
ers with a taxable income over $30,000 itemize and claim this preference;
very few with a taxable income under $20,000 do so. Why then are the
conservatives proposing to kill the subsidy and the liberals so obsessed
with retaining it?

Assuming noble motives and intelligence on the part of liberals, the
answer must be some sort of a "social offset." The benefit appears to go
to the rich, but actually goes to somebody else or for some other pur-
pose. Dick comes up with three broad social offsets.

State and Local Spending

Eliminating deductibility will raise the tax price of state and local
spending and reduce it, and that is socially bad if there are benefit spill-
overs that should be paid for outside of the district. Netzer correctly (in
my view) places little stock in all this. The impact on spending should be
modest given low price elasticities and the fact that most voters do not
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itemize, and it is hard to think of many spillovers where there is not
already some categorical grant that shares the burden. I have no dis-
agreement with Netzer here, except that I place even less stock in this
argument for a reason that he mentioned but I think did not give suffi-
cient emphasis.

The problem with the argument is not merely that a minority of
voters itemize, it also involves who is doing the itemizing. In a separate
paper that Netzer had not seen when he wrote his, I used some micro
data in Michigan to try to compute, more precisely than some of the
prevailing estimates, in my humble opinion, the impact of eliminating
deductibility on median spending demands. For overall local spending, I
found a 5 percent reduction, close to the 2 percent number Netzer feels
is reasonable. But there is no reduction at all in a low-income place like
Detroit, where relatively few voters itemize, and more than a 10 percent
reduction in a high-income place like the Detroit suburbs, where most
voters itemize. What we have is a measure that helps the people in high-
income areas support their schools, which are already good, and doesn’t
help at all people in low-income areas, where schools are not good. I am
strongly opposed to such a subsidy, even if it can be shown that schools
have external benefits and that aggregate school spending will drop
when deductibility goes.

One should, of course, insert some caveats in making this argu-
ment. To the extent that states have power equalization plans that help
poor districts with their schools, some partial deductibility of state taxes
may be called for. The same is true for AFDC and Medicaid, two state-
funded programs that directly help the poor. While I would favor adjust-
ment of the matching grants supporting these programs to maintain
spending on them, I also think that these impacts are modest enough
that I would take complete elimination of deductibility even without the
offsets.

As a final point here, failure to recognize this rich community-poor
community point can lead to some pervasive mischief in attempting to
reform the tax code. I use as evidence the treatment of deductibility in
the early House Ways and Means Committee modification of Treasury II,
something not covered by Netzer. As the figure shows, taxpayers can
deduct actual state and local taxes (excluding sales taxes) up to $1000,
then $1000, and then actual taxes less 5 percent of income when that
total exceeds $1000. There would appear to be a public spending price
effect for very poor and very rich communities. (Income numbers have
been inserted in the figure, based on prevailing national averages; they
would be lower or higher in different states depending on the size of
revenues and expenditures.) But even this appearance is deceiving, be-
cause very few in low-income communities now itemize and even fewer
will, under the Ways and Means bill. Hence there will now be a price
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Deductions in the Ways and Means Committee Bill
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effect only in a few extremely rich communities. Over tinre, if the $1000
amount is not indexed, the price subsidy will be extended to more com-
munities, but still on the top end of the community income distribution.
What looks like a compromise between those wanting to eliminate and
those wanting to preserve deductibility then becomes a highly perverse,
almost sinister, incentive for public spending in just the richest commu-
nities-all because Congress apparently does not recognize the unholy
interaction between income stratification and itemization. I wish Netzer
had brought the point out more forcefully, and I really wish Congress
would take intercommunity equity into account in forming its deduct-
ibility provisions.

State and Local Revenues

I had thought that any social offsets here would be minor. Presently
user charges, arguably the most economically efficient state and local
revenue source, are not deductible, and other less efficient taxes are. It
would seem that putting all revenue sources on the same basis, or on a
level playing field, to use present-day jargon, would be a step in the
right direction. It still may be, but Netzer has persuaded me to be careful
with the argument. On the one hand, many user charges are not that
efficient since they have not been designed with principles of marginal
cost pricing in mind. On the other hand, we are likely to get an increase
in generally inefficient business taxes, which still remain deductible.
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Netzer’s general discussion here covered all the bases and I have
little to add. However, I am left with a vague sense that he overempha-
sizes the potential inefficiencies in any new user charges imposed by
states and localities. There can’t be that much difference between aver-
age and marginal costs in the long run for a range of services such as
transportation, refuse collection, and even higher education, and in a
competitive world there can’t be that much scope for nuisance taxes on
business. Netzer makes the case for a slight social offset; my own best
guess after reading his argument is that the offset is either zero or not an
offset at all.

Migration

Here Netzer argues two new points. The first is that there could be a
reduced incentive for rich people to live in poor areas now that they no
longer get the subsidy for living in areas where their own tax prices are
high. In the paper cited above, I tried to work through all this for my
Detroit area voters, and find, with Netzer, that there is something to the
argument. Other things equal, tax prices do seem to be higher for rich
people if they live in poor areas, and they can benefit by moving if
deductibility goes. But they do not seem to benefit very much, because
the real quantity of public goods consumed is higher in the rich areas,
and the net impact is modest, again on the order of 5 percent of tax
payments. Frankly, I would doubt that many people would relocate for
fiscal differentials this small, but in the long run, who can say? In any
event, if this is a worry, the sensible way to protect against it is to retain
deductibility for low-income areas but not high-income areas. The last
point is put in just to show that I too can think up cockamamie schemes
that nobody else in the world takes seriously. As above, I would propose
it seriously if I had more confidence that such an idea would not get bent
totally out of shape in the hurly-burly of political horse trading on tax
reform plans.

Netzer’s second point here is a good one, albeit a frustrating one. It
is that whatever the social inefficiencies of deductibility, they have been
capitalized and taking them away now is horizontally inequitable. This
is, of course, an argument against any radical tax reform or expenditure
reform--really an argument that the United States should stay locked
into its consumption binge. I am so strongly opposed to that notion that
I can find lots of counterarguments. Given the publicity tax reform has
received, some reverse capitalization may have already taken place. To
maintain intergenerational horizontal equity, some present-day fiscal
subsidies must be given up, even if they are capitalized. To maintain
horizontal equity between the East and the West in this country, fiscal
subsidies must be given up simultaneously. If giving up deductibility is
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the way we get water and farm subsidies to be cut back, so much the
better. But I admit that on this one there is no very good objective
response.

My overall verdict here is that I make a negative out of Netzer’s first
offset, a zero out of his second, and I’I1 go along with part of his third.
Hence he gets positive offsets on balance and wants to restrict but not
eliminate deductibility; I get zero offsets on balance and agree with the
Treasury on eliminating deductibility.

Borrowing Preferences
The second half of Netzer’s paper involves borrowing preferences,

some of which will be attacked by the Treasury. Netzer doesn’t like the
preferences, a point on which we have no disagreement, but he doesn’t
like the attacks either. I confess to being basically out of my depth in the
world of tax arbitrage, but I do find merit in the attacks.

A recent paper by Gordon and Slemrod helps in bringing order to
this messy area by identifying several types of arbitrage. Assume a tax-
able interest rate r, an after-federal-tax interest rate r(1- t), and a state/
local nontaxable interest rate s. If these rates differ, as they will in our
present tax structure, three types of arbitrage are possible:

1. Communities can borrow at the nontaxable rate s and invest at
the higher taxable rate r. This form of blatant arbitrage is illegal, but it is
hard to know how well the Treasury enforces restrictions against it.
Netzer argues that the result of lots of shifts is that we simply cannot tell
what will happen to s relative to r, and hence to the potential of this
arbitrage loophole. He also supports the Treasury’s general attempt to
prevent this form of tax arbitrage.

But then, for reasons that were not as convincing to me, he came
out against two specific attempts to restrict it. One is the Treasury’s
attempt to end arbitrage on "private purpose" bonds by denying nontax-
able status; the other is a similar attempt to deny nontaxable status to
end arbitrage on advance refunding bonds. Netzer appears to be against
curbing private purpose bonds because they are hard to identify and any
restrictions are easily avoidable. Of course this is true, but I still think the
Treasury should step up the monitoring. Why isn’t any blockage of the
arbitrage channel, including even some uncertainty about IRS enforce-
ment, a step in the right direction?

Then Netzer criticizes curbs on advance refunding bonds because
they are invested in Treasury securities at rates lower than would other-
wise be the case. I read this as saying that the arbitrage profits on these
bonds are returned to the Treasury. If so, it is irrelevant whether the
Treasury curbs them or not. If not so, and it does take some extreme
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assumptions to get all the arbitrage profits passed back to the Treasury, it
matters and the Treasury is properly trying to impose curbs. At one
extreme, therefore, the curbs are appropriate and at the other extreme
irrelevant. That sounds to me like an argument for imposing the
restrictions.

2. Communities can raise taxes at a cost of (1- t) per dollar, invest
and earn r per dollar of taxes, and give it back. Having your friendly
municipality handle your assets then avoids the tax on interest income.
Gordon and Slemrod find, seemingly to their surprise, that there is not
much of this because rich people don’t seem to trust governments to
manage their finances. Perhaps we should not take the possible arbi-
trage seriously, except that I will note that any attempt.discussed under
1) above to limit investment at r will also close down this channel. That,
in my view, is another reason for favoring the Treasury’s curbs, however
imperfect they may be. And while as I said above I am not enamored of
the large cuts in federal marginal rates dictated by the goal of revenue
neutrality, I have to admit that cutting t will curb this channel as well.

3. The remaining possibility is to trade on the difference between s,
which Netzer argues will not change, and r(1- t). Wealthy individuals
will want to borrow at r(1 - t) and invest at s, on their own account. If s is
fixed, this form of arbitrage will be cut by lower marginal tax rates, but
the arbitrage has minimal effect on states and localities. Poor communi-
ties will want to borrow at s, lower property taxes, and have their citi-
zens earn r(1 -t) on the saved property taxes. Here the relevant t is for
poor investors, and this subsidy for the poor is not changed much by the
Treasury. Here again the structure of the rate cuts looks good because it
limits the rich person’s subsidy without touching the poor person’s.

My general verdict on this part then is that what the Treasury is
trying to do is good, though in part because of the cut in top marginal
rates. I don’t see why Netzer is so ambivalent about the Treasury propos-
als, though we both should be slightly more ambivalent if I had my way
and marginal federal tax rates were not cut so much.



An Overall Assessment--
Is It Worth It?
Richard A. Musgrave*

Is it worth it? This question, which has been posed to me, can
hardly be answered without knowing what the congressional outcome
will be. Surely, there would be a substantial improvement in the tax
structure if Treasury I (the Treasury recommendation to the President)
were to be enacted, and there would still be a gain (if substantially tess
so) under Treasury II (the President’s plan). The same can be said for the
key features of base broadening under various congressional proposals
such as Bradley-Gephardt and Kemp-Kasten.~ At the same time, a sub-
stantial gain will be needed to show a positive balance on the ledger,
since there are opportunity costs. For one thing, considerable capital in
accumulated goodwill for tax reform will have been expended. For an-
other, concern with the more immediate problem of meeting increased
revenue needs will have been diverted.

Key Features
Before entering into specifics, let me note certain key features of the

proposed reforms, features which are worked out most clearly in Trea-
sury I but which also characterize Treasury II and the major congressio-
nal plans.

*H. H. Burbank Professor of Political Economy, Emeritus, Harvard University and
Adjunct Professor of Economics, University of California at Santa Cruz.

1For a convenient summary of the various proposals, see J. Pechman, ed., A Citizen’s
Guide to the New Tax Reform: Rawman and Allenhead, 1985. Note also the flood of tax-
reform studies which have appeared recently including the following: H. Aaron and H.
Galper, Addressing Tax Reform, Brookings, 1985; A. Ando, M.E. Blume, and Io Friend, The
Structure and Reform of the U.S. Tax System, M.I.T. Press, 1985; J.E. Minarik, Making Tax
Choices, Urban Institute, 1985; R. Hall and A. Rabushka, Low Tax, Simple Tax, Flat Tax,
McGraw-Hill, 1983.
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Focus on the Income Tax

First of all, note the fact that the current reform focuses exclusively
on the income taxes. In a way, this focus is not surprising. The individ-
ual income tax, after all, exists and dominates the federal tax structure.
Such has been the case ever since the early 1940s, when pressures of war
finance transferred the individual income tax from a class tax into a mass
tax. Over the last three decades (see table 1), this tax has contributed a

Table 1
Share of Income Taxes in the Federal Tax Structure

1950 1960 1970 1980 1984
As % of Total Receipts
1. Individual Income Tax 38.2 44,0 46.7 46.2 43.7
2, Corporation Income Tax 34,1 23.2 16,9 13.0 10,0
3. Payroll Tax 11.8 15,9 23.4 32.2 37.3
4. Other 15.9 16.9 13.0 8.6 9,0
5. Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

As % of Total Excluding Payroll Tax
6. Individual Income Tax 43.4 52.3 60,9 68.0 69,7
7. Corporation Income Tax 38.7 27,3 22.0 19.1 14.9
As % of Personal Income
8. Individual Income Tax 8.4 10,0 11.1 11.5 10.2
As % of GNP
9. Total Receipts 17.4 19,0 19.3 20.5 19.2
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, The National Income and Product Accounts of the United States,
1929-1965, August 1966, and Economic Report of the President, February 1985.

rather steady 45 percent of federal tax revenue, federal revenue has
remained a rather steady 20 percent of GNP, and the income tax has
continued to absorb some 10 percent of personal income. This stable
pattern, however, was accompanied by a sharp change in the composi-
tion of other federal revenue. While the share of payroll tax receipts rose
drastically, the corporation income tax and excise shares dropped ac-
cordingly. As a result, the weight of the individual income tax in "free
receipts" (defined to exclude the payroll tax) rose from 52 percent to 70
percent, thereby increasing its strategic role in federal tax policy.

Over the years, and especially so over the last decade, the structure
of the income tax has been weakened increasingly by the growth of
loopholes, preferences, or, to use the now common term, tax expendi-
tures. The Treasury estimates revenue loss due to legal tax avoidance to
have grown from about 9 percent of revenue in 1973 to 11 percent in
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1981.2 Exclusions, itemized deductions, and credits, which offset about
18 percent of personal income in 1954, by 1982 had risen to 34 percent.3
Tax shelters in real estate and oil--based on an unholy interaction of
investment credit, accelerated depreciation, capital gains preference,
loss write-off, and partnership transactions--have mushroomed in re-
cent years, leading to large scale tax avoidance especially in the higher
income brackets. Thus, a recent Treasury report for 1983 notes that 11
percent of all returns with personal income over $250,000 paid less than
5 percent, and 53 percent paid below 20 percent. Corresponding ratios for
returns above $1,000,000 were 11 percent and 60 percent respectively.4

As a result of these developments, the income tax has come to be
viewed increasingly as unfair and detrimental to efficient resource use.
Referred to by President Carter as a "disgrace to mankind," not to men-
tion President Reagan’s more colorful indictments, it has earned biparti-
san condemnation. This critique, to be sure, has been voiced not only by

¯ friends of income taxation who wish to improve and strengthen its role,
but also by opponents of taxation in general and progressive income
taxation in particular. This combination gives the current discussion on
tax reform a somewhat unusual flavor. As I see it, the critique has been
exaggerated. For the bulk of taxpayers and revenue dollars, the income
tax has been and still is a pretty good instrument, superior to its likely
alternatives. However, there is much scope for improvement, and
broad-based concern with income tax reform is all to the good.

At the same time, it is worth noting that the current discussion,
with few exceptions, rejects alternative approaches which would tax
consumption rather than income, be it via a direct tax on expenditures or
an indirect tax on retail sales or value added. Academic interest in and
support for an expenditure tax in particular has remained academic.
Where Blueprints, the Treasury’s staff study of 1978, gave equal space to a
progressive expenditure tax as a viable and perhaps preferred alterna-
tive, Treasury I after a brief analysis decides against it.s While such a tax
would have the great advantage of avoiding the complexities of capital
income taxation, Treasury I concludes that filing requirements would be
more complex for most taxpayers, that transition problems would be
substantial, and that the equity of taxing consumption only is question-
able. Moreover, not all income may be consumed during lifetime, thus
raising the question whether gifts and bequests should not be included

2U.S. Internal Revenue Service, Income Tax Co~npliance Research: Estimates for 1973-
1981, July 1983.

3U.S. Treasury, Tax Reform for Fairness, Si~nplicity, and Economic Growth, 1984, vol. 1,
p.4. This study is subsequently referred to as Treasury I.

4See "Taxes Paid by High-Income Taxpayers and the Growth of Partnerships," Trea-
sury Department, July 31, 1985, as reported in Tax News, August 12, 1985, p. 718.

5See the recent reissue, D. Bradford, Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform, Tax Analysts,
Arlington, 1984. Also see Treasury I, vol. 1, p. 191.
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in the taxable base, i.e., whether the tax should be on potential or on
only actual consumption.

Treasury I gives more detailed consideration to the further option of
a possible federal sales tax.6 It concludes that such a tax, if it were to be
introduced, should be broad-based and take value-added tax form rath-
er than be implemented as a tax on retail sales. But no case is made for a
federal value-added tax. In the context of a constant-revenue setting, so
Treasury I concludes, income tax reform is to be preferred to a partial
replacement of its revenue by a value-added tax. As one major reason
for this conclusion, Treasury I notes that introduction of. a value-added
tax might provide easy revenue and thus facilitate further growth of
government. This concern, it appears, now provides the key block in the
path of a federal value-added tax. Those who in the past might have
been proponents thereof (hoping to reduce the progressivity of the fed-
eral tax system by replacing income with sales tax revenue) have now
become opponents (fearing that such a tax would induce budget
growth). The time may come when past opponents of a federal value-
added tax (objecting to its lack of progressivity) will become proponents
(placing revenue considerations ahead of structural aspects) thus com-
pleting the reversal of tax preferences across the political spectrum.
Among currently discussed proposals, only one (offered by Hall and
Rabushka and entered in Congress by Senator DeConcini) involves a
flat-rate consumption tax.

I should add that exclusive concern with income tax reform by-
passes the important area of estate and gift taxation. The role of these
taxes (and of a potential wealth tax) clearly relates to that of income tax
reform, be it via the problem of unrealized gains at death or the overall
progressivity of the tax structure. Truly fundamental reform should re-
view the entire tax structure and not only a part thereof, but the con-
straints of tax politics and timing make this too demanding a task.
Prudence suggests that one be satisfied with a comprehensive review of
the income tax.

Pattern of Income Tax Reform
Recent plans for income tax reform share a common thrust in pair-

ing base broadening with rate reduction. This was the central message of
the comprehensive income tax proposal in Blueprints, and remains so in
Treasury I and II, as well as in the major congressional plans. This thrust
may be seen as a victory, if belated, for academics and income tax stu-
dents who have urged just such a move. The message was stated clearly
in Simons’ paper on post-war tax reform circulated in 1943, only two

6See Treasury I, vol. 3.
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years after the birth of the modern income tax, and was expanded in his
1950 volume on Federal Tax Reform.7 Over the following decades, the case
for a comprehensive income base was urged by a generation of tax re-
formers, including such names as Groves, Shoup, Vickery, Goode, Heller,
Pechman, and Surrey. Bradford and McLure, the architects of Blueprints
and Treasury I, respectively, finally succeeded in giving this doctrine
official Treasury status, an accomplishment for which they deserve the
thanks of the profession.

The essential point from Simons on (and dating back even further to
Schanz and Haig) has been that the income tax should be imposed on a
comprehensive base, given by total accretion to the taxpayer’s wealth or,
putting it differently, equal to consumption plus increase in net worth.
The tax base should thus be independent of the source from which
income is derived or the uses to which it is put. Conformance with this
rule would (1) meet the requirement of horizontal equity, (2) provide a
meaningful basis on which to apply standards of vertical equity, and (3)
minimize the distorting impact of tax considerations on economic behav-
ior. The younger generation of tax analysts might wish to add that,
ironically, the general acceptance of the broad-base rule has been accom-
plished just at a time when its analytical basis has come to be punctured
by the strictures of optimal taxation. But I would rather say, "weakened
somewhat." Existing differentials in the treatment of various income
sources and uses can hardly be said to meet optimal taxation rules,8 thus
leaving as a pretty good policy rule the presumption that uniform treat-
ment of a comprehensively defined base will be more efficient than arbi-
trary departures therefrom. Current reform proposals, to be sure, fall far
short of this ambitious goal, but the essential spirit of base-broadening is
present and there is hope that a good bit will be accomplished.

Given a broadened base, it follows that the needed total revenue
can be had at lower rates. Treasury I and II implement this by raising tax-
free income to the poverty line and cutting bracket rates by about one-
third. Following Blueprints, the present set of 14 bracket rates, ranging
from 14 to 50 percent, is to be transformed into a three-bracket schedule
of 15, 25, and 35 percent. A similar pattern is followed by Bradley-Gep-
hardt, who propose a three-bracket schedule of 12, 26, and 30 percent.
Notwithstanding much mention of a flat tax, a single rate is proposed
only in the Kemp-Kasten plan (at 25 percent) and the Hall-Rabushka
plan (at 19 percent). While we shall find the collapse of 14 into three
brackets to be of limited importance, transition to a single or flat-rate
system would make a fundamental difference. Even a flat rate, in combi-

7See Henry C. Simons, "Post-War Federal Tax Reform," C.E.D. Memorandum, No-
vember 1943, and Federal Tax Reform, University of Chicago Press, 1950.

8For a similar view, see Joel Slemrod’s paper to this conference.
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nation with an adequate tax-free amount, can yield a progressive pattern
of effective rates over the lower to middle income scale, but multiple
rates are needed if progression in the effective rate is to be extended over
the upper part of the income scale. We may expect, therefore, that the
legislative outcome will involve a multiple schedule of at least three or,
more likely, four rates.

Special interests aside, most observers agree that there is a clear
gain in a reform which broadens the base and permits the same revenue
to be obtained from lower rates. But the adjustment can be made in
various ways. One way is to cut bracket rates so as to preserve the pre-
reform distribution of liabilities across brackets (defined in terms of eco-
nomic income). This approach was largely followed by Blueprints, except
for a substantial cut at the lower end of the scale. It is also retained in
Treasury I and II, as well as in the major congressional reforms. Thereby
structural reform is to be made distributionally neutral (in the vertical
sense), thus bypassing the controversial issue of how progressive the
income tax should be. This way of playing the game has merit in that it
facilitates political consensus, but it perpetuates the pattern of effective
rates which prevailed prior to reform. This pattern came about by im-
posing a higher level of bracket rates on a highly imperfect base, and
thus can hardly be taken to reflect what was an explicit policy intent.
This problem arises especially over the upper end of the income scale,
where tax preferences have been of particular importance. The issue of
vertical burden distribution is thus resolved by fiat, rather than direct
attention thereto. Once more, this facilitates consensus, but passes over
a key issue in fundamental tax reform.

The Role of the Corporation Tax
The academic tradition of income tax reform, based on the rule that

a person’s taxable capacity should be measured by accretion, also ex-
tended to the treatment of corporate source income. This tradition,
shared by the author, has argued that there should be no separate ("clas-
sical" or "absolute") tax on corporation profits. The claim to all income
rests with individuals, and only they carry taxable capacity. Corporate
income, therefore, should be taxed to the shareholder (whether distrib-
uted or not), and integrated into the recipient’s personal income tax.
This approach Was taken by Blueprints and a first step towards it is
repeated by Treasury I. There 50 percent of dividends paid are excluded
from corporation tax and the rate is reduced from 47 to 33 percent, close
to the top rate of the income tax. However, the case for integration has
gained little popular support, even among corporations, and the princi-
ple of an absolute corporation tax is retained in most of the current
plans. Treasury II does so by reducing the dividend exclusion to 10 per-
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cent while matching Treasury I’s rate reduction. Various congressional
proposals, such as Bradley-Gephardt and Kemp-Kasten, also reduce the
corporation tax rate to 30 percent but retain it as a distinct part of the
system.

With or without integration, there remains the crucial problem of
defining taxable profits correctly. Combined with the investment credit,
the depreciation reform of 1981 (still so after adjustment in 1982) resulted
in widely differing effective rates of tax, especially after inflation had
abated. Treasury I takes a bold step forward in replacing this archaic
pattern by dropping the investment credit and adopting a system of
inflation-proof economic depreciation which will be neutral across in-
dustries. Treasury II also drops the investment credit and approximates a
neutral pattern; but it reintroduces an element of acceleration by an
across-the-board speed-up in the Treasury I depreciation schedules.
More or less similar depreciation reforms are also featured in most of the
other plans. Depreciation reform, it appears, may well emerge as the
most important gain in the current reform effort.

Inflation Adjustment

A further key feature of the current reform plans is to neutralize the
tax system against the impact of inflation. The most important aspect
thereof is the just-noted indexing of the depreciation base, but other
adjustments are included as well. Though coming somewhat belatedly,
this is to be welcomed as an essential part of base revision. Even though
the rate of inflation has greatly abated, the current level of unrealized
values continues to reflect the rapid inflation of past years. The very
accretion concept upon which the case for a broad tax base rests must
obviously be understood in real terms, and this requires an inflation
adjustment. The 1981 legislation for the indexing of rate brackets and
exemptions is followed in Treasury I by inflation adjustments in the
treatment of depreciation, inventories, and capital gains. As a further
and ambitious stage, both interest received and interest paid were to be
inflation adjusted. Treasury II also indexes depreciation, qualifies the
capital gains adjustment but drops the indexing of interest. In subse-
quent action, the Administration further deleted the inventory adj’ust-
ment, hoping thereby to meet congressional criticism that Treasury II
would not be revenue-neutral. However, a move towards inflation-
proofing remains an important feature of the current reform plans.

Constant Revenue Assumption
In concluding these general remarks, the condition of constant rev-

enue remains to be noted. This condition appears to be accepted by all
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participants in the discussion. If applied to the individual income tax
taken by itself, this means that revenue gains from base broadening
should be offset by losses from increases in the tax-free limit (exemptions
and zero bracket amounts) and from rate reduction. This imposes a nice
discipline by forcing focus on structural issues, i.e., on how a given
revenue is to be obtained. Combined with the previously noted condi-
tion of distributional neutrality, this further narrows the focus to issues
of horizontal equity and efficiency, thereby increasing the prospect for
agreement. Note, however, that the constant revenue assumption is not
applied in this strict fashion. Rather, it is to be applied to the package as
a whole, permitting a shortfall under the income tax to be offset by a
gain under the corporation tax. Evidently this was done to permit a
sharp reduction in the top bracket rate of the income tax.

Critics have questioned whether the Treasury plan will in fact be
revenue neutral, but the divergence is minor. The constant revenue as-
sumption is thus a helpful feature of the present exercise, but, as I noted
at the outset, it also has its cost. For one thing, structural details may
change with changing revenue requirements; for another, focus on the
constant revenue frame drives out concern for increased revenue needs,
a concern which should be given priority at this time. Given the project-
ed level of defense expenditures, a major deficit reduction cannot (and
indeed should not) be met from the expenditure side only. The deficit
problem thus cannot be resolved without a substantial contribution from
tax increases. Moreover, deficit reduction is essential to permit a change
in the monetary-fiscal policy mix, without which we cannot resolve the
problem of high interest rates, trade deficits, rising foreign indebted-
ness, and increased interest burden on the budget. I realize that these
issues of macro policy are not on the agenda of this conference, but
whether or not the reform is "worth it" can hardly be answered without
noting its opportunity cost.9 Deterring effects on coming to grips with
the revenue problem, I fear, will be the major entry on the nay side of
the question.

9The major arguments raised against a tax increase are (1) that it would be detrimental
to the economy and (2) that it would generate expenditure growth. While (1) would be
correct if the tax increase is viewed in isolation, allowance must also be made for the
easing in monetary policy permitted thereby. Viewing the combined package, the change
in mix could be held aggregate-demand neutral while being favorable (especially if com-
bined with restriction of consumer credit) to capital formation and growth.

Opposition based on (2) reflects the Administration’s desire to use the deficit, com-
bined with expansion of the defense budget, as a wedge by which to force reduction in
civilian programs. As distinct from a merit-based expenditure review, this hardly seems
the way to accomplish fiscal improvement in a democratic process. Nor is it permissible to
hold adjustment of macro policy, needed not only at home but also abroad, hostage to an
overriding goal of expenditure shrinkage.
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Income Tax Issues
In this section, I consider some of the major aspects of income tax

reform. Given the large number of specific issues, a selective approach
will be required. The next section will consider proposed changes in
the corporate income tax and, more generally, the treatment of capital
income.

Scope of Base Broadening
As noted before, base broadening is one of the two major features of

current reform proposals. Such is the case even though what is being
proposed falls short of a fully comprehensive base. How much would
these proposals accomplish and how large a shortfall would then re-
main?

In attempting to answer this question, I shall use the estimates of
revenue loss from tax expenditures (pre-1983 concept) as given in the
U.S. Budget for 1985.l° The total revenue losses (1985 level) due to tax
expenditures there given aggregate to $260 billion. With actual revenue
of $330 billion, it follows that elimination of tax expenditures would raise
total revenue to $590 billion, or by 78 percent. Putting it differently, the
potential shortfall due to tax expenditures reduces "full revenue" by 44
percent. How does the base broadening under Treasury I compare there-
with? Its total revenue loss is estimated at $37 billion, including a loss
from rate reduction and exemptions increase of $93 billion and a gain
from base broadening of $56 billion. With present-law revenue estimated
for 1987 at $407 billion, this amounts to a gain of 14 percent. Using 1990
levels, this ratio rises to 18 percent but remains far below the "full" ratio
of 78 percent. I am aware, of course, that this calculus involves its diffi-
culties. Aggregation of losses from various tax expenditures introduces
error, since their item-by-item estimation overlooks interdependence.
What constitutes tax expenditures is debatable, and certain items (such
as unrealized gains and imputed income) are not covered. The scope of
revenue loss from omissions from the base depends on the rate structure
and so forth. Nevertheless, the above calculation offers at least a rough
picture of the limited scope of base broadening, even under Treasury I,
and it is a surprisingly disappointing one.

About half the gap is explained by failure to deal with certain major
items. Out of the total 1985 loss of $260 billion, $56 billion is accounted
for by exclusion of pension contributions under employer plans, $20
billion by remaining exclusion of employer contributions to health insur-
ance, $19 billion by exclusion of social security benefits, and $25 billion

1°Special Analyses, Budget of the United States Government for the Fiscal Year 1985, Special
Analysis G, pp. G43-48.
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by deductibility of mortgage interest on owner-occupied homes. These
items, which are entirely or at least largely untouched by Treasury I, add
to $120 billion, or 46 percent of the total revenue loss. Their omission
reduces the 1985 toss ratio based on Budget data from 78 to 46 percent of
potential (comprehensive base) revenue, still considerably above the 17
percent recoupment ratio of Treasury I.

Base Broadening: Implications for Tax Equity

It would be a mistake, of course, to focus on the aggregative scope
of base broadening only. The issue is not merely one of broadening the
base so as to permit rate reduction, but also one of improving the struc-
ture of the base in equity and efficiency terms. A generally accepted
requirement for tax fairness is that of horizontal equity: taxation should
treat people in equal positions alike, i.e., impose equal burdens upon
them. Putting it differently, people in equal positions prior to tax should
remain so after tax. It follows that those tax expenditures or preferences
are most harmful which are enjoyed in unequal measure by the mem-
bers of particular income groups, while those which are shared more
equally are less offensive in this respect.

Unfortunately, there are few data by which to evaluate the proposed
base reforms in these terms. To begin on the income uses side, owners of
primary residences retain large advantages over renters, while owners of
vacation homes will find their preference cut somewhat. Donors lose
part of their advantage as against non-donors due to the restriction of
charitable contributions proposed in Treasury I, but not so in Treasury II.
Risk-averters (who take out health insurance) lose some of their subsidy.
Consumers of durables, purchasing on credit, are to be treated more
nearly like their more prudent brethren or sisters who pay cash. In these
and other items, there will be some progress in horizontal equity, but
gains from the income uses side are bound to be small as long as mort-
gage interest remains untouched. The fact that no politically realistic
proposal can attack this preference not only reflects the power of what
usually is referred to as interest-group pressure, but also a generally
accepted notion that home ownership is a good (merit-good?) thing
which should be encouraged. However, even if this is accepted, a credit
may well be superior to the deduction approach.

Gains from reduced preferences on the income sources side should,
however, be more important. To be sure, the biggest items of employer
contributions to pension funds, social security benefits, and tax-exempts
will also remain untouched, but substantial progress can be hoped for in
other respects. This includes preferential treatment of upper-income
fringe benefits, such as limitations on business meals, travel costs, and
seminar cruises. Most important, Treasury I would produce major gains
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from provisions making for more equal treatment of salary and capital
income over the upper part of the income range, including full taxation
of realized gains and a narrowing of escape hatches now offered by a
variety of tax shelter investments. This suggests that gains in horizontal
equity under Treasury I will be more significant in the middle and upper
than in the lower income ranges, but this will be less so for Treasury II.

Base broadening not only matters for horizontal equity, but also
bears on vertical equity, i.e., the distribution of the tax burden across
income groups. Particular omissions from the base are typically not of
equal importance across the income scale. Current proposals stay clear
of the social security exclusion at the lower end, of employer contribu-
tions over the lower to middle income scale, homeownership in the
middle range, and tax-exempts at the upper end. Placing a ceiling on
employer contributions to health insurance and full inclusion of employ-
ment compensation would tighten at the lower end, but there are only a
few such items. The primary emphasis of base broadening appears to be
at the upper-middle and high end of the scale. These effects, to be sure,
combine with those of rate reduction in setting average effective rates by
economic income brackets. Since a substantial cut in top bracket rates is
to be applied, a substantial base broadening at the upper end will also be
required if the vertical burden distribution is to be left largely un-
changed. Such is the case especially since reduction of the top bracket
rate to 35 percent or less is in itself a primary goal in the current reform
proposals.

Base Broadening: Implications for Efficiency
Efficiency aspects of base broadening are related to those of horizon-

tal equity, but they are not the same. Efficiency costs may arise even in a
world in which all taxpayers are identical in their preferences and re-
sponses, so that there need be no concern with horizontal equity. More-
over, differential taxation of various products or income uses or sources
may be efficient, even though this results in horizontal inequities be-
cause preferences differ within income groups. As noted before, consid-
erations of optimal taxation question the broad-base doctrine and
complicate horizontal equity implications.11 However, the goals of hori-

11Consider a situation where A’s demand for x is elastic while that for y is inelastic,
with the opposite holding for B’s demand, both having the same pre-tax income. Efficien-
cy then requires that A should be taxed more largely on y while B should be taxed more
largely on x. Horizontal equity calls for both to be taxed so as to suffer equal welfare
losses. (Some form of utility comparability is inevitably required when dealing with hori-
zontal equity.) But equal welfare losses may well involve different amounts of tax. So far
efficiency and equity considerations (properly interpreted in terms of welfare losses) re-
main compatible. However, this solution may not minimize aggregate welfare loss, so that
efficiency thus defined may be incompatible with horizontal equity. Putting it differently,
horizontal equity requires equating of total welfare losses across consumers, whereas effi-
ciency requires equating welfare losses at the margin.
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zontal equity and efficiency may also coincide, and I suggest will do so
for the major omissions from the tax base. Inclusion of mortgage interest
and termination of tax-exempts, for instance, would be advantageous on
both efficiency and horizontal equity grounds, but neither is provided
for. The same holds for the tightening of tax shelters and features now
permitting capital income from various sources to be taxed differentially.
These aspects of the reform above all should result in substantial effi-
ciency gains and happily most of them will also be matched by improve-
ments in horizontal equity.

Base Broadening: Further Issues

In the following, brief consideration is given to certain items of base
broadening which are of particular interest, including the treatment of
capital gains, the deductibility of state and local income taxes, and chari-
table giving.

Capital Gains. Preferential treatment of capital gains has been one of
the major sources of tax shelter building and tax avoidance by high
incomes. Both Treasury I and II provide for a change in the treatment of
capital gains. Treasury I calls for full inclusion of realized gains, thus
raising the top rate from 20 to 35 percent, while also indexing the base.
Treasury II reduces the inclusion rate to 50 percent, which (with the
bracket rate cut to 35 percent) reduces the top rate to 17.5 percent. Trea-
sury II also permits an option of full inclusion with indexing beginning
in 1991. Bradley-Gephardt and Kemp-Kasten are generally similar to
Treasury I but Kemp-Kasten permits the option of 75 percent inclusion
without indexing for the first 10 years.

Full taxation of capital gains has long been one of the key items of
tax reformers. While there may be some (if dubious) disagreement over
whether unrealized gains should be viewed as income, this surely
does not hold for realized gains. Preferential treatment of gains, as noted
below, has been a key feature in the construct of tax shelters, and the
Treasury I proposal for full taxation thereof constitutes a major improve-
ment. So does its proposal to index the base. Accretion should be de-
fined in real terms, since the impact of inflation on nominal capital
values needs to be corrected for. Otherwise, even the current practice of
a 60 percent exclusion leads to over-taxation once the inflationary com-
ponent of the nominal gain exceeds 60 percent. Given the backlog of
substantial inflation, it is not surprising that the early revenue effect of
the proposed change is estimated to be slight, but this may be expected
to change over the longer run if the rate of inflation continues to be low.

Treasury II differs sharply from Treasury I. By continuing the option
of 50 percent exclusion indefinitely, preferential treatment is retained, at
least under the assumption of modest inflation. In seeming contradic-
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tion, it is argued first that with adequate incentives provided under
CCRS, no special capital gains preference will be needed, but this is
followed by a defense of the preference so as to stimulate saving and
investment.12 While the effectiveness of the capital gains preference may
be debated, it seems evident that its blanket application to all types of
capital gain is inappropriate. To be sure, the magnitude of the preference
(with a 50 percent inclusion and a 35 percent maximum rate) would be
reduced to 17.5 percentage points, as against 30 under present law, but it
would still be substantial.l~Given the strategic role of the capital gains
preference in the tax shelter construct, much of the accomplishment of
Treasury I in tax shelter closing may thus be lost by Treasury II.

Among other aspects of the capital gains problem, it may be noted
that Treasury I limits tax savings from the donation of appreciated prop-
erty by requiring use of the smaller of its indexed or market value. Once
more, this provision, which is a logical extension of inflation proofing, is
not included in Treasury II. Neither Treasury I nor Treasury II addresses
the carry-over of basis on unrealized gains to the heir, who is now per-
mitted to use market value at the time of the estate. Appropriate treat-
ment would return to the 1974 provision using the original base, but
subject again to indexing for inflation. Finally, this review should note
that neither Treasury I nor II, nor for that matter any other plan now
under discussion, addresses the problem of unrealized gains and their
eventual inclusion in the income tax base, be it periodically or at death.
This omission, along with the 1981 cutback in transfer taxes, highlights
the changed climate in which tax reform now proceeds, but the underly-
ing problems of wealth distribution and its social as well as economic
implications still persist.

Deductibility of State and Local Taxes. Both Treasury I and II discontin-
ue the deduction of all state and local taxes. Bradley-Gephardt drops the
sales tax deduction only, while Kemp-Kasten discards the deduction of
sales and income taxes. Repeal of tax deductions provides the largest
sirigleqtem of revenue gain under the Treasury plan. At $34 billion (1988
level), it accounts for over 40 percent of the total gain from base broaden-
ing in Treasury I. No wonder, therefore, that the Administration views
this provision as a must item.

Treasury I classifies the deduction of state-local taxes under the
heading of "preferred uses of income." The implication is that taxes rep-
resent a voluntary use of income, which even to this observer appears as

12See The President’s Tax Proposals to the Congress, referred to as Treasury II, pp. 167-
176.

13The Treasury Report on the Capital Gains Tax Reduction of 1978, which has just ap-
peared, gives a prudent appraisal of the case for preferential treatment. Holding revenue
constant, the gain from capital gains reduction in terms of increased consumption is
shown to become positive only after several decades, and to be substantially less than that
obtained from an across-the-board reduction in the level of capital gains taxation.
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a somewhat benevolent view of the fiscal process. Fiscal decisions, after
all, are not unanimous but based on majority rule. Treasury I then rejects
deductibility for a number of reasons. Deductibility benefits itemizers
only, and high-income itemizers in particular; it supports high-tax states
at the cost of low-tax states, and high-income states at the cost of low-
income states. Benefit leakages to outside the jurisdiction are considered
of minor importance, and do not justify a federal subsidy. Past fear that
absence of deductibility would raise income tax rates to over 100 percent
no longer applies, as rates have come down.

.These points are not without merit, but much depends on how one
views the role of central government in a federation, and that of Wash-
ington in the United States in particular. The approach of Treasury I is
well stated in its following dictum: "To the extent that state and local
taxes merely reflect the benefits of services provided to the local taxpay-
er, there is no more reason for a federal subsidy for spending by state
and local governments than for private spending. ,,14 Putting it different-
ly, federal support is considered appropriate only in the case of spill-
outs, the benefits from which are not included in the local calculus. As I
see it, the role of central government (based on the will of its national
constituency) is broader, including protection of certain rights of its "na-
tional" citizens, independent of their particular location within the na-
tion. Central responsibility may thus be seen to involve claims to a
minimum level of income (or the opportunity to earn it) as well as to a
minimum level of essential state and local services. In particular, I con-
tinue to view the problem of distribution to be essentially a central re-
sponsibility: partly because the basic social contract has to be among
citizens of a nation and not only village neighbors; and partly because
decentralized redistribution is voided by mobility. There is thus a nation-
al interest in state and local budgets, and not only a state-local one. Since
the capacity of state and local units to render services differs greatly,
central concern is not only with inter-individual but also inter-jurisdic-
tional aspects of distribution. All this of course, is quite compatible with
the proposition that certain public services should be rendered at the
state and local level; but central concern is not limited to dealing with
spill-out situations.

All this establishes a rationale for a capacity-need-effort related sys-
tem of revenue sharing--a system which, to be sure, would have little
resemblance to the ill-designed revenue sharing system which is now
being phased out. If such an ideal system were in existence, tax deduct-
ibility would not be needed, except for the income tax, where (parallel to

14See Treasury I, vol. 1, p. 78. A rather similar view appears in D. Netzer’s paper to
this conference, which also bases the rationale for partial retention of tax reduction on the
presence of benefit spill-outs.
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the treatment of foreign taxes) an allowance (preferably in the form of a
partial credit) would remain in order. But this is not the actual setting in
which this tax reform proceeds. No ideal system of revenue sharing is in
the works, and the trend is towards reduced federal aid of all kinds. In
this setting, I hesitate to discard deductibility altogether, especially in
view of high-income, high-tax states which must service large low-in-
come populations, and in view of the dependence of school expendi-
tures on the property tax. Whether the deductions should be transformed
into a credit approach is a different matter, and certainly one which
might be considered to meet the Treasury concern that deductibility ac-
crues to the special benefit of high-income taxpayers.

Giving. Treasury I recommends that the deduction for charitable
contributions be repealed for non-itemizers, and that itemizers be per-
mitted to deduct contributions in excess of 2 percent only. The quantita-
tive effects of these proposals are significant. As they are explored in
detail in another paper,15 1 will here only comment very briefly on their
rationale. Disallowance of deductibility to non-itemizers has merit on
simplification grounds, but Treasury I, as a further reason, notes that
small contributions are not likely to be affected much by removing de-
ductibility. Perhaps not, but there are also equity implications: If prefer-
ential treatment of giving is justified, it should not be withheld from
small contributors. The provision for a floor to itemized giving makes
sense on equity as well as on revenue grounds, since a larger sacrifice
(giving as a larger share of adjusted gross income) on the donor’s part
may be seen to merit a larger preference. However, there is little reason
why the subsidy rate should rise with income, a bias which might have
been corrected for by substituting a partial credit for the deduction
approach.

Burden Distribution, Tax-Free Income, and Bracket Rates

I now turn to the effects of the reform proposals on the distribution
of the tax burden among income brackets.

Burden Distribution. The distribution of liabilities and the level of
average tax rates under present law and Treasury I are compared in table
2. As shown in lines 1 and 2, the percentage distribution of liabilities
among family economic income brackets remains largely unchanged.
The only major change is a sharp reduction in the share contributed at
the low end of the scale. The average rate of tax for the group as a whole
is reduced from 8.7 percent to 8.0 percent (involving an 8 percent reduc-
tion in yield) and this is reflected in a reduction of average rates through-
out the income scale. As shown in line 6, the percentage reduction is

15See Charles T. Clotfelter’s paper prepared for this conference.



Table 2
Tax Burden Distribution*
(Ratios, with the exception of iines 7 & 8, refer to Treasury I)

Family Economic Income in Dollars
Less 10,000 15,000 20,000 30,000 50,000 100,000 200,000
than to to to to to to and

10,000 15,000 20,000 30,000 50,000 100,000 200,000 over Total

Tax Liabilities
Percentage distribution

1. Present Law .5 1.8 3.3 10.3 24.3 32.8 12.3 14.9 100.0
2. Proposed, Treasury I .3 1.6 3.1 10.2 24.1 33.1 12.6 15.0 100.0
3. % change in shares -40.0 -11.1 -6,1 -0.1 -0.1 +0.1 +0.2 +0.1 --

Tax Rates
Average Rates

4. Present Law 1.4 3.2 4,6 6.3 7.8 9.4 13.2 20.1 8.7
5. Proposed, Treasury I 0.9 2.7 4,0 5.7 7.0 87 !2.3 19.3 8.0
6. % change in tax -35.7 -15.6 -13.0 -9.5 -10.3 -7.4 -6.8 -4.0 -8.0
7. Proposed, Treasury II 0.9 2.5 4.0 5.7 7.3 9.6 12.7 18.7 8.1
8. % change in tax -35.5 -22.8 -13,5 -8.7 -6.6 -4.2 -4.1 -!0.7 -7.0

Marginal Rates

9. Present Law 4.2 9.4 12,4 16.0 20.9 27.6 37.5 46.1 23.6
10. Proposed, Treasury I 3.7 8.5 11,0 14.0 16.5 22.1 30.5 33.2 18.9

*Treasury I, vol. 1, p. 47, and Treasury II, p. 16.
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steepest at the bottom of the scale. Comparable ratios for Treasury II
(lines 7 and 8) show a rather similar picture, except for Treasury II’s
much sharper decline at the very top. The ratios for Treasury I and II, I
take it, are based on the assumption that the composition of income
remains unchanged. But such changes will occur, leaving me somewhat
skeptical on how such comparative estimates can be made without
knowing how taxpayers will respond to the various changes in the law.

Lines 9 and 10 show corresponding changes in marginal rates (or,
more specifically, average marginal rates) in the various brackets. As
may be expected, the decline in marginal rates is relatively slight at the
bottom of the scale and increases with income, the estimated drop for
the top bracket being from 46 to 33 percent. Corresponding data for
Treasury II are not given. In all, the distribution of the burden by bracket
shares remains more or less uniform and the percentage reduction in
average rates is more or less similar throughout, with a major change
only at the bottom of the scale, but marginal rates (especially at the top)
decline sharply. One marvels at the Treasury’s research staff for having
produced so neat a result.

Tax-Free Income. This outcome, as noted before, reflects the com-
bined effects of (1) rate reduction, (2) base broadening and (3) raising the
tax-free amounts. The latter is accomplished by (a) raising the exemption
from $1,000 to $2,000 and (b) increasing the zero bracket amount (or
standard deduction) from $2,300 to $2,800 for a single and from $3,660 to
$4,000 for a joint return. By giving most of the relief via (a), families with
dependents are favored and the marriage penalty is reduced. Bradley-
Gephardt raises the personal exemption to $1,600 only, leaves the de-
pendency exemption unchanged, and increases the tax-free amount to
$6,000. The proposed change is thus less responsive to family size.
Kemp-Kasten follows the Treasury pattern but adds a vanishing exemp-
tion beginning with 20 percent of wage and salary income, designed to
serve as an offset to the payroll tax.

At the lower end of the scale, the increase in the tax-free amount is
the decisive factor. We should note, however, that the drastic increase
proposed in Treasury I and II does not reflect a new view of how the
poor should fare under the income tax. It merely returns the treatment
partway to what it was in 1979. At that time, the poverty threshold
(using a family of four for illustration) stood at $5,330. With an exemp-
tion of $1,000 per person and a zero bracket amount of $3,400, the tax-
free total was $6,400, or 120 percent of poverty income. Since then these
allowances have not been changed but the threshold for 1986 is estimat-
ed at $11,400. Tax-free income has thus declined to 56 percent thereof.
This, it appears, has been the most blatant mischief worked by an unin-
dexed income tax during a period of rapid inflation. The proposed in-
crease in exemptions to $2,000 and in the zero bracket rate to $4,600 will
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raise the tax-free amount to $12,000. This equals 105 percent of the pov-
erty threshold, so that the current proposal goes most of the way to-
wards restoring the 1978 ratio of 120 percent.

At the same time, the proposed increase in tax-free amount is ex-
ceedingly costly in revenue terms. It might well account for close to one-
half of the estimated $100 billion revenue loss (1988 level) from raising
exemptions and reducing rates. This cost might have been limited great-
ly, while giving the same benefit to low incomes, by shifting to a vanish-
ing exemption, a device long recommended by tax technicians. Given
the goal of maintaining the present level of average rates through the
scale, this would not have been a net saving, but it would have permit-
ted middle and upper bracket benefits to be granted more largely by way
of reduction in bracket rates. In view of the emphasis placed on the
incentive gains from lowering marginal rates, this might well have been
the preferred approach.

Bracket Rates. Moving up the income scale, the weight of tax-free
income declines and bracket rates become increasingly decisive in set-
ting the effective rate of tax. Here the reform provides for two major
changes. One is the replacement of the 14-bracket schedule which now
applies with a three-bracket set. The other is a substantial reduction in
the level of rates.

The reduction to a three-bracket schedule first appeared in Blue-
prints and is now offered by Treasury I and II (with rates of 15, 25, and 35
percent), as well as Bradley-Gephardt (with rates of 14, 26, and 30 per-
cent). Only Kemp-Kasten (25 percent) and Hall-Rabushka (15 percent)
offer a flat rate. As noted before, there is a sharp difference between a
multiple-rate structure (even with three rates only) and a single rate.
Under the latter, effective rate progression cannot be extended over the
upper part of the income scale. A shift from 14 to three brackets is much
less significant. While it is being pictured widely as a great simplifica-
tion, this is incorrect. Even with a three (if not a single!) rate schedule,
the bulk of taxpayers must use tax tables, in which case the number of
brackets becomes irrelevant. Assuming the same result in terms of effec-
tive rate, the three-bracket schedule involves fewer points in the income
scale at which a step-up in rates occurs, and this may be considered an
incentive advantage. But it also involves sharper step-ups where they do
occur, and this is a disadvantage. Depending on taxpayer behavior,
there may or may not be an incentive gain.

Shift to the three-bracket approach is significant, however, in that it
tends to limit the degree of freedom in setting the pattern of effective
rates. The top rate under a three-bracket system cannot be too high, as
this would have to extend down too far towards the middle income
range. What appears as a technical change thus has substantive (and
political) importance for policy design in limiting the top rate.
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As noted before, one rationale for lowering the top rate from 50
percent to 35 percent is that it "merely conforms" to the pattern of effec-
tive rates which already exists. But this is not a convincing rationale, as
existing rates reflect the deficient income base. The decline in top brack-
et rate from 92 percent in the early 1950s (which do not seem so long past
to this observer) to 70 percent in the mid-1960s and 50 percent in 1982 is
shown in table 3, as is the pattern of changing bracket rates through the

Table 3
Development of Upper Bracket Rates*
(Income levels for 1971-1986 reflect 1952 real term equivalents)

Proposed for
1952 197i 1982 1986

la. Taxable income ($) 20,000 31,000 74,000 90,000
b. Marginal Bracket Rate (%) 42 39 42 25

2a. Taxable Income ($) 50,000 78,000 185,000 224,000
b. Marginal Bracket Rate (%) 66 58 50 35

3a. Taxable Income ($) 110,000 125,000 370,000 449,000
b. Marginal Bracket Rate (%) 77 64 50 35

4. Top Rate (%) 92 70 50 35

*For the underlying historical data, see J, Pechman, Federal Tax Policy, 4th ed., p. 304.

upper part of the income scale. The general downward trend is inter-
rupted only by a 1971-82 increase in the bracket rate for the middle-
upper income group (pictured in lines la and lb), indicative of the
impact of non-indexing over that range. Otherwise, the general down-
ward trend persists. Whether this should be viewed as reflecting in-
creased realism regarding the feasibility of enforcing higher rates, as
attribution of increasing weight to incentive considerations or as a cul-
tural revolution (retreat from a more egalitarian view of distributive jus-
tice) remains an intriguing question for social historians. But the
development that has taken place over the last three decades is indeed
striking.

My own response, which I should state, is as follows: given that
benefits from tax preferences have been especially marked at the upper
end of the scale, I question the wisdom of providing this particular
group with an especially sharp reduction in effective rates, not to be
shared over the broad middle range. As I see it, the proposed cut in the
top bracket rate to 35 percent is not imperative on supply-side grounds
(more about this below) and I do not find it justified in equity terms as I
see them. In my view, a fourth bracket should thus be added. I feel this
to be the case especially if a substantial capital gains preference is to be
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retained (as proposed in Treasury II) and if allowance is made for the
revenue shortfall which sooner or later will have to be met.

Simplification

There are many other aspects .of the income tax reform that should
be considered, including the treatment of the family unit, the use of
floors and ceilings on deductions, including the interesting suggestion
by Bradley-Gephardt to permit deduction against the first bracket rate
only, as well as the still rather important problem of minimum tax. How-
ever, this paper should not be permitted to grow into a book, and I
therefore proceed directly to the one remaining issue which must not be
overlooked, simplification.

Simplification is featured as a prime target in all the reform propos-
als, and this is not surprising. Taxpayer compliance costs have been
estimated at over $20 billion (1982) and with the costs of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue included, the combined cost of income tax administra-
tion may exceed $30 billion, or 10 percent of the revenue gained.16 As
Treasury I notes, the proposed reform would simplify matters by reduc-
ing the number of taxpayers (due to the increase in tax-free amounts), by
eliminating or simplifying 65 provisions of the tax code, and by eliminat-
ing 16 forms and 10 lines from the 1040 Return. Also, the number of
itemizers would be reduced from 31 to 25 percent, by eliminating var-
ious floors and deductions. All this would be of substantial help, but it
will hardly provide massive simplification. The 40 percent of all returns
now prepared with professional help (60 percent for itemizers and 30
percent for non-itemizers) are still likely to be thus prepared. 17 A8 Trea-
sury I itself prudently assesses the scope of simplification: "Movement
towards a broad-based tax requires that a better measure of income be
obtained--in some cases additional calculations would be needed, but
on balance a broad-based income tax would reduce the complexity
caused by current law.’ls In short, some progress can be made but the
scope is limited. This is the case especially with regard to capital income.
Here, Treasury I’s proposal for full taxation of capital gains would be a (if
not the) major step towards simplification, as it would curtail tax shel-
ters, but this provision is not followed in Treasury II. Many other mea-
sures taken in the reform proposals, such as introducing floors to
deductions, should be helpful to broaden the base and to improve the
equity of the system, but they will not drastically reduce the task of filing
returns. Indeed, some of the proposals in Treasury I (such as indexation

16See J. Slemrod and N. Sorum, "The Compliance Cost of the U.S. Individual Income
Tax System," National Tax Journal, December 1984.

17See Treasury I, p. 16.
18See Treasury I, p. 86.
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of interest) would add thereto.
A vision of more drastic simplification is offered by the Treasury’s

plan for a return-free system. 19 Tax liabilities would be withheld as deter-
mined on the basis of withholding returns and third-party information.
The taxpayer would be shown the calculation and could question it, but
no return would have to be filed. Such a system is to be tried first for
single taxpayers with wage income only, but a hope is expressed that
two-thirds of all returns could be handled in this fashion by 1990. This is
indeed an exciting proposal, but it remains to be seen whether such a
service could be rendered wage earners without also depriving them of
tax options still available at higher levels and to recipients of capital
income.

A concluding remark on simplification and the cost of running an
income tax might be added. Simplification and cost-saving are obviously
desirable where they can be accomplished without interfering with the
basic design of an equitable tax. Income tax implementation is a product
whose cost should be minimized, just as that of cars. But there are trade-
offs. A better income tax costs more, just as does a better car. The finding
that the income tax costs $30 billion in itself is not a very meaningful
piece of information. There is no obvious reason why a good income tax
might not be worth $30 billion, just as there is no obvious reason why
automobile purchases should not account for $75 billion. Both, I like to
think, are part of the good life. The question, rather, should be how
much could be saved without concession to the quality of the income tax
or even with gains therein, or what equity losses would have to be
accepted for what cost savings.

Capital Income
A major part of the reform effort is directed at the taxation of capital

income, the most complex and imperfect part of the system. This in-
cludes both revision of the corporation income tax and a tightening of
various individual income tax provisions which have permitted the
spread of tax shelters.

Corporation Tax

The corporation tax reform proposed in Treasury I includes (1) re-
duction in the now maximum rate of 46 percent to a flat 33 percent, (2)
repeal of the investment credit, (3) replacement of the current system of
accelerated depreciation (ACRS) by economic depreciation, and (4) a 50
percent dividend paid credit. Treasury II incorporates (1) and (2), adapts

19See Treasury I, p. 111.
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(3) so as to maintain overall acceleration, and reduces (4) to 10 percent.
As the result of these and other measures, Treasury I raises corporation
tax revenue by $30 billion (1987 level) or 23 percent.

The revenue gain under Treasury II is but slightly less, with the cost
of retaining acceleration offset by greatly reduced dividend exclusion
and, in the short run, introduction of a recapture provision. A summary of
the major reform items and their revenue costs are shown in table 4.

Table 4
Major Changes in Corporation Tax*
(billions of dollars, 1988)

Treasury I Treasury II
Flat rate of 33% -38.5 -35.9
Repeal of Investment Credit +26.6 + 29.4
Depreciation Reform + 35.6 + 0.2
Recapture Provision -- + 20.4
Indexed FIFO - 6.0 - 4.5
Dividend Relief - 20.7 - 6.2
Multiperiod Construction + 8.8 + 3.6
Energy Subsidies + 6.7 + 0.2
Other + 16.8 + 17.3

Total + 29.3 + 2413

*Source: Treasury I, vol. 1, p. 245, and Treasury II, p. 453.

Depreciation Reform. As Treasury I notes, the combination of ITC and
ACRS, operating under moderate rates of inflation, permits investment
in depreciable assets to be recovered far more rapidly than under a neu-
tral system. Moreover, the tax rate depends greatly on the length of
asset life. With an inflation rate of 5 percent, the effective rate on equity
financed equipment under five years is negative, while for structures in
the eighteen year class it becomes 40 percent, still below the statutory
rate of 46 percent.2° As a result, the system imposes widely differing
effective rates of tax on equity investment in different assets, ranging
from 8 percent in the case of motor vehicles to 31 percent in industry and
trade. Also, the location of benefits up front discriminates against new
enterprise with as yet insufficient income. Repeal of the investment
credit and substitution of real economic depreciation--referred to as
Real Cost Recovery System (RCRS)--would eliminate these differentials
and their distorting effects on resource allocation. These changes, taken
by themselves, increase the effective rate of tax, but Treasury I offsets
this increase by rate reduction and dividend relief.

2°SeeTreasuryI, p. 107.
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Treasury II follows suit with regard to rate reduction and repeal of
the investment credit, but differs in its depreciation reform. Following
Treasury I, it proposes to remove the unneutrality of ACRS and accepts
the principle of inflation adjusted economic depreciation, but unlike
Treasury I, it maintains the general level of investment incentive now
provided by ACRS. The proposed Capital Cost Recovery System (CCRS)
"would prescribe depreciation schedules and recovery periods which
produce systematic investment incentives that are neutral across recov-
ery classes. ,,21 The proposed close-out periods are thus lower and depre-
ciation rates faster than proposed in Treasury I. While Treasury I shows
its proposed effective rates to be uniform across industries, Treasury II
does not provide such a table, but its proposed pattern appears to follow
that of economic depreciation. Thus similar cross-industry efficiency
gains as in Treasury I should be obtained.

Granting the investment incentive via accelerated depreciation (if
based on an economic depreciation pattern) is clearly preferable, on neu-
trality grounds, to a flat investment credit. But Treasury II might have
done better to retain the investment credit, adjusted so as to avoid dis-
crimination against long investment, while adopting the Treasury I de-
preciation plan. This would have avoided granting the incentive to old
capital where it is ineffective, would have rendered the incentive more
visible, and would have recognized the principle of economic depreci-
ation more clearly. Also, it may be questioned how the investment in-
centive compares with the dividend paid credit as proposed by Treasury
I. Support for the latter, to be sure, does not rest primarily on incentive
considerations, but on the normative concept of an integrated corpora-
tion. Indeed, it might be argued that the dividend exclusion, by induc-
ing distribution, reduces cash flow available to management for
investment. Investment effects thus depend on the level at which invest-
ment decisions are made. However, the dividend exclusion also reduces
discrimination against equity investment, now resulting from the fact
that interest payments can be deducted, whereas return on equity in-
vestment is taxed twice.

Rate Reduction. The proposed reduction in the top rate from 46 to 33
percent parallels that under the individual income tax. It is thus in line
with the integration objective, as is Treasury I’s dividend exclusion. For
Treasury II, rate reduction provides the major offset to the revenue gain
for repeal of the investment credit. In all, both plans provide for some
relief in the taxation of old as against new capital, hardly in line with
incentive goals.

21See Treasury II, p. 138.
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Shelter Closing

Many of the proposed changes in the corporation and individual
income tax law are designed to close or at least reduce the use of tax
shelters. The slow-down of depreciation plays a major role in this, but so
do other provisions including the full taxation of capital gains and the
taxation of large partnerships as corporations, designed to prevent pass-
through of losses to partners. To this may be added the tightened treat-
ment of oil and gas, limitation of tax postponement in multi-period
production, application of at-risk rules to real estate, and so forth. On
the basis of this brave package, Treasury I hopes to secure a substantial
cutback in tax shelters.

Unfortunately, the list offered by Treasury II is much less complete.
Accelerated depreciation is retained, though modified to check its worst
abuses, but preferential treatment of capital gains continues as does
carry-through of partnership losses; also, a much milder approach is
taken to oil and gas, and to multi-production rules. Treasury II, howev-
er, takes a more severe position in two respects. For one thing, it pro-
poses a recapture of tax savings which would result as reduced tax rates
are applied to earlier postponement of taxable income under accelerated
depreciation. For another, a minimum tax (which Treasury I, rather opti-
mistically, holds no longer necessary) is to be retained and tightened at
both the individual and the corporate level. But this is only a second best
solution, and one is left with the question of how much shelter closing
would in fact be accomplished under Treasury II, and whether an ade-
quate offset to the proposed reduction in the top bracket rate would be
provided.

"Supply-Side" Effects
How much may we expect the reform to contribute to the perfor-

mance of the U.S. economy? Such contribution may come about through
a more efficient use of resources, more rapid technological progress, or
through an increase in labor supply, saving, investment and technologi-
cal advance. As I am approaching the limits of my pages, a brief sum-
mary of what was said on this in the earlier papers will have to suffice.

Of the various paths, gains from more productive use of resources,
brought about by depreciation reform and reduced distortions through
shelter seeking should be the most important. Joel Slemrod reports that
the efficiency cost for the tax system as a whole has been estimated at,
say, 5 percent of GNP, which burden could be avoided by transition to a
lump-sum tax.2~ However, we are not about to undertake such a move.

22See Joel Slemrod°s paper prepared for this conference.
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The gain from complete elimination of differentials in the treatment of
capital income has been estimated at 1 percent of GNP, a level which is
much above what the proposed reform would accomplish. While the
reform does not face up to the larger problem of mortgage interest de-
duction, elimination of property tax deductibility is estimated to yield an
efficiency gain of 0.9 percent of GNP. Potential efficiency gains from the
treatment of capital income may thus add to, say, 2 percent of GNP.

Turning to effects on labor supply, Slemrod reports that moving to a
completely flat-rate income tax has been estimated to increase labor sup-
ply by over 10 percent.23 Using a compensated labor supply elasticity of
0.2 percent for males and 1.2 percent for females, and an average de-
crease in marginal rates of 19 percent, an estimated increase in labor
supply of 3 percent is obtained.

Using a controversial interest elasticity of 0.4 and holding the level
of interest rates constant, the effect of rate reduction on household sav-
ings is estimated at less than 2 percent. Little additional gain is expected
from liberalized IRA provisions.24 Effects on corporate savings may be
expected to be negative under Treasury I, at least in the short run, given
the reduced rate of depreciation and the proposed exclusion of dividend
payments. While rate reduction will provide an offset, this will hardly
suffice to leave a net gain. With household saving only a small part of the
total, the savings rate for the two sectors combined is not likely to show
a significant change, in any case not a change anywhere near what
might be accomplished by deficit reduction.

This leaves effects on corporate investment demand. While Treasury
II claims that the effective tax rate on equity-financed corporate invest-
ment would fall from 35 to 26 percent, Slemrod notes that this is not
readily reconciled with the projection of a 20 percent revenue gain. He
concludes that tax incentives to corporate investment will not be raised
substantially.25 Hendershott estimates interest rates to decline but slight-
ly, except for a more substantfal fall under Treasury I due to its interest
indexing provision.26 Kopcke, in his cash-flow model, estimates that
there will be little effect on cash flow in the short run, but that the
reforms may secure a 9 percent gain by the end of the decade.27 Under
the neoclassical model, the effects on the growth rate in the stock of
durable equipment in manufacturing are estimated to be slight or even
negative in the short run. By the end of the decade, Treasury I may
induce an increase from 3.0 to 3.4 percent, with little change under

23Slemrod, p. 23.
24Slemrod, p. 21.
25Slemrod, p. 22.
26See Patric M. Hendershott’s paper prepared for this conference, p. 33.
27See Richard Kopcke’s paper prepared for this conference.
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Treasury II. Both the models reflect the state of the art, but leave me
somewhat troubled,as

Reviewing these results, it appears that "supply side" effects will be
modest and that there will be no major impact on the growth rate of the
U.S. economy, not only in the proverbial steady-state setting but also
over the more relevant period of a decade or so. These estimates, how-
ever, may be too pessimistic as they do not account for behavioral shifts
which may result in the wake of a truly successful reform. But this is a
hope only, a special dividend if it should come about. In the meantime,
the major reward should be expected to be in low-income relief and
efficiency gains, together with an improvement in horizontal equity and
a more favorable image of the income tax. This, to be sure, would be a
gain but it leaves unanswered the overriding deficit problem and the
needed tax increase without which that issue cannot be resolved. It is
unfortunate indeed that reform has come to be viewed in a climate
which rules out such an increase and even looks towards future reduc-
tion, rather than integrate reform with the more pressing task of provid-
ing for increased revenue.

28The cash-flow model, with cash flow as determinant of investment behavior, throws
a most uncomplimentary light on the efficiency of the investment process, while the "neo-
classical" model bypasses that old friend the impact of loss offset by risk taking. This not
only bears on taxation effects on portfolio mix but eventually also on the level of invest-
ment. For a recent review of this problem, see Agnar Sandmo, "The Effects of Taxation on
Saving and Risk Taking," in A. Auerbach and M. Feldstein, eds., 1985, Handbook of Public
Economics, Vol. 1, North Holland.



Discussion
Joseph A. Pechman*

It will come as no surprise to this audience that I agree with practi-
cally everything that Richard Musgrave said, and so what I shall have to
say is really in the nature of an addendum to his excellent article rather
than a criticism. Musgrave concludes that there are some very good
things in the original Treasury proposal (Treasury I) and fewer good
things in the President’s proposals (Treasury II), but he’s not so sure
about what will emerge after Congress gets through compromising the
major issues. However, he doesn’t tell us whether it all will be worth it
in the end.

Let me try to strike a balance sheet of pluses and minuses to help
answer the question. I have the advantage of knowing the options pre-
sented by Chairman Rostenkowski to the Ways and Means Committee,
so the outlines of what is likely to come out are clearer now than when
Musgrave prepared his paper. My conclusion is that the principles of tax
reform have already been compromised to a considerable degree and it
is hard to see how the final bill, if Congress passes one, will be anything
more than a mishmash. But I think that the public discussion of tax
reform has been all to the good, and I hope that it will ultimately pro-
duce results.

One set of improvements that the bill now being considered is likely
to make are the increases in personal exemptions and the standard de-
duction, and the reduction in the tax rates of individuals and corpora-
tions. It is fairly clear that Congress will restore the principle that
individuals and families with incomes below the official poverty line
should not be subject to income tax. This principle, which was adhered

*Senior Fellow, Economic Studies, The Brookings Institution.
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to throughout the 1960s and most of the 1970s, was abandoned in 1978
and as a result the burden of income taxation on the poor has been
increasing. It is time to rectify this inequity.

The reduction of the top marginal rate from 50 percent to 35 percent
would be all to the good, if as now planned the revenue would be
recovered by closing major loopholes. However, like Musgrave, I don’t
think there is much virtue in reducing the number of tax brackets to
three. In fact, I think it is worth asking whether it is appropriate in a
graduated income tax to tax incomes over the wide ranges now being
considered at the same marginal rate. For example, Treasury II would
apply the 25-percent individual income tax rate to incomes between
$29,000 and $70,000 for joint returns and $18,000 and $42,000 for single
persons. I doubt that most people would agree that ability to pay tax on
the marginal dollar is the same for joint returns with incomes of $29,000
and $69,999. Why tax simplification was ever associated with reduction
in the number of tax brackets is a mystery to me, but I’m prepared to
accept three if we get real tax reform and tax simplification in return.

Regrettably, neither the Treasury nor the Congress has taken the
opportunity to really simplify the rate structure by replacing the four
rate schedules we now have with one. This would rationalize the tax
treatment of the family and produce real simplification. All that would
be needed would be to retain the deduction for two-earner couples to
eliminate the marital penalty and to differentiate the taxpaying ability of
one- versus two-earner couples. Unfortunately, given the requirement of
revenue neutrality, there is no way to do this without raising the tax
burdens of one-earner couples, so we will have to continue to live with
four rate schedules even though they make no sense.

Another real gain is that the tax base will be broadened in major
respects under every one of the tax reform alternatives now being con-
sidered. It is about time that the privilege of issuing tax-exempt securi-
ties should be restricted to governmental purposes, that financial
institutions should be relieved of their generous loss reserves, that de-
fense contractors should properly account for their income and expenses,
that the energy tax credits should be repealed, and that the personal de-
ductions should be pruned. These and other base-broadening reforms
would help to improve the image of the income tax, which is not well
regarded because the public knows that too many businesses and individ-
uals don’t pay their fair share.

I also endorse the redistribution of approximately $25 billion of tax-
es from individuals to corporations. Those who believe that capital
should not be taxed at all will oppose such a move. However, given that
we are still taxing income rather than consumption, it seems to me that
the yield of the corporate tax has been excessively eroded in the last
couple of decades. The corporation tax will account for only about 9
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percent of total federal receipts in fiscal year 1986, down from 28 percent
30 years earlier. Treasury I and II and the Rostenkowski option would
raise this percentage to about 121/2 percent in fiscal 1990. Such a redis-
tribution of tax burdens can hardly be regarded as onerous for owners of
capital, particularly since most of the revenue will be coming from cor-
porations that do not pay tax under current law (e.g., financial institu-
tions, real ’estate, and defense contractors), rather than from the
industrial sector, which accounts for a major portion of the nation’s
productive capital.

Having said all this, it is only fair to point out that political consider-
ations have already diluted some of the major improvements originally
proposed by the Treasury, and even Treasury I strayed in some key
respects. The most important departures from comprehensive income
taxation that will probably endure are the following:

1. Treasury I would have at last taxed real capital gains at ordinary
income tax rates, but the financial community saw to it that this vital
element of comprehensive income taxation would not be preserved.
Treasury II would tax capital gains at half the ordinary rates, thus reduc-
ing the maximum rate on long-term gains from 20 percent to 17.5 per-
cent. And, for those who would find that too onerous, Treasury II
provided taxation of real capital gains as an option beginning in 1990.
Chairman Rostenkowski’s alternative would maintain a 42 percent dif-
ferential between the rates of tax on ordinary income and capital gains.
The advantages of eliminating the distinction between capital gains and
ordinary income on equity and simplification grounds have been fully
documented in the literature. It appears, however, that this step will be
postponed once again even if a bill is passed by the 99th Congress.

2. The far-reaching reform of the tax treatment of depreciable assets
proposed in Treasury I was watered down by the President and to a
greater degree by the Ways and Means Committee. Apparently, the idea
of a level playing field for investors in different types of assets and
industries is an objective devoutly desired by economists, but not by the
business community. The Thatcher government recently adopted this
principle and used the revenues to reduce the corporate tax rate from 52
percent to 35 percent. Perhaps the experience in that country will help
persuade our Congress that neutrality in taxation is worth something.

3. I have always believed that we have overdone the personal de-
ductions in our income tax, and welcomed the initiative in Treasury I to
prune them. I suppose it is too much to ask that the deduction for
mortgage interest should be included in any limitation of the interest
deduction, but the President backtracked on the proposal to put a floor
on charitable contributions and it is clear that Congress will not accept
elimination of the deduction for state and local taxes. Some restriction of
personal deductions is likely to survive, but judging from the compro-
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mises now being considered, the result will hardly be a contribution to
tax equity or simplification.

4. Treasury I retained deductions for individual retirement accounts
even for taxpayers who already receive generous exclusions for contri-
butions to private pension plans; it would also have raised the allowable
deductions and increased the spousal IRAs. I see no reason why such
deductions should be allowed, let alone be made more generous. If
anything has been established pretty conclusively since 1981, it is that
people with assets will switch from taxable to nontaxable accounts to
take advantage of the offer of a tax cut. Personal saving has not increased
since the more generous IRAs were enacted in 1981, while national sav-
ing has declined by the increased deficit they have generated (amount-
ing to over $13 billion in fiscal 1986). Instead of increasing the IRAs as
Treasury I proposed or retaining present law, which is what the Presi-
dent and Chairman Rostenkowski propose, the deductions should be
restricted to those who are not already covered by private pension plans.

5. Treasury I and II would have raised the income tax threshold by
almost doubling the personal exemption and increasing the standard
deduction somewhat. It’s clear that much more revenue will be needed
to pay for a significant cut in the marginal rates, so Congress is consider-
ing cutting the personal exemption and raising the standard deduction. I
believe that some modest differential in the tax burdens of families of
different size is warranted, even in the top brackets. The switch in em-
phasis between a higher personal exemption and a higher standard de-
duction smacks of a "soak the rich" policy. I believe that distributional
issues of this sort should be haiidled through the rate structure and not
by sleight-of-hand. Furthermore, the conversion of the standard deduc-
tion from a flat to a per-capita amount would complicate rather than
simplify the tax return.

I think I have said enough to demonstrate that the tax reform plans
now being seriously considered i.e., Treasury II or the Rostenkowski
option leave much to be desired. If asked to vote "yea" or "nay," I
suppose I would vote yes for either of them. But it is already clear that
the compromising has only just begun. Each additional compromise
weakens the reform potential of the bill and also makes the law more

¯ rather than less complicated. I am, therefore, not optimistic that what
will remain in the end will be worth the candle.

I want to make it clear, however, that all has not been for naught. It
is amazing that tax reform has reached center stage, after so many years
of effort on the part of a relatively few academic lawyers and economists.
The proponents of tax reform now include influential congressmen and
senators, as well as the President of the United States and the Secretary
of the Treasury. Some of the issues have been clarified and major difficul-
ties, both theoretical and practical, have been identified. Even if a tax
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reform bill does not see the light of day in 1986, some progress will have
been made in enlightening the public and the Congress about the issues.
Some future President and Congress will thus be better prepared to fight
the good fight if they happen to get religion.



Lawrence H. Summers*

Richard Musgrave’s paper provides an excellent summary of the
issues at stake in the current tax reform debate without ever providing a
definite answer to what is unfortunately a zero dollar question Is it
worth it? I sense Musgrave’s ambivalence. He is attracted by the
"broader taxes are better taxes" philosophy that he and other academic
tax experts have advocated for so very many years. I confess that I
cannot agree with Musgrave’s conclusion that "the early 1950s do not
seem so long past." And he is enthusiastic about the reforms directed at
attacking tax shelters. On the other hand, he is not very enthusiastic
about the elimination of state and local tax deductibility, which is a
linchpin of the Treasury proposals; he recognizes that the proposals at-
tack only a small part of the tax expenditure budget; and he sees the
opportunity costs of a major reform effort at this time. This last issue is a
tricky one. If the tax reform debate diverts Congress from raising taxes to
reduce budget deficits, it will be very harmful. If it distracts Congress
and prevents it from starting a trade war, it will have yielded an unex-
pected dividend.

My assessment is that tax reform along the lines of Treasury I or II is
not worth it at present. This is not to deny that these proposals contain
many desirable elements, but to suggest that now is not the right time

¯ for comprehensive tax reform. To steal a phrase, it may now be time for a
period of benign neglect of our tax system following a surfeit of malign
attention. We have had three major tax reform bills legislated within the
past four years, and five major bills within the last eight years. Treasury I
and Treasury II have been put forward, dozens of Congressional propos-
als have been introduced, and volumes of testimony have been taken

* Professor of Economics, Harvard University.
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regarding comprehensive reform, all before the technical corrections to
the last tax bill have been adopted. And some of the provisions of the
1982 TEFRA legislation have yet to go into effect. Perhaps it is time to try
an experiment in tax policy that we have not tried in many years--living
under one tax code for 36 months.

Given this history, the looming budget deficit, and the fact that tax
reforms now may preclude other, perhaps better, tax reforms in the
future, there would have to be major advantages before comprehensive
tax reform would be a good idea. And yet, reading Musgrave’s paper, I
find it hard to see the compelling benefits of the major aspects of the
Treasury’s proposals. For example, I share his sense that assistance to the
states through tax deductibility is warranted, at least when federal
spending aid is being slashed. At a time when the infrastructure is de-
caying or decayed, when there is a widely acknowledged need to in-
crease spending on education, and when real AFDC benefits have been
allowed to decline by a third over the last decade, I find it hard to believe
that excessive spending by state and local governments is a major na-
tional problem. I agree that bringing the top rate on individuals still
further down is not a compelling priority, and I cannot get very worked
up about a reduction in the number of tax brackets. Musgrave and I both
support efforts to attack tax shelters and to curb abuses involving busi-
ness entertainment and so forth, but we recognize that these issues do
not involve large amounts of revenue.

My major disagreement with Musgrave and the tenor of much of
the discussion comes where he writes "Depreciation reform . . . may
well emerge as the most important gain in the current reform effort." My
view is that proposed reforms in this area represent major errors. In
search of some economist’s holy grail of neutrality, Treasury’s proposals
would compromise both economic growth and equity. They are at their
root ill-conceived.

Even the most ardent of supply-siders recognizes that tax policies
cannot affect the amount of capital already in place. They can, however,
have a potent effect on the rate of new investment. It was this recogni-
tion that, I think, led a number of those in this room to advocate the
investment tax credit in 1962 as an alternative to corporate rate reduc-
tions. The investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation are devices
for reducing the tax burden on new capital without conferring a windfall
gain on old capital. The Treasury proposal goes in exactly the wrong
direction. It reduces the tax burden on old capital by lowering the corpo-
rate rate and offering dividend relief, while at the same time raising the
tax burden on new capital by abolishing the investment tax credit and
stretching out depreciation schedules.

Much discussion has focused on the alleged nonneutralities created
by ACRS and the ITC, which Treasury argues that the President’s pro-
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posal will eliminate. In fact current reform proposals are likely to create
as many distortions as they eliminate. The concept of economic depreci-
ation on which the Treasury proposal is based is extremely slippery. For
example, the major nonneutrality alleged by Treasury, in its discussion
of investment incentives, is that between equipment and structures.
Treasury claims that the effective tax rate on structures is currently sub-
stantially greater than that on equipment. Yet much of the tax-shelter
industry relies on structures rather than equipment, making this claim
unlikely.

Neutrality calculations on which the Treasury plan is based involve
actual data on only five or six types of assets. The assumed depreciation
rates for other assets are based on speculative extrapolations. Assertions
that the present system is highly nonneutral and the proposed system is
neutral are premised on the assumptions that all investments are able to
carry the same amount of debt, that properties are never resold and
depreciated more than once, and that asset price changes are completely
predictable. Without these (patently false) assumptions there is no basis
for any claims that the Treasury proposal is somehow neutral. The bank-
ruptcy of the calculations on which the Treasury proposal is based is
evidenced by Barry Bosworth’s recent finding that changes in the com-
position of investment have recently had no correlation with measured
effective tax rates.

It is commonly suggested that current law somehow favors capital-
intensive industries. This is a fundamental misconception. Investments
in intangibles--research and development, advertising, or goodwill--all
receive the ultimate in accelerated depreciation, first-year write-offs. For
example, the large expenditure incurred by Coca-Cola in developing and
marketing new Coke can all be expensed. In contrast, outlays on phys-
ical capital are necessarily amortized over time. If anything they are
penalized, not helped, under ACRS. The nonneutrality between tangi-
ble and intangible investment would be greatly exacerbated by current
proposals which do not address intangible capital at all but do substan-
tially increase the effective taxation of physical capital.

Finally, the President’s proposal does little to address the non-
taxation of owner-occupied housing, which represents close to half of
physical capital in the United States. By increasing the effective taxation
of business investment, the Treasury exacerbates the nonneutrality al-
ready present between business and housing investment. On balance,
the Treasury’s proposed depreciation reforms are not likely to increase
the neutrality of our tax system.

Reforms in the name of neutrality are advocated despite the fact that
ACRS was put into place less than four years ago, with the stated objec-
tive of increasing capital formation, and has been extremely successful
in achieving this goal. We are now living through a period of record high
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real interest rates, large federal budget deficits, and increasing foreign
competition. Despite this adverse environment, the share of gross busi-
ness fixed investment in GNP actually reached a postwar high within the
last year. Investment in producers’ durable equipment increased by 42
percent during the first two years of the current recovery compared with
an average of 20 percent during the first two years of previous recover-
ies. While it is impossible to conclusively identify the reasons for the
substantial strength of investment, many experts concur with the econo-
metric evaluation of DRI some months ago that "business and fixed
investment would now be dismal were it not for the 1981 ERTA legisla-
tion."

Perhaps the clearest way to demonstrate the importance of in-
creased investment to productivity growth is through international com-
parisons. Between 1970 and 1980 the rate of net investment in the
United States averaged only 6.6 percent of GNP, while productivity rose
at a rate of 2.5 percent. France invested 12.2 percent of GNP and Ger-
many invested 11.8 percent, about twice as much as the United States.
Correspondingly, productivity grew about twice as rapidly--at a rate of
4.8 percent in France and 4.9 percent in Germany. Japan invested almost
three times as much as we did--19.5 percent of GNP. It enjoyed produc-
tivity growth at a 7.4 percent rate, almost three times as great as ours.

Many factors determine the overall level of capital investment. No
matter what tax incentives are in place, investments will fall dramatically
in recessions when there is excess capacity and will rise sharply in per-
iods of economic expansion. The prescription that we eliminate reces-
sions to stimulate investment is not one we know how to carry out. We
must therefore rely on other means. The weight of the evidence suggests
strongly that increases in tax burdens along the lines proposed by the
President will substantially increase the cost of capital and therefore will
reduce investment.

Treasury’s own calculations demonstrate that the President’s plan
would increase the effective tax rate on equipment, which accounts for a
lion’s share of business investment, by more than 20 percentage points.
Alternative calculations using realistic discount rates for depreciation
allowances suggest a much greater increase. The abolition of the invest-
ment tax credit alone would increase the effective purchase price of new
equipment by more than 15 percent. These reforms would more than
undo the substantial contribution the 1981 reforms made to the current
strength of business investment. Economic science has not progressed
to the point where precise estimates are possible, but it is clear that
enactment of major reforms like those called for in the Treasury proposal
would significantly retard capital formation. Estimates prepared by lead-
ing econometric forecasters suggest that net business investment might
fall by as much as 15 percent, if the President’s plan were enacted. These
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reductions in investment will reduce our productivity growth in the
years to come. It seems inconceivable that the questionable gains in
neutrality that the Treasury proposal might achieve could begin to have
as large an effect.

A final distressing element in the Treasury’s corporate tax reform
proposal is indexation of the basis in capital assets for the purpose of
determining depreciation allowances. Inevitably the task of finding the
replacement cost of each asset in each year will complicate the tax sys-
tem. But there is a more important objection to indexation. After the
tremendous sacrifice of the last recession, inflation is now running at
very low levels. The President and the Federal Reserve appear commit-
ted to keeping it at very low levels. If we expect this commitment to be
honored, there is little reason to favor indexation of the tax system.
Indexation is a clear sign of a lack of confidence in our ability to prevent
inflationary fires from re-igniting. Such evidence that we lack confidence
in our ability to fight inflation must inevitably affect inflationary expecta-
tions, and ultimately the inflation process itself.

Where should we go from here? The two major base broadeners in
the current proposal--eliminating state and local deductibility and aboli-
tion of the investment tax credit both seem like mistakes. With huge
deficits the case for reductions is weak. Yet the sense that the tax system
is a disgrace remains strong. I would propose that consideration be giv-
en to a TEFRA-style bill that attacks "loopholes," defined as all the minor
items in the current Treasury proposal, and at the same time keeps rates
constant. Such a bill would improve equity in the tax system, raise rev-
enue and reduce the deficit. It would encounter less opposition than
comprehensive reform, and unlike comprehensive reform, it would
leave scope for future changes.
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